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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 
Demolition has been employed as a tool for urban renewal, for the 
erasure of unwanted pasts and to facilitate the return of older pasts.  The 
significance of demolition does not reside solely with the end result of a 
removed building.  The undoing during demolition affects spatial 
orientation, memory and cognition.  Demolition is analysed as a form of 
the phenomenon of ‘oblivion’ where decisions to demolish are 
dependent on the position taken on the relationship of the present with 
the past and the future, leading to new possibilities for refining the use 
of demolition in the reinvention of cities. 
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Demolition has been employed as a tool for urban renewal, erasure of unwanted pasts, 

ruin clearing, and to permit the return of older pasts.  The significance of demolition 

does not reside solely with the end result of a removed building or cleared 

neighbourhood.  It is a presence in the urban fabric in its own right, with characteristic 

and extended duration.  It is not just the agent of removal but a transition period with its 

own ephemeral qualities.   

 

Demolition, the deliberate, authorised taking apart of a building, holds significance 

beyond the simple removal of the physical components of the building or buildings 

from a site.  Demolition of a building or part of a city is a milestone event affecting 

spatial orientation, memory and cognition, requiring spatial and temporal re-orientation.  

Both the fabric and networks of the city are disrupted.  The consequences of demolition 

are not always fully appreciated; therefore its results are not always fully aligned with 

the desired trajectory of development.  At times it is used as the tool of familiarity or 

convenience rather than providing the optimum strategy for the re-shaping of the city.  

 

Demolition is not simply a "there then not there" building removal undertaken as part of 

a strategy of city formation.  The "not there" state is the outcome of a process that over 

time converts and strips back an intact building and operating part of the city into an 

absence of both.  Demolition is an oblivion, but it is an oblivion that incorporates the 

progressive removal not just of the building but the life surrounding it, the networks it is 

part of and the specific character, which becomes progressively less identifiable through 

the process.  As Marc Augé demonstrates, oblivion is not pure nothingness, it is the 

crossing through a liminal period from one state to another.   This progressive stripping 

is the beginning of the oblivion that removes the building and ushers in a new condition 

for the site.  Looking at the process of dissolution - the phenomenon of demolition - is 

critical for understanding the nature of the oblivion that demolition brings.  This 

dissolution is accompanied by a full consciousness of the certainty of immanent 

oblivion.  It demonstrates that vanishing is more than simply not being there.   

 

The investigation of the process is the starting point of this research, where the picture 

of demolition encompasses not just the effects during and after, but also the drivers of 

demolition.  The persistence of echoes after the building is gone and how that 

persistence is part of the process of city formation, is the final aspect of this research. 
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The transitory aspects of demolition activity require the progress of a demolition to be 

followed to grasp the nature of its progression.  To understand and capture the short 

lived and changing aspects, the course of urban scale demolition in contemporary 

Shanghai and demolitions of selected buildings in Perth were followed through the 

course of writing of this thesis.  These are supplemented by reference to specific 

historical cases that are particularly instructive of values underlying decisions to 

demolish and the revelatory aspects of the period of demolition.  The choice of 

Shanghai is based on its position as the contemporary world’s prime example of a city 

undertaking large scale rebuilding of the historical city centre, including the wholesale 

demolition of traditional housing forms and the alteration of the urban fabric.  The study 

sites provide source material on the changes through the period of demolition for 

analysis.  The subsequent analysis is revelatory of the fundamentals of architecture, the 

aims underlying development trajectories, how the past exists in the present, and 

contributes to the formation of demolition as a concept. 

 

The demolition process reveals the architecture of the building and its occupation in 

often-unexpected ways, where the architecture speaks with a voice coloured by the 

years of occupancy, ageing and the accretions of time that demolition can reveal.  It 

speaks from a position that sees the building sequentially and at times voyeuristically 

revealed by the progressive removal of the building fabric.  Due to demolition’s 

ephemeral nature, this contribution is frequently lost and requires new methods to 

comprehend, capture and retain it in the repository of architectural and urban 

knowledge. 

 

At individual building level it is contingent on a variety of factors and therefore 

revelatory of those factors.  This thesis considers the effect of the original design and 

structural choices, the nature of the occupation, wear and weathering of the building 

over time, recycling strategies and demolition strategies.  The demolition site is 

revealed as a space or landscape with characteristic aesthetics, ephemerality, animation, 

exposure, and critical aspects.  It exhibits a set of characteristics that set it apart from 

the everyday spaces of the city.   

 
A body of theory that both highlights the principal aims and contents of this thesis, but 

which is, in turn, enlarged and contested by research is so-called ‘ruin theory’.  The 
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analysis proceeds by first considering how ruin theory and associated scholarship has 

addressed the manner in which ruins resulting from (i) the action of nature on 

abandoned buildings, (ii) from natural disasters and (iii) war can be interpreted.  The 

destruction of buildings by demolition is then considered as distinct from these other 

sources of ruination, so that ruin theory broadly considered can be assessed for its 

applicability to matters specific to demolition.   

 

Although the prospect of a partial building undergoing destruction invites the attention 

of the ‘ruin theorist’, key characteristics of demolition demand an analysis that 

addresses the characteristics that are specific to demolition and that identify demolition 

as distinct from ruination. While recognizing that in some cases, demolition has been 

understood under the general heading of “ruin” along with ruination due to 

abandonment, natural disaster and war, the use of the term “ruin” in this thesis will 

exclude the case of demolition to further highlight the differences at play.  From 

analysis of the actors and rationales of demolition it is recognised as a separate case to 

ruination, though with shared aspects.  The analysis identifies areas of similarity in 

appearance between demolished buildings and ruins while accounting for the 

differences in nature and how the actors operate.  

 

The investigation addresses the effect of demolition both in the transitory, dynamic 

space it creates and in the removal of buildings and the associated physical re-

arrangement of the fabric and networks of the city.  The direction of the thesis is guided 

by key questions and objectives regarding the role and impact of demolition in the 

formation of the city. 

 

The objective of this research is to investigate the significance of the building 

demolition process in the reshaping and reinvention of the city and the responses it 

draws from and demands of urban residents.  

 

The aim is to develop a theory of demolition articulating the nature and impact of 

demolition on architecture, memory, and experience of the city and on the fabric of the 

city.  

 

The research question then becomes: What are the aesthetic, architectural, perceptual 

and mnemonic qualities of the period of demolition?  How do these complex 
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characteristics operate together to provide an understanding of the effect of demolition 

on the fabric of the city, the architecture of vanishing buildings and on the drivers of 

demolition?  

 

As an outcome, the understanding from the answers to the preceding questions then has 

the potential to inform decisions to retain or demolish a given building or parts of one.  

This understanding thereby refines the use of demolition as a tool in the reinvention of 

cities and provides a means to better assess the post-demolition effects on the city and 

its inhabitants.  It constructs a theory of demolition with specific aesthetics, sets of 

dialectics, and mode of operation as signifier.  It encompasses architectural 

characteristics pertaining to the progressive, ephemeral removal of a building and the 

relation and response of the architecture to the demolition process and to the props and 

machinery of that process.   

 

There is a particular relevance of this investigation to the contemporary city as the site 

of rapid changes in technology, work methods, transportation and population 

demographics.  These changes are occurring in urban contexts that increasingly include 

purpose-built buildings and housing stock more aligned with earlier demographics.  The 

disappearance of old uses and rise of new requirements will increasingly challenge the 

relevance and use of existing building stock.  Cities are composed of a mass of ordinary 

fabric, with no particular heritage value (if assessed against current commonly applied 

criteria) in addition to the buildings with particular heritage related qualities.  This 

thesis considers the role of demolition outside a purely heritage based framework.  The 

more notorious demolitions garner attention, but the majority of demolitions are 

ordinary and less contentious.  

 

An attention to issues considered in this thesis, such as the way the past appears in the 

present, the connection of identity with built fabric and constructions placed on, for 

example, oldness / newness has the potential to refine the way demolition is used on the 

mass of fabric.  This general fabric has a key role in defining the relation of the city to 

its past, complementary to that played by those buildings with exception heritage 

values.  The fabric specific to a city identifies it as a particular place rather than a no 

place.  Considering the operation of demolition as a form of oblivion, this thesis 

considers its use beyond a simple clearing away, but as a formative mechanism that 
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operates best when considered on its own merits rather than being simply a making way 

for the new.  

 

This consideration of demolition as a formative mechanism has also directed attention 

to the time and process of demolition itself, where the focus shifts to a means amid the 

destruction to re-look at architecture, particularly the relation of materials and space in a 

building.  This provides an understanding and means of approach to design that differs 

from the commonly employed design methodologies and challenges what is normally 

thought of as “proper” spaces with clear, functional uses or spatial qualities. 

 

This attention to the time and process of demolition itself has also produced an 

understanding of the dissolution of an area undergoing demolition and the changes to 

the life surrounding the destruction as the demolition progresses. 

 

The first section of this introduction “Demolition and the re-shaping of the city”, 

introduces key aspects of demolition that form the context for this study.  It identifies 

diverse types of demolition and unifying factors, impacts beyond material destruction 

such as the relationship between the material aspects of the city and memory, the 

demolition site as an element of urban fabric and rationales for demolition.  The second 

section describes the conceptual framework developed for research.  The concept of the 

“landscape of demolition” with a characteristic appearance is introduced.  Demolition is 

positioned as a case of the general and existentially-redolent phenomenon of ‘oblivion’.  

Cultural constructions of meanings are placed on qualities associated with demolition 

such as “age”, “wear” and “newness”.  The impact that these constructions have on 

decisions to demolish is introduced here.  The section also addresses the relation of 

demolition to the ruin and identifies key points of difference, developing demolition’s 

qualities as a distinct phenomenon. 

 

The third section outlines the research methods.  It situates the cases studies in relation 

to the conceptual framework and elaborates on the selection criteria of the cases studies.  

The way to look at the ephemeral and changing site is considered, with particular 

attention to the changing forms of engagement and attention of those who occupy or 

pass through the site.  There are diverse critical and evaluative positions taken on the 

relationship of the present to the past and the future when considering whether to 

demolish.  These differing positions affect decisions on the use of demolition as a tool 
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of formation and reinvention of the city.  This section introduces the impact of the view 

of the past and future, as the basis of a critique of the role of demolition.  The fourth 

section reviews existing scholarship as it pertains to the conceptual framework and 

positions this study in relation to existing ruin scholarship.  The final section then 

outlines the content and structure of subsequent Chapters. 

 

 
1. Demolition and the re-shaping of the city  

 
Cities change through processes of removal of buildings and creation of new buildings 

and spaces.  The demolition of buildings impacts the city in two ways, firstly by its 

presence as a site of change during the sometimes prolonged time of demolition and 

secondly by the erasure of buildings, the ultimate goal of demolition. In operation, it has 

its own characteristic presence. 

 

− Diverse types of demolition and unifying characteristics 

 

Instances of demolition are diverse.  A few of the more obvious large scale examples 

include the clearing of traditional housing as part of urban regeneration programs in 

China over the last 25 years, Robert Moses’ infrastructure building and slum clearance 

programs in New York in the early and mid-20th century, and Baron Georges-Eugène 

Haussmann’s reconfiguration of Paris in the mid-19th century.  Aside from the 

demolition of unremarkable buildings in cities all over the world, there are exceptional 

cases such as the demolition of the Palast der Republik in the former East Berlin in 

2006 to allow the rebuilding of the Stadtschloss that formerly occupied the site, the 20 

year cycle of demolition and identical rebuilding of the Ise Shrine (ca CE 690 on), the 

demolition of Architect Cedric Price’s InterAction Centre in 1981 following Price’s 

demands that the English Heritage listing be dropped and contentious and regretted 

demolitions such as Pennsylvania Station, New York, demolished in 1963.   

 

Despite the diversity, there are unifying characteristics that can be used in a framework 

to understand these cases as part of the same overall phenomenon.  Firstly, as a 

removal, demolition is a case of the broader category and existential condition of 

oblivion.  Secondly, demolitions are characterised by intentionality and the 

manifestations of power to bring them about.  There is a deliberate decision, direction 
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and purpose.  Additionally, and in relation to this purpose, the particular views of the 

relationship of the present to the past and future that are adopted are fundamental to this 

decision-making.  Demolition is the marker of the perception of this relationship.  It is 

also the agent of its manifestation in built form.  The examples listed above and others 

are used in this thesis to analyse how these factors operate.   

 

− Destruction of buildings and associated memories 

 

Demolition allows the new to come, but does so by destroying the existing.  A building 

in design and use possesses and accumulates intangible aspects and meanings that 

depend on physical existence of the building.  Because of this dependence, those 

intangible aspects are also consigned to oblivion or fundamentally altered by the 

demolition process.  These intangible aspects range from personal and publicly known 

associations due to events that occurred during the life of the building, to generic type-

related associations. 

 

The creation of these associations is in the nature of memory as understood by Pierre 

Nora, rather than features of an objective history.  Nora writes: 

 

Memory and history, far from being synonymous, appear now to be in 

fundamental opposition.  Memory is life, borne by living societies founded in its 

name.  It remains in permanent evolution, open to the dialectic of remembering 

and forgetting, unconscious of its successive deformations, vulnerable to 

manipulation and appropriation, susceptible to being long dormant and 

periodically revived.  History, on the other hand, is the reconstruction, always 

problematic and incomplete, of what is no longer.1   

 

The formation of these memories is related to spatial practices: the uses, traditions and 

practices related to the physical space.  Nora continues: "Memory takes root in the 

concrete, in spaces, gestures, images, and objects; history binds itself strictly to 

temporal continuities, to progressions and to relations between things.”2  This 

connection to the physical affects the way they might persist after their physical referent 

 
1 Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire”, trans Marc Roudebush, 
Representations, No. 26, Special Issue: Memory and Counter-Memory (Spring, 1989) 
2 Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire”, 9 
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is demolished.  Not only is the building or fabric erased from the city, it rapidly fades 

from recall for those who were familiar with it.  Events associated with the building no 

longer have the physical anchor of the building and instead are reduced to being 

associated with archival evidence and recollection.  There is a distinction between 

events that occurred in a place that is still extant and events that occurred in a place that 

no longer exists.  In the latter case, the record of the event is archival evidence:  plans, 

photographs and written records.  There is a form of evidence that the continued 

existence of the physical location gives to an event.  This existence provides a tangible 

reference point rather than one mediated by representations or memory.  It fixes the 

location, rather than reference being limited to a former, purported location.  The spatial 

practices developed around urban space, both forming and being formed by it, no longer 

have a site of practice following, and in most cases, during the demolition.  For the 

visitor or new resident to a district who does not share the history and memory of 

walking its streets, the demolished building once found there does not exist as remnant 

memory.  The newcomer solely has the contemporary material city.  The physical traces 

and interpretations of history may become pointers in some few cases only.   

 

 

− The demolition site as an element of urban fabric 

 

Although memory of a demolished building subsequently fades, the actual event of 

disappearing is noticed, characteristic and at times traumatic.  The duration of the 

demolition is often significant and the demolition site is an element of the fabric in its 

own right.   

 

Current demolition in Shanghai for example is large scale and ubiquitous.  This, 

coupled with the mass relocations associated with the demolition make it a significant 

part of the streetscape, both in extent and impact.  The nature of the change during 

demolition extends beyond a simple physical removal.  It reveals tangled historical 

timelines as elements are removed.  There is a progressive loss of identity as distinctive 

features are changed by demolition and eventually are removed altogether.  At times, it 

is the site of small resistances to delay this loss.  The removed and broken remnants 

travel away through the surrounding streets.  The demolition in progress is also 

revelatory of aspects of the architecture:  at urban scale of the formation of the 



neighbourhood and at building scale, of the fundamental relationship of architectural 

spaces, structure and services in a building.  

− Rationales for demolition

Demolition is accompanied by a clearly articulated (though not always universally 

supported) rationale.  Across different demolitions, these rationales are diverse.  Their 

range, character and outcomes are the topic of Chapter 7. 

Writing on history, but also touching on the survival of built form from the past, 

Schlögel observes: 

Appropriate remembrance and historical writing is based on an act of recognition 

of preceding generations.  It is we, the living, who give the dead their voices — or 

refuse to; because they have fallen silent, they can only speak with our help.  The 

relationship between living and dead is asymmetrical: we, the living, decide who 

is heard and who condemned to silence.3 

It is the removal from the city of the demolished building, that condemning to silence 

with forethought and intent, that is the subject of this thesis.  The decision to demolish 

or retain is not purely an issue for buildings with significant heritage value.  The 

material strata of the city are composed of diverse objects, many of which are not 

necessarily amenable to preservation based on explicit heritage policies and assessment 

criteria.  The decision to demolish (or not) is however associated with positions that the 

past is variously: outmoded, aged, a valuable repository or a legacy to be cherished.  

Demolition is therefore variously used to erase, return or to renew. 

2. Conceptual framework

Demolition is analysed in this thesis as both a dynamic state of transformation and tool 

of removal — the means resulting in a state of absence.  The use of demolition in urban 

3 Karl Schlögel “Places and strata of memory.  Approaches to eastern Europe”, trans. Martin Chalmers, 
trans. Martin Chalmers, Eurozine 19 December 2008: 1-12,  https://www.eurozine.com/places-and-strata-
of-memory/. 
Eurozine 19 December 2008: 13.  https://www.eurozine.com/places-and-strata-of-memory/. First 
published in Osteuropa 6/2008 (German version), 13. 
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transformation is not simply as a process that removes an existing building to make 

space for a planned and desirable new building to come, but as formative of the city in 

its own right, acting as a considered pruning mechanism.  Demolition is distinct from, 

but works in conjunction with, other urban transformative strategies of retention, 

restoration, re-use or expansion to greenfield sites.  Demolition needs to be understood 

in both its end result and the manner in which it operates, i.e. the absence it creates and 

the way it changes a building or area over time while it is occurring. 

− The landscape of demolition

There is a basis to expect, in part provided by extending scholarship related to ruins, and 

supported by looking at the demolition site, that there is something additional to be 

learned from a building in demolition than is available at design, construction or in use.  

There is a landscape of demolition created by the demolition of a building or area, with 

characteristic appearance, aesthetic, revelatory capability.  This thesis sets out to 

identify the aesthetic, architectural, perceptual and mnemonic qualities of the period of 

demolition that set demolition sites apart from the everyday fabric of the city.  It seeks 

to answer the question, “How do these complex characteristics operate together to 

provide an understanding of the effect of demolition on the fabric of the city, the 

architecture of vanishing buildings and on the drivers of demolition”?   

Identification and recognition of demolition as a changing and ephemeral presence 

demands the tracing through of the process to capture the way this change proceeds at 

both urban and building scales.  To this end, the process is followed from start to finish 

at neighbourhood scale in an area of Shanghai, as a prime global case of wide scale 

demolition.  It is similarly followed through the process at building for selected 

individual buildings in Perth. 

The start of a demolition marks the change from a place of usefulness and relevance to 

humans to a place of materiality and should be approached accordingly — not just as a 

window to hidden aspects of the relationship of the building to people but as a place of 

where material is not primarily defined by its relationship and usefulness to people.  The 

appearance during demolition of both buildings and areas is found to be contingent on a 

complex of factors and is weakly revelatory of those factors, being partial and beyond 
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the direction of the observer.  These factors can be identified and understood in part by 

the analysing the changes that occur during the demolition.   

The scope of the thesis does not include detail investigation of some aspects of 

demolition.  Environmental and sustainability aspects are not included.  The variety of 

responses of locals from Australia and overseas are well documented elsewhere and are 

not included here except as they relate to changes occurring on a site during demolition.  

Consideration of the detailed political background of specific demolitions is also 

outside the scope. 

− Demolition as a form of oblivion

Demolitions can be understood as being a case of the general and existential condition 

of ‘oblivion’ and so highlight and raise questions about the relations of the present to 

the past and to the future.  In his work on memory and forgetting, Marc Augé defines 

oblivion in opposition to memory and remembrance.4  In broad terms, oblivion can be 

defined in opposition to existence, both of the building and of the associated intangible 

aspects that rely on the material presence of the building.  Oblivion is something else 

and something more than physical destruction.  Augé develops a concept of oblivion 

where it operates as a directed pruning mechanism, and decisions on its application are 

based on the perceived relation of contemporary present to the past and future.  This 

concept is developed in this thesis in the context of decisions to demolish. 

Demolition in progress is accompanied by a full consciousness of the certainty of 

immanent oblivion.  This carries with it senses of temporarality, the last chance to see, 

loss, dispersion and irreversibility.  Writing on to the post usefulness-to-humans life of 

the extant building Maria Tumarkin notes “The truth of an object is revealed in its 

afterlife, in its categorical proximity to oblivion .”5  Demolition in progress takes place 

in the shadow and the knowledge of what is to come.  The transitions that occur during 

demolition, point to an eventual oblivion. 

A demolition is therefore an indicator of the way the relationship between the past, 

contemporary reality and the future is viewed.  It is also the means by which the city is 

4 Marc Auge, Oblivion, trans. Marjolijin de Jager (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 13. 
5 Maria Tumarkin, Traumascapes, (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2005), 190. 
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reshaped in accordance with this position.  It is a deeply contingent process, and it is 

this contingency that allows it to be interrogated as a medium to illuminate aspects of 

the past, tradition, design, materials and the relation of the past to the present.  Looking 

at demolition has the potential to illuminate how the relationship of the present to the 

past is progressively both demonstrated and transformed through the demolition process 

and period of destruction.  This understanding then has the potential to inform 

subsequent decisions to retain or demolish, refining the use of demolition as a tool in 

the reinvention of cities and providing an understanding of post-demolition effects on 

the city and its inhabitants.  Where historical value is a consideration in decisions to 

demolish or retain, an evaluation of the extent to which buildings from the past can 

represent a knowable past and be preserved on the basis of that representation is part of 

this decision making process.  The city is shaped as much by the choices made on what 

to take away as decisions on what is built.  It is shaped by the decisions on what we no 

longer want to be there.  These decisions are not necessarily or primarily related to 

issues of heritage preservation — many demolished buildings are considered to have no 

particular heritage value, at least according to the currently applied criteria.  Decisions 

to demolish are a choice of what will to continue to be in the city and what will be 

removed, how much of our inheritance and our own generation’s constructions we 

discard, as much as what we want to add to the city. 

While individual buildings are either demolished or not demolished, the nature of the 

change to the urban fabric is dependent on the rate and scale of demolition.  Demolition 

may be part of a process of city formation that preserves layers of history, or a tool for 

tabula rasa reinvention.  Some changes to the established core of the city are by isolated 

demolitions of individual buildings, preserving the nature of the fabric and retaining the 

historical geographical, cadastral and typological formative aspects of that fabric.  In 

this case, typo-morphological methods are able to adequately represent the changes to 

the fabric over time.  Conversely, tabula rasa clearing of whole neighbourhoods in cities 

experiencing rapid change removes the historical typological, cadastral and at times 

geographical elements of the fabric.  In this case, for a time at least, the city is best 

understood by considering the city as a collection of dynamic states.  This aspect of 

urban scale oblivion is analysed in Chapter 3.   

The cleared site post demolition is the result of this consignment to oblivion.  In asking, 

does anything then remain, I find a form of persistence of demolished buildings that 
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comes not from rebuilding or reconstruction but from a "Dirty Realism" response to the 

conditions of demolition itself.This form of re-appearance is the subject of Chapter 8. 

− Demolition as a cultural construct

The view of both the period of demolition and the removal of buildings are shaped by 

the prevailing attitudes towards the key characteristics of the demolition site and the 

removal of buildings.  These attitudes vary by individual project and location and at 

times are deeply rooted in broader cultural attitudes.  There is no single view across 

people or across time.  Demolition will be regarded as desirable or ill-considered 

depending on the importance placed on these characteristics.  Similarly, the demolition 

site will be regarded as an eyesore or a significant end to a building’s life.  De Silvey 

and Edensor note the effect of contradictory meanings associated with the ruin, at times 

simultaneously.  They identify: 

 a set of binaries: transience / persistence, nature / culture, attraction / repulsion, 

power / vulnerability, potential / purposelessness, abandonment /appropriation, 

presence / absence, aestheticization / abjection.  Their oscillating identities ensure 

that no stabilized meaning can endure unchallenged, as long as the process of 

ruination continues.6   

Some of these binaries are directly applicable to demolition, the aestheticisation / 

abjection pair among them.  For demolition, though, the concerns are largely different.  

Patina and wear may be considered as a sign of dilapidation or a rich complexity of the 

passage of time.  The old is variously regarded as both outmoded and a container of 

valuable history.  The coming of the new is regarded as a sign of continual progress or 

needless destruction.  Authentic fabric may be prized, or a new copy considered of 

equal or higher value.  The city may be viewed as a site of cycles of destruction and 

rebuilding new, or an accumulation over centuries of the history of habitation. 

Demolition sites have attracted the attention of artists whose related artworks often 

serve to challenge the prevailing constructions placed on demolition.  Cyprian 

6 Caitlin DeSilvey and Tim Edensor, “Reckoning with ruins”, Progress in Human Geography, v37, no. 4: 
479 (2013). 
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Gaillard’s “La Grande Allée du Château de Oiron”7, is a walkway to a Renaissance 

chateau.  The walkway is constructed of crushed rubble from the demolition of a 

concrete tower block.  It is “an act of mourning for a particular type of modernist 

architecture – the tower block – and the social utopia it embodied.”8  Rachael 

Whiteread’s now demolished “House” (1993), a site specific concrete casting of the 

interior of a terrace house, concerned the absence of this form of house from the area.  It 

created such furore that it was demolished by the council eleven weeks after 

completion.   

These constructed meanings can and do vary from demolition to demolition.  The 

studies in Shanghai and Perth do however allow for a comparison of the drivers and 

sttitudes toward demolition across these two areas. 

− Terminology

“Building” refers to the physical building, where spatial qualities are not specifically the 

subject under consideration. “Architecture” is used where the spatial qualities, and their 

manipulation is relevant to the discussion.  Architecture applies to design with the 

creation of particular spatial qualities in mind, while being cognizant of the physical 

properties of the materials used. The same object could be variously referred to as a 

building or architecture, depending if the subject of the discussion at the time is 

concerned with the physical properties of the object (building) or there is a particular 

concern with the spatial qualities (architecture). Architectural operations then are 

manipulations of form and space, rather than the act of constructing (building). 

Critique is used in the sense of a systematic enquiry with detailed analysis, with an 

exposing and evaluation of implicit presuppositions 

7 Cyprian Gaillard “La grande allée du château de Oiron”, Château of Oiron, Issy-les-Moulineaux, 2008 
8 Zoë Gray “Cyprien Gaillard - Beton Belvedere - exhibition notes” Stroom Den Haag, Hogewal 1-9, The 
Hague, 22 Feb '09 - 05 Apr '09, accessed 22 June 2017, 
https://www.stroom.nl/activiteiten/tentoonstelling.php?t_id=3711278 
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− The Ruin and its relation to demolition

The building undergoing demolition is distinct from both the classical and 

contemporary ruin, but some aspects of ruin theory can usefully be applied to analyse 

demolition.  Ruin theory is examined for its applicability to the demolition site, 

conceptual differences between the ruin and demolition identified and the ruin theory 

base enlarged accordingly.  Aspects of the ruin such as the broken, fragmented 

appearance, its formation by destruction, loss of usefulness, and the sense of momento 

mori it creates, suggest that ruin theory has something to offer in the analysis of 

demolition.  Key characteristics of demolition however define it as a separate category 

and demand a specific analysis that accounts for them that situate demolition beyond 

consideration as a subtype of the ruin.  The actors and rationales of demolition are 

fundamentally different to those of the ruin, establishing demolition as a separate 

phenomenon to ruination, though with shared aspects.  The demolition is short lived 

while there is little or no expectation that the partially demolished building be entered 

into and occupied for a period; in fact, the opposite is normally the case – buildings 

undergoing demolition are commonly sealed-off, barricaded and possibly policed.  (The 

case of demolition of whole neighbourhoods in Shanghai, where some residents remain 

while adjoining houses are demolished is considered in detail in chapters 3 and 4.)  The 

memories of the whole and functioning building are fresh and the state of “being 

demolished” is short in duration, not years or millennia.  It therefore can’t be regarded 

as a relic of times past in the way a stabilised ruin is commonly seen.  It is a reminder of 

the process of removal and the whole building that was.  Any critique based on the 

physical presence alone of demolition is short lived, whereas the critique of the 

stabilised ruin lasts.  Most crucially, there is an active rather than a passive aspect to 

demolition.  There is a power to plan and execute in demolitions, rather than the 

inability to act associated with desertion or the inability to resist in natural disasters.9 

This exercise of power is wielded according to a position regarding the value to the 

present and near future.  Relevant scholarship related to ruins is covered in detail in the 

“Existing Studies” section below. 

Demolition has a position in time that differentiates it from the ruin.  It occurs during 

recent memory of the formerly complete and operating building.  It is short lived.  The 

9 This at least is true of the time of the disaster.  The preventive actions that may have been possible 
earlier or during are another matter.  
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reason, meaning and (often) the plan for the site post-demolition precede the demolition 

rather than, as in the case of the ruin, following it. 

The abandonment of an unwanted building to become a ruin could be said to reflect a 

loss or an absence of power on behalf of the actors in control of the building.  On the 

contrary, demolition is an exercise of power.  This fundamental difference leads to a 

view of demolition not as a subtype of ruins, but as a separate phenomenon that 

differentiates the city of demolition from the city of ruins.  The ruins exhibit a sense of 

powerlessness and lack of worth. 

This power and authority to remove implicit in demolition is first and foremost the 

power to exclude, but then also the power to expose and remove.  The changes leading 

up to the actual commencement of demolition consists of the erection of fencing, 

hoardings and announcements that typically communicate the aspirations and purpose 

of development to the passers-by.  There may be pasted public notices or spray-painted 

indicators of intent.  In opposition to the poorly policed fencing of ruined areas, the 

demolition site is better policed, less because the threats posed by damage and access 

control issues than for safety and liability issues.  Following exclusion, the power to 

expose is exercised.  Whatever internal access controls and limitations were put in place 

during the period of building occupation are irrelevant and made redundant by the 

demolition machinery.  Rooms are opened up to public view - there is no longer any 

privacy or constraints on visual access.  Eventual removal, of the intact building and its 

remains, follows.   

Ruins, by their very existence as ruins carry with them the ideas of loss of relevance and 

inability to redevelop or renew, which in the West at least have been extended by 

scholars to be a critique of capitalist processes10, specifically the economic imperative 

to renew.  They also act as markers of past events.  In some cases, the ruination is a 

marker of the passage of time, but in others, the destruction is inherent in the event – 

war or natural disaster.  The ruin, by its formal properties becomes a marker of past 

destructive activity as well as the passage of time.  The physical existence becomes a 

form of proof of the associated event as well as a site of remembrance.  Demolition is 

10 Paul Graves-Brown, Rodney Harrison and Angela Piccini, “ Introduction” in The Oxford Handbook of 
the Archaeology of the Contemporary World, ed. Paul Graves-Brown, Rodney Harrison and Angela 
Piccini (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013):11.  The concept of “Creative Destruction” proposed by 
Schumpeter and developed by Max Payne is considered in detail in Chapter 7.   
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never viewable years later and its time to act in a similar manner to the ruin is limited 

by the time of its existence.  This ephemeral nature cannot sustain some of the meanings 

attributed to ruins.  It temporarily sustains some similar aspects of failed utopias, 

emptied fetish objects, aesthetic of completeness and wholeness, and in some cases 

comparisons with the past.  It is here the usefulness of ruin theory in analysing 

demolition begins to break down.   

 Associations with the being-demolished building are still fresh in the memories of 

those who see itdisappear.  The ruin has time to age.  In this sense, the rust belt ruins are 

closer to demolitions than classical ruins are.  The former state of those ruins is still 

familiar to those who view them, as is the case with demolitions.  This is not the case 

with the ruins of for example the Roman Forum, even less so with old ruins 

approaching the state of rubble.  Gavin Lucas distinguishes between classical and 

contemporary ruins in accord with the criteria of freshness and rate of ruination: 

In many ways, the recent ruin thus offers a much richer and more positive field for 

thinking through issues of materiality, time, and space than the classical ruin and 

part of this is because recent ruins are so fresh.  The classical ruin is an aged ruin, 

one that has settled almost into stasis where that actual process of ruination and 

decay has either already happened or has slowed down so much as to be 

imperceptible.  In contrast, the recent ruin is new, still decaying.11 

It is the opportunities presented by this freshness that Lucas identifies, that are taken up 

in this thesis with regard to demolition.   

The characteristics shared by demolition and ruin should not be regarded as an 

invitation to deal with demolition and ruin as variations of a single construct.  There are 

key differences that require demolition to be approached as a category of artefact for 

critical analysis in its own right.  In summary, those characteristics include: 

Demolition is a case of the general and existential condition of ‘oblivion’.  The 

eventual absence of the being-demolished object stands in contrast to the 

dilapidated but continuing ruin.  The demolition site is characterised by multiple 

11 Gavin Lucas “Ruins” in The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of the Contemporary World, ed.  
Paul Graves-Brown, Rodney Harrison, Angela Piccini (Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 2013), 195. 
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transitions to non-existence: of signs of use, the building itself, history uncovered 

then destroyed.  Demolition has post-existence effects and forms of persistence 

after the physical object no longer exists.   

Demolition is deliberate and commissioned by those with power and authority to 

act.  There is an aim in mind.  Attitudes to the past and future are strongly 

implicated in this decision-making.  The positions taken on these relations are 

however far from consistent across demolitions and often highly contested.  

Commencing demolition is evidence in (un)built form of these attitudes and 

values. 

The time period of physical existence is short and changing and requires methods 

of observation and recording applicable to this.   

The way demolition progresses through a specific building is contingent on the 

combined effect of a range of factors, including architectural design, structural 

design, material qualities, recycling strategies, safety and urgency.  It is revealing 

of all of these. 

Ruin studies consider the partial building, no longer having its original use value.  It 

shares these important characteristics with demolition and is particularly useful in 

considering these aspects of demolition.  Ruin studies are less useful (except by means 

of providing a contrast of an opposite) when comparing the recent habitation, 

widespread living memory of the complete building and the deliberation of the 

demolition rather than the neglect or inability to maintain of the ruin.  In this thesis, 

existing ruin scholarship studies as they relate to the aspects of the partial and loss of 

use value are drawn on when considering those aspects of demolition.  When 

considering recent habitation, recent memory and intentionality, sources outside of ruin 

scholarship have been more relevant.   

These characteristics and their implications will be examined in detail in the following 

chapters. 
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3. Research methods

− The case study sites and their relation to the theoretical framework

The identification and recognition of demolition as a changing and ephemeral presence 

demands the tracing through of the process to capture the way this change proceeds, and 

provide an understanding of what, at the end of the process, is gone. 

The research proceeds by observing the progression of demolition on selected study 

sites that have undergone demolition over the course of the last five years.  The 

characteristics of demolition exhibited in a Shanghai study site provide the larger part of 

the material that is analysed in this thesis, particularly pertaining to the progression of 

change through the progress of large-scale demolition and the effects post-completion.  

I have visited and stayed in Shanghai on four occasions over the course of this 

candidature. 

− Selection of case studies

Shanghai is used as a case study site as the contemporary world’s prime example of a 

city undertaking large scale rebuilding of the historical city centre.  Demolition as much 

as construction is part of the Shanghai streetscape, and has been for 25 years.  The 

Shanghai case is supplemented by observation of the demolition of a single complex 

building in Perth and reference to a variety of other cases that are illustrative of 

particular aspects of the demolition process.  Notable historical instances provide 

material to establish the how demolition has operated as a mechanism of city formation. 

An area of a square kilometre has been selected as representative for detailed study of 

the characteristics of demolition in Shanghai.  Situated immediately to the north of 

Suzhou Creek, the selected area is located in the north-western part of the former 

International Concession.  The majority of the buildings there were constructed between 

1911 and 1937.  This area was selected as being particularly suitable as a study area 

against a range of criteria: 
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It is a very ordinary area, with few (though some) examples of heritage listed 

outstanding architecture.  The process and appearance of destruction can be 

considered representative and characteristic of demolition activity in Shanghai. 

The laneway housing which forms the majority of the built fabric, is highly 

characteristic of the form, particularly of the most characteristic shikumen housing 

styles.   

It was still largely intact in 2000, and still had minimal changes by 2005, enabling 

comprehensive personal photographic and diary records to cover the bulk of the 

demolition period. 

It is substantially located in the former International Concession area.  

Comprehensive and accessible large-scale historical maps and archive records 

exist for the area. 

The architecture in the study area remained largely intact from the 1940s to the late 

1990s.  It is predominantly laneway housing typical of the last forty years of the 

Concession period, with some warehouse buildings adjoining Suzhou Creek and some 

repurposed civic buildings from the concession period.  There are some later additions 

of multi storey housing in the north-west section of the area and school buildings.   

The housing is generally two storey, of typical design and construction quality for its 

time, with a few exceptions.  Finish is generally rendered brickwork, with some 

timbered upper storeys.  There are some isolated examples of duochromatic red and 

blue brickwork with decorative specials.  Except for areas affected by road widening in 

the early 1990s, the original laneway structure is largely intact.  Major streets are 

fronted by two storey shop houses with standard shikumen style housing in the lanes.  

It is in most ways an unremarkable area, somewhat separated from the rest of the city 

now by the railway yards and overhead metro circle line to the north and Suzhou Creek 

on the south. The bounding roads to the west and east were both widened in the early 

1990s increasing the barriers to smooth flow to the adjoining areas.  Basic services and 

small scale shopping were all available in the area.  Schools, a refurbished community 

centre, police posts were all part of the fabric.  It is a characteristic district, but not a 

distinguished one.  There are some buildings judged as “Outstanding Historical 
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Architecture” but they are limited to specific buildings and not as part of a streetscape.  

The buildings were not poorly made, but neither are they of a construction that would 

normally last over a hundred years.    

Establishing the state of the study area immediately prior to 2000 defines the pre-

demolition state, i.e. what it is that changes during the demolition process.  This 

provides the necessary background of the sort of architectures and urban forms that are 

seen in partial form through the demolition process.  Knowledge of the pre-demolition 

state also allows any post-demolition persistence to be identified.  

The first role of the case study is to establish the physical configuration of the site, to be 

able understand what emerges and is seen during the demolition process as the basis for 

examining issues of ephemerality and representation in Chapter 4.  Independently and 

subsequently, the issues related to the development context are established for analysis 

of the development trajectory in Chapter 7 

− How to look at demolition

Marc Augé in his analysis of “Non-Places” identifies to need to determine how to look 

at complex spaces that are the sites of activity and architecture outside the everyday, (in 

his case the Non-Place), “wondering to what sort of gaze it might be amenable”12  In 

this I follow Latour and Yaneva,13 who discuss the difficulty of representing buildings 

during their everyday life - capturing the wear, weathering, modifications and changing 

patterns of operation that occur with the passage of time.  Their particular concern is the 

inability to deal with the change to what is often regarded as a static object.  The 

problem is multiplied when considering the changes that occur as a building is 

demolished.  They identify the requirement to “picture a building as a moving 

modulator regulating different intensities of engagement, redirecting users’ attention, 

mixing and putting people together, concentrating flows of actors and distributing them 

so as to compose a productive force in time-space."14  

12 Marc Augé, Non-Places.  Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity.  trans. John Howe  
(London: Verso, 1995), 78. 
13 Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva, “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move” in 
Explorations in Architecture: Teaching, Design, Research, ed. Urs Staub and Reto Geiser (Basel: 
Birkhäuser; 2008), 80-89. 
14 Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva, “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move,” 87. 
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This is not just a matter of capturing discrete states of the transformation of the building 

itself.   To fully describe and understand the process there is a need to look at and record 

the changing forms of engagement and attention that rely in some way of the existence 

and qualities of the building, or what remains of it.  In this thesis, demolitions are 

followed through the process, from the pre-demolition state to complete removal, to 

identify the changes that occur.  They are approached to capture and describe, initially 

without interpretation.  Key transformations are identified as the means to capture this 

process of change in accordance with Latour and Yaneva’s views.  The changing site is 

comprised of a complex mixture of tangled timelines, concealment and exposure, 

instances of decontextualisation and recontextulaisation and progressions from the 

particular, to the generic, to oblivion 

− Critique of demolition as a tool of urban transformation and reasons for

its use.

A critique of demolition’s role in the formation of the city is developed.  Rather than 

demolition simply being a removal to make room for the newer and improved, the role 

of demolition is found to vary across instances of demolition, dependent on the 

particular position adopted toward the relation of the present to the past and the future.  

In considering demolition as a form of oblivion, the analysis follows Marc Augé’s 

analysis of forgetting as a form of oblivion, with particular reference to formation of 

memories by forgetting, as a form of productive pruning.  Extending this to consider 

demolition as a form of pruning and its role in the formation of the city, decisions on 

what and when to prune are found to be fundamentally driven by the position taken on 

the relationship of the present to the past and the future.  The analysis is applied to a 

variety of disparate demolitions to understand them as part of the one phenomenon15. 

15 The progressive removal of parts of a building resulting in the eventual total removal is the 

phenomenon being dealt with here.  While reasons and processes vary, there is the characteristic presence 

in the streetscape of progressive destruction with its many but not incompatible qualities.  Implosions  

have characteristics that set it aside from demolitions more generally, but subsequent oblivion aspect of 

this phenomenon is common across all cases. 
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4. - Existing studies

This thesis has a link to ruin scholarship, particularly as it relates to modern ruins, and 

in archaeological aspects of the material, and the partial reappearance of the old and the 

concealed, but departs from it at key points.  These studies address the partial and 

decaying object of the demolition site.  Theories on city formation, in particular typo-

morphological studies from the Caniggian and Conzenian schools, have been the basis 

for the establishing the object to be demolished, how history resides in it and the impact 

of its eventual absence.  Theoretical studies on oblivion have been used as the avenue to 

approach the outcome of demolition, and these studies have been enlarged by this 

research to address reasons demolition is undertaken, notablyMarc Auge’s work,  

“Oblivion”16, whose consideration of oblivion generally provides a framework to 

analyse the oblivion resulting from the demolition of buildings.  Martin Coward’s “ 

‘Urbicide’ Reconsidered”17 questions the nature of the urban from the perspective of the 

large scale destruction of war.  Our relation to the past is explored in Svetlana Boym’s 

“The Future of Nostalgia”18.  Andreus Huyssen’s “The Voids of Berlin”19 explores how 

spaces shape our notion of the city.  Max Page’s “The Creative Destruction of 

Manhattan 1900 – 1940”20 and Marshall Berman’s “All That is Solid Melts Into Air”21 

analyse how an impulse to develop has driven some instances of large scale demolition.  

− Ruin Studies as they relate to demolition

Both classical and industrial ruins (as opposed to demolition) have previously been 

studied in some detail, including studies deploying the critical perspectives and 

methodologies of anthropology and archaeology.  Elin Andreassen, Hein Bjerck and 

Bjørnar Olsen embedded themselves in the deserted Russian mining town of 

Pyramiden, examining it from the perspective they called “Archaeology of the 

Contemporary Past” by means of “photography, and taking notes and making 

16 Marc Auge, Oblivion 
17 Martin Coward, “’Urbicide’ Reconsidered” Theory and Event, Volume 10, Number 2, 2007, -
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/theory_and_event/v010/10.2coward.html, accessed 31 March 2015 
18 Svetlana Boym. The Future of, Nostalgia. (New York: Basic Books, 2001). 
19 Andreus Huyssen. “The Voids of Berlin” Critical Inquiry 24 (Autumn 1997): 57-81. 
20 Max Page, The Creative Destruction of Manhattan 1900 – 1940. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1999. 
21 Marshall Berman’s “All That is Solid Melts Into Air The Experience of Modernity” (New 
York:Penguin, 1988).  
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sketches”22.  Their conclusions were drawn from the everyday life and aspirations of the 

former inhabitants.  Their work on the witness of things on a site no longer of use to 

humans is extended to the demolition site in Chapter 6.  Tim Edensor’s body of work on 

industrial ruins includes examination of the critiques they offer and their uncanny 

aspects.23 In this thesis, a correspondence is established between Edensor’s work on 

ruins to both the return of history in demolition and the process of exposure of the 

architecture.  Edensor and geographer Caitlin DeSilvey24 address issues of ruins and 

heritage by detailed observation and discussion of decay and the implications of 

attempts to arrest it.  Anthropologist Shannon Lee Dawdy25 builds on Walter 

Benjamin’s work on the Arcades of Paris to propose the relevance of ‘alternative 

temporalities’ and ‘non-progressive time’ for the study of ruins.  So far no one has 

applied in a methodically rigorous manner this type and level of analysis to the 

deliberate, authorised taking apart of a building that is demolition.  There has been some 

limited, after-the-fact, writing on photographic records of demolition.  Examples 

include Eric Nash’s essay on Peter Moore’s photographic record of the demolition of 

Penn Station in New York, and Elke Krasny on Roman Bonsch’s photographic record 

of the demolition of the Vienna South Station26.  Architect Ryoji Suzuki has 

documented dilapidated old houses and undertaken controlled demolitions of individual 

buildings, documenting the progression.  His work is considered in detail in Chapter 6 

with reference to the aspect of demolition as being destruction of a designed object.  

Paul Carter’s exhibition catalogue essay27 for Jon Tarry’s photographs of the demolition 

of the Perth Entertainment Centre addresses the ruined state of the building and its past.  

These publications have generally concentrated on the photographs rather than the 

totality of the demolition and its association with memory, and have not addressed the 

critical distinctions between ruination and demolition.  
 

22 Elin Andreassen, Hein Bjartmann Bjerck and Bjørnar Olsen Persistent Memories: Pyramiden - a Soviet 
mining town in the High Arctic (Trondheim, Norway: Tapir Academic Press, 2010), 24. 
23 Tim Edensor, “The ghosts of industrial ruins: ordering and disordering memory in excessive space,” 
Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, vol. 23, no. 6, 2005: 829-849.  
Tim Edensor, Industrial ruins: spaces, aesthetics, and materiality, (Oxford [U.K.]: New York: Berg, 
2005).  
24 Caitlin DeSilvey and Tim Edensor, “Reckoning with ruins,” Progress in Human Geography, vol. 37, 
no. 4, (2012):  465-485. 
25 Shannon Lee Dawdy, “Clockpunk Anthropology and the Ruins of Modernity,” Current Anthropology, 
vol. 51, no. 6, (2010): 761-793.  
26 Eric P Nash, “Essay,” in The Destruction of Penn Station, ed. Barbara Moore (New York: D.A.P. 
2000), 13-27. 
Elke Krasny, “Dokumentation / Transformation”, in Wien Südbahnhof. Bestand und Abbruch / Vienna 
South Station and its demolition / 2007-2010, ed. Roman Bönsch (Berlin, Ambra, 2011), 14.  
27 Paul Carter “Temporary Events” in In my beginning is my end, ARM Architecture, (Perth: Australian 
Urban Design Research Centre, 2012). 
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Ruin theory deals with the existence, qualities and effect of the broken, decaying and 

incomplete building.  Varying and sometimes contradictory qualities such as 

persistence, grandeur, inadequacy and age and are attributed to ruins.  Responses of the 

consideration of the passing of all things, or fear of irrelevance and outdated-ness are 

engendered.  There is a ruinous aesthetic related to the characteristic breakdown of 

different materials due to the action of nature or war. 

 

For ruins due to abandonment, the ruin is predominantly read as a marker of some kind 

of failure — particularly of the building itself — perhaps some utopian vision in which 

the building is implicated, or its failure to remain relevant in view of changing times 

and values.  Ruins demonstrate an inability to act or loss of control in the face of these 

adverse circumstances.  The modern rustbelt ruins are commonly seen as a physical 

manifestation of the failure of particular economic models, or changing economic 

circumstances.  Graves-Brown, Harrison and Piccini extend this idea of economic 

failure to encompass the entire capitalist system.  They write "The ruin is a product of 

modern capitalism and its associated processes of material production, consumption and 

disposal.”28 By comparison, DeSilvey and Edensor find a similar mechanism at work 

with state controlled development, writing "We focus on how ruins may be used to 

critically examine capitalist and state manifestations of power; we consider the way in 

which ruins may challenge dominant ways of relating to the past; and we look at how 

ruins may complicate strategies for practically and ontologically ordering space.”29  

 

In a more general sense, the ruin-as-fragment exposes the sometimes-excessive 

perception of worth of the original building.  Following Walter Benjamin’s line of 

argument,30 Buck-Morss notes “Because these decaying structures no longer hold sway 

over the collective imagination, it is possible to recognise them as the illusory dream 

images they always were.  Precisely the fact that their original aura has disintegrated 

makes them invaluable didactically”31.  Stead writes: “ruination, conceived as a means 

 
28 Paul Graves-Brown, Rodney Harrison, Angela Piccini, “ Introduction” in The Oxford Handbook of the 
Archaeology of the Contemporary World,  ed.  Paul Graves-Brown, Rodney Harrison, Angela Piccini, 
(Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 2013), 10. 
29 Caitlin DeSilvey and Tim Edensor, “Reckoning With Ruins”, 465. 
30 Walter Benjamin The Arcades Project trans. Rolf Tiedemann (Cambridge Massachusetts: Belknap / 
Harvard, 1999)  
31 Susan Buck-Morss, The dialectics of seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project, (Cambridge 
Mass: The MIT Press, 1989), 159. 
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of revealing the bare bones of truth, stripped of myth and spectacle to a positive state of 

‘poverty’, remains a valuable critical tool."32  This re-evaluation of worth is reinforced 

by the exposure of the artifice of construction revealed during the process of demolition 

where the flimsiness and artificiality of apparently solid construction is revealed.  

Noteworthy cases are implicated in the failure of modernist utopian ambitions as 

buildings are left deserted and dilapidated, eventually to be demolished.  Huyssen 

observes "We can speak of the modern authenticity of ruins only if we look at the ruin 

aesthetically and politically as an architectonic chiffre for the temporal and spatial 

doubts that modernity has always harbored about itself.”33 

 

Classical ruins on the other hand, invite comparison of the present with the remains of a 

long gone past, which provides a benchmark to compare the buildings and capabilities 

of the present day.  Woodward describes “the strange sense of displacement which 

occurs when we find that, living, we cannot fill the footprints of the dead.”34  The 

classical ruin, although ruined, has outlasted many modern constructions and 

institutions.  The critique here is about mortality and the shortcomings of the present 

day in comparison to the achievements of the past.   

 

In some contexts, this comparison of past and present achievements has a postcolonial 

aspect and maintains a continuation of a reference to colonial and imperial controls into 

the present.  Stoler identifies the ruin associated with empires and their colonised 

subjects as a particular category of ruin, and extends the concept of imperial ruin to sites 

such as the former nuclear test site at Bikini Atoll.35  “Ruins draw on residual pasts to 

make claims on futures.  But they can also create a sense of irretrievability or of futures 

lost.”36  The combination of broken physical presence and connection to the past enable 

the ruin to act as a trigger for nostalgia.  Huyssen writes  

 

Temporality and spatiality are necessarily linked in nostalgic desire.  The 

architectural ruin is an example of the indissoluble combination of spatial and 

temporal desires that trigger nostalgia.  In the body of the ruin the past is both 

 
32 Naomi Stead, “The Value of Ruins: Allegories of Destruction in Benjamin and Speer,” Form/Work: An 
Interdisciplinary Journal of the Built Environment, no. 6, October 2003, 52. 
33 Andreas Huyssen  "Nostalgia for Ruins", Grey Room 23, Spring 2006: 13. 
34 Christopher Woodward, In Ruins (London: Chatto & Windus, 2001), 5. 
35 Ann Laura Stoler, “Imperial Debris: Reflections on Ruins and Ruination,” Cultural Anthropology 23 
(2008): 197. 
36 Ann Laura Stoler, “Imperial Debris: Reflections on Ruins and Ruination,” 202. 
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present in its residues and yet no longer accessible, making the ruin an especially 

powerful trigger for nostalgia.37  

 

The brokenness of the ruin stands in opposition to the deliberate designed appearance of 

buildings, maintained by artifice and in accord with contemporary standards of beauty 

and taste.  It therefore challenges those aesthetic standards.  Isozaki drew attention to 

the inevitable end point of destruction for all things, through war, natural disaster and 

ruination. “Future cities are themselves ruins.  Our contemporary cities, for this reason, 

are destined to live only a fleeting moment.”38  Isozaki describes a state of “productive 

emptiness”39 in ruination.  Cairns and Jacobs observe, “For Isozaki, the ruin is not 

merely an authoritative source material for an enlivened expressive language of 

architecture.  The ruin as “ma”, challenges many of the binary oppositions between the 

formed and the deformed in architecture.” 40  A similar role for demolition is developed 

in detail as the subject of Chapter 6.   

 

DeSilvey and Edensor identify the ruin as susceptible to multiple interpretations, and 

therefore able to offer at times contradictory readings.  In the ruin,   

 

One person sees a derelict lot, another sees wildlife habitat.  One sees a painful 

reminder of a colonial past, another sees affirmation of a glorious history.  An 

artist sees abstract beauty while a resident sees painful abandonment.  A squatter 

sees a home whereas a neighbour sees an eyesore.  There are multiple ways of 

making sense and use of these sites; in this paper we have drawn out a host of 

contradictory impulses, attractions and evocations.41 

 

The readability of the physical aspects of ruin alone results in general considerations of 

persistence, grandeur, inadequacy and the passing of all things, often within the context 

of a particular aesthetic category related to the state at which protected ruins are frozen.  

When paired with an understanding of the history and architecture, a more detailed 

analysis is also possible.  A generalised viewing of ruins and demolition as memento 

mori misses the key elements of the critique.  There are specific circumstances and 
 

37 Andreas Huyssen  "Nostalgia for Ruins," 7. 
38 Arata Isozaki, Japan-ness in Architecture. (Cambridge Mass: MIT Press, 2006), 97. 
39 Arata Isozaki, Japan-ness in Architecture, 100. 
40 Stephen Cairns and Jane M. Jacobs, Buildings must die: A Perverse View of Architecture, (Cambridge 
Mass.:M.I.T.Press, 2014), 179. 
41 Caitlin DeSilvey and Tim Edensor, “Reckoning With Ruins,” 479. 
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associated reasons at play here.  Schlögel’s warning regarding the ways we read ruins is 

timely as we consider how demolition differs from the ruin.  “when we see ruins, we 

must study the blasts or ravages of time that laid them low, not some transhistorical law 

of impermanence.” 42 

 

Among artist responses, Gordon Matta-Clark’s cutting of abandoned buildings and 

buildings slated for demolition not only revealed generally inaccessible aspects 

architecture but was also accompanied by a critique of common architectural strategies.  

 

These various studies, while not dealing specifically with the detail of demolition as 

addressed in this thesis, provide ways to start looking at demolition in progress and the 

ultimate removal of a building. Matta-Clark’s sectional cuts are revealing of 

construction, the configuration of spaces and provides a critique of what might be 

considered well formed spaces.  The implications of Matta-Clark’s work is considered 

in more detail in Chapter 6. 

 
5. Content and structure  
 

Demolition in progress is an undoing rather than simply disappearance.  The demolition 

process involves the progressive removal not just of the building, but the life 

surrounding it, the networks it is part of and the specific character, which progressively 

less identifiable through the process.   Looking at the process of dissolution is critical 

for understanding the nature of the oblivion that demolition brings and how vanishing is 

more than simply not being there.  In this way, demolition as oblivion is understood as 

the sum of the undoing that occurs during demolition and passage through a liminal 

phase to construct a new relationship of the present, past and future. 

 

The two parts of the thesis broadly correspond to the two areas of impact of demolition.  

Part I deals primarily with the nature and impact of demolition in progress on the 

streetscape and the inhabitants of the city.  Part II deals with the absence as a result of 

demolition.  It then proceeds to address why this absence might be desired to the extent 

that the removal of a building is commissioned.  

 

 
42 Karl Schlögel In Space We Read Time: in the history of civilization and geopolitics, trans. Gerrit 
Jackson (New York City: Bard Graduate Center, 2016), 223. 
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Part 1, following this introductory Chapter, analyses the process and significance of 

building coming apart: its presence in the streetscape, the nature of its disruptive 

presence in the city and its relation to architecture.  Chapter 2 defines the benchmark 

state immediately prior to demolition of a study area in Shanghai, with particular 

reference to the formal properties of the architecture and to the typological and 

morphological characteristics that provide the basis for understanding the formation of 

the pre-demolition site.  Chapter 3 considers the presence, time-phasing and condition 

of wide scale demolition at streetscape scale in the study area.  In Chapter 4, the 

ephemeral aspects of demolition and the nature of the changes during and throughout 

demolition are analysed, using the conditions in the previous two chapters as a 

benchmark.  Chapter 6 considers at building scale how demolition enables a particular 

way of viewing the relationship between architecture and the material aspects of 

construction to understand something more about architecture than can be gleaned from 

the intact building.   

 

Part II is concerned with the absence following demolition and the reasons this might be 

desired.  It proceeds to consider ways the demolished building or neighbourhood might 

persist, despite the absence.  Chapter 7 considers demolition as a case of the broader 

category of oblivion, the pruning ability of oblivion and how consigning to a building to 

oblivion is based on the particular position adopted toward the relation of the present to 

the past and the future. This forms the basis of a critique of the use of demolition in 

formation of the city.  Chapter 8 considers post-demolition persistence, with particular 

reference to subsequent new work.  The aspect of persistence considered here is not 

leftovers and traces of the demolished building, but of the reappearance of the state of 

being demolished in new work. 

 

− Chapter by Chapter synopses  

 
The state of a building or neighbourhood immediately prior to demolition sets a 

benchmark which (i) provides a reference point from which to view the buildings in 

various degrees of demolition, (ii) establishes what it is that is being removed and (iii) 

provides a reference point from which to evaluate post demolition persistence – how 

subsequent construction is informed by previous, now demolished buildings.   
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Chapter 2 establishes this pre-demolition state for the study area, with an emphasis on 

aspects related to these three roles.  The suitability of the study area is established 

against key criteria.  The area was characteristic yet ordinary, and had roles and 

associations with concession, imperial, republican and early People’s Republic of China 

periods.  It was an area expected to be demolished over the course of the study, which 

proved to be the case.  The planned development of the area was typical of the 

development trajectory adopted for Shanghai.  The Chapter covers the historical and 

typological development of the predominant housing type, identifying its connection to 

local Jiangnan housing and the relationship of the architecture to the concession period.  

The pre-demolition morphology of the area was formed by slow accumulation, the 

laying down of historical layers.  The influence of geography, early street structure and 

leases remained through subsequent development through to the start of the large-scale 

demolition in the 1990s so that at any one time, the streetscape is formed from buildings 

from a variety of different eras.   

 

Chapter 3 examines the use of demolition as a technique of urban scale change, i.e. 

where the extent of demolition is large enough to affect the urban fabric at city block or 

neighbourhood level, rather than affecting only a single building.  It shows the city as 

dynamic, characterised by change:  expansion (usually), new construction, renovation, 

additions, demolition, cleared spaces and rebuilding.  Shanghai as a large-scale case is 

used as a source that exhibits these changes in operation at large geographical scales 

and short time scales.  The use of demolition is described in terms of scale, ubiquity and 

progress, identifying its occupation of space and time.  Time phased maps have been 

constructed as part of this study to understand and describe the extent of this 

occupation.  The presence at street level of these large-scale demolition sites, the 

changing “landscape of demolition”, is described.  The key characteristics of this 

“landscape” are identified and defined.  The limitations of typo-morphological methods 

to describe these changes is considered, leading to an understanding of the city as a 

series of dynamic states rather than a comparatively static layering. 

 
With the pre-demolition state established and scale of the demolition identified, Chapter 

4 digs deeper into the qualities of the site, looking specifically at the nature of change 

on the site, and the short lived appearances and disappearances that occur in the course 

of demolition.  The observations provide the basis for describing, defining and 

analysing the operation of this removal process of demolition.  The Chapter first 
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considers how to look at a changing and ultimately vanishing thing, drawing chiefly on 

the methods of ANT practitioners Latour and Yaneva.  Part of the learning from 

demolition comes from studying how things change, not just how they are exposed as 

elements are removed.  Specific transitions and short-lived states are identified.  As a 

result, demolition is understood as a process where there is a return to and ultimately a 

loss of the past, decontextualisation and subsequent recontextualisation of remnants, 

and a transition from the specific to the generic to oblivion. 

 

In the following two chapters, the focus narrows from the characteristics of the site to 

the nature of the physical changes to the architecture.  In Chapter 5 and 6, the focus is 

on the changes due to demolition at individual building scale.  Chapter 5 charts the 

demolition of a single large building that is illustrative of the process and the successive 

emergent forms that appear in the demolition of a multi-storey concrete framed 

building.  The changes to this building over a six-month demolition period are 

documented in detail.  Chapter 6 then analyses this building and other selected 

examples, both formally and conceptually.  The demolition of the individual deserted 

building is a material place, where things are no longer defined in relation to their 

interaction with humans, and changes are not based on their usefulness to humans.  The 

piles of rubble and the forms that a building takes through its demolition are the 

contingent result of a process which has no concern for either the shape of the 

progressive re-configurations of the building form or the form the rubble will take.  The 

action of demolition on a designed object creates emergent forms that appear according 

to the form of the building prior to demolition and the logic of physics.  The exact forms 

will vary according to the particular approach and decisions of the demolition team, but 

are broadly controlled by the original construction.  The cutting, breaking and 

dismantling aspects of demolition each modify and reveal the materiality of a building 

differently.  The interaction of the vanishing building with the demolition infrastructure 

(scaffolding, shrouding and the like) not just the breaking apart of the building, is part 

of this changing architecture of demolition. The demolition is a weak form of 

disclosure.  It is not directed or deliberately investigative.  Any narrative of exposure is 

continually chopped or interrupted and is dependent on the locations of the cuts through 

the building.  Some key aspects never appear with clarity, leaving an incomplete story.   

 

Part II is concerned with the eventual absence and with forms of persistence of the 

demolished building or area. Chapter 7 considers demolition as a case of oblivion.  
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Demolition is considered as the application of the pruning attribute of oblivion that 

operates in a directed manner to form the city.  The qualities of this attribute are 

developed in part from studies on the relationship of remembrance to forgetting, with 

particular reference to Marc Augé’s work.  The application of this formative pruning is 

found to be based on the on the position adopted, case-by-case, to the relation of the 

present to the past and the future and to underlying beliefs on how the past emerges in 

the present.  Instances the use of demolition to reinvent the city according to these 

positions are analysed.  The impact of culturally constructed attitudes to implicated 

qualities of age, newness, patina, tradition and authenticity of fabric is assessed with 

reference to a wide range of demolitions, including reference back to the Shanghai site.  

The Chapter traces changing attitudes towards Shanghai’s past and associated changes 

in the way demolition is used there.   

 

Chapter 8 considers post-demolition persistence, with particular reference to subsequent 

new work.  It is a study of how the presence of demolition has informed the subsequent 

new building, as an attempt to retrieve something from that presence.  The chapter goes 

beyond the aspect of persistence as leftovers and traces of the demolished building on 

the ground, rather looking to the reappearance of the state of being demolished in new 

work.   

 

These chapters taken together analyse the time and process of demolition, and its end 

result, with implications for understanding of the dissolution of an area and something 

more about architecture in the first case and the role of demolition in forming the city in 

the second.  The next chapter provides context for this analysis, establishing the pre-

demolition state of the study area. 
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1. Introduction

Shanghai’s lilong housing built between the 1850's and 1930's is a unique 

typology.  The housing and its arrangement in the concession areas are highly 

characteristic of the city.  The combination of historical, architectural and design factors 

produced an arrangement with a graduated, multi-staged transition from public to 

private space.  This lilong housing provides a model for low-rise high density housing 

which demonstrates a qualitative difference in the configuration of private and public 

space from both the medium and high-rise tower block types replacing it and from 

Western housing.  

An area of a square kilometre has been selected as representative for detailed study of 

the characteristics of demolition in Shanghai.  The study area is immediately to the 

north of Suzhou Creek in Shanghai.  It is a kilometre wide and generally just under a 

kilometre deep.  It is located in the western part of the former International 

Concession.1  The “Office of Shanghai Chronicles” lists 200 lilongs (laneway housing 

complexes) originally in this area, constructed between 1860 and 1942, with 85 percent 

of the constructed area built between 1911 and 1937.2   The scale and thoroughness of 

the demolition there provides material for a study of the effect of demolition at district 

scale as well as at individual building scale.  In this Chapter, the housing form and its 

development are considered in detail.  The history of the site and its place in the fabric 

of the city establishes the pre-demolition state and provides the context for 

understanding the characteristics of its demolition in following chapters.  

1 This comprises the area of the Concession to the west of Henan Bei Lu and a small section outside the 
former Concession area.  The other bounding roads, Suzhou Bei Lu, Xizang Bei Lu and Tianmu Lu were 
boundaries of this concession.  In the text, street names are written using the Chinese “Lu” rather than the 
English “Road”.  The Chinese “Bei” is used to indicate the north part of longer streets.  This allows clear 
identification of streets names in the text with Pinyin (Romanised) Chinese street names in maps and 
signage appearing in photographs. 
2 “Shanghai zhuzhai jianshe zhi hongkou qu” [Shanghai Housing Construction Record, Hongkou 
District] Office of Shanghai Chronicles, accessed 01 March 2016, 
http://www.shtong.gov.cn/node2/node2245/node75091/node75110/node75188/node75190/userobject1ai9

0078.html 
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2. Historical Development of the Housing and Laneway Form  
 
Following the signing of the Nanjing Treaty at the conclusion of the Opium Wars in 

1842, the English, American and French took up concessions in Shanghai.  The housing 

was commissioned by the English, and later by American and French concession 

holders as developer leaseholders and landlords.  The tenants included the Chinese 

refugees flooding into Shanghai in the wake of the Small Swords and Taiping rebellions 

in the 1850s and 1860s and subsequently further immigrants drawn by the safety and 

opportunity offered by Shanghai.  

 
The houses that were commissioned were modified versions of traditional Jiangnan (i.e. 

south of the Yangtze River) sanheyuan housing.  In the single house form this had made 

a limited appearance in Shanghai prior to the Concession era, appearing in Ming 

Dynasty maps.3  In Concession times, modified forms were developed initially in 

groups, rows and subsequently in clusters of rows to make the characteristic lilong (also 

referred to as linong) block form with its orthogonal internal laneways.  The term 

shikumen is applied to those dwelling types where the dwelling entry was via a 

courtyard.  The courtyard itself was entered through a large stone framed gate (the 

shikumen) in the street or laneway wall.  This housing type formed the majority of the 

dwellings built prior to 1900 and continued to be built in volume through the 1930s. 

 
The plan form of “old style” i.e. early shikumen housing style, closely followed the 

sanheyuan in that it was comprised of three wings enclosing three sides of a courtyard, 

the fourth side being closed by a wall and gate leading onto the lane.  In old style 

shikumen housing, the courtyard dimensions were constrained in line with compact 

development block sizes and also matched the traditional building module governed by 

structural timber sizes (the jian, typically around 4m wide).  The courtyards are referred 

to as tianjin (skywells).  These early forms were three jian wide houses.  As well as 

utilising the jian module, the structure also incorporated the traditional timber structural 

frame with infill walls.  In the earliest forms, the walls were built in timber.  Subsequent 

forms used rendered masonry, then, exposed “blue” (grey coloured) bricks and finally 

incorporating Western style red bricks.  The lilong houses were arranged in single 

loaded rows, with entries generally facing south and rear doors facing north, in 

 
3 Sun Ping ed., Shanghai chengshi guihua zhi [Gazeteer of urban planning in Shanghai], 
(Shanghai,  Shanghai shehui kexueyuan chubanshe 1999),  56. 
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accordance with Chinese principles and in contrast to the back-to-back arrangement of 

English terrace housing.   The southern aspect provided optimum sun access to the main 

living areas. 

 
The laneway housing built in the concession areas over the period of the 1850s to 1930s 

(with examples also appearing in the old Chinese City (Nanshi) and non-Concession 

area to the east of the Chinese City) developed through a series of distinct but related 

styles.  The shikumen style in particular was distinctive to Shanghai.  The configuration 

of the shikumen house and the laneway structure provided the physical context for a 

form of social organisation highly characteristic of Shanghai.  

 
The laneway housing typology developed through five main variations over the 100 

years of the concessions, which trace a change from a highly formalised walled 

courtyard-based form through to continuous rows of houses without the walled 

courtyard, to separate villa units.  This development is significant for the morphology of 

past and present day Shanghai.  The extent and type of enclosure changed qualitatively 

between the early and late variations.  In the early variations, the complex relationship 

between the laneway structure, the courtyard and the house, was the formative factor of 

the morphology in those areas of the city.  In the late variations, there is a diminished 

complexity of the graduation between the public and private spaces that is a key 

characteristic of the form.   
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Figure 2-1: New Style Shikumen Housing, 2006 

The lists of “Outstanding Historical Architecture”4 in progressively issued conservation 

lists, discussed in detail in Chapter 7, show a strong emphasis on the latter period 

housing.  It is this late type rather than the earlier typologies that will persist into the 

future fabric of Shanghai.  The value placed on the later variations of the type and the 

emphasis on placed on its preservation also dictates in which areas of the city the wide 

scale demolition is concentrated.  The following categorisation of stages in the 

development of the type outlines the differences between the variations and establishes 

for subsequent analysis the features that will most commonly be part of the ongoing 

fabric of Shanghai and which more commonly appear on the demolition site.  The 

categorisation here follows the schema laid down in the Office of the Shanghai 

Municipal Archives “Record of Shanghai Housing Construction“5 which is followed 

4 “Shanghaishi di yi pi youxiu lishi jianzhu mingdan” [List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 
1] and subsequent batches Office of Shanghai Chronicles, accessed on 22 Nov 2015,
http://www.shjjw.gov.cn/gb/node2/n8/n98/n101/.
5 “Fangwu Jianzhu” [Housing Architecture], Office of Shanghai Chronicles, accessed 28 February 2016,
http://www.shtong.gov.cn/Newsite/node2/node4/node2249/node4412/node17436/node18417/index.html.
Here, the first two stages are described separately but grouped together under the heading of “Old Style
Lilong Housing”
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closely in the English language research undertaken by Qian Guan.6  These are dealt 

with in detail in Qian however a summary of the salient points is included here to the 

extent necessary to provide context for the analysis in Chapter 7 of elements of the past 

that will be carried into the future.  The main stages and characters of the development 

of the typology are: 

1. Old Style Shikumen Lilong House:  These were typically 3 jian wide and two stories

high, with a timber structural frame.  The very early instances had timber walls, later

brick.  They were usually constructed without bathrooms.  Entry was via a 5m high

courtyard wall with a stone framed timber plank gate.  The houses were constructed

in rows with access laneways typically 3m wide (Figure 2-2).

2. New Style Shikumen Lilong House:  These smaller single and double jian two storey

dwellings with minimal front courtyard were constructed with brick and concrete

walls, and a timber roof structure.  They appeared in number from 1911.  Western

decorative elements were used on the gates and internally (Figure 2-3)

3. New Style Lilong House:  These houses were of varying widths, typically 3 stories

high with a modified internal arrangement.  Bathrooms, gas kitchens and in some

cases garages are incorporated, with laneways widened to 6m.  The courtyard and

enclosing wall from previous variations no longer appear.  The lots have provision

for a garden.  There are increasing instances of western ornamentation (Figure 2-4).

4. Garden Lilong House:  These were freestanding villas, typically 2 jian wide and 3

stories high, with varying layouts, in laneway settings (Figure 2-5).

5. Apartment Lilong House:  These were typically four or five storey apartment blocks

of concrete construction with full facilities, appearing in row and point block styles.

6 Qian Guan “Lilong Housing, A Traditional Settlement Form” McGill University Minimum Cost 
Housing Group, accessed 27 September 2015, http://www.mcgill.ca/mchg/student/lilong/chapter3. For a 
comprehensive coverage in Mandarin but with extensive plans and illustrations. Wang Shaozhou, Chen 
Zhimin, Lilong Jianzhu (Lilong Architecture) (Shanghai, Shanghai Scientific and Technology Press, 
1987) The form of the laneways is addressed in detail in a study by Gregory Bracken in Gregory Bracken, 
“The Shanghai Alleyway House: A Threatened Typology”, Footprint, vol. 7, no. 1 (2004): 45-54. 
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Figure 2-2: Old Style Shikumen – Ground Floor Plan (typical) 

 

 
Figure 2-3: New Style Shikumen – Ground Floor Plan (Two and One Jian Variations) 
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Figure 2-4: New Style Lilong House – Ground Floor Plan of Jing’an Villas (One and 

Two Jian Variations).  
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Figure 2-5: Garden Lilong House – Ground Floor Plan 

 

 
 
Figure 2-6: Jing’an Villas. New Style Lilong Housing. 2014 
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Figure 2-7: One Jian New Style Shikumen Housing, Maoming Bei Lu. 2006 
 

 

The most characteristic forms, the two shikumen styles, incorporate the most complex 

relationship between the public and private spaces and the transition between 

them.  The major bounding streets have a fringe of shop houses - ground level shops 

with upstairs residence.  Albert Levy highlights the relationship between building type 

and circulation system.  “A common hypothesis is that there exists a systematic 

organisation” within which there is “an interdependence between part and whole, that is 

between building type and fabric”7.  This is particularly the case with the laneway 

housing, where the form of the laneways and the laneway housing are interdependent.  

The laneway context is integral to the understanding of the building.  Likewise the shop 

houses on the main streets are interdependent with the streets and the adjoining laneway 

housing. 

 

The laneway and building structure in Shanghai as it was in the early 1990s and still 

surviving in parts, has been the site for a range of traditional customary practices that 

are strongly location specific.  The typical internal arrangement of laneways within the 

street block comprises a major north-south internal lane with a series of east-west 

smaller lanes.  Depending on the extent the development lot within the overall street 

block, these east west lanes are either dead ends or extend to the bounding north south 
 

7 Albert Levy, “Urban morphology and the problem of the modern urban fabric: some questions for 
research”, Urban Morphology 1999, 3(2): 79 
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street.  They reflect a complex combination of the traditional relationship between the 

house and the street and the internal organisation demonstrated in the sanheyuan and 

siheyuan forms (siheyuan being the four sided courtyard form prevalent in Beijing).  

Samuel Liang identifies the displacement of some of the courtyard functions and 

activities of the earlier traditional forms into the semi-private space of the side lanes of 

the lilong.8  This configuration results in a semi-public north south internal lane, on 

occasion with some retail catering mainly to the local inhabitants but some external 

customers.  The smaller east west lanes are semi-private, well surveilled with non-

residents observable and noted, described by Bracken as “a benign Panopticon”9.  As 

well as being a space for food preparation and laundry (for the many developments 

without an internal laundry or full kitchen) it was a space for casual meetings, play, and 

in the nineteenth century at least, courtesan houses. The laneways, particularly as the 

site for shikumen style  housing,  are highly characteristic to Shanghai and related to 

specific spatial practices.  The lanes become more private and less a thoroughfare and 

they branch and penetrate deeper into the block, until in the smallest, everyone expects 

to know everyone who travels along it.  The lanes and streets are colonised for a range 

of private uses - drying washing, board games between locals. 

In the shikumen styles,  these narrow side lanes were already semi-private; the skywell 

entry courtyard provided the next level of privacy as an outdoor space within the house 

walls, controlled by the large gate.   The disapearance of the skywell courtyard entry 

from the New Style Lilong House fundamentally changed the relationship of the house 

to the laneway.  The garden in the wider lane, surrounded by a low wall or fence 

became a transition space between the house and the lane, passed through but not 

occupied in the way the skywell was.  The separation was further emphasised as the 

lanes were widened to accommodate cars, and kitchen, bathroom and laundry facilities 

moved inside the house.  Although narrow, the skywell brought light into the front 

room(s) via extensive glazing.  For the New Style Lilong House, this was achieved by 

windows in the external wall.   Although the relationship of the house to the laneway 

changed fnudamenttally with the development of the New Style Lilong Housing, the 

8 Samuel Y Liang, “Where the Courtyard Meets the Street: Spatial Culture of the Li Neighborhoods, 
Shanghai, 1870–1900”, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, vol. 67, no. 4 (2008): 491. 
9 Gregory Bracken, “Thinking Shanghai - A Foucauldian Interrogation of the Postsocialist Metropolis”,  
(thesis, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands, 2009), 11, 
http://repo78sitory.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid:2bceb450-3023-46bb-8a55-
9425f4712000?collection=research 
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laneway form proved to be durable, persisting as the organising principle through the 

subsequent Gardens Style and Apartment Houses. 

 

 
 
Figure 2-8: Laneway layout structure, Shanghai 
 
This housing and urban form reached the limit of its development in the 1940s.  

Following the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, continued 

construction and development of this housing form ceased.  Post-1949, the most 

common model was apartment housing, often in the form of “danwei” housing.  The 

danwei was a workplace with attached housing, often with schools and other facilities 

attached.  Generally this construction occurred outside the concession and Chinese city 

areas, leaving the laneways intact in the inner ring, although in some cases, particularly 

in the former French Concession, there was demolition of laneway housing. 

 
Perceptions vary as to the extent to which the shikumen form embodies Western urban 

and building design elements.  The layout in rows has invited comparison with Western 

terrace housing and the use of Western decoration, particularly on the gateways 

indicates some form of connection with the West.  Chapter 7 considers how the 

prevalence of Western stylistic influences may have influenced decisions to retain or 

demolish areas with this type of housing. 
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The housing form which had been developing progressively up to World War 2 became 

a deprecated one by 1949.  No further housing was constructed to this model.  The 

distribution of this housing and co-located businesses immediately prior to this 

deprecation is well documented in the detailed cadastral directory issued in 1947 and 

two commercial directories issued that year.   The laneway structure was fully 

developed and in its standard form, with extant examples of all stages of laneway 

housing development.  The same could not always be said of the housing interiors.  Due 

to population pressure, many of the houses had been internally subdivided (there was a 

standard way this usually occurred10).  The most damaging effect of this on the laneway 

life was the loss of the relationship of the front and the rear of the building to the 

laneways, as the rear became the entrance for some of the subdivided parts.    

 
3. The Study Area  
 

The previous section provided a general introduction to the housing and laneway form.  

The remainder of the Chapter looks in detail at the specific conditions in the selected 

study area, immediately north of Suzhou Creek, as introduced in Chapter 1.  The 

demolition of this area in particular is analysed in detail in subsequent Chapters.  The 

bulk of study area is made up of laneway housing.  The urban morphology of these 

laneways was characteristic of the form, with clearly defined main north south lanes and 

smaller east west side branches.  The area also contained a number of warehouses, 

particularly in the south-west bordering Suzhou Creek, and a originally a variety of 

small workshops both on the main street frontages and at sites within the laneway 

structure. The housing style was almost exclusively shikumen housing, with no 

instances of the later garden style houses. The laneway housing falls into the category of 

what Caniggia terms ‘building’ (rather than ‘architecture’), where  “‘building’ means 

the general built context and plays a leading role in the human environment and in civil 

history”11 and forms the basic connective tissue. 

 

The area was part of the International Concession until its dissolution in 1943.  The 

architecture remained largely intact from the 1940s to the late 1990s.  There are some 

later post 1949 additions of multi storey danwei housing in the north-west section of the 
 

10 Hanchao Lu Beyond the Neon Lights Everyday Shanghai in the Early Twentieth Century (London: 
University of California Press, 2004), 157. 
11 Gianfranco Caniggia, Gian Luigi Maffei, Architectural composition and building typology: interpreting 
basic building, trans. Susan Jane Fraser, (Firenze: Alinea, c2001), 30. 
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area and rebuilt school buildings.  Historically the area was located in the southern 

portion of the Zhabei district of Shanghai.  The district boundaries were redrawn in 

2016 now placing it in the Jing’an district. 

 
 
 
 

Figu 
 
2-9: Study Area, Suzhou Creek North Area. 
 
The housing is generally two storey, of typical design and construction quality, with a 

few noteworthy exceptions, one of which is included in the lists of “Outstanding 

Historical Architecture”.  Surface finishes are generally rendered brickwork, with some 

houses having timbered upper storeys.  There are some isolated examples of 

duochromatic red and blue brickwork with decorative specials.  Except for areas 

affected by road widening in the early 1990s, the original laneway structure was largely 

intact in 2000.  Major streets have two storey shop houses with standard shikumen style 

housing in the lanes, predominantly New Style Shikumen.  The floor plan in Figure 2-3 

is the plan of houses located at 847 Tiantong Lu from the study area.  The general 

arrangement of the shop houses is shown in Figure 2-16.  

 
It is in most ways an unremarkable area, somewhat separated from the rest of the city by 

Suzhou Creek on the south and by the railway yards and later, the overhead metro circle 
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line to the north.  The bounding roads to the west and east were both widened in the 

early 1990s increasing the separation from the adjoining areas.  Basic services and small 

scale shopping are all available in the area.  The businesses on the main streets are 

mainly locally focussed:  restaurants seat twelve; locals pick up snacks on the way to 

and from work.  Schools, a refurbished community centre and police posts are all part of 

the fabric.  It is a characteristic district, but not a distinguished one.  There are some 

buildings judged as outstanding historical architecture but they are limited to 

warehouses, civic buildings and a specific dwelling.  These listed buildings are not part 

of a coherent streetscape.  The housing was not poorly made, but neither was it of a 

construction that would normally last over a hundred years.   

 

4. Development of Shanghai Pre-Demolition Morphology  
 

The state of the immediately pre-demolition fabric and as seen in the course of the 

demolition, is the due to the accumulation of additions and changes to the buildings and 

street structure over the last 160 years, with some influences from before that time.  

Newer and older buildings and uses are side by side in a street and lot structure that has 

provided stability and continuity.  This section traces the formation of the pre-2000 

morphology of the study area, with particular attention to aspects that emerge during 

demolition.  At the time of the creation of the American Concession in 1863, the area 

was lightly populated with isolated villages, stand-alone houses, temples and a 

cemetery.  The subsequent changes, through to the beginning of the site wide 

demolition and rebuilding in 2000, have left traces in the area that are identified in this 

analysis. 

 

- The typo-morphological development of the study area 

 

Historical maps spanning 1873 to 1989 show the changes over this period absorbed into 

the fabric, carrying with it the history of the site.  The detail development, with 

reference to maps, is included as an attachment to this thesis.  Tracing this development 

up to the year 2000 establishes the pattern of development of the urban morphology, the 

extent to which the site at that time was the accumulated reflection of its earlier history, 

and defines clearly the state at the commencement of the large-scale demolitions from 

2000 on.  It provides a reference to interpret the morphology revealed during the course 

of the demolition.  
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The extents of the original concession areas were simply defined by bounding marker 

stones.  At the time of concession creation, there was no associated street or subdivision 

plan.  For the American Concession, Suzhou Creek and the Huangpu River formed the 

south boundary.  This Suzhou Creek boundary was located 1.5km to the north of the 

Chinese walled city of Shanghai (Nanshi, the south city).  The intervening land was 

lightly built, prior to incorporation into the English and French Concessions in the 

1840s.  The west boundary of the American Concession aligned with the west boundary 

of the English Concession on the southern side of Suzhou Creek.  That boundary 

followed the line of a creek which would later be filled in and become Xizang Zhong 

Lu, although there was no corresponding canal on the north side.  There were however 

the creeks and canals typical of the Jiangnan area running through the area, though not 

forming the boundaries.  These were subsequently filled in, in some cases forming the 

basis of the street alignments.  Haining Lu follows the alignment of the former Nan 

Chuen Hong Pang creek.12  The progression of road definitions are shown in the maps 

between 1870 and 1908 is included in the Attachment.  By 1908 these were on the 

alignments that persisted through to 2000, though with road widening in the concession 

period and subsequently in the early 1990s.13   

The site of the study area is described on the 1870 map as having isolated villages, lone 

houses and creeks.14  Not described on the 1870 map, but on the site pre-concession is 

the Fu Yuen Dong cemetery (also referred to as Fu Yung Tang).  The deed of the 

concession noted that interred bodies could not be removed without the permission of 

relatives and the cemetery affected the configuration around what would later become 

the Gansu Lu area for the next 165 years.15  Despite attempts to purchase the cemetery 

12 Municipal Council Shanghai Report for the Year Ended 31st December 1898 and Budget for the Year 
Ending 31st December 1899 (Shanghai: Kelley and Walsh Limited, 1899), 325, 
www.bnasie.eu/Asset/Source/bnPeriodical_ID-63_No-1.pdf  
13 Li Yingchun, “Planning the Shanghai international settlement: fragmented municipality and contested 
space, 1843- 1937”. (Thesis. University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam, Hong Kong SAR, 2013) 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5353/th_b5108664.  Li traces the road development in detail with reference to maps 
and archival materials. 
14 Street plan of the English, French and American settlement [map], (London: published for the North 
China Herald and North China Daily New Offices, Shanghai, 1870),  
https://www.virtualshanghai.net/Maps/Collection?ID=179 
15 Map of Hongkew or the American Settlement. [Shanghai, China: s.n., ?, 1873] [map].  Notations: 
“Stipulations re Boundary of Hongkew or the American Settlement at Shanghai” 
“Clause 3. – In no case shall the graves of Chinese be removed without the express sanction of the 
families to whom they belong.” 
Clause 4. – No public road can be carried through the Public Cemeteries.” 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2002626772/. 
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and relocate the bodies, it remained in place throughout the concession times apart from 

a small excision on the east side.  It was built over after 1949, but the characteristic 

street system, defined by the cemetery boundaries, remained unchanged.  The trace was 

eventually erased in the rebuilding of the area following demolition in 2014.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 2-10: Map of Hongkew or the American Settlement, 1873.  (Study area outlined 
in red) 
The 1873 map shows the extent of the creek and canal system.  Additional road building 
appears along the north bank of Suzhou Creek.  The extension north of Shanxi Lu and 
Fujian Lu and first sections of Tiantong Lu also appear as the road system develops.   
 
 

Also in the study area but with less long lasting effect on the morphology was Tee San’s 

Garden.  It was described in 1890 by Alicia Neva, who also described the dye works on 
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Fujian Lu en route from the south side of Suzhou Creek.16  Three major buildings were 

constructed in the nineteenth century:  the Mixed Court, the Temple of the Queen of 

Heaven and the Shanse Banker’s Guild.  These all persisted on site until the 2000s, 

ultimately meeting different fates, characteristic of aspects of Shanghai development.  

The Mixed Court dealt with matters between foreigners and Chinese.  It was relocated 

from its original Nanjing Dong Lu location in 1899.  C.E. Darwent described the role 

and operation of the Court:  

This is the court in which Chinese must be sued.  A native magistrate sits, assisted 

by a foreign assessor, as Shanghai is not a foreign possession, but only leased to 

foreigners.  Chinese are amenable to their own law, which is, however, tempered 

by the foreign assessor, and no torture is allowed.17   

The building still exists, having served as Hospital and a Fire Brigade building since 

Concession times and is on the lists of “Outstanding Historical Architecture”.  The 

Temple of the Queen of Heaven, not shown on the map, but located in the southeast 

corner of the site on Henan Bei Lu corner of Suzhou Bei Lu, was built in 1884.18  The 

location is shown on a later 1908 map19.  It became a school in 1980 and was 

demolished in 2006 when Henan Bei Lu was widened.  The Shanse Bankers' Guild 

House was built in 1892 as a native place organisation (huiguan) for migrants from 

Shanse province (modern day Shanxi) province doing business in Shanghai.20  It was 

used as a school from 1939, substantially rebuilt in 1989 to continue as a school, until 

its demolition in 2000 to make way for new commercial construction. 

In the early 1900s, various factories were operating in the area through the first period 

of laneway housing construction, including silk filature factories and a rice mill.  The 

Shanghai archives record the first of the multiple laneway housing in the area in the 

16 Alicia E. Neva Little Intimate China: The Chinese as I Have Seen Them (Cambridge: CUP, 2010): 23. 
Tee San’s Garden and Fujian Lu dye works descriptions written 1899, republished 2010 
17 C.E. Darwent, Shanghai: a handbook for travellers and residents to the chief objects of interest in and 
around the foreign settlements and native city. (Shanghai; Hongkong : Kelly & Walsh, 1920): 57,  
https://archive.org/details/cu31924023217825  
18 C.E. Darwent, Shanghai: a handbook for travellers and residents to the chief objects of interest in and 
around the foreign settlements and native city, 53. 
19 Saishin Shanhai chizu,[The New Map of Shanghai City] (Shanghai: Shōsuido Shōten,1908) 
https://www.virtualshanghai.net/Maps/Collection?ID=269 
20 Bryna Goodman, Native Place, City, and Nation: Regional Networks and Identities in Shanghai, 1853-
1937. (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1995), 152. http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0m3nb066/ 
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1890s predominantly on the east side of Zhejiang Bei Lu.21  A 1901 map (Attachment 

Fig 2A-4) shows the pattern of development of individual laneway complexes, 

including the small area off Zhejiang Bei Lu, with some unoccupied areas between 

them.   

Figure 2-11: Complete Map of Shanghai Province City Suburbs, Concessions and 
Geography, 1901. 
The 1901 map shows in indicative form the near complete road form and early laneway 
structure, with some other laneways noted by name without detail. 

By 1913, the silk filature factories and rice mill have been removed and laneway 

housing built in its place.  Through the 1910s, the site changes to predominantly 

residential and warehouse uses, with shops and some small workshops.  The area to the 

west of the site upstream became the main location for factories.   

21“Shiqu Lilong - Lanbiao Zhabei qu” [Table of Laneways by District, Zhabei District ], Shanghaishi 

difangzhi bangongshi, Shanghai City Local Records Office, accessed December 1, 2015. 
http://www.shtong.gov.cn/node2/node2245/node75091/node75110/node75188/node75190/userobject1ai9
0080.html,  
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 Figure 2-12: A consolidated map of city of Shanghai, 1913, showing laneways  
 

Building lots were not defined in a master plan or in conjunction with the progressive 

development of the road system.  These were granted piecemeal on individual 

application to the Shanghai Daotai.22 They often took the form of transfers or part 

transfers from Chinese leaseholders.  These individual leases taken up by Westerners 

progressively defined the size and shape of the lots, rather than being in accordance 

with a predefined lot boundary laid out in some earlier master plan.  They reflect the 

varying sizes of the housing developments undertaken by the leaseholders.  The earlier 

leases generally fronted the roads to the extent they were developed at the time, and 

 
22 China retained ownership of all the Concession land.  The Concessions were administrative areas.  
Their creation did not extinguish Chinese owner’s leases, where they existed.  These had to be purchased 
from the Chinese lease-holder by Americans and British wishing to develop. 
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were of varying depths.  These earlier leases were often not contiguous with other 

extant Western leases of the time, rather were inserted into the empty space between.  

They are also modulated by the pre-existing cemeteries and temples that were protected 

by the deed of the original granting of the concession area.  An overlay of the cadastral 

boundaries on the subsequent detailed laneway and building layout demonstrates the 

relation of these to the progressively granted individual leases.  (Figures 2-13, 2-14)  

The laneway compound outlines of 1947 still strongly conformed to the earlier lease 

boundaries.  The shape of both the lease and subsequent construction is, in later cases, 

the filling on of the gaps between previously granted isolated and non-contiguous lease 

boundaries.   

 

 

 
 
Fig 2-13 Suzhou North Cadastral Boundaries 1932 
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Fig 2-14 Suzhou North Cadastral Boundaries (Detail) 1932 
 
The site is therefore characterised by widely varying lot sizes.  Some are roughly 

rectangular but many are multi-sided, particularly where they are located in the gaps 

between earlier lease boundaries.  The combination of remnant protected boundaries 

and street alignments along former waterways resulted in curved and diagonal lot 

boundaries.  Pre 1843, Shanghai was never an imperial city laid out formally according 

to the Rites of Zhou like the capitals of Xian and Beijing.  The Shanghai Chinese walled 

city was oval in shape and the lot and street layout grew gradually and organically, 

formed in part by the waterways of this typical Jiangnan geography.  The layout of 

Suzhou North is neither the grid of the Chinese imperial city nor a planned western 

layout, but a reflection of opportunistic and piecemeal rental housing construction in 

largely undifferentiated and unplanned space.  Within the lot boundaries, the fishbone 

structure of progressively smaller lanes formed the circulation systems within the lot, an 

unusual morphology due to the strategy adopted to maximize rental returns, with a high 

residence to lot ratio, necessitating formal internal access.  The cadastral plan shows 

instances of north south laneway circulation that are outside the lot boundaries, and 

similar circulation paths inside the lot boundaries which served both the lanes and 

residences connected to it, and as a public circulation path, albeit on leased land (and 
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some as easements).23  Some leases are battle-axe form, to provide access to a lease 

located in the interior of the block that had no other connection to the street.  The 

original leases had dividing walls on the lease boundaries, creating dead end lanes.  Post 

1949, these dividing walls were removed.  Where lane alignment allowed, this 

facilitated free movement between laneway compounds. 

 

The area was on the edge of other districts affected by fighting in the Sino-Japanese war 

in 1937.  The site of one of the fiercest battles, Sihang warehouse, is 100m to the west 

across Xizang Bei Lu.  Chinese and Japanese maps from the early 1940s indicate that as 

part of the International Concession the study area was spared the worst of the fighting, 

(aside from the small area in the north-west corner that was outside the Concession 

boundary).24  Most of the extant housing within the former Concession area appears to 

predate the events of 1937 based on archival evidence, the style, and dates built in to the 

gates of the buildings.  The area immediately to the west of the site across Xizang Bei 

Lu, outside the Concession area, was almost totally destroyed.  Housing to the same 

model was subsequently rebuilt there.  In this sense, by their mere existence, the 

buildings inside the Concession area that escaped this destruction have carried the 

record of being inside the Concession area rather than outside during the Sino-Japanese 

War.   

 
- Post World War 2 changes 

 

Data from 1947 sources shows a variety of small workshops and factories, some in 

purpose built structures, others simply in housing units.  An amalgamation of this data 

in the 1947 “Compendium of Shanghai Manufacturing Firms” and the 1947 “Shanghai 

Manufacturer’s Directory” when mapped shows small workshops of the nature of 

printing works, small textile manufacture and dyeing works, hardware manufacturers 

were located throughout the case study area, often deep in the laneway structure rather 

 
23 Cadastral boundaries redrawn from  Hu bei dixing zongtu [map] Alternative original title Article III 
Annexe II of agreement of May 5, 1932 Area No. 4 (Chapei), 1932 Map D.  National Archives (United 
Kingdom) FO 925/25318 (FO925-25318 (8) and (9)) 
24 Shanhai shi seinanbu gosenbun no ichi zu, Sheet 4 Japanese Expeditionary Army [map] 1:5000 1940 
facsimile Daiichi Shobo 2002,  
Aerial view of Shanghai, (1939)  (no original title), 
https://www.virtualshanghai.net/Maps/Collection?ID=199 
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than on the main street frontages (Figure 2-15).25  For the most part these were small 

scale and interspersed in the rows of primarily residential housing.  The form of the 

buildings inside the laneway structure, as well as those with street frontage, allowed for 

their use as for small commercial or workshop purposes with minimal internal 

alterations.  While the listing is incomplete, it produces a picture of the small-scale 

quality of the laneway with local shops, restaurants, bathing and small workplaces 

embedded into the structure.  The larger workshops operated on the street fronts, the 

smaller more locally scoped situated within the laneway structure.  Over the subsequent 

40 years, these workshops inside the lane structure reverted to residential use.  Civic 

facilities such as schools and hospitals persisted in their laneway locations.  The pattern 

of the streets and lanes shows the strongly hierarchical pattern of the streets and lanes 

with the disruptions of the larger non-residential sites. 

 

 

 

 
25 Shanghai zhizao changshang gailan  [A Compendium of Shanghai Manufacturing Firms] , Lianhe 
weixin suo,1947.  Facsimile edition in Shanghai wenxian huibian, jingji juan [Shanghai document 
compilation] Vol 20, 21 
Shanghai Manufacturer’s Directory (Shanghai Municipal Chamber of Commerce, 1947) 
Usage categories of larger sites are categorized and highlighted based on descriptions noted on the map.  
Smaller workshop sites identified as noted in the above documents. Shops and restaurants are not 
highlighted. Various smaller sites with uses not identified in the directories are not highlighted on the 
map.   
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Figure 2-15: Factory, Commercial and Workshop Distribution 1947, Suzhou Creek 
North Area 
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The 1989 large-scale commercial map of Shanghai shows the laneway structure from 

the early 1940s still largely intact, although individual residences are not delineated on 

the 1989 plan26.  Although the building layout and externals are largely unchanged, the 

residences are further internally subdivided to accommodate multiple families.  Shop 

houses similarly have a largely unchanged building layout and externals (signage 

excepted) however have undergone a variety of internal changes, including across 

tenancies.   

 

 
Figure 2-16: Shop House Ground Floor Layout Alterations 
 
 
In Renee Chow’s plans of six Datian Lu shop houses (Figure 2-16) 27, the following 

configurations and modifications are observed: 

 

- A standard unmodified two storey shop house, with shop below and living above 

(A), 

 
26 Shanghai shi shangyong dituce (Shanghai business atlas), (Shanghai: Shanghai fanyi chuban 
gongsi,1989) 
27 Renee Y Chow, Changing Chinese Cities The Potentials of Field Urbanism, (Honolulu: University of 
Hawai’i Press, 2015), 60. 
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- The shop as part of continuing two storey shop house, with shop below and 

living above, but with rear ground floor extending into the adjoining tenancy 

(B),  

 

- The shop streetside of ground floor, with reminder of ground floor and upstairs 

as separate tenants (D,E showing different configurations).  The rear part of the 

ground floor extends across separating wall. 

 

- The shop streetside of ground floor, with reminder of ground floor as separate 

tenant and upstairs as separate tenants (F),  

 

The morphology persisting into the 1990s was therefore the result of factors in 

combination:  

 
The structuring role of natural geography – The site is crossed by drainage creeks 

and canals typical of Jiangnan water towns.  Canals, the river, bridges to the 

English concession (particularly post amalgamation into International 

Concession) and the role of the river in commerce and transport all shaped the 

area.  The role of the river has now changed from that of boundary, water source, 

effluent disposal for factories and transport route for the factories and to the 

hinterland, into natural backdrop and recreation site. 

 

Deeds of concession that protected some existing sites in concessions areas, 

notably cemeteries and temples. 

 

The method of lease assignment where land was leased rather than owned, and 

any pre-existing leases to Chinese were not extinguished by creation of 

concession areas.  The subsequent cadastral boundaries, although finer grained, 

reflected in part the pre-concession lease assignments. 

 

Adoption of a dense, low level housing typology linked to the traditional Jiangnan 

housing, constructed by those who were familiar with that form and traditional 

construction methods.  Compradors ran the construction using local labourers, 
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local structural and typological categories.  This was an evolving form, with 

linked but distinct typologies. 

 

Modular form and flexibility of the typology that allowed uses to fluctuate 

between residential, commercial and workshop without rebuilding over the period 

1930 to 2000.  The laneway houses were used as small workshops and businesses 

for periods mid-century before being returned to housing use. 

 

The formation in the early 1990s bears the marks of the original canals, early street 

layout and piecemeal granting of leases, the latter preventing infill without wholesale 

demolition.  Changes occurred inside the buildings themselves rather than in the urban 

morphology.  This morphology differs from the developments of many European cities 

where infill and burgages played a role in the formation of morphology.   

 

- Post Opening Up to 2000 

 

The first major road widening of the early 1990s that occurred in the case study area 

saw strips of housing demolished adjoining these roads.  The widening of in particular 

Haining Lu, Henan Bei Lu and Xizang Bei Lu in 1992 required the demolition of the 

bordering buildings, largely comprised of laneway housing from the Concession era.  

Generally, only sufficient dwellings or rows to permit the desired widening were 

demolished.  As with Haussmann’s demolitions in Paris in the 1850s to 1870s, with a 

few exceptions, the demolition was related to the road re-alignment rather than being 

demolition of whole blocks.  The hinterland was generally unaffected and large areas of 

buildings inside these new or widened roads remained.  In a few cases new buildings 

were constructed facing the widened roads that provided a more designed frontage to 

the streets, otherwise, the part-demolished rows were made good at the demolition cut 

line, creating a street elevation composed of attenuated building ends.  This sectioned 

building appearance has reappeared in some subsequent new construction with the 

trabeation expressed on building ends.  The building ends over time had doors and 

windows inserted, and internal arrangements altered to facilitate ground floor shop 

openings to the newly widened streets.  The widening of Haining Lu in particular 

created a significant barrier between the north third and southern two thirds of the site.  

The relation of the morphology in 2000 to the 1947 street structure, the underlay in 

Figure 2-17, shows the extent of this pre-2000 widening.  
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Pre 1992 Stable 
 
Demolition 
 
Cleared Site 

 

Construction 
 
New (post 1992) 

 

Figure 2-17: Suzhou North Study Area – Composition 2000 

 

There has been a small amount of post 1949 new construction unrelated to the street 

widening of the early 1990s, notably six storey residential in the north west corner of 

the site.  These represented a break in the residential typology although the total area of 

the site affected was small.  The mid to late 1990s saw some isolated demolition and 

subsequent new construction of multi-storey residential.  These represented a further 

break in the typology of the site.  These appear in green in Figure 2-17.  The vast 

majority of the housing was still legacy laneway type – of old shikumen and new 

shikumen style.  The school site (occupied by a school since 1904) was rebuilt and the 

Anqing Lu market site originally appearing on the 1912 map was rebuilt as in-situ 

concrete. 

 

The development up to 2000 has been amenable to standard typo-morphological 

methods, with readable connections between the morphology of 2000 and the 
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developments over the preceding 150 years.  In summary, the street layout has been 

stable since its development between the 1870s and first decade of the 1900s.  Some 

street widening has occurred resulting in the loss of bounding building rows.  Buildings 

persisted but adapted, with internal alterations.  New buildings have generally respected 

the lot boundaries as they were at the end of World War 2, with very limited instances 

of amalgamations for the few instances of new construction.  Laneway building 

utilization, while remaining predominantly residential with shop houses on the main 

streets, has varied over time.  There has been some infill and upper storey 

modifications.  Although the street elevation has remained largely unchanged, there 

have been internal changes to accommodate multiple families and internal changes in 

shop house configurations.  What was to later occur post 1992, and in a more 

concentrated form from 1995 in Shanghai generally and from 2000 onwards in the case 

study area in particular, was the complete clearing of block after block of laneway 

housing.   

 

5. Conclusion 
 

This Chapter establishes the pre-demolition state of the buildings and morphology of 

the Shanghai study area.  The state of a building or neighbourhood immediately prior to 

demolition sets a benchmark which (i) provides a reference point from which to view 

the buildings in various degrees of demolition, (ii) establishes what it is that is being 

removed and (iii) provides a reference point from which to evaluate post demolition 

persistence:  how subsequent construction is informed by previous, now demolished 

buildings.  Shanghai’s laneway housing is a unique typology, characteristic of the 

city.  It also appears in the demolition site in characteristic ways.   

 

This thesis considers the how this form of housing is transformed through the 

demolition process, drivers of its demolition and how it might persist in the rebuilt city.  

As the next stage in this analysis, the following Chapter considers the post 2000 

changes in the study area and the scope and nature of the presence of the demolition site 

at large scale. 
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1. Introduction 
 

This chapter considers the effect of large-scale demolition on the urban fabric and its 

role in forming the city.  These large-scale demolitions of multiple lots or, at larger 

scales, multiple blocks, fundamentally change the urban fabric.  They progressively 

change the relationship between individual buildings, between buildings and the street, 

and in some cases, change the streets themselves.  In small-scale demolition of 

individual buildings, with years between demolitions of adjacent buildings, the urban 

fabric adjusts and accommodates the slow changes to the fabric, retaining its essential 

nature and connections to earlier states.  In the large-scale demolitions, the fabric is 

substantially altered or in some cases, erased.  These large-scale demolitions also 

introduce a series of large-scale features into the urban landscape – the demolition site, 

cleared spaces and subsequently construction sites.  The large-scale change to building 

types arising from demolition fundamentally alters the relationship between the street 

network and built form.  This is the sort of change has been seen in Paris in the mid-

1800s with Baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann’s re-configuration1, and in the New 

York slum clearance and infrastructure building in the 1920s to 1960s driven by Robert 

Moses.  More recently, it has been occurring in Chinese cities since the early 1990s.  In 

the case of Shanghai, it has been a significant presence in the streetscape over the last 

25 years, as have the subsequent cleared and construction states.   

 

This presence of demolition along contiguous street frontages of some hundreds of 

metres length has become an integral part of the Shanghai streetscape.  Demolition of 

this magnitude creates a distinctive and complex landscape with characteristic 

aesthetics, ephemerality, animation, exposure and critical aspects of the space and time 

of demolition.  It exhibits a set of qualities that set it apart from the everyday spaces of 

the city.  This landscape is present at a scale too large to be comprehended at a glance, 

and has to be travelled through or past to be appreciated.  The demolition proceeds 

block-by-block rather than building-by-building. This Chapter establishes the extent of 

the presence of this large-scale occurrence of demolition, and its characteristics at 

 
1 The comprehensiveness of Haussmann’s changes to Paris differ from those in Shanghai in that in many 
sites they were limited to demolition to facilitate road building, leaving the hinterland relatively 
untouched.  In Shanghai the clearance has extended over whole areas. 
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streetscape scale.  Chapter 6 will look at the operation and effect of demolition at the 

finer scale of a building coming apart. 

 

Historically, to map, trace and understand changes to the urban fabric, geographers and 

urban designers have used typo-morphological analyses.  These methods, as codified 

chiefly by M. R. G. Conzen, Gianfranco Caniggia and Gian Luigi Maffei are concerned 

with understanding historical development and stratification of the landscape over time 

in an attempt to explain the course of change.2  The methods are based on the 

identification of the level of persistence and changeability of urban elements of streets, 

plots and buildings.  This is achieved through a process of mapping over time, 

identification of morphological elements, establishing continuities across time and 

identifying typological precedents.  These methods have been used to trace the 

development of European cities and are also applicable to understanding the 

development of Shanghai up to the early 1990s.  The strength of the typo-morphological 

approach lies in showing and explaining relationships between the elements of the 

urban fabric — the streets, lots and buildings — and providing an understanding of how 

historical traces are absorbed and perpetuated in a slowly changing urban form.  The 

mapping associated with this approach supports an understanding of the ongoing 

persistence of historical elements through changes in the city.   

 

The isolated demolitions and rebuildings in Shanghai between the late 1800s and 1992 

were part of a process of gradual change, where stable fabric predominated and the 

construction following any isolated demolition was incorporated into the mass of that 

stable fabric.  Applying typo-morphological approaches to the development of the study 

site in Shanghai from the 1850s on provides an understanding of the progressive 

changes to the site up to the early 1990s and enables the effect of earlier elements of 

morphology on subsequent states to be traced.  It provides a clear picture of the state of 

the city and the influence of historical states prior to the start of the large-scale 

demolition of the last 25 years.  Sze Tsung Leong describes this process of urban 

change:  

 

 
2 M. R. G. Conzen “Alnwick, Northumberland: a study in town-plan analysis”, Transactions and Papers 
(Institute of British Geographers), No. 27 (1960). 
Gianfranco Caniggia, Gian Luigi Maffei, Architectural composition and building typology: interpreting 
basic building, translated by Susan Jane Fraser, (Firenze: Alinea, c2001) 
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Cities are the largest, most enduring, and most encompassing documents of 

history, uniquely recording the variations and residues of time.  Substantial urban 

change is generally expected to span over prolonged periods: decades, 

generations, centuries.  The evidence of these changes is usually gradual and 

cumulative; residues of history are slowly left in built form, giving physical shape 

to the accretions of time.3 

 

He proceeds to identify the existence of periods of rapid change where this gradual 

incorporation and recording is disrupted. 

 

There are moments in history, however, that accelerate the rate of urban change: 

warfare, changes of regime, transformations of social structure, economic 

prosperity.  These moments force societies to evaluate their relationship to their 

own history and their attitude to their future, in turn affecting their relationship to 

their environments.4  

 

It is this rapid transformation that has been occurring in Shanghai post 1992.  The 

process of removal of relatively stable fabric, and replacement with unrelated new 

construction has a scale, ubiquity and extent in time that places it beyond the ability of 

the stable fabric to absorb or maintain a sense of continuity.  It is characterised by 

erasure of the previous fabric, proceeding across original cadastral boundaries at street 

block scale or even across street blocks.  Key material for the analysis of these large-

scale changes comes from the study area in Shanghai.  In the previous Chapter, the state 

of the study area in 2000 is found to be the product of an accumulation of changes that 

have occurred over this time.  Aspects of the fabric up to 160 years old exist in both 

original form and as modified by changes over time, alongside newer work from 

intervening times.  

 

The state in 2019 is examined in this Chapter to establish the nature of the connection it 

has to the 2000 state.  A series of time phased maps covering the period 2000 to 2019 

have been created to identify the state of the area through this period of rapid change 

and establish what continuities, if any exist.  Typo-morphological methods were 

 
3 Sze Tsung Leong “History Images – Artist Statement”, Art Journal.  Winter 2004, Vol. 63 Issue 4: 19. 
DOI: 10.2307/4134502 
4 Sze Tsung Leong  “History Images – Artist Statement”: 19 
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developed with a particular form or urban growth / change in mind.  The extent of the 

discontinuity of the post 2019 state is found to be such that a typo-morphological 

methodology cannot adequately describe the changes occurring and interim states 

between 2000 and 2019, nor is it possible to establish a continuity with the pre 2000 

state, apart from the much of the street layout.  Instead, mappings over time of status 

and duration of dynamic urban states such as demolition provide an understanding of 

how the fabric is changing.  These become mappings of the presence of major 

disruptions, of change versus stability, and identify how change sweeps through an area.   

 

2. Scale and Timing of Demolition in Shanghai  
 

− Shanghai context 
 

From the early 1990s on, the inner city areas of Shanghai, comprised of fabric that had 

been stable for over 50 years, became the site of rapid change.  The form of streetscapes 

that had been largely unchanged for a lifetime entered a cycle of demolition, 

rearrangement and rebuilding in a different form, at a scale where all local reference 

points established over tens and in some cases hundreds of hectares disappeared.  This 

presence of demolition along contiguous street frontages of some hundreds of metres 

length has become an integral part of the Shanghai streetscape and has been for over 20 

years.  Demolished areas vary, range in size from a few hectares to some tens of 

hectares, but typically 200m x 200m (40,000m2, 4ha) may be destroyed as one site.   

 

The granting of Special Economic Zone (SEZ) status for Shanghai in 1990 provided the 

authority for the development of Shanghai and the demolition associated with that 

development.  The initial development focus was on the Pudong area of Shanghai, 

across the Huangpu River from the concession areas, as the new financial and 

commercial centre.  The laneway housing in the Concession areas and Old City 

therefore was not part of the early demolition for the new centre.  The earliest post-SEZ 

demolitions in the old centre of Shanghai were infrastructure driven.  An early project in 

the former Old City and Concession areas on the commencement of the economic 

reforms from 1991 was the development of the road transport infrastructure. 

Construction began in 1992 on the first of the major elevated expressways in Shanghai, 

along with widening of selected roads, including the widening of the east-west Yan’an 
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Road, which in turn had been built on an old canal, filled in in 1914 when Shanghai was 

more recognisably a Jiangnan water town.  The road widening aspects of construction 

had a twofold effect.  Firstly they required stripping of the outer row of the laneway 

housing, with the loss of the outer fringe of the shop houses.  Secondly, the widened 

roads provided a barrier to what had previously been a straightforward crossing of a 

comparatively narrow road, isolating previously connected parts of the city.  In some 

cases, sufficient rows were stripped from the housing to allow the construction of a 

fringe of new buildings along these roads.  5   

 
From the mid-1990’s onwards, the demolition of the laneway housing for the 

construction of high-rise office or high-rise residential accommodation commenced.  

The general approach, without details of specific buildings, has been on display in the 

Shanghai Planning Exhibition Hall since 2000 and has never been in serious doubt since 

first proposed.  For many residents, the first avenue for understanding just what the 

future for their area may hold was presented as a 3D physical scale model in the new 

Planning Exhibition Hall.  The question has been “when” rather than “if”.  Subsequent 

detailed area plans differ in detail but not in kind.  

 

 
 
Figure 3-1.  Shanghai Planning Exhibition Hall Model 
 

Demolition projects involving laneway housing occurred in areas covering one or more 

laneway complexes, each comprising a number of dwellings.  The extent of the 
 

5 More recently, in an inversion of this approach, streetscape preservation areas have been identified to 
preserve older streetscapes while allowing new building deeper inside the block.  The extent to which this 
will be observed, enforced or implemented remains to be established, however it provides an indication of 
the emergence of an alternative view of the place of traditional housing in the streetscape of modern 
global Shanghai.   
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demolition area typically coincides with the land requirements of the new use and 

building construction, (where known in detail at the time).  The precise articulation of 

the boundary of the demolition site often, though not always, coincides with the 

boundaries used for building the original laneway complexes.  

 

− Study area 
 

On the Suzhou North study area, the initial road widening occurred in 1992.  Apart from 

some isolated examples, wider scale demolition beyond that required for the road 

widening did not occur there until 2000, and proceeded comparatively slowly until 

2005.  In other areas of Shanghai, demolition started earlier.  In Suzhou North, 1992 – 

2000 could be considered a transition period with changes related to transport 

infrastructure but otherwise little demolition of buildings.  The southern two thirds of 

the study area has largely been a demolition and construction site for the last ten years 

and, with minor exceptions, was demolished by 2015.  Figure 3-2 shows the extent in 

areas and time of the individual demolition areas. 
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Figure 3-2.  Suzhou North Demolition Phasing 
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For over ten years, a traverse from Haining Lu (the main east west road across the site), 

south toward Suzhou Creek has been a walk past demolition sites stretching hundreds of 

metres at a time.  Demolition in the northern third of the site commenced in 2015. 

 
In 2000 the site was predominantly laneway housing with low-rise commercial and 

scattered post-1990 medium-rise.  The 2019 site is a mixture of demolition site, cleared 

land and new high-rise.  The scale of the demolition is such that the disruption to the 

streetscape is not that of a single building but a full block street frontage.  The residents 

of the study area have been living in a situation where there has been demolition 

affected street frontages for a period of fifteen years. 

 

The scale and thoroughness of this demolition is such that it requires a re-evaluation of 

methods used to understand and represent the composition of the urban fabric.  The 

process underlying this change not only erases the previous fabric; it also introduces 

states of destruction, temporarily cleared sites and new building as significant elements 

of the streetscape.  These states that occupy tens of hectares at a time that persist for 

several years for individual sites and over fifteen years across the Suzhou North area.  

Rather than being an essentially stable, slowly changing place, with long lasting 

remnants of earlier construction, the city is re-formed through a sequence of fluid, 

dynamic states.   

 

Figure 3-3 shows the extent of the stable fabric in 2000, the start point of this mapping.  

Figure 3-4 shows the extent of rebuilding and demolition in progress in 2019.6  The 

sequence of changes between these points is covered in detail in the body of the 

Chapter. 

  

 
6 Recognising that 1992 marked the start of major redevelopment in Shanghai, post 1992 construction is 
shown as ‘New’ (green), even though the major changes in the study area occurred from 2000 on. 
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Fig 3-3 Suzhou North 2000 
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Fig 3-4 Suzhou North 2019   
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3. Mapping Large-Scale Demolition

The ability of traditional typo-morphological methodologies to adequately represent and 

analyse large-scale demolition is challenged by the intensity of the post 2000 changes in 

the study site.  Nicola Marzot identifies generally the emergence of instances of changes 

of this scale and proportions, describing it as a “hetero-directed artificial environment, 

i.e. directed by forces that are foreign to the territories affected.” that Caniggia

understands as “a major discontinuity of products and intentions which, when put into

practice, leads to urban aggregates consisting of highly personalised, scarcely related

objects.”7 For Caniggia, this destroys the typological continuity of an area and

connections to the past of a site.

The post 1992 demolition in Shanghai creates a major discontinuity in the historical 

development of that fabric.  In the study area, ninety percent of buildings will go, lot 

boundaries related to demolished buildings go, and all laneways go.  Most though not 

all streets remain.  Instead of intermixed residential, retail, entertainment and 

commercial, these usages will each be more concentrated in designated areas.  The 

percentage devoted to residential uses decreases, open space increases.  There are 

published plans for parts of the riverbank to be realigned.8  There is not a continuity or 

persistence of history for typo-morphological methods method to illuminate.  It is 

effectively a new site.   

The changed and changing nature of the site has two implications for maps of the site.  

Firstly, they need to find a way to represent the temporary states that exist during the 

not insignificant time of the large-scale changes.  Secondly, the post-change new stable 

state and the map of it have little of the archive about it.  The map is no longer a 

representation of accumulated changes accommodated within a mass of pre-existing 

fabric that pre 1992 maps were.  

7 Nicola Marzot, “The Relevance of Process-Based Typology.  The Lifecycle of Cities and the Crisis in 
Urban Form” in Gianfranco Caniggia, Gian Luigi Maffei, Architectural composition and building 
typology: interpreting basic building, 14. 
8 Shanghaishi Zhabei qu Tianmu shequ C070102 danyuankongzhi xing xiangxi guihua huna 上海市闸北

区天目社区 C070102 单元控制型详细规划吸纳（Jubu tiaozheng）Puzao tuze No 01 (Shanghai City, 
Zhabei District, Tianmu Community C070102 Unit Detailed Planning Control Model (Local Regulations) 
)accessed April 5, 2018. http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/gtjdoc/ysqdk/201707/P020170710361390334523.jpg 
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− Mapping during demolition and redevelopment 
 

Mapping milestone-states at times of comparative stability is concerned with 

wayfinding, location, identification of qualities of the area, and, in the typo-

morphological realm, the identification of characteristic, stable situations.  

The mapping during change however needs to identify the status of lots rather than 

solely contents and use-classification.  This mapping examines how change swept 

through the site, and what remnants remain behind, sometimes to eventually go anyway.  

It establishes scales, extents and timings, rather than being a snapshot of milestone 

times when no change is occurring.  The mapping becomes a record, not of the 

historical makeup of the site morphology and typology, but of the presence of a major 

disruption to the site.  It covers a period when the population moved out and a 

substantially new one moved in, where usage changed.  Conversely, where change is 

incremental, small scale, where the fabric easily accommodates the changes, 

recognising the process of rebuilding is not relevant. 

 

In the large-scale demolitions, the states of demolition, cleared space and construction 

are significant spaces whose extent should be measured and whose effect should be 

accounted for.  In situations of rapid and large-scale change, the landscape of the 

change itself is as important a part of the streetscape and environment as the location 

and nature of relatively stable buildings in defining the place.  The massive change 

creates a need to map the change itself rather than the difference between before and 

after.  These dynamic states generally are not distinguished as such on printed and 

online maps, appearing simply as areas where no building outlines appear.  One recent 

exception from China is edushi (e-city) where the 3d model shows the demolition, 

cleared and construction sites, utilising icons to represent cranes, scaffolded buildings, 

isolated buildings on semi-cleared sites, builder’s huts and recently cast columns on a 

construction site (Figure 3-5).  Normally considered irrelevant for mapping, modern 

Shanghai can’t be understood or navigated without this distinction between stable fabric 

and the city in the throes of change. 
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Figure 3-5 Shanghai, edushi view of Suzhou Creek North   

 

The mapping of the study area in 2019 in Figure 3.4, shows for example, the presence 

and distribution of various dynamic states associated with the changes the area was 

undergoing at the time.  In this map, five distinct states can be identified.  At any one 

time the state of each part of the greater site can be categorized as one of: 

1 stable fabric  

2 demolition site  

3 the cleared site  

4 construction site  

5 newly built  

We can add an additional state to this list, although examples are absent from this site,  

6 the ruin  

 

Rather than identifying some persistence of historical structure, these states are a 

mapping of states associated with change.  The different states should be understood as 

indicating the nature of those areas:  “this history will be gone soon (so pay attention)”, 

“this is temporary, there will be something new here”, “this is stable and will be here for 

at least the medium term”.  In Shanghai we could add some variants – “this is a copy of 

the sort of thing that used to be here”.  
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There is a 20-year presence of these urban categories that make up the urban landscape 

and form the setting for everyday life. These categories are excluded from traditional 

maps because of their (semi-) ephemeral and interim nature.  Although they are not an 

urban design element and only exist because a desired end point requires their 

temporary existence, the temporary states in these categories modulate the city, reform 

its networks and pathways and define the character of the area.  The demolition, cleared 

and construction site don’t control the outcome of the new fabric.  They don’t provide 

stratification and historical continuity, but they do define a significant state. They are 

areas of the city undergoing re-organisation, not just by the replacement of one building 

with another or the insertion of a single building but as a hot area of change.  

Commercial activity changes.  Transport is rerouted – to other places.  There are mass 

movements of people; the living and working population changes to a transient working 

population.   

 

− Shanghai 2000 – 2019 
 

This section examines in detail the changing states of the site through period from 2000 

to 2019.  A time phased mapping of the demolition in that area demonstrates the scale, 

ubiquity and extent in time of the post 2000 demolition in that area.  Mapping of the site 

through that period becomes a mapping of the disruption of stable fabric and of erasure.  

The mapped entities are not simply the lots, streets and plan-units of typo-morphology, 

but the categories of demolition site, cleared site and construction site - new categories, 

representing the form of change that erases most of the formative effect of historical 

elements and describes the post demolition urban situation.  Demolition is considered 

here as having a material presence and ‘weight’ in its own right, formed from particular 

circumstances, recognizable and amenable to analysis, in the same manner that ruins or 

stable fabric can be considered.  It is a space of particular qualities in the streetscape, 

less related to habitation, instead ephemeral, transient and related to dissolution.  

Characterising elements disappear, timelines are tangled as the concealed past returns, 

and the formerly private is opened up to view.  These qualities are considered in detail 

in the next Chapter. 

 

Although the demolition eventually results in tabula rasa sites, the typo-morphological 

history is accessible in a limited way during the demolition.  Because the demolition is 

of fabric that had developed incrementally, it carries this trace of history into the 
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demolition process.  The history and lines of historical breaks are revealed in a weak 

manner during the demolition.  Although weak, and not a planned uncovering, at times 

the demolition provides views and understanding of the vanishing morphology that are 

concealed and not able to be apprehended in the denser intact city.  Later sections of this 

Chapter identify instances of this in the study area and associates them with the 

information on morphology from the previous Chapter.  The drivers of demolition in 

Shanghai are considered separately in Chapter 7. 

 

A series of time-phased maps of the study area over the course of the demolition have 

been generated as part of this study.  These map not just the before and after, but the 

“during” of demolition — how the change happens.  In these maps, the city is perceived 

as a restless combination of dynamic states rather than a (semi-) stable entity.  This 

mapping is used to establish the scope, scale and phasing of the demolition and 

subsequent cleared site and as context for a detailed look at the characterising elements 

of the demolition site.  The approach is applicable to describing, recording and 

understanding broad swathes of demolition, i.e. the demolition of areas, which can only 

fully be experienced by moving through or past them, too large to be taken in at a 

glance,  — "landscapes of demolition", where whole blocks are demolished at one time.  

When considering demolition at building scale, the concern is with issues of materiality, 

building design and attitudes to the specific building.  Here the concern is with the 

impact of demolition and its aftermath on the denizens of the city. 
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Figure 3-6 Suzhou North 2005 

  

 

The first half of the decade following 2000 saw some clearing of the central east part of 

the area that became the site for new four and five storey wholesale clothing markets.  

This demolition typically proceeded at the scale of laneway complexes and entire 

blocks.  The three blocks between Haining Lu, Tiantong Lu, Shanxi Bei Lu and Henan 

Bei Lu (central east) are a mixture of demolition site, construction site and recent 

construction of the clothing market and the Tiantong Lu metro station.  This change had 

a twofold effect.  Firstly, there was an influx of visitors to the fabric market in an area 

that was previously locally focussed.  Secondly, any north south traversal of the whole 

eastern half of the area had some form of contact with this demolition and rebuilding.  

Travel along Shanxi Bei Lu included a stretch of 500m when the traveller is passing 

either a demolition site, construction site or recently completed building.  Toward the 

centre of the study site, at Zhejiang Bei Lu, the cleared block from the previous year’s 

demolition extends the influence of the changes, to impact on all three main north south 

through streets.  At this time, 3.3ha are undergoing demolition, 2.4ha are cleared and 

1.6ha are construction site. 
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Figure 3-7 Suzhou North 2009 

  

 

By 2009, the demolished and cleared areas of 2005 are all occupied by completed new 

buildings.  These are a mixture of wholesale fabric markets and multi storey residential 

buildings.  The residential buildings are generally set back from the street front and 

these areas do not have the small shops and businesses which in the laneway housing 

formed a continuous line on the zero setback line.  An unbroken strip of new buildings 

now occupies more than half the width of the site east-west along Qipu Lu.  Cleared 

areas now exist on the residential blocks fronting Suzhou Creek, the largest, in the south 

east corner, being 4.4 ha.  At its longest side, this now presents a continuous cleared 

length of 310 m.  Two commercial buildings remain on this block, both from the third 

list of “Outstanding Historical Architecture”.  These are later incorporated into a plan 

for the entire 4.4 ha block which includes a Bulgari hotel and apartments.  The timing of 

the demolition in the south west corner is associated with the construction of the Qipu 

Lu metro station.  At this time, 1.8ha are undergoing demolition, 6.8ha are cleared and 

1.7ha are construction site. 
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Figure 3-8 Suzhou North 2014 

  

 

By 2014, almost all laneway housing on all the blocks adjoining Suzhou Creek and 

north to Haining Lu has been cleared or is undergoing demolition, excepting for the 

buildings that will be retained and some single isolated dwellings which will later be 

demolished.  The retained buildings are mostly commercial.  A group of warehouses 

and commercial buildings are retained in the south west corner of the site.  An isolated 

group of two dwellings in the 847 Tiantong Lu laneway housing group remain in 2014 

however these are subsequently demolished.  They are planned to be recreated as part of 

the proposed cultural precinct planned for that block.  

 

New buildings have been completed in previously demolished areas along Suzhou 

Creek and the first stage of the shopping mall on the western edge of the site has been 

completed.  The line of the curved roadway of Gansu Lu whose route was formed by 

the western edge of pre-1863 cemetery is now lost in the large construction site on the 

western side of the site.  This is still very much an area in transition, where at least one 

side of virtually every street in the southern two thirds is a demolition site, a cleared site 

or a construction site.  
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Figure 3-9: Suzhou North 2017 

  

 

By 2017, final clearing of the southern two thirds of the site, south of Haining Lu had 

been completed apart from a handful of single isolated buildings.  Construction in the 

southeast corner is complete and residents have moved in.  Some restoration work is 

still being undertaken on the preserved heritage buildings in this area.  The second 

phase of the shopping mall on the western edge of the site is complete and open for 

business.  There is a large cleared area in the centre, some 12.1 ha in total where 

construction and landscaping works are yet to commence.  Demolition is underway in 

the northern third of the site, the Anqing Lu area.  This has proceeded on a piecemeal 

basis and there are isolated areas that have been totally demolished, buildings that are 

partially demolished and scattered areas where residents and businesses remain.  The 

changes in this area form much of the material for the analysis of the ephemeral nature 

of demolition in Chapter 4.  It is really only the three blocks on the eastern side and a 

thin strip extending from them toward the centre of the site that can be considered 

complete as the new face of Suzhou North.  The remainder, the majority of the overall 

area, is a mixture of demolition in progress, cleared sites and construction sites.  It still 

has the aspect of an area in transition, though with sufficient area completed to 

understand its new nature. 
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By 2019, demolition in the northern third of the site is well advanced (Figure 3-4).  The 

area around the listed residence toward the north east corner of the site is intact with 

notices suggesting it will be refurbished.  Construction has commenced on the two 

central south sites adjacent to Suzhou Creek.  The westernmost of these had originally 

planned to be predominantly open space.  The two preserved buildings in the south east 

corner have now been restored and incorporated into the Bulgari Hotel operation, 

returning to something akin to their Concession era role. 

 

− Streetscape mapping 
 

The maps in plan and bird’s eye views provide a broad overview of the changes the area 

is undergoing, but are limited in their ability to convey the impact at street level of the 

conditions being mapped.  Figure 3-11 below shows the signatures at street level of the 

changing state of the area.  In the case of this Figure, the northern side of Tiantong Lu is 

mapped for a sample of years between 2000 and 2017.  The bands do not carry building 

height information.  They represent the state at the street edge that a pedestrian would 

walk past, travelling west to east, from Xizang Bei Lu to Henan Bei Lu, a distance of a 

kilometre.   
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Figure 3-10: Tiantong Lu Streetscape 2000 – 2017 
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The mapping through the period 2000 to 2019 shows a site characterised not by long-

existing buildings on defined lots, but hectares of land in transition: either actively 

undergoing demolition, a cleared site or a construction site.  The nature of this site over 

this period is not captured by simple before and after maps showing the stable old fabric 

and the newly built respectively, but by the capturing and representation of the way 

change has swept through the site over this eighteen year period. 

 

The maps establish the scale and presence of demolition and associated states in 

quantitative terms, but some description is needed in addition to describe the character 

and experience at street level of this period of change.  The experience is dependent on 

the scale of the demolition, and the maps convey the degree of immersion that someone 

in, or passing through the streets of the Suzhou Creek North areas of Shanghai or 

similar sites will experience.  The scale is such that the demolition stretches to the limit 

of vision.  At times the demolition occurs simultaneously on both sides of the street, at 

others, on one side only, with the opposite side still relatively stable fabric, a cleared 

site or a construction site.  At streetscape level and experientially, this large-scale 

demolition is qualitatively different to the demolition of a single building in an 

otherwise unaffected streetscape, even if the progress of the demolition of individual 

buildings themselves in the two cases is similar. 

 

4. The Demolition Site Described 
 

William Gibson, in his introduction to Greg Girard’s photographs of the large scale 

demolition of laneway housing in Shanghai described the experience of looking at the 

collection of photographs as "every time I open it and start looking through them, it’s as 

though my head falls off” and “Phantom Shanghai is the actual vanishing, the hideous 

twenty-first century hat-trick itself.  I think of the line of dawn rushing through the 

desert, causing stones to explode.” 9  While the demolition doesn’t move forward as a 

line or front, the sense of inevitable progression, eventually accounting for the entire 

area conveyed by Gibson, is correct. 

 

Shanghai demolition in the 21st century has a characteristic presence on the street and at 

urban scale.  The demolition sites in Shanghai are a complex combination of buildings 
 

9 William Gibson, “Terminal City” in Greg Girard, Phantom Shanghai, (Toronto: Magenta Publishing for 
the Arts, 2007), 10 
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that are near whole and still recognisable, fragmented part buildings and rubble.  In the 

time phased overview map of demolition (Figure 3-2), the few uncoloured areas 

indicate pre 1930 buildings to be preserved and comparatively new buildings built in the 

1990s.  The demolition accounts for some 85% of the buildable area of the site.  
 

There is a timeline for the progress of a demolition of a neighbouthood.  Once contracts 

and approvals for the demolition are in place, initial relocation offers are made to the 

residents of the area, which are usually accepted by some but not all of the residents.  In 

some cases, piles of bamboo scaffolding arrive.  Residents start to move out.  Shop 

owners move on and the shop signs are removed.  As relocation arrangements are 

settled, the entrances to businesses fronting the main encircling streets are bricked up, as 

are residence entry gates.  Streets are characterised by a mixture of operational shops, 

inhabited residences, vacant shops with their entrances closed off and empty residences 

with their entry gates closed off.  The pattern is dependent on which residents have 

accepted the relocation offers and moved.  The liveliness of the street starts to diminish.  

The demolition proceeds to the extent that residents have relocated.  Hoardings on the 

street boundary are usually not yet in place and the site is open to the view and porous.  

The old entries and exits remain open, along with some new ones.  In contrast to the 

demolition sites in the west, this is not an unoccupied site.  Some businesses continue to 

operate: food stalls, an itinerant peanut seller, sustained by the demolition workers, the 

hairdresser in a laneway.  Occupants remain in the residences of those holding out for a 

better relocation deal.  Vacated residences are a mixture of bricked up, demolished or 

part demolished.  In the early stages, the forms of the demolition show characteristics 

derived from the original design.  Although having random elements, the demolition 

however proceeds with some care.  Rather than demolition to drop the building in the 

shortest possible time, it proceeds in a manner that allows the retrieval and sorting of 

materials for reuse and recycling rather than subsequently extracting them from a pile of 

assorted rubble.  Strategies for material recovery, separation and recycling control the 

progression of the stripping of individual buildings, and the extent to which the 

demolition is more characterised by dismantling than knocking over.  This process in 

part controls the form of the landscape.  Timber, steel, copper, bricks and doors are 

gathered into groups.  Concrete rubble is amalgamated into piles.  Any buildings that 

will be preserved on site eventually end up as isolated buildings in a field of rubble 

remnants.  At site scale, the dominant features are the gaps in the streetscape as 

individual buildings are removed or whole rows of shikumen disappear, leaving large 
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open spaces between the adjacent rows.  At the closer building scale, the focus is on the 

way the individual building elements break down or are removed. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3-11: Fujian Bei Lu 2016 

 

Despite Gibson’s use of the “line of dawn” analogy, the demolition doesn’t commence 

at a corner of the site and progress across it.  The pattern of demolition and the 

emergent forms are the result of a number of factors working together:  The sequence of 

residents accepting relocation offers and leaving the site generates the non-contiguous 

distribution of empty houses and shops around the site.  This becomes the trigger for the 

demolition action to make empty dwellings and shops uninhabitable as quickly as 

possible by single small but effective moves – erection of hoardings, bricking up of 

entries. 

 

Pockets of active street life continue next to deserted areas.  Residents that have not 

already departed are aware of the fate of their neighbours’ residences and the shops they 

have used for years.  There is no sense of moving away and closing the door on the 

subsequent demolition of the site.  For most, the demolition is a lived experience.  The 

last memory of living there is not one of moving out of an intact area and house, but of 
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living amongst its decline and destruction before the eventual and inevitable move.  The 

history of the site in memory is not one that stops pre-demolition, but continues through 

the sometimes-protracted demolition process.   

 

As demolition proceeds, the site is populated by a mixture of intact buildings, part 

demolished buildings and cleared lots.  In later stages, a few isolated buildings might 

remain in the otherwise empty rubble filled sites.  The net result is a site with a mixture 

of open space, buildings without a roof, buildings without front walls, isolated 

buildings, piles of brick and concrete rubble, often piled up to first floor level, sorted 

material, stacks of timber for recycling, doors for reuse.   

 
At night, the few lights mark the residences of those yet to accept relocation.  People 

can be seen walking across the site, faces lit by mobile phone.  As connected groups of 

houses are demolished, the trace of those houses are visible, imprinted on the walls of 

the isolated houses that remain - outlines of brickwork, staircases, rooflines.  Some 

rooms are shown cut in half, with the interiors revealed.  The furniture is gone and 

timberwork stripped but posters pasted on the wall remain.  Some are advertisements, 

some posters of singers and movie stars, some date back to Mao era publications.  If the 

street-facing wall is removed, this opening up of the formerly private becomes one of 

the prominent features of this landscape.  The traces of the formerly attached building 

provide the basis to reconstruct the continuity in memory.  These areas also act as a 

physical marker of the development direction and strategy of the city.   

 

As time goes on, the amount of cleared space increases and the piles of rubble 

diminish.  Families can be seen picking over the rubble for any items of value.  The 

scene continues for several hundred metres down the street, formed from the homes of 

former neighbours.  The late period is characterised by a general cleaning up of bulk 

rubble and the last of the recyclable material.  There is a general neatening up and the 

aesthetic changes from the partial, broken and fragmentary to an increasing openness 

and emptiness. 

 

There are characteristic changes at streetscape scale. 
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1. The demolition overturns conventional uses and understandings of standard 

elements of the streetscape.  

 

Buildings and building elements that previously provided protection, shelter or 

access no longer do so in their broken state.  Consistency, familiarity and relations 

in appearance are replaced with disjunction.  A consistent line of buildings is 

replaced with an in-and-out line, protrusions and rebates.  (The Chinese characters 

are the very descriptive: 凹凹 ).  The complete is replaced with the partial, the 

finished is replaced with the provisional, and the closed form is replaced with 

indeterminate spatial forms, neither fully open nor closed.  Outlines are not 

definitive, ranging between the complete and the absent or partial, where standard 

forms are juxtaposed with the broken and out of place.  Varying forms of habitation 

are possible, from the traditional occupation of space to the non-human, the 

temporary, and forms of non-habitation. 

 

2. Gaps not continuity dominate  

 

The continuous, aligned street frontage is replaced by a hit and miss pattern of 

varying widths of solid and void.  Continuity is replaced by gaps.  These gaps exist 

at residence scale, where whole residences are demolished, through to less than 

human scale as parts are removed.  Some invite passage, some invite views through 

newly opened view corridors to the formerly concealed, some provide tightly 

framed views of strictly limited portions of buildings or demolition beyond.  Gaps 

are stacked on gaps, creating views through broken walls, through glassless 

windows through the gate beyond to the empty room behind the gap.  Some that 

seem to invite passage don’t permit it; a roundabout route has to be taken to 

negotiate the labyrinth of newly broken openings in the formerly impermeable 

walls.  These gaps challenge the segmented aspect of the space usually existing in 

buildings, where invitations to proceed, look, imagine and negotiate labyrinths are 

limited by the standard grammar of walls, doors and windows.  The street is no 

longer formed by well-defined lines of road, footpath and building line, it is an 

unruly mix of blurred lines and uses as the building line is in fragments and the 

demolition material oscillates between occupying the footpath, the interior and the 

street.  Lines no longer exist; movement becomes a continual negotiation and daily 

adjustment through the changing landscape. 
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3. Not just boxlike spaces  

 

The new odd spaces likewise challenge the boxlike spaces usually considered to 

form habitable “space”.  Walls, where they exist, are no longer the planar enclosing 

forms; instead they protrude in and out, undulate, and display punctures, presenting 

a space where there are no longer expectations of continuity or alignment.  The 

collected pieces of walls are brought together by the progress of the demolition into 

new arrangements and forms. 

 

4. History of the urban morphology revealed 

 

At times, the development of the urban morphology is made clear by the 

demolition.  At the Yongpingli laneway, undergoing demolition from 2014 

continuing through 2019, the central row of housing was removed first, creating an 

open central space, 20m x 55m, a space unknown in the laneway canon. (Figure 3-

13) This space re-interpreted the form, from a tight repetitive one, experienced only 

from tight circulation spaces, where only close neighbours were encountered, to 

now, where bordering rows of housing fronted a wide open space that could be 

traversed not only by the bordering single sided lanes, but also be an infinite 

number of diagonal paths.  In this new configuration, the laneway housing was 

experienced not from the tight glancing angle of the laneway, but from the long 

view.  Encounters were no longer with neighbours from the lane, but with 

remaining neighbours for the whole complex. This was a short lived re- 

interpretation, as demolition commenced on the dwellings bordering this new form 

of space, but for a moment, it completely re-arranged the space of the laneway. The 

taking away was an act of creation. This was not a taking away that was the 

clearing away of accretions, or non-original fabric, the sort of taking away that may 

be encountered in a heritage restoration, but a taking away which affect the core 

characteristics of the space of the laneway complex. Later, the low mounds of 

rubble from the demolition were covered with dust cloth laid horizontally over 

them, creating the next form of space; the formerly dead flat site took on a 

topography involving the dimension of height. 
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Figure 3-12: Shanghai, Yongping Li, June 2017 

 

The demolition of Yongjie Li followed the cadastral boundaries and makes evident the 

border treatment of a laneway compound.  (Figure 3-14)  It thereby restores the 

condition of the early 20th century where the early constructions of laneway complexes 

occurred in an open area, before the neighbouring compounds were constructed.  The 

staging of the demolitions (Figure 3-2) and 1932 cadastral map (Figure 2-11) show this 

pattern in plan.   

 

The clearing of laneway housing from around the former Hualian Xintai Warehouse 

(Figure 3-15) returns it to its original context in an open field, before its subsequent 

concealment by the construction of the Taian Li laneway complex in the 1920s.  The 

interior of the block is exposed as external rows of housing and any modern fringe of 

refurbishment is removed.  The nature of the former laneway structure with its 

embedded warehouses and the like is emphasised when a building deep in the block is 

revealed.  In the maps of the site Figure 3-7 to 3-9 this and similar cases in the south 

east corner of the site appear as small isolated exception buildings in cleared sites, 

before finally being incorporated into the new fabric. 

 

Where front and internal walls are demolished, the relationship of the skywell to the 

house, lane and neighbour is visible from a wide angle view, Figure 3-16. 
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Figure 3-13: Shanghai, Yongjie Li, June 2017 

 

 
Figure 3-14: Shanghai, former Hualian Xintai Warehouse, December 2014 
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Figure 3-15: Shanghai, off Madang Lu, 2006 

 

The laneway layouts were always a mixture of the ruly and unruly.  The individual 

parcels were formed with a ruled grid, lanes at right angles.  The collisions of these 

parcels with the adjoining parcels, roads and lines of old canals are negotiated with odd 

triangles, polygons, hardly ever with open spaces.  Suzhou Creek, the railway line, lines 

of old canals (since filled in) and pre-existing buildings all affect the planning.  These 

accommodations were usually (although not always) hidden from the main street front.  

In the unruliness of demolition, this lifelong unruliness is opened up to view, the odd 

shaped rooms and corners. 

 

Overall, demolition is a transition to nothingness, but in progress it is a series of micro 

transitions that move, break, and reveal.  Demolition is a state of continual change, 

realignment, re-adjustment, and, sometimes revelation on the way to nothingness.  The 

sorts of revelations here and by removal of accretions provide a weak connection 

between demolition and the history of the site.  It is not a comprehensive, ordered full 

uncovering, rather an incidental one, providing only scraps and glimpses.  It doesn’t 

favour the older or the newer, revealing some of both, contingent on other factors that 

are neither concerned with revelation nor the past.  It provides some information on the 

architecture and history of the site, but this information is partial.  It cannot be relied on 
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as a complete picture, and must be accepted as partial, without expectation that it will 

ever be complete. 

 

A full discussion of why rebuilt areas of Chinese cities look the way they do is beyond 

the scope of this thesis.  The intention to make Shanghai a global and modern city is 

touched on in in Chapter 7.  Edward Denison and Guang Yu Ren writing on modernism 

in China, Cary Y. Liu on deciphering the modern Shanghai, Ma Qingyun on the forces 

driving architects in China have all contributed to an understanding of the shape of the 

new city.10  For all the demolition, the city and even the study area are not completely 

new.  The demolition has left small pockets and isolated individual buildings from pre-

People’s Republic of China times.  Writing on Beijing, Daniel Abramson identifies two 

problems with the place of older buildings in the new stable fabric:  an emphasis on the 

picturesque and the clearing of space around buildings that formerly existed in densely 

packed spaces.  Due to the tightly packed nature of the Shanghai laneway housing, the 

second aspect is particularly applicable there. 

 

 Beijing’s master plan in the 1990s ambitiously attempted to define the 

preservation-worthy image of the entire old city, but did so in narrowly 

picturesque terms.  The practice of ‘protecting’ designated historic structures by 

clearing the space around them, and the dependence on a totalizing view-from-on-

high to define Beijing’s overall characteristic form (as opposed to an experience 

of the city from its myriad public and private spaces), produced a city-wide 

preservation policy that was particularly handicapped in its ability to 

accommodate change.11 

 

In the study are, the retained Hualian Xintai Warehouse (Figure 3-16), former Chamber 

of Commerce and former Mixed Court, and the proposed reconstruction of part of 847 

Tiantong Lu will all remain, preserved and re-used, but without this former context and 

 
10 Edward Denison, Guang Yu Ren, Modernism in China: Architectural Visions and Revolutions, 
(Chichester: Wiley, 2008).  
Cary Y. Liu, “Encountering the Dilemma of Change in the Architectural and Urban History of Shanghai”, 
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 73, No. 1 (March 2014): 118-136, Published by: 
University of California Press on behalf of the Society of Architectural Historians. Accessed: 02/10/2015 
03:55,  
Stephen Wright, ""A City without Leftovers": A Conversation with Ma Qingyun," Parachute: 
Contemporary Art Magazine, no. 114 (2004): 74. 
11 Daniel Benjamin Abramson “The aesthetics of city-scale preservation policy in Beijing” Planning 
Perspectives, 22:2: 129, DOI: 10.1080/02665430701213531 
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in cleared space.  The implications of this are taken up in the “Decontectualisation / 

Recontextualisation” section of the next Chapter. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Mapping the extent of demolition across time is the mapping of the presence of major 

disruptions, of change versus stability, and it identifies how change has swept through 

an area.  Associated states of the cleared sites and construction site are similarly part of 

this mapping of the change.  This mapping in plan provides an understanding of the 

extent in space and time at street level of these changes.  Modern Shanghai cannot be 

understood or navigated without this distinction between stable fabric and the city in the 

throes of change. 

 

The mapping enables an appreciation of the impact at streetscape level, and describes 

the changing juxtapositions of different forms of fabric experienced by the inhabitants.  

It shows infrastructure related clearing for the two metro stations in the area.  At the end 

of the process, the included mapping of old stable fabric and new construction identifies 

where the remnants of the old stand alongside the new, as areas of recontextualisation. 

 

The pre-demolition history of the morphology from the previous Chapter has provided 

the basis for interpreting the results of the uncovering of layers of historical morphology 

that occurs during demolition.  As a by-product of the demolition, aspects of the built 

result of this history are revealed, but in a “weak” manner:  this revelation is 

incomplete, details are not of the observer’s choosing, though still illustrative.  This 

provides momentarily a form of access to earlier states of the city. 

 

The content, scale and time staging in time of demolition along with the descriptions of 

the demolition in progress at streetscape scale, provide the context needed to examine 

the short-lived states and transitions in detail in Chapter 4, where demolition as a state is 

analysed as a series of micro transitions that move, break and reveal, requiring continual 

adaption by those affected.  It is to that examination that I now turn. 
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Chapter 3 Attachment 1 - Street Name Cross Reference 
 
2018 Name 
(pinyin)  

2018 Name 
(anglicised) 

2018 Name  
(simplified) 

1947 Name 
(traditional) 

1947 Name 
(romanised) 

Concession 
Name 

Qipu Lu Qipu Rd 七浦路 七浦路 Tsepoo Road Tsepoo Road 

Bei Suzhou Lu Suzhou Lu 
North  

北苏州路 北蘇州路 Peh Soochow 
Road 

North Soochow 
Road 

Tanggu Lu Tanggu Rd 塘沽路 塘沽路 Tangku Road Boone Road 

Tiantong Lu Tiantong Rd 天潼路 天潼路 Tiendong Road Tiendong Road 

Tianmu Lu  Tianmu Rd 天目东 天目 Tienmu Road 
 

Tianmu Lu 
(part) 
 

  新民路 Xinmin Lu  

Anqing Lu Anqing Rd 安庆路 安庆路 Anking Road, 
(also Anqing, 
An Qing) 

Elgin Road 

Shanxi Bei Lu Shanxi Rd 
North  

山西北路 山西北路 Shanse Road 
Northern 

North Shanse 
Road 

Tangle Lu  Tangle Rd 康乐路 康乐路 Kanglo Road Cunningham 
Road 

Kaifeng Lu Kaifeng Rd 开封路 開封路 Kaifeng Road Kaifeng Road 

Xinjiang Lu Xinjiang Rd 新疆路 
 

(part Haining 
Rd) 

Sinkiang Road 

Qufu Lu  Qufu Rd 曲阜路 曲阜路 Kufow Road Alabaster Road 

Zhejiang Bei Zhejiang Rd 
North  

浙江北路 浙江北路 Chekiang Road 
Northern 

Northern 
Chekiang Road  

Hunan Bei Lu  Hunan Rd 
North  

河南北路 河南北路 Honan Road 
Northern 

North Honan 
Road 

Haining Lu  Haining Rd 海宁路 海寧路 Haining Road Haining Road 

Rehe Lu Rehe Rd 热河路 热河路 Jehol Road Jehol Road 

Gansu Lu Gansu Rd 甘肃路 甘肅路 Kansuh Road Kansuh Road 

Fujian Lu Fujian Rd 福建北路 福建北路 Fokien Road 
Northern 

North Fokien 
Road 

Lao Zha Jie  Lao Zha St 老闸街 
   

Xizang Bei Lu Xizang Rd 
North  

西藏北路 西藏北路 Sitzang Road 
Northern 

North Thibet Rd 

Wenan Lu  Wenan  Rd 文安路 文昌路 
 

Winchester Road 

Huaxing Lu  Huaxing Rd 华兴路 華興路   
Xintai Lu  Xintai  Rd 新泰路 新泰路  Santai Rd 
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Chapter 4.   
 

1. Introduction 
 

This chapter considers the changing presence of the being-demolished object, and how 

its short-lived nature affects the perception and representation of it.  Although there is 

a richness of information produced and released by the demolition process, by its 

very nature much of this is ephemeral and difficult to capture.  There is generally 

strictly limited time during the process to experience, investigate, record and 

describe this information.  The demolition is dynamic in nature, and the site is a 

changing one.  It is a process, with periods of careful removal, but also moments of 

intense activity and destruction.  The ephemerality challenges approaches 

applicable to describing and comprehending phenomena where things are not apt 

to move, change quickly or vanish.  Instead, demolition requires a time-based 

assessment.  All the things a ruin does – its operation as a marker, evidence and 

memento mori, the critiques it offers - a demolished building has to do in a short 

period of time.  To account for demolition as a state with a material presence and 

weight in its own right, rather than simply the removal of a building requires the 

application of techniques that can capture the qualities of demolition 

events.  Although the ultimate outcome of demolition is oblivion, demolition as a 

state is understood as a series of micro transitions that move, break and reveal, 

requiring continual adaption by those affected.  The capturing must be of the 

moment and the description and analysis comprehend the changing situation.  

 

The analysis sequence followed in this chapter first considers the modes of 

reception for a viewer present at the scene, and establishes the relation of the 

intermittent observer to a continuous process.  The relation of mode of reception 

to the characteristics of demolition is then examined to see how ephemeral aspects 

of demolition, both of building form and associated intangible aspects, might be 

conveyed.  Implications for creating records of demolition and re-presentation are 

then considered.   
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Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva’s commission to find a means to capture buildings 

as “a changing and criss-crossing trajectory of unstable definitions and expertise,” and 

“a moving modulator regulating different intensities of engagement, redirecting users’ 

attention”1 has been approached here by the identification of elements of the demolition 

site associated with key transitional moments and the liminal and short lived states that 

appear temporarily during demolition.  The observation over time allows identification 

of a series of before and after states, and identification of the transition between them.   

 

The formal studies and trial dismantling of houses by Japanese architect Ryoji 

Suzuki2 are evaluated as methods to capture and represent the physical changes to 

a building during demolition.  Suzuki’s method incorporated photography of 

dilapidated old Tokyo houses slated for demolition, production of measured 

drawings and 2D relief models of the houses in various stages of dilapidation, and 

subsequently controlled dismantling and documentation of houses. 

 

This Chapter proceeds with an examination of the visual, physical changes 

demonstrated by a building or neighbourhood being demolished to identify the key 

transitions related to these changes.  These transitions include intangible ones that rely 

in some way on the existence of the physical building.  The investigation is largely 

based on observations and analysis of the case study area in Shanghai.  The 

transformations are often associated with liminal or threshold moments, marking the 

transition from one state to another.  The demolition site exhibits transitions from the 

identifiable and specific into the generic, momentary returns to earlier states as 

accretions are removed, and periods of renewed attention arising from the 

consciousness that this is the final opportunity to view unique items or partake in unique 

activities possible only while the building still exists.  The previously private interior 

is revealed and then destroyed, temporarily becoming the site of transgressive, 

voyeuristic or privileged viewing.  Laurent Olivier recognised this invasion of 

privacy in archaeological work.  “Like anatomy, archaeology shows us things we 

 
1 Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva, “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move” in 
Explorations in Architecture: Teaching, Design, Research, ed. Urs Staub and Reto Geiser  (Basel: 
Birkhäuser; 2008), 87. 
2 Ryōji Suzuki ed., Experience in Material 49: Ryoji Suzuki Complete Works 1973-2007 (Tōkyō: 
Inakkusushuppan, 2007). 
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are not normally supposed to see.”3  This is also so for demolition..  Any buildings in 

the neighbourhood not being demolished undergo a process of decontextualisation and 

recontextualisation. 

 

The twenty six images from the site cover material transformations, flows of material 

and people, the slow accommodations to the vanishing material, detachment from 

context of buildings and building elements, and the occasional recontextualisation into 

the new site post-demolition.  Much of this information is carried by the physical 

elements of the site: the partially intact if not always recognisable buildings, and piles 

and stacks of material, but some is textual:  the signs, notices and banners that are also 

associated with the transitions on site.  Taken together, they communicate this 

ephemeral nature of the site. 

2. Ways of Looking at Demolition 

− How the viewer receives and experiences demolition 

Demolition is dynamic, singular and finite.  It engages multiple senses, not sight 

alone.  It is only fully experienced by the present observer at the material building, 

and in real time.  The immediacy and singularity is specific to presence and is not 

fully captured by film and photography.  Any subsequent representation that aims 

to document the way it unfolds in time requires a time-phased aspect, capturing 

the changes across time.  The presence of the viewer at the actual event is most 

commonly intermittent, with the demolition experienced as series of snapshots.  

Events continue and the site changes in the absence of the observer.  The 

interrupted narrative is resumed at the next viewing.  Without extended viewing, 

the intermittent observer often is unable to capture the process or the moments of 

change.  The live event is experienced as a series of discrete states. 

 

While all sequences of events are subject to confusion of timelines in recall, the 

rapidly changing, singular, unrepeatable event of demolition is particularly 

problematic in terms of apprehension, recall and representation.  Demolition has 

an aspect of being outside the normal order of time.  This is due to the removal of 

 
3 Laurent Olivier, The dark abyss of time : archaeology and memory, (Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2011), 
29. 
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post-construction accretions and a demolition process that at times occurs in the 

reverse order to construction.  These return the building temporarily to an earlier 

state rather than directly proceeding to the future state of oblivion.  The 

demolition weaves together the past and future site.  The earlier incarnation of the 

same building, sometimes parts of incorporated earlier buildings and pre-

settlement states re-appear and disappear.  The trappings of scaffolding and 

protective cloth barriers link views of the building undergoing demolition to its 

earlier appearance at construction.  The evidence of former states of the buildings, 

the stripping away of accretions and general opening up of the site create a space 

not completely of the time of demolition, yet not completely returned to the past. 

Aspects of the past are brought closer, yet the past is on the verge of being taken 

further away. 

− Capturing and representation of ephemerality  

In” Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move”, Bruno Latour and Albena 

Yaneva discuss the difficulty of representing buildings during their everyday life — 

capturing the wear, weathering, modifications and changing patterns of operation 

that occur with the passage of time.4  Their particular concern is the unsuccessful 

reliance on methods of representation that have not progressed in terms of 

content since the seventeenth century and continue to perpetuate the same 

problem - an inability to deal with the change to what is generally considered to be 

a static object.  Stemming from an understanding of a building as an operating and 

interacting entity that “cannot be reduced to what it is and what it means, as 

architectural theory has traditionally done. ”5 they identify the requirement to 

successfully capture a changing building in a dynamic environment.  They write 

that “Only by enlisting the movements of a building and accounting carefully for its 

“tribulations” would one be able to state its existence.”6  In doing this, one may also 

identify some of the specific elements needed to describe it. 

 
 

4 Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva, “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move”, 80-89. 
5 Latour and Yaneva “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move”, 86.  
When articulating this difficulty, Latour and Yaneva refer to Juan Bonta, Architecture and Its 
Interpretation: A Study of Expressive Systems in Architecture (New York: Rizzoli, 1979). Charles Jencks 
and George Baird, Meaning in Architecture (London: Barrie & Rockliff, The Cresset Press, 1969). Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Architecture as Signs and Systems (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 2004). 
6 Latour and Yaneva “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move”, 86. 
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We should finally be able to picture a building as a navigation through a 

controversial datascape: as an animated series of projects, successful and 

failing, as a changing and criss-crossing trajectory of unstable definitions and 

expertise, of recalcitrant materials and building technologies, of flip-flopping 

users’ concerns and communities’ appraisals.  That is, we should finally be 

able to picture a building as a moving modulator regulating different 

intensities of engagement, redirecting users’ attention, mixing and putting 

people together, concentrating flows of actors and distributing them so as to 

compose a productive force in time-space.7  

 

Latour and Yaneva’s vision for representing and perceiving a building was written 

envisaging a building under conditions of everyday operation, use, and wear, 

involving the continuous adjustments these dynamics impose on building form.  

This problem of representation posed by these dynamics is multiplied during the 

period of demolition where the scale, scope and speed of change are magnified, as 

are the challenges in picturing and re-presenting the building.  It is not purely a 

matter of choice of medium, of either say still photography or film (to cite two 

readily available media).  It is a matter of how to look at and record the aspects of 

demolition that relate to change and rely in some way of the existence of the 

physical building.  These are not limited to the changes in physical form but other 

characteristics, including intangible ones such as spatial practices dependent on 

the existence of the building, the inability of the building to sustain original 

meanings and actions taken to postpone loss of identity of the area.  As with the 

intermittent viewing of an observer, records in the form of single photographs alone 

don’t capture the process or the moments of change. 

 

Archaeologists have identified the changed place of things in abandoned places.  

Writing on the deserted Russian mining town of Pyramiden on the archipelago of 

Svalbard, Norway, Elin Andreassen notes, “The town, soon to be emptied of its human 

members, was to have an unexpected change of focus, an increasing awareness of all 

material members of the community [...] they revealed layers of unintended evidence”8.  

Archeological approaches recognise the role of matter in communicating aspects of the 

 
7 Latour and Yaneva, “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move”, 87. 
8 Elin Andreassen, Hein Bjartmann Bjerck and Bjørnar Olsen Persistent Memories: Pyramiden - a Soviet 
mining town in the High Arctic (Trondheim, Norway : Tapir Academic Press, 2010), 82. 
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past, but with the aim of reconstructing their context and the past.  Laurent Olivier 

writes,  “the subject of archaeology is nothing other than this imprint of the past 

inscribed in matter”, and seeks to identify “the original contexts in which they 

accumulated over time.” 9  Þóra Pétursdóttir writes “There is no archaeology simply of 

things abandoned and for things abandoned, since the ultimate goal is essentially to get 

beyond this nuisance in order to reconstruct a pure and un-abandoned past.”  She goes 

on to question “What makes the abandoned uninteresting in and of itself?” 10  The area 

of re-creation of context is however the point at which this investigation parts ways with 

the archaeological.  Although there is some recovery of information during demolition, 

in looking at demolition we are also doing the opposite; looking at the different 

information available during demolition rather than establishing a context or the 

previous state.  The state at the commencement of demolition, the un-abandoned past, is 

known.  The interest in demolition is the new things, some of them created by the 

demolition process itself, which it reveals. 

− Ryoji Suzuki’s approach to capturing and representing demolition 

In looking at specific ephemeral qualities of the being-demolished building, this 

section considers an example of an attempt to capture and transmit some stages of 

the physical changes to the building.  This attempt was intended to be descriptive, 

initially without attempting interpretation.   

 

 In 1987, Japanese architect Ryoji Suzuki spent five months demolishing two wooden 

two-storey houses in Tokyo.  The photographic record and orthographic 2D re-drawings 

of the process were documented in his “Experience in Material” series as No 24 

“Absolute Scene”.11  In this project, Suzuki took an active role in setting up the 

layering, spaces and materiality of houses to be amenable to clear perception of the 

makeup of the houses and the way they come apart.  Suzuki’s method was a planned 

one, undertaken with care to progressively reveal the layers and components of the 

building with the timber frame alone being the last remaining visible element.  His 

reference to a measured drawing is apt.  The demolition states appear as carefully 

composed layered cutaway drawings. While the everyday practice of demolition is 

 
9 Laurent Olivier, Dark Abyss, trans. Arthur Greenspan, (Plymouth, United Kingdom: Altamira Press, 
2011), xv.  
10 Þóra Pétursdóttir, “Things out-of-hand. The Aesthetics of Abandonment”, in ed. Bjørnar Olsen, 
Þóra Pétursdóttir, Ruin Memories. (Florence: Taylor and Francis, 2014), 338. 
11 Suzuki, Ryoji. "Absolute Scene 1987." Oz 14, no. 1 (1992). 
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likely to have its own course and efficiency—less than likely to demonstrate the careful 

peeling back of building layers—Suzuki’s work is notable for the care and neatness he 

takes to do this.  Suzuki’s exercise can be regarded as a controlled observation, as it 

followed generally the order of the real world demolition, although carried out to bring 

some additional clarity to the process.   

Once the dismantling had reached the stage where only the timber frame remained, 

Suzuki installed a glass floor over the floor framing.  The glass floor provided the 

means to capture a stage of the demolition that otherwise would have been inaccessible.  

The glass floor was laid to allow the public a means of entering the building at this 

stage12, experiencing and comprehending it.  The glass was subsequently removed and 

the demolition proceeded.  

Suzuki’s exercise could be regarded as capturing the mode of reception of the 

intermittent viewer.  He establishes a series of orchestrated milestone events, without 

any form of interpretation or critique.  The capture is selective and partial.   

In the text accompanying the photographs of the “Absolute Scene” dismantling, Suzuki 

initially resists clarifying the aims of the dismantling.   

We were reluctant to dissertate on what this joint effort was about or on the 

meaning of the intention of the project.  This was not only because of the belief 

that architecture, art or photography flee from grasp when one attempts verbal 

“interpretation” but also because the project itself is something which nullifies 

efforts of “authorship” of properties of a piece of work.13   

Suzuki later returned to the intention of the exercise, somewhat in contradiction 

with the reluctance to consider the aim in the previous statements, expressing a 

desire to “penetrate into the gap which exists in the blind-like, automatic action of 

destruction and construction and to be witness to the change.” 14  He describes the 

architecture encountered:  ”within the gap of time is an architecture which belongs 

12 Suzuki, 35. 
13 Suzuki, "Absolute Scene 1987," 35. 
14 Suzuki, 35. 
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to no-one or nowhere, without any historical attributes.”15 , recognising the state 

during the demolition process where attributes that locate the building in a 

specific time, place and usage, are stripped away.   

In 1985 and 1987, Suzuki photographed dilapidated old Tokyo houses slated for 

demolition, which he referred to as “Barracks”.  The photographs of the elevations 

were redrawn as orthographic 2D line drawings then built as 2D relief models.  

The selected buildings exhibited layering from the loss of portions of cladding and 

substructure that partially revealed both the construction, the interior spaces and 

closed construction cavities of the buildings, and revealed the changes to the 

building over its life and the state of a partially broken building.  These projects 

were No’s 14 and 23 in the series of built, experimental and media projects titled 

“Experience in Material”16.  These can be considered an experiment to investigate 

the potential of one way of looking at changes to a buiding, pairing it with a 

recording mechanism.  This investigation would subsequently progress through a 

series of theoretical and built exercises as his ideas on space became more 

developed.  Later in an interview (1999) with Christopher Knabe and Joerg Rainer 

Noennig, when Suzuki was asked about his interest in the spaces between 

buildings and Barracks-style construction, he explained the reason for making the 

models:   

Understanding these new spaces is something I'm really interested in and 

that's actually why I made the Barracks models.  [...] it takes a long time for 

me to define what it is that I'm trying to find out. [...]  I am less interested in 

explaining the spaces and more in finding out about them.  17   

Separately in interview with Susanne Kohte, Suzuki explained; “I wondered what 

would happen to a Japanese building when it became unused and began to slowly 

disappear.” 18 

15 Suzuki, 35. 

16 Ryōji Suzuki ed., Experience in Material 49: Ryoji Suzuki Complete Works 1973-2007 (Tōkyō: 
Inakkusushuppan, 2007). 
17 Christopher Knabe and Joerg Rainer Noennig eds, Shaking the Foundations: Japanese Architects in 
Dialogue (Munich:  Prestel, 1999), 51. 
18 Susanne Kohte, Hubertus Adam and Daniel Hubert eds, Encounters and Positions: Architecture in 
Japan. (Basel: Birkhauser, 2017), 66. 
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There is a deliberate and stated aesthetic to the presentation.  The dust, rougher 

edges and noise of the site are absent in the measured drawings.  Suzuki describes 

the configurations chosen for the relief models as: “We worked out at the site to 

make every single plate an art piece.  Not simply a residue of a house, but a newly 

built architecture or sculpture is being shot here.”19  This reinforces the aspect of 

change creating a series of new objects rather than being a continuum of 

progressive changes imposed on a single object that persists through the time of 

the demolition.  Suzuki goes on to identify how the photographs can be perceived 

“as a series of measured diagrams.”20  These  drawings and models form a record 

of the physical reality of the building, recognized by Suzuki as the only form of 

record of this once the building is demolished.21  The aim of producing measured 

drawings and models requires, and therefore obliges, close rather than incidental 

observation of the process or state.     

 

Although not the original aim, the measured diagram is an exercise that enabled 

Suzuki to identify this transition from the particular to the generic, involving the 

loss of identifiers connecting a building with history.   

 

− Li Han’s approach to capturing and representing demolition 

The work of Li Han (discussed in Item 31 above), in collaboration variously with 

Xu Lei and Hu Yan also starts from a position of observing and documenting.  This 

Beijing architect started his investigations not of demolition per se, but of the city.  

In Beijing, this inevitably led to cases of buildings and areas of the city he was 

studying subsequently being demolished or part demolished.  Li continued his 

documentation through demolition by photograph and axonometric views of 3D 

models.  Li and Hu note “When we started our documentation of Sanlitun, we 

 
19 Ryoji Suzuki, “Absolute scene, 1999 lecture”. accessed November 9, 2017.  
www.ryoji.co.jp/atelier/01/A1/A1-04.html 
20 Ryoji Suzuki. "Absolute Scene 1987." Oz 14, no.1 (1992), 35. 
21 Susanne Kohte, Hubertus Adam and Daniel Hubert eds., Encounters and Positions: Architecture in 
Japan. 66 

http://www.ryoji.co.jp/atelier/01/A1/A1-04.html
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thought it was to document the current status of the city.  But soon we realised 

that we were actually documenting the process.” 22 

 

Li describes their working process as  

 

Documentation is actually the best way to study cities.  It forces us to observe 

everything with patience.  Just as Jane Jacobs emphasizes, understanding 

urban activities first requires close-up observation as if with a microscope, as 

the processes of urban activities are always comprised of different specific 

phenomena and their mutual relationship.  Nothing could replace 

observation on specific phenomena in order to obtain an understanding of 

cities.  To us, this article is used to describe the urban phenomena we have 

observed just as in drawings …  It is still about facing the question and not 

rapidly seeking an answer.  In fact with urban issues it is not likely that there 

will ever be a perfect answer.  What is more important is to observe and 

doubt, and not to think that everything has been regulated from the very 

beginning.23  

 

The 3d models built  from their records of the partial demolition site include detail 

of the partial building, rubble and demolition machinery, establishing the effect not 

just of the changes to the building, but the overall impact on the streetscape.   

 

In the following section, this activity of close examination used by Suzuki, Li, Xu 

and Hu is extended to consider these characteristics in areas of large-scale 

demolition in the Shanghai study area to identify specific changing, ephemeral 

states in that neighbourhood in addition to the material changes to the buildings. 

  

3. Aspects of Ephemerality and Transience from Shanghai 
 

The large-scale demolition of a study area in Shanghai provides a range of material and 

conditions from which to establish various transitory aspects of that particular site and, 

 
22 Li Han, Hu Yan, A Little Bit of Beijing Sanlitun, (Beijing: Tongji University Press, 2017), 27 
23 (Li Han "Start from Documentation" in Xu Lei and Li Han A Little Bit of Beijing, (Beijing: self 
published, 27). 
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extend this to demolition more generally.  Those aspects relate to the return and loss of 

the past, transition from the particular to the generic to oblivion, resistance to loss, 

decontextualisation, artificiality, temporary signage, attenuation of character, and a 

renewal of attention. Tim Edensor identifies ruins as being simultaneously implicated in 

the past the present and the future.   

 

they conjure up various histories, evoke a range of memories, signify obsolescent 

fashions and products, bear the imprint of the timed schedules of yesteryear, and 

testify to the natural temporalities imposed by decay and the ecological life cycles 

of non-human life forms.  Yet ruins do not merely evoke the past.  They contain a 

still and seemingly quiescent present, and they also suggest forebodings, pointing 

to the future erasure.24   

 

 

The Shanghai demolition site demonstrates the histories and suggestions of the future 

identified in industrial ruins by Edensor.  The demolition site is generally not as still and 

quiescent as the ruin, and it is this difference and dynamism that is particularly of 

interest here.  The key aspects of ephemerality and its association with oblivion are part 

of the fundamental nature of demolition. 

 

The Shanghai photographs selected to illustrate this section are generally of temporary 

or short lived states.  These are intended to go beyond simple before and after shots, but 

identify change in process or signs of an ephemeral state.  The Dexinghuiyan gateway 

in Fig 4-2 showing the gate header intact and momentarily revealed, but with the 

opening sealed off by temporary blockwork is an attempt to capture this short lived 

transition during demolition.  The state photographed is more descriptive of transitional 

and ephemeral aspects of the demolition site than a before shot of the gate, largely 

hidden behind a shop awning plus an after shot of a pile of rubble.  “There / not there” 

images do not capture the undoing actions of demolition that eventually act together to 

create and colour oblivion .   

 

The selected photographs (attempt to) encapsulate what photographer what Daido 

Moriyama describes as “ 'fossils as light', an object made up of many layers which 

 
24 Edensor, Industrial Ruins: Space, Aesthetics and Materiality, (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 125. 
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occurred both before and after a frozen moment.  They show the marks of activities that 

brough them to this stage and often foreshadow possible or probable futures.”25  

 

This is not to say there is no place in documentation for photographs or drawings of 

interim milestones in the demolition of a building – they are used in Chapter 5 to 

examine the demolition of a larger single building -  but the emphasis in this Chapter is 

change rather than difference. 

 

− The return and loss of the past 

Buildings carry a history of successive additions and modifications that momentarily 

reappear and are readable during demolition.  There is an uncovering and return to the 

as-constructed state evident in demolition.26  There is also a momentary appearance of 

hidden construction, not designed with visibility or appearance in mind.  Concealed 

elements and building history both momentarily appear during demolition.  This is 

particularly evident as demolition proceeds to the point where buildings are seen in 

section.  Writing on Stephane Couturier’s photography, Shirley Jordan notes: 

"Couturier’s photographs display the city as palimpsest, exposing strata of its fabric 

which habitually remain invisible, either because they are unremarkable (until the 

camera gets at them), or because they are literally concealed, or both at once."27  The 

palimpsest bring states from varying times to simultaneous visibility on the site. 

 

 
25  
26  This should be thought of as the exposure of things from the past rather than history per se.  
There is an extended consideration in Chapter 6 of the manner in which the past receives its 
identity in the present and the way in which objects are viewed through the lens of the present. 
27 Shirley Jordan "Not Yet Fallen: Memory, Trace And Time In Stephane Couturier’s City 
Photography", Nottingham French Studies 53.2 (2014): 170.  DOI: 10.3366/nfs.2014.0084   
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Figure 4-1 Qufu Xi Lu area, Dec 2014 

 

Likewise, with buildings being demolished in Shanghai, elements without applied 

finishes or making-good reside in the closed off and hidden spaces of the building.  In 

some cases, where a structure is built blind against an existing building, this is the first 

time they have ever been visible, in others the first time they have been visible since 

they were covered later in the construction process.  There is a return not just to the as-

constructed state of the building, before subsequent modifications, but to the 

construction process itself.  Buildings carry a record of the successive additions and 

modifications, particularly visible during demolition.  In the case shown in Figure 4-1, 

the changes visibly map the change in state over time from external wall to party wall, 

and changes to roof locations.  Normally concealed construction elements, without 

applied finish, reveal a history that is usually hidden behind the finish or in blind 

cavities.  The random and rough patterning of the unplastered brickwork in the ceiling 

cavity confirms its place as a hidden space, not normally exposed to view.  The 

opening-up of construction spaces in demolition brings a characteristic aesthetic to the 

demolition site.  This is distinguished from the aesthetic categories of the broken and 

the partial prevalent on the site.  This construction-based aesthetic is one based on a 

particular aspect of function rather than appearance.  Colour, colour co-ordination, 

smoothness and treatment of joints, were not considerations in the construction of these 
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elements.  It is instead an aesthetic driven by specific aspects of functional performance.  

It is the result of sufficient care taken to achieve conformance with criteria of 

functional, structural and technical performance and the lack of attention to appearance.  

Þóra Pétursdóttir and Bjørnar Olsen note a similar phenomenon in the ruin: 

 

 Quite literally of course, experiencing an inhabited and well-kept building may not 

reveal much about the way it actually works, the diversity of materials and 

technologies that are mobilized to construct and operate it. If not cunningly hidden 

by design and architectural form, these materials and implements themselves are 

often absorbed by their tasks, and thus disappear into usefulness and ready-to-hand 

chains of relations. Abandonment, decay and ruination bring these relations to a 

halt, they disrupt the routine and disclose things in their own unruly fashion, 

released from human censorship and order. Masked objects are unveiled, inside is 

turned out, new assemblages formed, bringing attention also to the trivial and 

reticent.28  

 

This aspect of revealing the hitherto concealed is expressed differently in the ruin and in 

demolition.  The uncovering of the ruin is primarily based on the response of materials 

to environmental conditions, whereas in demolition it is due to a complex of factors, 

including construction methods, recycling strategies and structural safety during the 

process.  Other structural and architectural aspects are evident during the demolition.  In 

sectional views of construction, the cutting of demolition reveals the depth and structure 

of walls, floor and roof.  Base materials are revealed with the removal of applied 

finishes.  The heights, extents and the relation of habitable and construction spaces are 

evident, as is their relation across stories.  

 

 
28 Þóra Pétursdóttir, Bjørnar Olsen, “An Archaeology of Ruins” in, Ruin Memories, ed. Bjørnar Olsen, 
Þóra Pétursdóttir (Florence: Taylor and Francis, 2014), 11  
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Figure 4-2 Anqing Lu, June 2017 

 

The uncovering and return to original state is also exhibited externally.  In the years 

prior to the commencement of demolition in Anqing Lu, the lettering on the 

Dexinghuiyuan doorway and opening below were covered by a shopfront and shop 

signage built forward of the door, with the curved header portion of the arch just visible 

beyond.  With the removal of the shopfront, the whole doorway is momentarily revealed 

again.  The Dexinghuiyuan doorway did not however return for long to its original 

configuration.  The continuous application of the render (Figure 4-2) changes the door 

element from an emphasised entry to an isolated decorative element, no longer related 

to access, entry and exit.  The arch decoration and name are the only elements of the 

doorway that remain perceptible in their original form.  The actual opening is no longer 

distinguished from the wall it is located in, with the render smoothing over the division.   

 

This return of the past is closely followed by the dissolving of the association of 

building elements with their function.  In the case of the Dexinghuiyuan doorway, the 

significance of the roles performed by the door header, i.e. identification of the entry 

point, communication of the location name and claim to some level of status and quality 

is dissolved.  The relation of doors to notions of entry, exit, access, exclusion, 

protection and privacy, opening and closing, is overturned.  In demolition, appearances 
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are changed.  The ability to function is changed by changes to the element itself and by 

changes to adjacent elements – a door no longer functions as a door if the adjacent wall 

no longer exists.  It loses its association with notions of entry, access, threshold states 

and beginning of the house.  The blocked up doorway is no longer an entry point; in fact 

there is no entry at all.  The name has no connection to the place, doubly so as one of 

the characters is missing from the name.  The overturning of meaning and function 

provides the opportunity for a re-evaluation of the object as door – challenging its role, 

considering alternative roles and considering what role its altered form may have.  In 

demolition, all the activities of normal living are eroded.  There is a contradiction of 

accepted roles associated with demolition.  There are houses but no housing, laneways 

but no traffic, roofs but no protection, spaces but no enclosure. 

 

On the demolition site, the short-lived reappearance of previous states is not able to act 

as a comprehensive record, as the demolition process is not a directed dismantling or 

uncovering aimed at establishing historical layers, but a by-product of destruction.  

There are however examples that reveal the latent historical strata and information 

existing in buildings that will be revealed under the right circumstances.  Demolition 

provides a generalised sense of the existence of multiple past times co-present in the 

building being demolished, and by extension, in buildings that are not facing imminent 

demolition.  The way the past appears in the present is a major aspect of the analysis of 

decisions to consign a building to oblivion, undertaken in Chapter 7. 

− From the particular to the generic to oblivion 

The removal from a building undergoing demolition, of characteristic, identifying signs 

and indicators of function and ownership marks the transition of a structure from a 

specific identifiable instance to a generic state and dissolves the memory of specific 

associations.  A specific business is progressively changed by the demolition to an 

indeterminate place of business, then to an indeterminate small building, (maybe a 

business, but also maybe a residence,) and eventually, to rubble. 

 

Writing on wartime destruction of buildings, Robert Bevan proposed, "Because of the 

permanence we attribute to buildings, they foster the creation of social identity located 
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in time and place”29 As the destruction proceeds to a certain threshold, this identity is 

no longer supported by remains of the building.  Buildings are no longer able to signal 

their use, associations or period.  Although much of the fabric is physically present, 

the city requires and invites new interpretations, meanings and uses, waiting to be 

re-written.  Jean Baudrillard wrote regarding recollection and the removal of the 

Berlin Wall: “Every other abandoned urban zone offers the same spectacle.  The 

most amazing thing is that history is being antequated as terrain vague. [...]  I view 

this wall with astonishment, and I no longer manage to remember anything.”30 

Writing on ruins, and their eventual transition to rubble, Gabriela Salazar notes: 

“Ruins require imagination to experience them, and so when a ruin crosses a 

certain threshold of deterioration, the structure loses much of its appeal, for 

without those defining human characteristics and clear spatial relationships, we 

can no longer imagine with any certainty what went on inside it.”31  In demolition, 

this same loss of defining characteristics occurs, at an accelerated rate.  In ruins, 

this loss is separated by time, often beyond living memory.  In demolition, 

attempts to recall just what building once stood on a site where demolition has 

recently occurred often fails. 

 
29 Robert Bevan The Destruction of Memory: Architecture at War, (London : Reaktion Books, 2007), 
15. 
30 Baudrillard, J. “The Anorexic Ruins,” in Looking Back on the End of the World. ed. Kamper and C. 
Wulf  (New York City: Semiotext(e)). 35. 
31 Gabriela Salazar "Another One Bites the Dust!" Contemporary Aesthetics, accessed April 27, 2015, 
https://contempaesthetics.org/newvolume/pages/article.php?articleID=602 
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Figure 4-3:  Shanxi Bei Lu 531, June 2017 

 

 
 

Figure 4-4 Shanxi Bei Lu, June 2017 
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In Shanghai, the building of new infill masonry to close off the entrances to shops that 

have stopped trading is closely followed by removal of the shop signage above the door 

head.  The entrances were formerly typically full-width roller doors, sometimes with 

earlier timber framed doors and windows behind, often with some identifying image or 

wording visible on the roller door when in the closed position.  The infill masonry is 

one aspect of the process of the removal of characterising signs and indicators of 

individual shops.  Removal of the signage above completes this process.  In Figure 4-3, 

a few signs remain above the shops.  Although the interior or roller door is no longer 

visible, the sign conveys that this was a hairdresser.  Typically, the signs are removed 

soon after this stage is reached, and the memory of the shop becomes much more 

tenuous.  Although the shop building is still extant, the uniformity of the infill 

blockwork and the loss of signage remove the physical presence, certainty of location 

and memory of the shop, even though the building remains standing.  The standard form 

and module of the housing, identical repetition within the same laneway and similarity 

between laneways, provides for few distinguishing features once the openings are 

closed off and the signs removed.  The site moves toward a state of generic, closed-off 

shops and residences and away from a set of specific places. 

 

The lilong gates, with the lilong name above the opening, mark off progress along the 

streets, like stations on the metro.  They are the landmarks that break the journey into 

stages and provide a fine, localised identity.  The names have associations with past 

events, personal and public.  Here on Xingsheng Fang (Prosperity Lane), the name is 

almost gone as the demolition encroaches along the street-facing wall of the lilong.  

Along Anqing Lu, the laneway names measure the progress of the pedestrian walking 

along the street.  Heading west from Henan Bei Lu, you mark off Glorious Celebration 

Lane, Industry Lane, Eternal Peace Lane, Abundant Honour Lane, Prosperity Lane, 

Shanxi North Street, Eternal Life Lane, Much Fortune Lane, Tongfa Lane, Prosperity 

and Long Life Lane, Shared Benefits Lane, Plough Mountain Lane, Brightness and 

Morality Lane, Shanghai Lane, Long Celebration Lane, Accomplish Morality Lane, 

Long Peace Lane, Spring Sun Lane / Parental Love Lane, River of Money New Village, 

Duty and Peace Lane, Health and Happiness Street.  The replacement, a multistory 

building in an open field, will lack this form of marker. 
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− Loss and resistance to loss 

The progressive loss of identity-sustaining built elements has resulted in the 

implementation of strategies to prolong traces of the identity and character of the area.  

These comprise strategies for maintaining identity short of preventing entire buildings 

from being knocked down.  (Although given prolonged periods of relocation offers, 

compensation and their rejection by residents, remnant single buildings stand in the 

midst of near complete demolition).  The blockwork closure of individual dwellings and 

shops is in contrast to the openness of the demolition area as a whole.  Not only do 

some residents remain in occupation through the early and mid-stages of demolition, 

there are often no barriers to entry for people from outside the area who may have 

business in the demolition area, even if that business is unrelated to the demolition 

itself.  The barriers to entry are at the level of the individual dwelling or subdivided 

dwelling (although not always even there.)  Hanging-on occurs with a backdrop of part-

demolished buildings, cleared sites and construction.  The street of boarded up buildings 

has a quietness far removed from the liveliness of full occupation, but places are made 

or found for casual and chance encounters for the few remaining residents.   

 

 
 

Figure 4-5 Qufu Xi Lu, Dec 2014 
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Figure 4-6:  Anqing Lu - Zhejiang Bei Lu corner, Aug 2016. 

 

Temporary relocations within the demolition area identify efforts to retain associations 

with the area for as long as possible.  The hand painted letters on the temporary metal 

hoarding in Figure 4-6 are directions to the new locations of shops that previously 

operated out of this building.  The locations are nearby, but within the area currently 

undergoing demolition and will soon themselves be demolished. By 2017 the metal 

hoarding has been replaced with rendered concrete blocks.  The hand painted signage is 

replaced with official signs, exhorting residents act lawfully and harmoniously, to take 

this opportunity to move to a new residential district and not put themselves in a 

position where they will regret not moving while the opportunity was there.  

 

In Figure 4-7, the street nameplate has been re-affixed after removal of shop signage 

and building of infill blockwork, preserving the location identity deeper into the 

demolition process.  The stenciled lettering on the rendered blockwork is part of an 

exhortation to pay attention to safety and forbidding entry.  

 

As the site is leveled and rubble and recyclable materials are removed from site, 

the odd isolated residence often remains.  This substantially intact isolated 

building in a field of rubble is characteristic of the demolition.  In some cases, they 
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represent the residence of a sole resident who has not yet agreed to a relocation 

settlement, the so-called nail house, named after the resident’s likeness to a 

stubborn nail.  In other cases, they have a temporary role as administrative offices, 

in others again, they are a heritage-listed building, which although being the last to 

go, still may not survive the demolition process.  These isolated buildings often 

presage the future of the site, where single buildings is an open field replace the 

low level densely packed housing. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-7 Huaxing Lu 64, June 2017 
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Figure 4-8 Tiantong Lu, Jan 2014 

 
 

Figure 4-9 Tiantong Lu, Dec 2014 

 

Some persistent late stage occupation survives late into the demolition of an area.  The 

few remaining residents who are still negotiating relocation terms live in an increasingly 
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fractured landscape.  The cleared areas outnumber the partially intact buildings.  In 

daylight, the buildings have an appearance of desertion due to the partial demolition of 

the buildings and the absence of the normal signs of occupation; bikes by the door, 

some plants, washing, as the remaining residents lead a more secretive and withdrawn 

life.  At night, the few lights provide a gauge of the level of occupation.   

− Decontextualisation / Recontextualisation 

The few buildings not demolished due to congruence with heritage criteria or civic 

value no longer have the context in which they were created.  For those buildings, the 

demolition is a process of decontextualisation as the context is removed, later to be 

recontextualised into the newly constructed city.  While decontextualisation is more 

usually associated with the removal of an object from a context from which it draws 

meaning, here it is the context that is removed from the surviving object.  In the case of 

early 20th century buildings, they are no longer part of a contemporaneous streetscape, 

with shared aesthetic and practices, instead stand in a new context unrelated to the 

remaining building or their previous context.  In outlining future research topics related 

to ruins, Caitlin DeSilvey proposed “exploring, for example, the relational 

transformations that delink sites from dissolving infrastructures, and the ways in which 

derelict space becomes enrolled into new networks."32   

 

Writing on Icelandic ruins, Þóra Pétursdóttir suggests possible forms of 

recontextualisation: "It is as if they loiter in a detached state of oblivion awaiting their 

reincarnation through either re-contextualization in a past long gone or by being 

bestowed with a future through enrolment in new meaningful contexts of heritagization, 

critical aesthetics or knowledge construction.” 33  In Shanghai, the recontextualisation 

occurs as selected aspects of the past congruent with establishing a history as a global 

city are incorporated into the contemporary conception of a global city. 

 

With the rubble and partially demolished buildings gone, the isolated buildings 

themselves often look tidied up.  Their strangeness out of the tight laneway context is 

emphasised by the lack of surrounding demolition.  The buildings don’t make sense 

outside of the laneway context – door locations, fenestration and terraces that matched 

 
32 Caitlin DeSilvey, Tim Edensor, “Reckoning With Ruins”, Progress in Human Geography 37(4) 
(2012): 479. 
33 Þóra Pétursdóttir, “Things out-of-hand. The Aesthetics of Abandonment”, 340. 
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the laneway location now look awkwardly located, without justification.  The laneway 

structure and housing architecture are mutually dependent, a particularly clear example 

of the effect of relation of building type and route in the formation of urban tissue 

identified by Gianfranco Caniggia and Gian Luigi Maffei34.  Nearby, adjacent to the 

new Natural History Museum, two dwellings associated with activities from the early 

days of the Party have been retained in a parkland setting.  The entry on these has been 

rearranged to suit their new situation.  They similarly are without matching context 

away from the laneway, their logic difficult to grasp.  

 
 

Figure 4-10 Zhejiang Bei Lu, Aug 2016 

 

 
34 Gianfranco Caniggia , Gian Luigi Maffei, Architectural Composition and Building Typology.  
Interpreting Basic Building,  trans. Susan Jane Fraser, revised Karl Kropf and Brenda Scheer, (Firenze: 
Alinea, 2001) 118-119. 
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Figure 4-11 Henan Bei Lu, Jan 2016 

The gateway to the former Shanghai Chamber of Commerce complex in part remains 

standing on the corner of Suzhou Creek Bei Lu and Henan Bei Lu amidst the new 

development.  The east side (facing camera Figure 4-11) was cut during the earlier 

widening of Henan Bei Lu.  Some of the Chamber of Commerce buildings are 

preserved.  They were more recently used as the Shanghai Electronic Components 

Research Institute.  The complex was included in the 1993 List of Outstanding 

Historical Architecture Batch 335.  In this case, the new context is the Bulgari Hotel 

development, seen beyond in Figure 4-11.  They have become a function centre for the 

new hotel, returning to something like their original role.  Currently all the commercial 

and industrial architecture in the study area that is identified in these lists has been 

preserved in some form.  Elsewhere in Shanghai this has not always been the case.  

Residential architecture, even if included on the lists, is more vulnerable.  The final 

status of listed residential architecture is depended on the final scope of demolition 

north of Haining Lu.   

35 “Shanghai Shi Di San Pi Youxiu Lishi Jianzhu Mingdan”, List of Outstanding Historical Architecture 
Batch 3, Office of Shanghai Chronicles , accessed on 22 Nov 2015, 
http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/bxzc/zsc/lsfm/lsjz/200905/t20090521_301676.htm 
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The recycling activities on site deal with items which are removed form the context of 

the laneways, and are incorporated into new or restored buildings elsewhere or as stand 

alone items in a new context.  The timber dealer in Figure 4-25 provides doors and 

windows for sale and re-use.  Earlier instances include relocated or recreated standalone 

stone gateways are incorporated into the Xintiandi development and along Haining Lu 

as memorials / street art. 

 

There are a limited number of non-residential buildings embedded in the mass of the 

laneway housing that are retained by virtue of their functionality and favourable 

location rather than for heritage reasons.  The North Station Cultural Activity Centre at 

Kangle Lu 101 underwent major renovation in 2006 - 2007 to a design by 

“originaldesign” (Yuan Zuo Sheji).  It provides a library, facilities for small-scale 

performances, film showings and a range of activity and meeting rooms.  This 

renovation occurred while the demolition of the adjoining area to the south of Haining 

Lu was well advanced.  All surrounding context is being demolished. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-12 Kangle Lu 101, June 2017 
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Figure 4-13 Anqing Lu 461. June 2017 

− Artificiality 

Moments of comparative neatness exist in the demolition process as the accretions and 

signage are removed, but before the breaking up of the building fabric commences. 

As the early stage demolition proceeds, the attenuated occupation of Figure 4-18 and 

remnant signage of Figure 4-3 are no longer in evidence.  In Figure 4-13, the bricked up 

ground floors were previously various small shops and businesses.  Their closure has 

resulted in the loss of the majority of the street life ahead of the actual demolition.  The 

previously diverse street becomes more uniform, with the main feature becoming the 

rendered blockwork walls.  The main signs of life are the now ubiquitous hire bikes 

indicating that there are still some people with reason to go there.  

 

There is paradoxically, a neatening-up for a moment in the early stages of demolition as 

infill blockwork is placed in entrances and rendered.  The chaotic signs and illegal 

additions are removed and the street takes on a smoothness and uniformity that points to 

a progressive and ordered future rather than the random and uncontrolled past.  At a 

glance the buildings look almost normal, but with a strangeness to them.  It is the 

strangeness of the empty movie set.  The rubbish, where there is any, is the wrong sort 

of rubbish for an inhabited place.  There is an uncanny smoothness to the making-good 



of the demolished doorways, and the lack of doorways marks this as something other 

than an object of habitation.  There is an artificial character to the site in this moment 

created by these uncanny aspects of the buildings, the desertion and the lack of the 

disorder that characterises a living street.   

This is a moment of calm in the demolition process.  The temporary infill masonry, 

built less than a year before will itself be an element of the demolition rubble.  Parts of 

the building will soon disappear and a greater randomness than the living street ever had 

will appear.  The world of the fragmented, partial, disorderly and broken is imminent. 

− Signs and instructions regarding use and status of the site

There is a variety of textual information around the site that provides instructions 

for use of the new environment of the demolition site.  These include spray painted 

characters, notices, posters and banners.  The signage of the demolition site is no 

longer related to identifying sites of commercial activity and soliciting business.  It 

is instead related to the identification of sites of impending demolition, exhorting 

the residents to move co-operatively, visions of the future and promotion of values in 

the population generally.   

The painted 拆 chai character in a circle is one of the early signs that demolition is 

imminent.  The character is painted before the start of demolition, while the buildings 

were still occupied and operating.  It confirms the formal notices to the residents and 

later confirms the status for the demolition workers.  Chai carries a sense of 

inevitability, not susceptible to further discussion, overturning or appeal.  The 

inevitability is not always immediate.  Houses at Shanhaiguan Lu (Figure 4-14) have 

carried the sign since 2013 and residents have moved out, but at time of writing had not 

been demolished.  More typically, the demolition takes place within the year.  Red 

banners with large lettering exhorting compliant behaviour and promoting the 

development are a feature of the demolition site.   
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Figure 4-14 Datian Lu, Aug 2016 

 

 
 

Figure 4-15:  Anqing Lu 275, June 2017 
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Figure 4-16 Datian Lu, June 2017 

 

 
 

Figure 4-17 Jinyuan Lu, Jan 2016 
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The sign pictured in Figure 4-15 falls into the “promoting values” signage category.  It 

connects the demolition and redevelopment activity with values, actions and 

characteristics promoted by the party.  The values promoted here are: prosperity and 

power, democracy, culture, harmony, freedom, equality, the rule of law, love of 

country, commitment to work, integrity and friendliness.  The banner was placed by the 

Jing‘an District Party Committee Propaganda Department (Zhong gong jing’an qu wei 

xuanchuan bu).  The sign is at 275 Anqing Lu, on the former location of Shiye Li, 

Industry Lane, demolished in 2017.  The laneways on either side were undergoing 

demolition in 2017.  The recently constructed wall around the near empty site is covered 

with signs promoting “Socialist Core Values” (Figure 4-17), a return of the sort of sign 

seen in the early stage demolition at 275 Anqing Lu.  Occasionally, there will be notices 

restricting entry to casual visitors, but no physical barrier.  In example in Figure 4-16, 

the notice reads Dongqian Judi.  Xianren Mian Jin. Relocation site, no unauthorized 

visitors.   

 

− Attenuated character 

In the study areas of Shanghai experiencing wholesale demolition, there persists 

nonetheless, at least in the medium term, pockets where business as usual 

continues.  These parts represent by counter-distinction the vanished whole, being 

less in size but of similar diversity.   The piecemeal acceptance of offers of relocation 

creates temporary places of attenuated habitation.  The order and distribution of the 

change is dependent on the distribution of relocation acceptances.  In Figure 4-18, a 

cluster of lights shine in the street at dusk as shops that haven’t finalised relocation 

agreements continue to trade.  The customers come from the local residents who 

likewise haven’t finalised arrangements for the inevitable relocation.  The residents can 

still live and still buy many of the daily necessities, if not from the usual shop, then at a 

nearby one.  Many of the same activities from full occupation pre-demolition times 

continue but at single isolated places rather than as part of a street full of activity.  

Negotiations continue with residents who have not already accepted an offer.  
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Figure 4-18:  Anqing Lu 431, June 2017 

 

 
 

Figure 4-19:  Anqing Lu 355, June 2017.   
Remaining shops a microcosm 
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The set of three adjoining remaining shops in Anqing Lu are in microcosm 

representatives of the mix and variety that was formerly seen in the area, here a bakery, 

noodle shop and snack shop, with a street vendor selling snacks nearby.  The shops 

could just as easily have been (as elsewhere in the area) occupied by a hairdresser, 

medicine shop and hardware shop, or printer36, clothing shop and travel agent.  As an 

area that has been largely unaffected by gentrification prior to demolition, the shops are 

generally serving a very local community and meet the whole range of their daily needs.  

− Habitation 

The habitation of the site is temporary and changing.  The residents are leaving, 

but the site becomes home to the demolition and construction workers, who live 

and eat in temporary accommodation on the site before moving on to the next 

project.  Demolition workers live in the midst of the demolition site, without a 

separation of work and home environments.  They are typically housed in modular 

transportable units on or near the demolition site.  One of these sites, in Shanxi Bei Lu 

is shown in Figure 4-20.  Making space for this is one of the earliest activities on site.  

A group of buildings have been demolished to provide space for the demolition offices 

and pre-fabricated workers accommodation.  This is a practical solution given the 

predominance of migrant workers from rural areas that are employed on the demolition 

sites.  On completion of a project, they will move on to the next demolition site and its 

on-site accommodation.  Their families often remain in the hometown, with the workers 

returning home at Spring Festival for an annual visit.  As buildings are broken down, 

the live-in construction workers become the major inhabitants of the site.  The on-site 

housing arrangements continue, with meals also taken on site.  Figure 4-21 shows 

construction workers from an adjacent building site walking to a kitchen setup in the 

adjacent block that is still undergoing demolition.  Jeremy Cheval describes an atypical 

arrangement at Siwen Li, west of the study site, across Suzhou Creek.  There the 

workers are housed in the laneway houses themselves.  Rather than progressively 

demolishing houses as residents leave, the site is secured and kept intact pending the 

last departures and unpublished future plans.37 

 
36 There was some specialisation in printing in this area that carried over from pre People’s Republic of 
China times, which brought customers from adjoining areas.  There is still a cluster of stationary shops on 
the west side of Xizang Bei Lu.  They had earlier occupied Sihang Warehouse prior to its conversion in 
2015 to a memorial of the fighting there in 1937.  The pre 1949 distribution of printers and other small 
workshops is shown in Chapter 3. 
37 ,Jeremy Cheval, Vies D’Un Lilong, Lilong Lives, (Paris: Les Xerographes Editions, 2016), 47. 
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Figure 4-20 Shanxi Bei Lu, June 2017 

 

 
 

Figure 4-21 Santai Lu, Jan 2014 
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− Renewed attention

Despite the seeming emergence of the past, the building undergoing demolition is not 

fundamentally a source of reconnection with the past.  Aside from issues of how the 

past emerges in the present generally, any reconnections with the past soon vanish as 

demolition progresses.  It is better understood as allowing a renewal of attention 

regarding an object whose destruction is imminent.  The imminent destruction generates 

this renewed attention to unique-but-taken-for-granted elements of the site due to their 

imminent destruction.  There is a heightened sense that this will be the last change to 

experience them.  While many of the built elements of the site are built to a standard 

pattern and appear (at least for a while yet) elsewhere, the unique features engender a 

heightened sense of loss and call for a final act of attention.  Christo writes of short-

lived projects:  “All these projects have this strong dimension of missing, of self-

effacement [...] they will go away, like our childhood, our life.  They create a 

tremendous intensity when they are there for a few days’." 38 

Figure 4-22 Hefei Lu, Ruihua Lane, June 2017 

38 “Christo and Jeanne-Claude”, accessed December 27, 2015, http://www.christojeanneclaude.net/ 
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Some of the lanes have inspirational messages and scenes built onto the walls.  Ruihua 

Lane off Hefei Lu has a series of tiled exhortations.  This one encourages residents to 

“Study Lei Feng, find happiness from helping others” (Xuexi Lei Feng, zhu ren wei le).  

Ruihua Lane, outside the study area, was built in the French Concession area in the 

1930s.  The date of the tiling is unconfirmed, though anecdotal evidence suggests it 

occurred as recently as early 2000s.  The Lei Feng reference is to a revolutionary hero.  

In 2017, relocation was in progress, with gateways of vacated residences closed off with 

infill brickwork.  Demolition has not commenced as of May 2019.   

 

In contrast to the ephemeral cloth and plastic banners, the tiles and mosaic messages 

have permanence over decades.  This unchanging characteristic leads to a perception, 

changed by the passage of time, of a style and sentiment out of step with the tenor of the 

contemporary banners.  Whilst the cloth and plastic banners are an important 

characteristic of the demolition site, the built tiles, mosaics and murals have a 

permanence and location in a specific time that is qualitatively different to those 

banners which are designed to only last for a season.  They are also subject to 

demolition, rather than simple removal of the more ephemeral materials.  An older 

mural of Chairman Mao at Anyuan remains in the extant part of Siwen Li.39 The social 

realist style mosaics on house walls were destroyed in the earlier partial demolition of 

Siwen Li in 2013.   

 

− Removal 

The demolition destroys the integrity and productive relationship of the elements 

of the building, but does not in itself destroy the matter of the building.  The piles 

and stacks of the former material constituents of the building lie on the ground 

until their removal.  The piles of rubble are progressively trucked away.  Re-usable 

materials are selected and transported off to their various new owners. 

 

 
39 Sue Anne Tay,  “Chairman Mao Goes to Anyuan”, in Jeremy Cheval, Vies D’Un Lilong, Lilong Lives, 
(Paris: Les Xerographes Editions, 2016), 128. 
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Figure 4-23 Qufu Xi Lu area, Jan 2016 

 

 
Figure 4-24 Tiantong Lu, June 2017 
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Figure 4-25 Shanxi Bei Lu 47, Jan 2014 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4-26 Qufu Xi Lu area Jan 2016 
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Much of the recycled material is pre-sold or taken off site for sale, however there are 

some small-scale on-site sales.  In Figure 4-25 good timber and doors are advertised for 

sale.  The temporary nature of the buildings is matched by the temporary nature of the 

businesses feeding off them on site. 

 

Timber is salvaged from the building as part of a comprehensive recycling program that 

operates throughout the demolition.  This salvaging affects the timing and order of the 

demolition process and is one of the determining factors in the overall contingent 

demolition process and the appearance of the site.  This occurs at a wide range of scales.  

For much of the last twenty years of demolition, it was individuals working separately, 

each responsible for a specific material or area, using small vans or trailers to remove 

the materials form the site to recycling centres or builders.  More recently, the scale of 

operation has increased to large area, high volume operation utilising larger trucks and 

equipment.  Some is recycled, decontextualized, as anonymous material, other as 

objects with specific desirable characteristics:  stonework, characteristic door and 

window frame designs. 

4. Conclusion 
 
Those who are confronted head on by these transitions of the demolition site live in a 

world of interwoven present and multiple pasts coming and going, of struggles against 

the progressive loss of meaning and coming to terms with the loss of sites of spatial 

practices.  There is the heightened attention that comes from the knowledge that this is 

the last chance to see.  Writing on the demolition of the Palast der Republik in Berlin, 

Christos Varvantakis identified the characteristics of the demolition process as serving 

to fix the building into post-demolition memory.  He proposed that: "The lengthy 

dismantlement of the building comprises a temporality that allows us glimpses into the 

ways in which this building is making its way into memory as it de-materializes.”40 The 

re-emergence of history and the renewed attention generated by the recognition of 

imminent loss of the unique-but-taken-for-granted elements of the site in particular 

serve to cement this memory.  The capturing of the demolition with particular attention 

to the different transitions that occur on the site is an attempt to facilitate something of 

this same fixing in memory. 

 
40 Christos Varvantakis, “A Monument To Dismantlement”, Memory Studies, Vol 2(1): 33 [DOI: 
10.1177/1750698008097393]. 
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To understand the phenomenon of demolition, the key transitional processes and 

liminal states that momentarily appear through the demolition process must be 

identified.  Calling to mind Etienne Jules Marey’s project to capture on film the 

dynamic movement of galloping horses, theorists Latour and Yaneva described the task 

of capturing change in buildings as finding “the equivalent of Marey’s photographic 

gun and tackle the admittedly daunting task of inventing a visual vocabulary that will 

finally do justice to the “thingly” nature of buildings, by contrast to their tired, old 

“objective” nature.”41  Likewise, the photographs of Shanghai’s demolished districts 

and their interpretation here are an attempt to go some way to capturing this dynamism 

— and the “thingly” nature of the city’s buildings — from a series of key states and 

processes. 

 

 

  

 
41 Bruno Latour and Albena Yaneva “Give Me A Gun And I Will Make All Buildings Move” 88. 
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Character – Pinyin – English Table 

 
Romanised (Pinyin) and English translations of Chinese names are generally used in the 

text of the Chapter.  Where the source prime reference in the document uses characters, 

a cross reference is shown below. 

 

北站社区文化活动中心 Beizhan Shequ Wenhua Huodong Zhongxin, North Station 

Cultural Activity Centre  

 

原作设计 Yuanzuo Sheji “originaldesign” 

 

上海总商会门楼 Shanghai Zong Shanghui Menlou (former) Shanghai Chamber of 

Commerce compound gatehouse 

 

上海电子元件研究所南楼 Shanghai Dianzi Yuanjian Yanjiusuo Nanlou, Shanghai 

Electronic Components Research Institute, southern building. 

 
上海市第三批优秀历史建筑名单 Shanghai Shi Di San Pi Youxiu Lishi Jianzhu 

Mingdan, List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 3 

 

德星輝暎 (traditional) 德星辉映 (simplified) Dexinghuiying 
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Chapter 5 

 

Investigation of a Major Building - The Last Days of 480 Hay St, Perth 

 
The FESA Building 

The Progression and Process of the Demolition 

Architecture and Demolition 

Incidental Streetscape Effects 
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1. Introduction 
 

The intent of this Chapter is to describe the demolition of a single multi storey building 

in Perth in sufficient detail in order to (i) to establish at building scale how demolition 

provides a view of the relationship between architecture and the material aspects of 

construction to understand something more about architecture than can be gleaned from 

the intact building and (ii) to identify aspects of demolition in the Perth context, as a 

basis for comparison with the Shanghai demolition described in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.  

The building scale relation of demolition, architecture and materiality is the subject of 

the following Chapter 6.  That Chapter will also address the extent to which demolition 

can be seen as an act of disclosure and the forms that disclosure might take.  The 

comparison between the two cities forms part of Chapter 7, including consideration of 

cultural constructions associated with demolition.   

 

This Chapter is the record of the demolition of a single building, embedded in 

continuing fabric of varying ages and types.  Apart from times of large-scale 

demolition, the built areas of the city are characterised by relatively slow changes that 

don’t cause major disruption or re-arrangement, and the city accommodates itself to 

these with relatively little difficulty.  Whilst not absolutely static, these are times in the 

life of a district that are comparatively settled.  This is in contrast to the picture of 

Shanghai of wide scale simultaneous demolition of large areas of fabric developed in 

the previous Chapters. 

 

The detail in this Chapter itself is largely descriptive, but provides the information and 

reference points to develop the themes of the following Chapters.  The Chapter also 

forms a record of the demolition of a 1970s building. 

 

The major source of material for the Chapter is the former Fire and Emergency Services 

Building in Perth.  The examination of the demolition of this building pays particular 

attention is paid to three aspects of the demolition:  the process of demolition, the 

incidental effect on the streetscape and what it exposes of the relationship between 

architecture and the material aspects of construction  
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2. The FESA Building

The former Fire and Emergency Services (FESA) Building, designed by Cameron, 

Chisolm and Nichol, was completed in 1979.  It stood on the corner of Hay and Irwin 

Streets, Perth and was the central fire station, operations and administration centre for 

the Western Australian Fire Brigade.  It was demolished in 2014.  The six storey plus 

basement Brutalist style building had always divided opinions and in the end was not 

considered as qualifying for heritage listing.  Construction of a hotel commenced on the 

site in 2015.  

The building sat vacant for two years following the move of the operational and 

administrative functions of FESA, by then retitled the Department of Fire and 

Emergence Services (DFES), to new premises.  After a series of revisions of planning 

applications to the regulatory authority, the City of Perth, approval for construction of a 

hotel on the site was granted and Demolition Application 2013/648 was approved by 

the City of Perth on 17 February 2014.1  Demolition work commenced in early April 

2014.   

Docomomo, an independent international organisation concerned with heritage of the 

modern movement, reported the approval to demolish:   

FESA HOUSE, Perth – a fine piece of Western Australian brutalism is going to be 

demolished.  The place was considered for State Register listing but was deemed 

‘below threshold’ by the Minister of Heritage in 2012 and the Crown land was 

subsequently released for redevelopment under the State Government’s hotel 

development incentive package.2 

An earlier report by the Department of Contract and Management Services had 

concluded 

1 “Demolition Licenses Approved 12-02-14 to 18-02-14.” City of Perth, accessed December 6, 2017. 
https://www.perth.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/Demolition Licenses Approved 12-02-14 to 18-02-14.pdf 
2 “FESA HOUSE, Perth”, docomomo, Published 27 March 2013, accessed September 24, 2017, 
http://docomomoaustralia.com.au/dcmm/fesa-house-perth/ ,. 
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on the basis of information collated for the study it is not considered to be of 

cultural heritage significance under the criteria for the Register of the National 

Estate or the criteria for entry in the HCWA [Heritage Council of Western 

Australia] Register of Heritage Places.3 

 

The works of the architects, Cameron Chisolm and Nichol, were characterised by 

buildings with a restricted palette of materials used in large areas.  The FESA building 

was no exception.  Beige precast panels and partially reflective glass dominate the 

elevations.  Window framing and mullions are de-emphasised and small areas of other 

materials avoided.  A similar strategy was adopted in, for example, their Alexander 

Library building in Perth.  The FESA building, although a fairly simple form of three 

blocks, had two large distinctive cantilevers and distinctive externally expressed capsule 

shaped stairwells. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-1: Former FESA Building, November 2013 

 

The form of the FESA building expressed the distribution of the operational and 

administrative functions.  The lower floors were the operational areas:  parking for the 

fire appliances, firefighter sleeping and amenities areas, exercise facilities including 

squash and basketball courts.  The strongly expressed upper box, the three floors, 

starting at the level 5 cantilevers on the north and south sides, were administrative - 
 

3 Fire and Rescue Service of Western Australia Heritage Inventory August 1997 prepared by Department 
of Contract and Management Services for the Fire and Rescue Service of Western Australia 
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offices, conference rooms and the control centre.4  The six storey Brutalist style 

building was constructed with a structural system of in situ concrete slabs and beams 

laid out on a regular grid, with precast concrete panel cladding.   

 

It was demolished as a single, freestanding building, not as part of a large scale razing 

of the area.  Nearby buildings are of varying ages and styles, spanning the last 150 

years. 

 

The demolition over a period of six months, revealed the design and complexity of the 

building as it removed one of the most solid looking buildings in the city.  It was not a 

slender, elegant glass tower, rather, it was wide for its height, and predominantly 

concrete with a relatively small proportion of strip glazing. With a role in disaster 

response, views from the building were not a design concern.  The depths of the 

building concealed a complexity in section that was not readable from the façade. 

 

The building was not showing any significant signs of ruination or damage over the two 

years of vacancy prior to the commencement of demolition. Windows were intact, 

graffiti was non-existent, and the grounds were not overgrown.  It was however 

evidently deserted. The transparent ground floor full height roller doors that provided 

ingress and egress for the fire appliances permitted vision into the empty although tidy 

ground floor. There was a general dustiness and light staining and streaking on the 

exterior precast beige concrete panels. The site could be entered without barrier or 

impediment.  It was not a site overtaken by nature and undergoing progressive 

ruination, nor a building being broken down by human attack.  

 

3. The Progression and Process of the Demolition 

The observations of the progression of the demolition are presented in chronological 

order, from viewing locations available to the casual passer-by.  The progress and order 

of the demolition was contingent on a range of factors – the design, particularly the 

structural strategy, capabilities of the demolition machinery, the location on the central 

city location and strategy adopted by the demolition contractor. 

 
4 Floors were numbered starting at the basement, which was level 1.  The ground floor was therefore level 
2. 
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The demolition had three major phases:  (i) the removal of the top three floors behind 

scaffolding from within, (ii) the removal of the north bay by machines operating from 

ground level and (iii) the removal of the remaining building, working bay-by-bay from 

east to west. 

 

 

 Placement of hoardings was the first sign that 

demolition would soon commence.  The roof 

sheeting was removed, although as the roof was 

not visible from the street this did not signal the 

start of work to the casual viewer.  The top floor 

glazing was then removed.   

 

 

Phase One 

 

The demolition of the FESA building, as is often 

the case, begins with the erection of scaffolding.   

Over a period of eight weeks, the building was 

then gradually enclosed on all sides with rising 

scaffolding. The building had distinctive 

cantilevers at levels 3 and 5 on the north and 

south sides.   The scaffold converted the building 

into a box, disguising its characteristic shape and 

giving it a level of anonymity (Figure 5-3). The 

scaffolded building has the form of a large 

platonic solid, a rectangular prism, close to but 

not exactly the golden mean.  The demolition 

proceeded with the complete removal of the top 

three floors, from the roof to Level 5.  This 

demolition took place behind the scaffolding, 

working from within the building. 

 

 
Figure 5-2: Former FESA 
Building North Side Pre-
Demolition5 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-3: May 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
5 A digital model produced as part of the observation and documentation process is used to provide a 
consistence viewpoint for Figures 5-2 to 5-8 as constraints of the site did not allow for photographs 
covering the whole demolition process to be taken from a suitable location  
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 Once demolition reached level 5 sill level, large 

portions of the full scaffold envelope on the north 

and east sides were removed, revealing a building 

clearly undergoing demolition, already some 14m 

lower.  (Figure 5-4).  The north cantilever was 

once again perceptible as a feature of the 

building.  The cantilever, previously three stories 

high, has now been reduced to the thickness of a 

roof.  

 

Phase Two 

 

The building height was now sufficiently reduced 

to then work in a vertical plane, horizontally into 

the building in section, from north elevation.  The 

pace of demolition of the upper levels had been 

limited by the ability of the upper floor slabs to 

sustain the weight of the excavators, but 

machines could now reach from the ground. 

Excavators and rock beakers arrived on site to 

work from ground level.  The precast north 

external wall of the lower level 3 cantilevered 

section was demolished.  (Figure 5-5).  This 

allowed the internal walls in this bay to be 

cleared away from the main load bearing beams 

and columns, the building taking an increasingly 

architectonic appearance.  This phase marked an 

increase in noise and dust generation and 

associated control measures as larger machines 

were deployed and the size of the structural 

elements increased lower down the building.  The 

machine operation provided a sense of the force 

needed to demolish the beams. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-4: 13 September 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-5: 27 September 2014 
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 As the section line progressed south, it cut 

through the rooms deeper on Level 3 and Level 4 

(some structural beams excepted).  The contrast 

between functional concrete and decorative 

column cladding was clearly visible at this stage.  

The supporting cantilevers on the transverse 

beams at levels 3 were subsequently demolished, 

along with the remainder of the eastern stairwell 

(Figure 5-6).  The remaining north exterior wall 

at level 4 was the next element demolished 

(Figure 5-7).  The structural system became 

increasingly visible and understandable as the 

external walls, internal walls, slabs, soffits and 

cladding were cleared away.  The building was 

designed on a regular structural grid, now 

apparent from the outside. The relation of the 

structural system to the cantilevers and spaces 

within the building also became apparent.  The 

distinction between the working though hidden 

part of the building and the surfaces of everyday 

contact, use and perception became clear.  The 

services, piping, ducting, cables and the like, 

appeared in section. 

  

Phase Three 

 

Once the cantilevers on the north side had been 

removed and the demolition had progressed to 

the line of the columns on grid 6, roughly a third 

of the depth of the building, the progressive 

removal of a series of north south slices from the 

building commenced, starting at the east end 

(Figure 5-8).  These were effectively transverse 

vertical sections through the building.  These 

 
Figure 5-6: 30 September 2014 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-7: 02 October 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 
Figure 5-8: 25 October 2014 
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were a revealing series of cuts which at various 

stages showed internal timber cladding, ceilings, 

sprinkler pipes, stairwells with a trace of the 

steps, tiling, whiteboards, air conditioning ducts, 

services risers and so on over four stories in some 

detail, with a precision such that it could be 

understood as a built section.  These were more 

clearly sections that those revealed in the cutting 

in from the north.  They were more in the nature 

of slices in their configuration and appeared in 

comparatively rapid succession, quickly enough 

to register as changing daily, from early October 

to mid November 2014.  Though progressively 

diminished, the structural system became 

increasingly visible and understandable.  The 

mezzanine arrangement at level 4 became visible 

in section. Vertical ducting routes near the 

middle of the building were momentarily 

revealed.  This removal of section slices 

continued structural bay by structural bay across 

the whole width of the building to the completion 

of the demolition.   

 

4. Architecture and Demolition 
 
The perception of architecture in demolition differs from architecture during the useful 

life of a building.  The emphasis shifts from the external appearance and internal 

inhabited spaces to the relationship of spaces across levels, construction and service 

spaces, structural tectonics, layering and artifice.  These characterise demolition, but 

also reflect on the nature of architecture itself.  In this section, specific instances in the 

FESA building of these demolition-related architectural characteristics are identified.  

They provide the basis for a detailed analysis in Chapter 6. 
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− Spaces in section, across levels  

 
In demolition, the nature of the internal spaces becomes evident from outside.  In Phase 

2 of the demolition, with the external wall removed, the last remnants of the Fireman’s 

rooms frame a view of the internal corridor.  The rooms themselves are seen located 

between the floor, ceiling and wall structures and thicknesses.  The relation of the 

working-though-hidden part of the building and the surfaces of everyday contact, use 

and perception becomes clear.  Belongings and furniture are removed from the interiors, 

however the posters pasted on the wall remain as the witness of the character of the 

occupation and departure.  The relation of the floor structure to those Level 4 rooms is 

clear here, as is the ceiling cavity of the rooms below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Level 3 corridor and 

remnants of fireman’s 

rooms as seen from the 

north  

Figure 5-9:  FESA Building Demolition, Week 26, 25 September 2014 
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Figure 5-10:  FESA Building Demolition, Week 29, 18 October 2014 

 

 
 

Figure 5-11:  FESA Building Demolition, Week 31, 30 October 2014 

 

The north south sections were more in the nature of flat slices in their configuration and 

appeared in comparatively rapid succession; 7 weeks overall.  These were a revealing 

series of cuts which at various stages showed internal timber cladding, ceilings, 

sprinkler pipes, stairwells with a trace of the steps, tiling, whiteboards, air conditioning 

ducts, services risers and so on over four stories, to the extent that it could be 

understood as a built section.  The flatness of these sections was at times strong enough 
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that the sense of cutting one wall to produce a stage set is lost and a flattened space 

emerges, appearing as a built architectural section rather than a stage set.  In these cases 

it loses its transgressive nature.   

 

− Visibility of tectonics and artifice in construction 

 

As external walls, then internal walls and slabs were demolished, the underlying beam 

and column structural system appeared.  In buildings such as FESA, this reveals a 

modularity not signaled by the exterior.  This stage of demolition emphasised the 

structural aspect of the building and makes explicit the role of structure.  It demonstrates 

for a building, the design strategy adopted to incorporate the structure into the building.  

Decisions to have the structure perceptible internally or externally, to the inhabitant and 

passerby are exposed.  In demolition, the structural repetition not hinted at on the 

exterior begins to dominate the appearance of the building with the appearance of the 

structural grid.  This was evident in Phase 2 in the initial east west sections and the 

subsequent north south sections.  With the cutting of a section through the cantilevers at 

level 3 and level 5, the presentation of the building was changed from a group of large 

simple forms into a building of detailed, comparatively small-scale repetition.  

Internally, the building was occupied as a space without a grid or modularity.  The floor 

plan shows corridors without articulation around columns.  Columns were concealed in 

walls or exposed in toilet spaces and the like where they are not able to be perceived as 

part of a building wide grid.  In the section of demolition, repetition occurs throughout 

the revealed interior.  The continuous geometry of the elevation of the complete 

building was seen as underpinned by a repetition.  The rows of identical beams and 

columns made evident an underlying schema not visible in the complete building.   

In Phase 2 of the demolition, the contrast between decorative and purely functional 

elements was apparent.  The standard grey concrete of the inner core was in contrast to 

the decorative beige concrete cladding panels being broken away from around the 

columns.  The artifice of the designer and builder in concealing and disguising was 

slowly stripped away and laid bare.  
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Figure 5-12: FESA Building Demolition, 02 Oct 2014 

 

 
 
Figure 5-13: FESA Building Demolition, 16 October 2014 

 

− Layered aspects of construction 

 
Exposure of layered or compound construction was a minor feature of the FESA 

building.  Parts of a building constructed from layers or sandwiches are often stripped 

back at differential rates, highlighting the formulation of the construction.   In the FESA 

building, this differential removal of layers was evident in the demolition of the 

basketball court area on Level 4.  The relationships of the external walls, structure, 
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internal cladding and the layers of substructure supporting the cladding appeared as 

layers were stripped back separately.  Although a minor aspect of the FESA building 

this is considered in other examples and more generally in Chapter 6. 

 
5. Incidental Streetscape Effects 
 
In operation, the FESA building has a low level of interaction with the street.  It was 

constructed set back from the street.  There was no street level interaction with the 

casual passers-by due to the specialised nature of the operation. No shopping, eating or 

appointments brought people over the property line, aside from the occasional specialist 

visitor on brigade business.  The hoardings that marked the start of the demolition 

process merely blocked access and visibility that was already irrelevant to the concerns 

of street level passers-by.   

 

Demolition changes the way a building is regarded from the street by the interested or 

casual passer-by.  This is not solely due to the destruction going on, or the broken-ness 

of the building as such, but the way the process presents a different way of viewing a 

building as it undergoes demolition.  This in part is due to observable process related 

aspects, such as the covering with scaffolding and the relation of machines to the 

building.   It is also due the change in purpose of the building away from one of 

usefulness and habitation, becoming a purely material place, without concern for 

usefulness to humans.  The designed and managed appearance of the former building is 

replaced by unruliness, and brokenness.  

− The scaffolded building 

 

The building, although a fairly simple form of three blocks, had a large distinctive 

cantilever and its capsule shaped externally expressed stairwells. The scaffolding 

present in the first phase of the demolition removed these features from casual 

perception, disguising the previous shape and completely removing the finer details of 

windows, frames, panel joints and the like.  This new appearance could be mistaken at 

first glance for a building under construction or undergoing refurbishment, adding a 

level of ambiguity that was absent from the pre-demolition building.   
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The texture of the scaffolded box object stood outside the normal categories of urban 

building surfaces, without windows, concrete, bricks, timber and the like. It was not a 

smooth finished surface. The grids on the scaffolding side panels showed some 

distortions.  The scaffolding produced a semi transparency that varied with viewing 

angle and sun position. The nature of scaffold as wrapper is developed in Chapter 6, 

with reference to this building, and deliberate wrapping interventions by Christo.    

 

 
 

Figure 5-14: FESA Building Demolition, 2 October 2014 

− Focus shift from habitation to materiality of the building in demolition 

The spaces of the demolition site are no longer those of a building designed for the 

comfort of humans.  The former world, suited to the physical capacities of the human, is 

banished once the hoardings and scaffolding go up and the building becomes the places 

of machines, tons of concrete and rubble, falling items, sharpened metal and disorderly 

wiring.   

The inhabitants, visitors, tourists or users in evidence during the life of the building no 

longer exist.  For the mechanised demolition of a deserted building such as FESA, the 

focus shifts to the material.  The demolition workers are not there as users of the 

building, but to serve the demolition.  In that sense, they are incidental presences to the 

materiality of the building.  The workers are there for the building, not the building 

there for its inhabitants.  In the large mechanised demolition, machines perform the bulk 
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of the work.  Humans working directly are limited to small scale and intricate work.  

The presence of humans on the site is by virtue of their relationship with the machinery 

and accessories of demolition.  The non-human inhabitants —the excavators, pneumatic 

hammers, scrapers and diggers — move around the building, with the appearance of 

making as much as unmaking.  The eye is most strongly drawn to the point at which the 

pneumatic hammer or excavator shovel contacts the building, where the intention 

appears to reside.  From their cabs the operators are invisible.  The spaces of demolition 

are the homes for sentient machines with a reflecting cabin, the only inhabitant 

equipped to survive in the space of demolition. 

− Engagement of the passer-by 

 

As the FESA demolition progressed to Phase 2 and the scaffolding was removed, there 

was a perceptible increase in the level of engagement of passersby, particularly when 

the larger machines were in operation.  Families going shopping paused to take in the 

spectacle, noting the destruction, noise and dust.  The progress is preserved on 

smartphones.  Onlookers voiced conflicting opinions on the building and the process, 

divided as to the building’s merits and any claims to preservation.  

 

Demolition as spectacle and the changed qualities of the streetscape as considered here 

re-generate an interest and re-evaluation of the building even as it is disappearing.  

Augé noted one of the qualities of his second figure of oblivion, that of suspense, as the 

cutting off of the present from the future and the past, creating a response of  “At least I 

will have lived that”6 or, at least I was there. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

The start of demolition marks the crossing of a border that divides the building from 

something useful to humans to an object without functional or design direction.  The 

aspects of architecture that characterise demolition collectively comprise a coherent set 

of deformations, transformations and appearance.  It is an architecture that is not 

concerned with human habitation.  Categories of interior and exterior are shattered, 
 

6 Marc Auge, Oblivion, tranas. Marjolijin de Jager.  (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 
57 
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nothing is hidden and attempts at artifice are just more material.  The demolition 

provides material for the study of transformations of physical objects over time, in this 

case the transformation of the materiality of the whole building.   

 

This Chapter has described the process and appearance of the FESA demolition.  

Chapter 6 will interpret these changes to the building during demolition, addressing the 

contingent nature of demolition, the relation of demolition to architecture and the 

materiality of the site.   

 

The Marriott Westin Hotel opened on the FESA site on 27 May 2018. In contrast to the 

withdrawn presence of the FESA building, the restaurants of the hotel complex have a 

street presence and liveliness.  There is the sound of people socializing coming from the 

site.  There are people on the street as patrons come and go. 

There are no traces of the building.   
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 Chapter 6: Demolition of the Designed and Used Object 
 

 

1. Introduction 
 
This thesis began by wondering to what sort of gaze demolition overall might be 

amenable.  This chapter considers in particular to what sort of gaze the architecture of a 

building undergoing demolition might be amenable.  The gaze here can be considered 

as having multiple objects: the specific building itself, architecture more generally, and 

new material forms generated by the operations of the demolition process.   

 

Buildings are designed objects and respond as such to the forces of demolition.  The 

emerging and changing forms and spaces of demolition are directly related to the 

original design and can be regarded as the response of the building to forms of 

architectural operations (i.e. specific demolition processes) on that design, but without 

authorship.1  This response is contingent on the design and construction of the building 

and the particular demolition method adopted.  It is by examining the demolition that 

these creators of the contingency become themselves amenable to investigation and 

analysis.  The forms that appear in demolition are tangential byproducts of the 

demolition process, but nonetheless are able to speak and reveal aspects that may not be 

appreciable during the pre-demolition life of the building.  The changing configurations 

of its remnant parts permits views of the building which were not available during use, 

or even during construction.  It is to the successive re-configurations that I look to 

establish the nature of this being-demolished object, and consider its relationship to both 

the specific building and to architecture more generally.  The investigation proceeds 

along the lines adopted by Albena Yaneva and Bruno Latour for looking at buildings 

generally, as adopted in Chapter 4 when looking at demolition at neighbourhood scale.  

Yaneva also considers how to look at the building as a dynamic object that changes with 

the day and modulates its surroundings and the activities that occur there.  The building 

undergoing demolition represents an accelerated case of the situation Yaneva is 

addressing. 

 
 

1 The architectural operation of subtraction for example, is used in design, often to create a more open 
building.  The subtraction in demolition, although for a different purpose is also a creator of openness and 
changes to forms.  Other operations used in design such as layering (or delayering), appear as 
manipulations of the building in demolition. 
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The slow ethnographer can gain an experience of the building that will be the 

product of her continuous and cumulative interactions with its world.  It is this 

rich experience of the vast range of the building qualities that will form the core 

of her interpretations; this should be the only foundation for architectural theory.  

A building experience should be expressed slowly in adjectives that will narrate 

the physical conditions of its perception; the large spectrum of building qualities 

cannot be recounted in a rigid repertoire of categories and fast concepts.  

Historical and cultural information will throw light on the building, but will not 

substitute the understanding of the architectural object in its own qualities and 

relations.  Its interpretation will derive from the world of a building that ‘opens to 

interpretation’ because of its own activities, from its immediate presence.2  

 

Yaneva continues, "do not question the meaning. [...]  I just ask: ‘How does this 

building work?’ ‘What does it do?’ ‘How and where?’ ‘Who sets it in motion?’ ‘In what 

cases? ‘What are its modalities of action?’ “ 3 This is a recognition that attempting to 

discern meaning in the building has the potential to distract from or derail the careful 

observation that forms the basis for comprehending the architecture throughout the 

process of demolition.   

 
Underlying this approach is the expectation that there is more to be learned of a building 

during demolition in addition to that which can be gleaned from the newly constructed 

building.  The nature of the demolition process provides for new understandings beyond 

the original authorship and the changes made by habitation, wear and ageing.   

 

Jorge Otero-Pailos refers to the work of Gordon Matta-Clark as one example of how 

this may be comprehended.   

 

The unexamined premise of this dismissal [of a challenging of the concept of 

authorship] was that existing buildings could not contribute anything new to the 

advancement of the architecture discipline after the involvement of the ‘original 

 
2 Albena Yaneva, “Actor-Network-Theory Approach to the Archaeology of Contemporary Architecture” 
in The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of the Contemporary World, ed. Paul Graves-Brown, 
Rodney Harrison and Angela Piccini, (Oxford, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Oxford University 
Press; 2013 ), 9.5 
3 Albena Yaneva “Actor-Network-Theory Approach To The Archaeology Of Contemporary 
Architecture”, 9.5 
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architect.’  But as the work of Matta-Clark and Sandoval demonstrates, existing 

buildings can further architecture even in the absence of an ‘original architect.’4   

Matta-Clark’s cutting of buildings opened alternative ways of considering space and 

construction in buildings where the design was long-completed.  It provides one model 

of how this continuing architecture related learning from the building can continue in 

new ways in demolition. 

In their consideration of ruins, Bjørnar Olsen and Þóra Pétursdóttir set out to establish 

“whether ruination also can be seen as an act of disclosure and releasement.”5  They go 

on to identify these areas of disclosure as concerning the recovery of memory, 

rethinking of heritage, contribution to critical aesthetics and a re-consideration of the 

properties of things, the latter being particularly relevant to this Chapter.  Although 

perceived and evaluated differently in the demolition site and the ruin, these disclosures 

equally exist in demolition.  In their investigations of the deserted Pyramiden mining 

camp on Spitsbergen, Elin Andreassen, Hein Bjartmann Bjerck and Bjørnar Olsen 

found, particularly in the absence of habitation, that things, the material remains of the 

settlement, are particularly instructive. 

Our everyday dealing with things mostly takes place in a mode of inconspicuous 

familiarity; useless broken, interrupted or missing, things often pertain to a kind of 

shyness.  [...]  Encountering a post-human Pyramiden, this mode of inconspicuous 

familiarity becomes lost or disturbed, and our relations with this ‘new’ material 

world are somehow uncomfortably disentangled.  Not only do things become 

more present, more manifest, but in some ways they also become more pestering 

and disquieting.  Things suddenly ‘appear’ to us in ways never noticed previously, 

exposing some of their unruly ‘thingness’.6   

There is a border, crossed at the start of demolition.  On one side, is a building, designed 

to be useful to humans.  On the other, entered on the commencement of demolition, is 

4 Jorge Otero-Pailos “Creative Agents”, Future Anterior: Journal of Historic Preservation, History, 
Theory, and Criticism, Vol. 3, No. 1 (Summer 2006), vi University of Minnesota Press Stable URL: 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/25834981 Accessed: 09-06-2016 07:35 UTC  
5 Bjørnar Olsen and Þóra Pétursdóttir eds., Ruin Memories: Materialities, Aesthetics and the Archaeology 
of the Recent Past (Archaeological Orientations), (Florence: Taylor and Francis, 2014), Half Title 
6 Elin Andreassen, Hein Bjartmann Bjerck and Bjørnar Olsen, Persistent memories : Pyramiden - a Soviet 
mining town in the High Arctic (Trondheim, Norway : Tapir Academic Press, 2010), 23. 
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materiality, with no functional or design direction, carrying, as archaeological objects 

do, the physical marks of its material history.  It is moreover a changing materiality.  

The whole building was the result of things in orchestrated relationship.  In demolition, 

this is broken.  There is no longer a relationship, we see the piece as individual object, 

not as a part of some large and different created whole.  As Andreas Schönle describes 

the material in ruins, “broken material chards (sic) that point, not to an original whole, 

nor to binding intention, let alone to a transcendent world, but that exist in a random, 

artificial, and conventional state”.7  Pétursdóttir extends this line of thought to the 

formation of new relations.  “Abandonment allows for the formation of new relations 

between things previously kept apart, and thus for new collaborative beginnings”8  She 

proceeds to describe the implications for her approach to abandoned sites in Iceland.  

 

as an attempt at an archaeology of things abandoned, its goal is not to overlook or 

instantly move beyond their strangeness, by means of purification, 

contextualization or interpretation, but to remain besieged by and committed to 

their being out-of-hand in order to glimpse the tacit and mundane wonders that 

might be unveiled on the way.9 

 

The demolition site, although not abandoned in the same way, has moved from the 

world of usefulness to humans to a world of materiality that requires this same initial 

restraint. 

 

The analysis in this Chapter will proceed in accordance with the method proposed by 

Yaneva in this Introduction to examine the nature of this world on “the other side of the 

border” and what can be gleaned from it.  The next four sections will introduce and 

consider in turn the three major and distinct modalities observed in demolitions:  

sectioning, breaking and dismantling.  They draw out the factors that underlie these 

observable affects, i.e. the factors on which the demolition appearance is contingent.  

These sections will draw on a variety of relevant examples to support and elucidate, in 

particular the demolition of the Fire and Emergency Services Building in Perth 

described in the previous Chapter.   
 

7 Andreas Schönle, “Ruins and History: Observations on Russian Approaches to Destruction and Decay”, 
Slavic Review, Vol. 65, No. 4 (Winter, 2006): 651. 
8 Þóra Pétursdóttir, “Things out-of-hand - The aesthetics of abandonment” in Ruin Memories: 
Materialities, Aesthetics and the Archaeology of the Recent Past (Archaeological Orientations), ed. 
Bjørnar Olsen, Þóra Pétursdóttir, (Florence: Taylor and Francis, 2014), 354. 
9 Pétursdóttir, “Things out-of-hand - The aesthetics of abandonment”, 337. 
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The subsequent section will identify how the demolition procedure, the interaction of 

the building with process related equipment and material nature of demolition affects 

the presentation of the being-demolished building in the streetscape.  The final section 

then considers the implications of the demolition site being a non-human space, a place 

of things.  The characteristics of demolition suggest the possibility of a connection to 

archaeology and therefore to archaeological methods.  These characteristics include:  

the uncovering of concealed, items and spaces, some inaccessible while a place of 

humans, the progressive uncovering of layers or strata, often with intermingled 

timelines and the presence of partial items whose provenance is unclear.  The 

relationship of demolition to archaeology is therefore also examined in that section.  

 

2. Contingent Aspects of Demolition and Modes of Progress 
 

The approach to demolishing buildings varies and the approach taken dictates how the 

architecture is revealed in the course of the demolition process. The approaches or 

modalities differ so fundamentally that they can be considered as distinct architectural 

operations, which, if used to inform and direct design rather than demolition would be 

indicative of a rich and theory laden design approach.  In the case of demolition, they 

still affect the architecture in demolition as architectural operations, though in 

demolition they are that contingent outcome of demolition procedures rather than the 

creative driving design principle.  In progressive demolition of a building, these 

modalities each operate on the building is such a way that the resultant remnant portions 

display at least momentarily, operation specific aspects of architecture.  They are in part 

revelatory of the specific building undergoing demolition, and in part implementations 

of specific architectural principles.  Whatever the means, demolition creates 

continuously changing unstable states.  It operates in such a way that the long time 

unseen or never seen parts of a building are reopened to view.   

 

The spaces of demolition are not random.  They start from a specific design, and at a 

deeper level, a general understanding of what constitutes an architectural space that 

underpins design approaches.  The resultant forms are not constructed ex nihilo, rather 

they are the reworking of a set of standard spaces and more specifically, the reworking 

of a specific design.  These altered and changing forms are alterations of the familiar 

and accepted, rather than some new form. 
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The various spaces and forms that appear during demolition are contingent, among 

other things, on a particular conception of space that was inherent in the architectural 

design approach, and the structural design and construction methods, mostly by 

definition, conventional.  The part demolished building does however open to view the 

structural spaces and physical makeup of the building within the constraints of the 

original building and does present subtractive variants on the original inhabited spaces 

of the building.  The nature of the process, focused on the efficient destruction of the 

building rather than the creation of designed spaces, means that these spatial variants 

are not censored.  Categories of excluded, useless and prohibited spaces are 

meaningless in the demolition site.  There, the formation of spaces is a largely 

subtractive process and this characterises the forms of the demolition site.  Demolition 

can be considered as affecting spaces and forms simultaneously.  It is an illustration and 

a reminder that both space and form contribute to the qualities of a piece of architecture. 

In the example of the Shanghai laneway structure introduced in Chapter 2, the 

demolition as much destroys the spatial qualities of the laneway and the skywell, as it 

does the form of the shikumen houses themselves.  

 

The function of demolition is essentially destructive.  Unlike design, it has no creative 

or design oriented driver.  While new designs have constraints, precedents and 

influences that direct the design — the outcome — a new building, is linked to the aims 

and is the result of a creative and directed process.  The appearance of the demolition in 

progress is wholly contingent.  It depends on a range of factors unrelated or only 

indirectly related to the requirement to destroy.  The design, selection of materials and 

structural strategy that are seen in the progression of demolition not simply random bit-

by-bit appearances as the building is knocked down.  affect the order or work and 

progress of demolition, thus they orchestrate the way that they themselves appear in the 

building undergoing demolition. 

Factors related to the larger site rather than specific buildings, including the sequence of 

work as configured to accommodate the recycling of materials, the sequence of 

relocation of occupants, any heritage considerations for retentions of buildings, and any 

plans for rebuilding or reconstruction all affect the appearance and progression of 

demolition within the above framework as considered in Chapter 3.  It is this 

contingency that that allows demolition to be interrogated as a medium to illuminate 
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aspects of the past, tradition, design, materials and the relation to the future, i.e. the 

bases of the contingency. 

 

This is both the weakness and the strength of the activity of demolition’s ability to 

support some form of critical analysis.  The spaces of demolition are not new element-

by-element constructions on an empty site.  The contingent forms of the demolition site 

have no concern with shelter, interior and exterior boundaries, privacy, the Vitruvian 

qualities of firmness, commodity and delight or any other subsequently proposed 

criteria of good architecture.  Harmony, symmetry and proportion should not be 

expected and are irrelevant, as are characteristics related to one or the other architectural 

styles such as postmodernism, deconstruction and any future –isms.  Judgments 

regarding conformance or attainments associated with function, desirable spatial 

qualities, apprearance of the spaces and forms are irrelevant to the contingent 

demolition state, where function is irrelevant and form and appearance are not a matter 

of the demolition process design.  

 

Broadly, the demolition can be viewed as progressing in three main ways.  These each 

invite a particular way of looking at and understanding architecture and the building. 

 

1.  The (Progressive) Section, where the operation creates a building seen in section, 

more or less intact on one side of the section line, but fully removed on the other.  The 

section line is not static.  It proceeds with a progressive, advancing removal of material, 

like a moving line of shadow.  Due to the orderly and progressive nature, this operation 

is related to notions of deliberate subtraction and erasure.  It particularly presents 

architecture as a fundamentally material discipline whose spaces and forms cannot be 

regarded in isolation from the construction and performance requirements of the 

building.  It presents an aesthetic of the missing, subtraction, and the technical. 

 

2. Brokenness, where the operation creates partial forms and isolated fragments in a 

seemingly random pattern.  This operation is weakly contingent and proceeds by 

convenience of access, weakness of material and semi-random decisions on the next 

area to be demolished.  It presents an aesthetic of the dilapidated, the broken, the 

fragmented and the partial.  It is associated with notions of the relation of the fragment 

to the whole. 
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3. Dismantling, where material is removed roughly in the reverse of construction, 

typically proceeding building element type by building element type e.g. all roof tiles, 

then all windows, all wall cladding.  It particularly presents architecture as a series of 

overlapping layers of elements, with a structural tectonic core.  It presents an aesthetic 

of the layered.  Rather than the brokenness and partialness, each layer remains largely 

complete in itself.   

 

On a real world site, the demolition rarely falls neatly into one of these categories only, 

and may exhibit characteristics of more than one either at the same time or at different 

times during the demolition.  The dominant modality is contingent on a range of factors; 

some related to the design and construction of the building, though some are related to 

issues of operation of a wider site.  These categories however provide differing 

frameworks for looking at the architecture.  Each has its own revelatory mechanism and 

position from which to view the architecture. 

 

3. Process 1 - The Progressive Section 
 

In the demolition operation of progressive sectioning of a building, the relation of the 

material to architecture is most intensely revealed.  There is a high level of visibility of 

construction cavities, wall thicknesses and the rarely entered support and service spaces.  

The inhabited spaces are situated amongst the structure and services of the building.  

Architecture is presented as a discipline to which materiality is fundamental.  The 

relationship of the habitable spaces to the physics and distribution of the materials 

necessary to support them is made plain.  To the viewer of demolition, the visibility in 

section of all these spaces, at multiple levels concurrently, situates them in a 

relationship that is normally irrelevant to occupation, not available to the view and not 

consciously sensed, yet this relationship is a fundamental aspect of the architecture of 

the building.  It militates against a view of architecture as the creation of a perfect box 

for inhabitants floating in space plus an external view of the building from the street.  

The visibility of the building relationships in section presents together the occupancy, 

construction and operation of the building, but without hierarchy or the distinction 

usually made in the design presentation and occupation phases.  It is the progressive 

sectioning mode of operation of demolition that particularly invites and facilitates 

consideration of this elemental condition of the relation between space, form and 

material, an architecture embedded in material reality that extends beyond appearance.   
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The changes brought about to a building by demolition are manifest differently on its 

interior and exterior.  Exterior design is driven by external appearance, although often 

also having some relationship to the internal planning.  Demolition is a generally 

subtractive alteration of this form.  The interior is the site of transforming spaces.  

Habitable and non-habitable spaces are undifferentiated.  New sightlines are opened up 

in a space of layers.  The previously private and hidden are opened to view.  The main 

experience a passerby has of a building is the exterior elevations.  The progressive 

section demolition operation converts this surface building in the streetscape into an 

elemental piece of architecture, with depth, materiality and constructional aspects.  It is 

no longer surface but a corporeal entity, and the sustaining aspects of the building are 

presented alongside the habitable spaces.  In some “High-Tech Architecture”, for 

example the Pompidou Centre, there is a carefully orchestrated external and internal 

revealing of services.  The visibility of these sustaining elements is carefully controlled, 

to orchestrate a particular aesthetic architectural effect.  In demolition, the exposure of 

services is not selective or for aesthetic effect, but a presentation of the real internal 

work of architecture. 

 

The inhabitants of a building perceive the interior as being formed by the inner surface 

of the walls.  This is thought of as “the building”: all there is to the building.  It is the 

nature of this inhabited interior space and the exterior street presentation that largely 

occupy the attentions of architects.  The spaces that demolition reveals are the 

construction cavities, thickness of walls negotiated moving between rooms, the rarely 

entered support and service / servant spaces.  This clarifies and emphasises the 

relationship of the inhabited spaces, that space bounded by the interior surface of the 

room walls, and the construction spaces it sits above, between and below.  The spaces 

of physical necessity that surround and suspend the spaces of habitation, the hidden 

construction cavities that are outside the consciousness of the user / inhabitant of a 

building.  They are generally considered to be a functional necessity to be dealt with in 

the most practical way possible and then ignored.  These hidden boxed in spaces of 

floors, walls, ceilings, roofs and soffits are fundamental to the architecture with an 

impact beyond the reach of their visibility to the inhabitants.  The movement from room 

to room is not the negotiation of some paper-thin dividing plane, but requires the 

creation and later negotiation of a wall of significant thickness and often-complex 

makeup.  
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Formerly occupied spaces, construction cavities, services spaces, stores, odd blind areas 

created by the collision of unmatched spaces, are all equal, all equally candidates for 

demolition.  As far as the process is concerned, the former bases of differentiation of 

spaces no longer apply.  Demolition presents together the occupancy, construction and 

operation of the building but without hierarchy or the distinction usually made in the 

design presentation and occupation phases.  It is in a study of demolition that these 

“inner workings”, even when not designed to be part of the occupied experience, come 

into the realm of the perceptible.  As the demolition proceeds to the point where the 

building is displayed in section, particularly in the case of multi storey buildings, the 

spaces formed by surfaces become evident as separate boxes of space being separated 

by various voids, gaps and structural elements.  Demolition promotes a view of 

architecture as being riddled with remnant connecting, service and structural spaces 

rather than formed by a seamless transition from one masterful space to another.  This 

forces a reevaluation of the way space is looked at and understood.  It highlights what 

surrounds the user when moving from room to room or floor to floor.  The boxes of the 

cells of occupation seem simple in comparison.  The areas of habitation are seen in the 

context of the whole building.  At a more fundamental level, the partially demolished 

building challenges what space in an actual physical construction can be — its 

dimensions, purposes, potentials for occupation, forms of connections and networks. 

 

The demolition reveals the material orchestration required to create the architecture – 

both the spaces and forms encountered by the users and those necessary for the building 

to be structurally sound and function.  It shows the relation of habitation to the physical 

— not in the sense of the materiality of the interior surfaces encountered by the 

inhabitant but rather what lies 100mm below their feet, 50mm through the wall that 

forms the boundary of the inhabited wall.  We inhabit a larger more complex entity than 

that described by the interiors of the rooms.  In section the apparently monolithic 

building is revealed as a patchwork of strategies designed to create a desired 

appearance.  The inventiveness or lack thereof in these facades is now readable by the 

observer.  The solid and concrete is revealed at times to be more like a stage set.  

 

Habitation is supported by particular construction and placing strategies, the relation 

between spaces understood as mediated by non-spaces, ignored spaces that make the 

“real” space’s relations possible.  The nature of the physical mediation between inside 
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and outside is made plain.  This mediation is understood as being just as easily absent as 

present in demolition, the enclosed space an instant away from the opened space, the 

basis of enclosure re-understood.  Demolition is the possibility of cutting a section in 

the physical city made real.  It is not the clean cut of the drawn section, but the cut made 

through physical material.  The results of the cutting do not vanish, but remain there as 

a rubble.  This is what it really means to cut a section, not the draughtsman’s section to 

explain the building, but the section that is needed to remove real building and deal with 

the removed material. 

 

- The Case of the former Fire and Emergency Services Building 
 

As an example to illustrate the way the progressive section as a mode of demolition 

uncovers a building, this section will draw on the 2014 demolition of the former Fire 

and Emergency Services (FESA) building in Perth, Australia.  The building and the 

sequence of its demolition are described in the previous Chapter.  Some aspects are 

particularly illustrative of the progressive sectioning operation.  They are summarized 

here.   

 

Phase 1 involved the removal of the top three floors from behind a scaffold covering.   

Figure 6-1 shows the building after the removal of the scaffold on the north side. 

 

Phase 2 involved the demolition of a bay of the building from the north side that created 

a longitudinal east west section through the remaining building.  Demolition in this 

phase revealed the repetitive structural grid.  This grid was not expressed on the 

elevation of the building and often not visible internally until flooring, paneling and the 

like was stripped away.  In this phase, the building changed from a group of three large 

simple forms into a building of detailed, comparatively small-scale repetition 
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Figure 6-1:  FESA Building Demolition, end of Phase 1, Week 24, 13 September 2014 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2:  FESA Building Demolition, Phase 2, Week 26, 25 September 2014 

 
 

 

 

Figure 6-3:  FESA Building Demolition, Phase 3, Week 30, 23 October 2014 

Section adjacent to main entry 
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In Phase 3, a series of north south transverse cuts were created that reveal more interior 

spaces, internal finishes, substructures, fine detail of services and servant spaces.  The 

building is presented as a system with changing and adjusting flows of air, water, 

electricity, heat cold, and communications.  This appearance as a dynamic rather than a 

static entity is just at the point in time when the dynamic aspects have ceased to 

function and appear only in the emptied state.  In this phase, there was increasing 

visibility of the structural logic of the building.  The progressive sectioning continued to 

completion as the method of demolition, the west stairwell and wall being the last part 

of the building to remain standing. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-4:  FESA Building Demolition, Week 33, 14 November 2014 
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- The nature of the cut

The section is the outcome of a cut.  It controls both the location of the section line and 

the appearance of the exposed face of the section.  The works of Gordon Matta-Clark 

provide a basis for understanding the characteristics of the cut.  In the 1970s, Matta-

Clark, a New York artist, produced a series of works that involved cutting into 

buildings.  These were buildings which were deserted, or for which demolition was 

scheduled.  As Gabriela Salazar described it, this was “analogous to the intimacy of 

being threatened by a knife versus being dispatched by a gun.”10 It was not a layer-by-

layer removal, but a cutting through elements of the building.  

Matta-Clark trained as an architect at Cornell University in New York, graduating in 

1968.  However he never practiced as an architect and was generally at odds with the 

architectural establishment, at one point shooting out the windows of the New York 

“Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies” in a long running feud with architect 

Peter Eisenman.  One of the methods used by Matta-Clark was the building cut, 

typically either a hole cut through a building or the removal of a portion of the 

building.  The work was at times authorised and at other times surreptitiously 

executed.  Matta-Clark’s building cuts were approached as analytical exercises, an 

investigation both of buildings and the last days of a building.  Through selection of its 

subject buildings, it also presented a critique of the city and its architecture.  This 

critique centred on destruction in search of profit, but his projects also addressed the 

commissioning and design of badly lit, overly closed-in buildings.  

His work provides a platform for extending the investigation of the cutting to the role of 

the cut in demolition, in an environment where the cut is not an exercise in cutting per 

se but a contingent by-product of building removal.  Matta-Clark’s interest was not in 

creating privileged view corridors through buildings (although these were indeed 

created and are at times perceived as the focus of his work).  Matta-Clark wrote; 

“Aspects of stratification probably interest me more than unexpected views which are 

generated by the removals - not the surface but the thin edge, the secured surface that 

10 Gabriela Salazar "Another One Bites the Dust!", Contemporary Aesthetics, August 29, 2010, accessed 
April 27, 2015, http://www.contempaesthetics.org/newvolume/pages/article.php?articleID=602 
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reveals the autobiographical process of its making.”11  It is the cut itself, the cut surface 

itself that so rarely emerges, so ephemeral, so easily lost that appears and disappears in 

the demolition process.  On the demolition site its lifetime is even less than in Matta-

Clark’s works.  

 

The cut operates in a number of ways and is susceptible to multiple readings.  It brings 

to consciousness what lies beneath that sustains the surface of the floors and within that 

forms the walls.  It shows the cut cross-sectional surface of monolithic building 

elements.  It appears as an objective, built section of the building and functions as such, 

to the extent that it could provide an object of study for builders, engineers and 

architects.  It also reveals the characteristics of the material being cut.  Matta-Clark’s 

work is more associated with the work of demolition than of ruination by time and 

nature.  Demolition, in comparison to the ruin, exhibits areas of cleanness of cuts, made 

using tools rather than being the result of the accumulated forces of nature.  Its edges 

are in part those created by grinders, concrete saws and hole cutters rather than the 

erosion of weather.  Walls and window frames are removed in their entirety.  Doors are 

there or removed rather than hanging, kicked in.  There are punctured access ways for 

the demolition workers.  The cuts go through concrete, ducting, piping, and 

cladding.  As a variation, these appear at times as overlapping, peeled back sections as 

the outermost layers are removed to a greater extent than the innermost ones.  The cut 

skin is seen to be not just a monolayer but part of a complex structural and enclosure 

system.  Matta-Clark described these cuts as areas that become once again “active 

participants” in the building12  

 

In addition to revealing the concealed contents behind the surface, the cut has another 

effect, an unsettling one.  It challenges the nature of the surface of the floors and walls, 

surfaces that are normally unquestioningly accepted as limits.  The cut exposes the 

interior and exterior skins as merely veneers rather than substantial enclosing planes.  It 

challenges the sense of depth and solidity associated with wall-bound interiors, 

revealing both the thinness of the veneer (in the case of compound walls) and the 

adjacency of adjoining internal and external spaces.  The phenomenological qualities 

attributed to spaces are challenged by this attack on the surface of the walls.  Matta-

 
11  Gordon Matta-Clark Gordon Matta-Clark: works and collected writings ed. Gloria Moure (Barcelona: 
Polþigrafa ; New York : D.A.P./Distributed Art Pub, 2007), 252 
12 Gordon Matta-Clark Gordon Matta-Clark: works and collected writings 252 
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Clark wrote: “ I was thinking about surface as something that was too easily accepted as 

a limit.”13  The demolition site joins with action movies and news reports of cars 

crashing through living room walls in challenging the sense of solidity of buildings and 

the sense of safety and enclosure they provide.  Ruination is an accepted gradual 

crumbling and corrosion of a structure, the effect of nature over an extended period of 

time.  It is the cut that challenges the real sense of solidity, the sense of solidity 

experienced in use of the building.  

 

Where the cut is manifest as a slice through a series of surfaces rather than simply the 

punching through of a single plane surface it has the effect of opening up both used and 

rarely visited areas to view.  Cuts to the construction envelope open it up to visual 

examination as a piece of construction and artifice.  The slice through habitable spaces 

becomes invasive.  The roof cavity and basement areas are rarely visited during 

occupation.  The cut opens these to sectional view.  Similarly, generally occupied rooms 

are opened to view, full or partial, providing a privileged visual access to generally 

private spaces, with a sense of a voyeuristic access.  It can also be thought of as a view 

of the nature of the stage set or film where the “fourth wall” is removed to allow the 

audience access.  

 

The cut is democratic.  It reveals the use of artifice and the concealed functional aspects 

of the building.  The cut of a simple, standard dividing wall is essentially the display of 

a simple, unsurprising and commonly used method of separating two rooms.  The cut 

reveals deliberate efforts to achieve an outward appearance unrelated to internal 

qualities or functional concerns, for reasons of style or commercial presence.  The 

artifice is opened to assessment, and criticism of their false sense of wholeness.   

 

Luiza Tristão de Araujo identifies Matta-Clark’s interventions as strengthening the 

critique that the removal of part of a building might offer regarding architecture and the 

way we live, including the opening up of the sense of enclosure that buildings provide, 

by cutting through walls and roofs.  “Sections and extractions clearly intend to 

investigate space, structure, the relations between interior and exterior, open and closed, 

 
13 Gordon Matta-Clark Gordon Matta-Clark: works and collected writings 166. 
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public and private, light, rhythm and composition.”14  The section is associated with 

light as well as enclosure.  Two-dimensional drawn sections at times use shadowing to 

indicate depth, as if the sun was passing through the open section cut.  Matta Clark was 

concerned to bring visual awareness of hidden spaces but also light to the dark spaces 

and challenge the level of enclosure of architecture generally.  He described the result of 

his cutting of a house; “those pent-up lives respecting the tiny cramped rooms were 

suddenly flooded with direct sunlight.”15 De Araujo’s analysis of Matta-Clark’s critical 

intent in a time of last opportunity is equally applicable to the incidental viewing of this 

byproduct of demolitions: 

make the most of the last moments of waste-remains to reflect on space, structure, 

light, our way of living in and arranging our spaces, in order to question the 

instruments and tools used by architecture. 16 

The cut is a reminder that despite the appearance of the building in section, we are 

dealing with a cut, not an architectural section.  Gravity is suspended in the section.  In 

the cut, the building must adapt to losses from the missing part.  

- Spaces in the section

The exposure of occupied spaces in relation to structural and service spaces is a 

momentary view of a fundamental condition of architecture.  Whilst they can be 

understood in the life of the building as having a different significance, in demolition 

spaces are all equal. The distinction between the working though hidden part of the 

building and the surfaces of everyday contact, use and perception is dissolved by 

demolition.   

Drawn sections of a yet to be constructed building are largely viewed (builders 

excepted) as a means to communicate what the building will be like for the inhabitants.  

14 Luiza Tristão de Araújo “GORDON MATTA-CLARK:  DUMPS AND INTERVENTIONS 
DESTRUCTION?” ear theory history of art and architecture n.4, feb 2013, 21. http://www.cait-
urv.eu/ear-journal/n4_LuizaTristao.pdf 
15 Gordon Matta-Clark Gordon Matta-Clark : works and collected writings 142. 
16 Luiza Tristão de Araújo “GORDON MATTA-CLARK:  DUMPS AND INTERVENTIONS 
DESTRUCTION?” 19. 
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There is a natural selective process when viewing where the habitable spaces are the 

focus, and construction and service spaces fail to register on the consciousness.  At 

times they are shaded as solid black or white.  Post habitation, the building in section is 

seen without this filtering hierarchy.  No spaces are for habitation and the three 

dimensional presence of construction and service spaces give them an equal standing.  

On  the demolition site, vacancy and demolition destroy the previous significance.    

 

Visible in the FESA building, and characteristic of the demolition of buildings with a 

beam and column concrete structure, is the appearance of sections spanning multiple 

floors, either of structure alone, or, as in this case, with walls and services substantially 

intact.  The plan, both as drawn and inhabited, brings spaces into relationship 

horizontally.  In demolition, they are also brought into relation vertically.  This vertical 

relationship includes the construction elements, construction cavities and service spaces. 

These less considered relationships are highlighted in demolition.   The cut-open spaces 

have more than formal properties.  They retain a sense of their former private aspects.  

The viewing of these formerly private spaces has the element of transgression as 

discussed in Chapter 4.   

 

Also visible in section in FESA are the services - piping, ducting, cables and the like.  

The building is presented as a system with changing and adjusting flows of air, water, 

electricity, heat cold, and communications.  This appearance as a dynamic rather than a 

static entity is just at the point in time when the dynamic aspects have ceased to 

function and appear only in the emptied state.  This is a phenomenon also noted in ruins, 

although rarely as extensively or precisely as in demolition.  Describing industrial ruins, 

Tim Edensor notes: 

 

Ruination produces a defamiliarised landscape in with the formerly hidden 

emerges; the tricks that make a building a coherent ensemble are revealed, 

exposing the magic of construction.  The internal organs, pipes, veins, working 

and tubes - the guts of a building - spill out […] The key parts of tension become 

visible, and the skeleton - the infrastructure on which all else hangs - the pillars, 

keystones, support walls and beams stand while the less sturdy materials - the 

clothing or flesh of the building - peels off.17 

 
17 Tim Edensor, Industrial Ruins.  Spaces, Aesthetics and Materiality, (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 109. 
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Information about the buildings workings are largely concealed during its operating life.  

As Andreassen, Bjartmann, Bjerck and Olsen note:  “Experiencing a working populated 

city or a complete building may not reveal much about the way they actually work, the 

diversity of materials and technologies that are mobilised to construct and operate 

them.  These ‘comrades’ tend’ to be cunningly hidden or disguised by design and 

smooth architectural form.”18 In demolition, particularly in section, they are for a short 

time observable in the context of the building overall, 

 

In a demolition that progressively sections the building, the relation between the various 

spaces is preserved and spaces are seen in the context of the whole building.  There is 

an identifiable transformation as the demolition proceeds.  Individual spaces are 

progressively opened to the view and eventually removed; the relation of structure to 

spaces remains evident far into the process.  This is not so for all forms of demolition.  

Where the process is characterised by brokenness, it proceeds in a very different 

manner. 

 

4. Process 2 - Brokenness 
 

Demolition does not always proceed on a single advancing front, section by section.  

Different parts of the building may be broken away, at varying positions and depths 

within the building, leaving parts of some elements disconnected from other parts 

remaining of the building.  The particular form of this differential breaking is governed 

by the combined effect of a range of factors – convenience of access, structural 

considerations, recycling strategy, strength and weakness of materials, choice and 

availability of demolition machinery and methods, weather conditions on a particular 

day and whim.  In this form of demolition, the main impression of a site is one of partial 

forms and isolated fragments.   

 

The new idiosyncratic spaces resulting from this process challenge the boxlike volumes 

usually considered to form space along familiar, Cartesian lines.  Walls, where they 

exist, are no longer the planes enclosing volumes, instead they protrude in and out, 

undulate, display punctures, present a space where there can be no assumption that any 
 

18 Elin Andreassen, Hein Bjartmann Bjerck and Bjørnar Olsen, Persistent Memories: Pyramiden - a 
Soviet mining town in the High Arctic, 142.   
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piece will be co-planar with the next.  They display a collection of pieces of the former 

building, connected loosely if at all to the former whole and brought together by the 

progress of the demolition into suggestions of new arrangements and forms.   

 

 

.

. 
 

Figure 6-5:  Perth, Australia.  Perth Entertainment Centre 2011 

 

In this mode of demolition, elements lose their identifiable characteristics.  This 

disappearance is a key marker that the progress to the generic state has been reached.  

There is a particular untidiness associated with this mode.  In concrete construction, the 

clarity of the architectonic expression is contrasted by the unruly tangle of steel 

reinforcement arcing out from the demolished faces of beams.  From a distance the 

structural expression is clear, close up the roughness of the breaks and cuts is 

evident.  Not only the roughness, there is a sharpness, a danger to humans.   

 

- Materiality 
 

The relationship with material is fundamental to architecture and to demolition.  

Physical properties, haptic qualities and appearance affect the performance of the 

building and how it is experienced.  Emptied of humans, or at least in the case of FESA, 
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emptied of all but the demolition crew, we see a different set of material characteristics 

start to dominate.  These are characteristics related to the mechanics of demolition and 

play a role in the formation of the aesthetic of the site.  The visual and haptic qualities 

are no longer design goals.  The attention on physical properties is focussed on failure 

modes of material, rather than solidity.  There is no longer the architect’s concern with 

the play of surfaces in light, but on the raw nature on the concrete; its broken surface, 

the way it sustains damage.  Writing on the deserted mining town of Pyramiden, Elin 

Andreassen, Hein Bjartmann Bjerck, Bjørnar Olsen noted; 

 

Decay is usually only understood in a negative way.  Things are degraded and 

humiliated through material alteration, while the information, knowledge and 

memories embedded in them become lost in the process.  Less attention is paid to 

the fact that things may release some kind of meaning or generate a different kind 

of knowledge precisely through processes of decay and ruination.19  

 

In demolition, things also are allowed to be themselves, but in this case, they are not left 

to themselves (or to nature) in the way they are in a ruin, they express their nature under 

applied transformative forces.  The key properties of materials in demolition are their 

tenacity, how they deform, sustain damage, break under force and their modes of failure.  

These properties dictate the choice of demolition method, and control the appearance of 

the material in the course of the demolition.  While the larger scale aesthetic of the 

demolition site is that of the fragment and its relation to the whole, at smaller scale, it is 

an aesthetic of the cracked and broken, stretched and twisted, of disintegration from 

coherent forms to generic pieces.  In FESA, the concrete beams and columns became 

undifferentiated rubble.  Timber framing became undifferentiated sticks and so on.  The 

forces and methods involved in demolition lead to the smoothed formed edge gives way 

to the exposed broken face.   

 
The design considerations of materiality and qualities of materials are brought to the 

fore again at demolition, where architectural and structural materials act according to 

their qualities under the demolition process and in the aging and weathering they exhibit 

after the years of the building life.  The concern of the architect and the building 

manager for material properties becomes the concern of the demolition contractor, 

 
19 Andreassen, Bjartmann Bjerck and Olsen, Persistent memories : Pyramiden - a Soviet mining town in 
the High Arctic, 142. 
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recycling company, and provides a more complete understanding of material function 

through the whole life of the building.   The objects which formed a designed, operating 

building, i.e. the materials that we see, stand on and lean on in buildings every day, are 

those same objects broken in demolition. 

 

The sectioned and brokenness modes are most associated with the more forceful 

moments of destruction.  (I exclude the demolition by explosion with the direct 

sublimation to the state of rubble placing it outside the concerns of his chapter).  Even if 

the building undergoing demolition is often perceived as a series of momentary 

snapshots, the progressive disappearance is the result of periods of concentrated 

destructiveness.  In these modes of destruction in particular, these destructive moments 

involve an intense application of force.  These moments are particularly illustrative of 

the physical characteristics of the materials – their strength or the strength of their 

fixings, their mode of failure and the characteristics of the broken surface.  The process 

reveals the size of the pieces that the building decomposes into, and its partial 

conversion to dust and noise  

 

 

.

. 

 

Figure 6-6: Former FESA Building, 2014 
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Material breaks according to its nature.  The materiality of architecture is revealed, not 

so much in terms of surfaces and how the play of light works or textures, but how 

strong they are, how they break, what is the texture of the broken surface, how the 

materials themselves are composed, the structural thicknesses required.  There is a sense 

of precariousness.  Buildings are constructed with design allowances and safety factors 

but elements may remain intact and in place well beyond this, looking smaller than the 

accustomed eye may think suitable.  The materials are unaware of design allowances, 

only recognising their ability to withstand load and impact.  On the site they appear too 

tall, too thin, too stubborn. 

 

Whilst the forms of the demolition site are freed from the constraints of design and 

functioning for particular habitation and functional requirements, there remain 

inalienable rules.  Gravity applies.  Materials act according to their physical 

properties.  Structures stand or fall according to those properties.  Broken walls have a 

profile in accordance with their materiality.  In the case of brick walls (Figure 6-7), the 

scale of the broken edge is brick scale; the steps in the edge are to the brick module.  

The random and rough patterning of the unplastered brickwork in a ceiling cavity 

confirms the place as a hidden space, not normally exposed to view.   

 

Demolition highlights the modality of building elements associated with judgements on 

the point at which it is considered to be no longer whole.  A brick wall is considered 

destroyed when the individual bricks comprising the wall are separated.  It can no 

longer act to define space, separate and protect.  The bricks however remain bricks, in 

the wall or not.  They are not destroyed by the destruction of the wall.  If they are 

moved from the site to be re-used in another building, they remain bricks.  Fragments of 

broken bricks are no longer wall or brick, but remain fragments, even as their spatial 

relation to other fragments in a pile changes and even if they are further broken up.  

Window openings as a subtractive element are destroyed both by the destruction of the 

wall of which they are part or by being filled in, bricked up.  Window assemblies 

remain whole if removed from a wall however become dumb material, unable to 

function to frame views, allow light to enter or protect.  Looking at the unbecoming of 

an object is instructive of the nature and the becoming of that object. 

 

In Figure 6-7, the distinctive Shanghai courtyard gates are among the last elements to 

remain recognizable.  The gates had varying designs, drawing on European and 
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American neoclassical and art deco influences and served as identifiers of the individual 

laneways.  They have found some recycling as stand-alone symbols of Shanghai 

generally (at Xintiandi), a record of the former laneways on a site (the row along 

Haining Lu) and incorporation into markers of demolition itself, with remnants of walls 

attached (Changping Lu).  This persistence is considered in detail in Chapter 7 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-7: Shanghai, Shanxi Bei Lu, Jan 2014 
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- Architect’s visions of a broken future

Architects have at times been conscious of how their buildings may appear during the 

end of the building’s life.  The end has often been envisaged as destruction by disaster, 

war or extreme age.  As such there are significant differences with the demolition site, 

however they do include this a sense of brokenness, and materiality.   

John Gandy’s drawings of the Bank of England show the forms he envisaged in a 

broken building.20  Christopher Woodward interprets the drawing as claiming for the 

Bank equal worthiness with classical architecture.  “the remains of the Bank would be 

as impressive as those of classical antiquity.”21  The equality claimed is in ruination, 

rather than in the complete building.  Albert Speer proposed a design for the Nuremberg 

Zeppelin Field with its appearance in ruin in the far future in mind.  Naomi Stead notes 

“For Speer the ruin provides an established conduit to aesthetic affect, a means of 

adding or accumulating ‘age value’ not in pursuit of historical truth, but rather a 

mythological history, supported and authorised by the ruin’s picturesque aesthetic.”22   

Architects generally have focused on design of the new building, but the above 

examples demonstrate a minority interest in the end of life of the building, albeit it in 

ruination rather than demolition.  The brokenness of these representations is more 

consistent with ruination, and consistent with the type of construction of the projects 

that they have selected to envisage in ruined form.   

There is a branch of architecture that studies the way that buildings change, not as a 

vision of the future of their own work, but as an investigation of building failures.  This 

ranges from the investigations of building surveyors into comparatively minor cracking 

and failures of moisture protection to the work of groups such as Forensic Architecture 

who reconstruct the failures of bombed buildings using three dimensional modelling 

based on video and CCTV footage, still images and the disposition of rubble.  Practice 

20 Joseph Michael Gandy A Bird’s-eye view of the Bank of England,1830 (watercolour on paper), 845mm 
x 1400mm  Sir John Soane's Museum, London, Museum number: P267, 
http://collections.soane.org/object-p267 
21 Christopher Woodward, In Ruins, (London: Chatto & Windus, 2001), 165. 
22 Naomi Stead "The Value of Ruins: Allegories of Destruction in Benjamin and Speer” Form/Work: An 
Interdisciplinary Journal of the Built Environment, no.6, October 2003, 51. 
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founder Eyal Weizman notes “architects are trained to deliver new buildings.  We get to 

study their last moments.”23  

 

5. Process 3 - Dismantling 
 

Some demolitions proceed according to a formal, controlled order.  This is dismantling.  

Ryoji Suzuki’s 1987 “Absolute Scene” project of the planned demolition by dismantling 

of two houses was an attempt to have the nature of spaces in a building undergoing 

demolition emerge more clearly. 24  As described in Chapter 4, he controlled the 

demolition to create a series of tableaux of stages of the demolition where specific 

features could be seen clearly and in a highly representative form.  It was a 

formalization of the commercial demolition process, which, while some projects 

proceed largely in a dismantling manner, has no reason to take particular care in the 

way that the elements become visible.  By undertaking a controlled dismantling, he 

disentangles elements obscured in the uneven progress of commercial demolition.  In 

Suzuki’s demolition / dismantling project, “Absolute Scene” the inner workings of 

buildings are made perceptible in a clear but modest way.  This whole piece by whole 

piece removal is strongly associated with a layered aesthetic and he presents his 

tableaux of the early stages as overlapping layers of the building’s elements.  In doing 

this he echoes his earlier work of “found” dilapidated buildings, where he selected old 

houses in various stages of disrepair which exhibited this characteristic of overlapping 

layers of building elements for recording by 2D drawing and relief modelling. 

 

Suzuki’s drawings, models and selection of photographs convey a sense of buildings as 

layered entities, with discrete sets of elements.  They show a technical process, and a 

form of demolition that falls into an aesthetic category of the technical and ordered 

rather than the fragmentary and the partial.  The 2D drawings he produced are closer to 

architectural design drawings than Gandy’s renderings.     

As this dismantling demolition proceeds, the tectonic, structural forms are expressed as 

the last of the layer removal occurs.  Where there is a structural frame, whether 

concrete, timber or steel, the demolition commonly displays aspects of this mode of 

demolition.  With load bearing walls, brokenness often dominates.  

 
23 Eyal Weizman, Forensic Architecture Violence at the Threshold of Detectability, (New York: Zone 
Books, 2018), 134. 
24 Ryoji Suzuki, “Absolute Scene 1987” Oz  Vol 14, (1992). https://doi.org/10.4148/2378-5853.1233 
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Figure 6-8: Ryoji Suzuki “Absolute Scene”  

 

An example of dismantling is seen in the recent demolition of a small factory in 

Bassendean.  The demolition proceeded by the progressive removal in stages of the wall 

cladding, roof sheeting, suspended timber flooring and cladding substructure, leaving 

the main structural wall and roof framing as the last layer to be demolished. 
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Figure 6-9: Bassendean W.A., Furniture Factory, Nov 2018 

 

  

Figure 6-10: Bassendean W.A., Furniture Factory, Nov 2018 

 

  

Figure 6-11: Bassendean W.A., Furniture Factory, Nov 2018 
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In the Shanghai case, much of the laneway housing was built using either timber or 

concrete structural frames, following the traditional method of structural framing and 

infill walls.  The demolition there is often revealing of the range of aspects particular to 

this mode; the removal firstly of roofing, then, flooring, internal walls and finally party 

walls, laneway walls and structure.  The laneway housing form, described in detail in 

Chapter 2, is a form of mass produced housing, constructed on a strict module.   The 

framed construction with non-loadbearing walls makes the timbered versions amenable 

to this form of dismantling demolition, particularly given the comprehensive recycling 

strategies adopted.  The skywell courtyards in the early forms functioned as an external 

continuation of the interior space of the living room, often with sets of doors the full 

length of the living room - skywell interface.  Prior to demolition, this indoor outdoor 

relationship, though it can be inferred, is hidden from the lane by the high street or 

laneway wall, also containing the entry gate, which forms the southern side of the sky 

well. In the Suzhou Creek North study area, the majority of the framing is timber, 

although concrete framing was also frequently used throughout pre-1940 

Shanghai.  The roof structure differs from the arrangement commonly used in the West, 

allowing for raked ceilings with exposed supporting structure at boundaries of the 

bays.  Intermediate floors were suspended timber beam and joist construction, often 

with beams exposed on the floor below.  Demolition of this housing form has 

characteristic shapes, consistent with and revealing of the form.   

 

Demolition of this form is the demolition of a highly compartmentalised dwelling, 

which however exhibits a strong connection between indoor and outdoor spaces; this 

connection kept private by the external 5m high wall.  As the walls are not load bearing, 

they can be progressively removed without compromising the roof structure.  The 

courtyard walls, although 5m high, are braced by perpendicular brickwork at typically 

5m intervals, thus can remain free standing while the rest of the house is being 

demolished.  It is common to see the structural timber frame remaining while some or 

all of the brick or occasionally timber walls are already removed.  This does not occur 

in construction forms that utilize brick loadbearing walls.  Whilst the opening up of the 

formerly private is implicated in all demolition, demolition across the skywell is 

particularly revealing of the laneway housing configuration. 
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 . 

 

Figure 6-12: Shanghai, Anqing Lu, June 2017 

Free of signage and external walls, the modular, repetitive nature of the form is evident 

 

In the period between the removal of the shopfront and construction of temporary infill 

blockwork, the internal arrangement of the space is open to view from the street.  In 

Figure 6-12 the arrangement of the simple single bay shops on Huaxing Lu is clearly 

visible.  Interior circulation can be understood from the marks of the stairs to the 

upstairs living areas, which are visible on the rear wall.  The operating shop to the right 

is the mirror image of the central shop.  The bay sizing has links back to the traditional 

sanheyuan form (three wings and an external wall framing a courtyard) and the jian 

module measurement.  The space inside is therefore formal and varies little between 

different laneways.  The single-loaded terraced aspect (not to be confused with English 

terrace housing) leads to spaces with windows to the front, usually south, and rear.  The 

recycling strategy emphasises this arrangement, as the elements are progressively 

removed for recycling, rather than the house being flattened in toto.  In this case, 

carefully removed roof tiles are seen stacked on the upper floor. 

 

The appearance of the timber frame marks not just the dismantling of the building, but a 

movement back in time.  The laneway houses were internally modified due to 
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population pressure, with additional internal subdividing walls and rearranged entry 

configurations to enable multiple families to have access to the areas of the house 

assigned to them.  The removal of internal walls represents a return to the original form, 

in the case of the study area, generally 1910 to 1930. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-13: Shanghai, Tiantong Lu, January 2014 

 

Layering of building elements and the opening up of new view corridors and 

connections is also characteristic of the progress of demolition.  The view through two 

gutted residences in Figure 6-13 extends out through the building to the city beyond.  

The removal of windows, doors and internal walls allows a viewpoint not available pre-

demolition.  In this it proposes a new type of space within the laneway. 
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Figure 6-14: Shanghai, Anqing Lu, June 2017 

 

Among the Concession Era housing, there is the occasional post 1949 concrete building.  

One example served as a multi storey market and shopping building on Anqing Lu 

(Figure 6-14), and was the largest single shopping facility in an area where most retail 

was conducted by the local contiguous shop houses lining the main streets.   

The location had been used as a market site since the early 1900s.  The market was 

gutted in early 2016 in the early stages of demolition in the area.  The building, 

rendered colourful by signage and advertising is revealed tectonically and materially 

with the removal of the cladding, exposed and without artifice.  The concrete building 

appears as a structural mass in demolition rather than the structural frame of the timber 

building.  In both cases, the structural logic is evident.  The form stands in opposition to 

the small scale fracturing of brickwork and element size of timber.  The structural 

materiality is more evident in demolition than it is in fully clad, sign plastered 

operation.  Here, the structural strategy to support the cantilevers using tapered concrete 

beams is evident.  The downpipes, some previously concealed behind cladding 

demonstrate the storm water strategy and the location of the roof behind the parapet. 
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A reading as reverse construction remains a characteristic of this process.  This is 

particularly the case with the building structure, which can be more clearly expressed in 

demolition that construction.  The structural logic of a building is often concealed 

during construction.  In demolition, it is often more clearly expressed due to the relative 

ease of removing the non-loadbearing elements and recycling considerations. 

 

 

.

. 

 

Figure 6-15: North Fremantle, North Quay, July 2011 

 

6. Interaction with Demolition Equipment 
 

The discussion so far has centered on the dynamic and revelatory effect of demolition 

on architecture and its modes of operation.  Demolition is however not simply a change 

made to the fabric of the building undergoing demolition.  As well as the building, the 

demolition site contains the equipment and trappings of demolition: the machines, 

scaffolding and the like.  Aside from demolition itself, these trappings of demolition 

interact closely with the building and modify its presentation.  This process related 

environment has its own effect on the forms of the demolition site. 
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- The wrapped building 
 

The first step in the demolition process is often not so much a subtraction or removal of 

building material but the erection of hoarding and then scaffolding, typically with some 

material shrouding, around the building to provide a work platform and control the 

products of demolition, the dust, grit and pieces.  As well as concealing the colours and 

textures of the facades, the scaffold has form-defining and form-transforming qualities.  

It generally provides a simplification of form.  Cantilevers, articulation of surfaces and 

details all disappear inside the verticality and horizontality of the scaffold, in a 

simplification of form.  The shroud is instrumental in creating a space of ambiguity.  

This shrouded appearance creates a level of uncertainty — is this a building under 

construction, undergoing refurbishment, or a space of demolition?  The nature of this 

shroud also creates a sense of uncertainty regarding the scale.  The usual markers of 

storey divisions, door heights and the like are absent and the building takes on the 

aspect of a mass, more akin to early architectural conceptual drawings than the detail of 

standard existence.  The requirements of the demolition process determine the 

placement of this covering, and therefore the way in which the architecture is 

transformed by the shrouding.  

 

Over a period of eight weeks, in April May 2014, the former FESA building was 

gradually enclosed an all sides with rising scaffolding.  The building had distinctive 

cantilevers at third floor level on the north and south sides and the scaffold converted it 

into a box, disguising its characteristic shape and giving it a level of anonymity.   

 

The removal of the top three floors would take place behind this scaffolding. Depending 

on the viewing angle and light conditions, the building form could be made out behind 

the scaffold.  The scaffold became an external inhabitable wall and the alternate 

circulation and access space for the building inside.  Whilst there were signs that some 

demolition work was being undertaken, the details of the work were hidden until the 

dropping of the scaffold for the full height of the north elevation.  
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Figure 6-16: Former FESA Building, scaffolded.  May 2014 

 

 

Scholarship surrounding deliberate wrapping or draping of buildings by artists such as 

Christo has centred on aesthetic issues and how it reconfigures attitudes toward the 

building and history, particularly in the case of the Reichstag.  Weiland Schmied 

describes Christo’s aims as:  

 

to further meditation on what is familiar and habitual and aims to bring to our 

notice things which are near at hand and well known, and which are easy to 

overlook for just this reason.  Christo achieves this sensibility by either veiling or 

unveiling.  He deprives us of familiar objects by wrapping them, thus making 

them strange and mysterious; he makes us curious.  Rediscovering them from 

their wrappings, we see them with a new awareness, new eyes.25  

 
25 Weiland Schmied, “Eight Aspects and a Summary”, in Christo; the Reichstag and urban projects,  ed. 
Jacob Baal-Teshuva, Wolfgang Volz, Tilmann Buddensieg, Cyril Christo and Christo ( Munich ; New 
York : Prestel,1993), 11. 
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Schmied also notes the simplification of form that comes from Christo’s wrapping, an 

effect also evident in the FESA building demolition.  “We discover its special outline, 

form and volume."26  Christo himself describes the formal aims.  Speaking in interview 

on the wrapping of the Reichstag, he says, “Formally, I would like to transform the 

shape of the building, which is extremely broken visually, and I would like the building 

to have a more general and simplified shape."27  He also describes the lightening effect 

of wrapping.  “While the intricate details of the structures are hidden, the essence of the 

structures are revealed all the while making the imposing and solid structure seem airy 

and nomadic.”28  While there is still a solid building within, the scaffold and cloth has a 

level of transparency that adds this lightness.  At certain times of day and angles this 

airiness is particularly evident (Figure 6-17).  The absence of intentionality in the 

wrapping of buildings undergoing demolition by scaffold or dust suppression fabrics 

however places this in a territory where there is no critical intent or aesthetic 

motivation.  Even without intentionality, scaffolding often acts to “bring to notice the 

near at hand and well known”, and therefore supports this rediscovery that is part of 

Christo’s work.  

This lack of Christo-like intentionality also does not eliminate all impact on the street or 

aesthetic qualities, even though the level of visual beauty of Christo’s designs is absent.  

The pure nature of the form created a sense of scalelessness, not resolved by the 

scaffolding panels.  This took the structure out of the normal categories of objects of the 

street and into the realm of a foreign object out of scale on the street.  It departed from 

the categories of properly scaled buildings, people, vehicles and street furniture, and 

moved to the state of being a non-building.  The singularity of the form was spoiled 

only by the use of mixed red and green scaffolding panels in a random pattern that at 

least was a trace of the way the scaffold stacks came off the back of the truck and the 

erection sequence.  The departure from being a wrapped building came with the 

removal of the scaffold and the realization that three floors have vanished whilst they 

have been wrapped. 

26 Weiland Schmied, “Eight Aspects and a Summary”, 11. 
27 Masahiko Yanagi, “Interview With Christo”, in Ed Jacob Baal-Teshuva, Christo - the Reichstag and 
Urban Projects, (Munich: Prestel, 1993), 24. 
28 Christo and Jeanne-Claude (Christo Vladimirov Javacheff, Jeanne-Claude Marie Denat) Accessed 
February 20, 2018 http://www.christojeanneclaude.net/faq 
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- Loss of embodied scale 
 
In use, scale is judged externally using references on the elevation and internally by 

being embodied in the interior space.  In Phase 1, the sense of the external scale was 

dictated by the scaffolding.  The scaffolding conformed to a module unrelated to the 

building module. The scaffolding module and the homogeneity of the scaffolding 

altered the sense of scale of the building.  The pure nature of the scaffolded form 

created a sense of scalelessness, as the familiar givers of scale; the division into stories, 

door and window heights all were concealed behind the scaffolding and dust cloth.  

Initially, markers of scale such as ground level doors and windows were covered.  As it 

progressed to cover the whole building, the shroud of scaffolding served to further 

confuse the scale, as markers of floor levels and storeys were hidden behind the 

scaffolding.  In later stages, the appearance of a demolition worker on scaffolding 

nearby to the section of the building seems out of scale, the human too small.  

 

The judgement of scale changed in Phase 2, once the scaffolding was dropped and 

external walls removed. In use, interior scale is not judged in relation to the cut section 

of a building.   It is determined in relation to the human body, in particular to its 

movement through and location in spaces.  As the building appears in section in 

demolition, the change is twofold:  firstly, the observer is no longer insider the building, 

secondly, many of the scale giving markers are missing or altered.  The observer in the 

space establishes its dimensions by a judgement of proximity of walls and ceilings from 

close quarters with body size as a reference.  The observer of demolition does not have 

this reference and relies on cues from objects and the building to provide scale.  Tables, 

chairs and the like are gone, walls with doors intact may also be gone.  The objects that 

remain are scaleless ones.  A poster on the wall of indeterminate size, ducting, a notice, 

graffiti or builders marks, the all fail to bring a sense of human scale back to the space.  

 

7. The Demolition Site as a Place of “Things” 
 

The spaces of the demolition site are no longer those of a building designed for the 

comfort of humans.  The former world, suited to the physical capacities of the human, is 

banished once the hoardings and scaffolding go up and the building becomes the places 

of machines, tons of concrete and rubble, falling items, sharpened metal and disorderly 

wiring.  The structural strength is deliberately eroded.  For those working on site, the 
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work methods, procedures and equipment protect against humans against areas where 

the structure that is compromised, and where the protection once offered by the building 

against falling is no longer there.  In highly mechanised sites, the size and operation of 

machines creates a place inimical to human occupation.  In these sites, the noise and 

dust re-inforce the sense of the site being a place for machines rather than humans.   

The corollary of being a post human world is the condition of the space as a world of 

things, of material, moving it from an architectural, urban place to a contemporary 

archaeological site, amenable to an archaeological examination of “material” and 

“things”.  In demolition they are no longer required to perform their roles as structural 

support, weather protection, and forming the desired environment for the user.  As 

Australian artist Robbie Rowlands, describing his intervention in an abandoned bank 

prior to its conversion to a gallery, noted, “It’s not a bank anymore.  It's material.”29  

Moreover, it is material without a continuing working relation to humans.   

 

If archaeology is understood, as Olivier suggests, as “the study of the transformations 

over time of physical objects”30, then the primary relation of demolition to archaeology 

is not simply the uncovering, tracking back through layers or opening up of lost spaces, 

but the transformation of the materiality of the whole building.  Since construction, 

there had been transformations due to weathering and wear accumulated over the life of 

the building, revealed by the opening up that occurs during demolition.  Now the 

changes wrought by demolition itself are added.  

 

Archaeologists investigating deserted and ruined sites have associated the combination 

of loss of usefulness to humans, breaking apart and primacy of physicality with an 

approach to interpretation of such sites based on material rather than documentary 

evidence: Andreassen, Bjerck and Olsen writing on the deserted Pyramiden site note:  

“Things release meaning, generate knowledge through ruins.  Emptied of humans, the 

focus changes to material objects.”31  Expanding on the significance of this state, 

Bjørnar Olsen notes: 

 

 
29 Will Cox “Cutting Into the Past In Ballarat” interviewing Robbie Rowlands, Incremental Loss 
https://www.broadsheet.com.au/melbourne/art-and-design/article/cutting-past-ballarat, Published 28 Feb 
2019. 
30 Laurent Olivier, The dark abyss of time: archaeology and memory Abyss, 28 
31 Andreassen, Bjartmann Bjerck and Olsen, Persistent Memories: Pyramiden - a Soviet mining town in 
the High Arctic, 142.   
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the unpolished and undisciplined ruin may teach us some alternative thing lessons.  

It confronts our customized habit of dealing with things as goods, as neat and 

tamed domesticated possessions. Pyramiden takes us beyond consumption; the 

material is allowed to be itself.  Things appear neither as frames nor backgrounds, 

but at centre stage: their textures, their smells, their utter silence are 

foregrounded.32 

 

At Pyramiden, the “allowing” leaves things to change slowly in response to 

environmental forces.  In demolition, the force is directed and severe, but in both cases, 

things take centre stage.  The presentation of the previously hidden or unnoticed 

materials as objects now no longer related to human requirements is also the same.  In 

FESA, this is seen in the broken fantastical shapes in section, the appearance of the 

underlying modularity and the opening up of unusable spaces throughout.  Recognition 

of this combination of loss of usefulness to humans, breaking apart and primacy of 

physicality in both deserted sites and as identified in the FESA demolition sections in 

the earlier part of this Chapter allows things to be viewed without preconception and 

without being related to performance in the human world.  Pétursdóttir describes the 

experience in ruins.  "Rather, the character of archaeology, the logic of archaeology, is 

to me not least rooted in such first hand, unmediated experiences of things in their 

sometimes total and overwhelming difference.”33 

 

In other writing, Suzuki described his work as archaeological.  Susanne Kohte provides 

an analysis of Suzuki’s understanding: 

 

For Suzuki, demolition can be used as a tool for revealing things in the same way 

as an archaeological excavation.  Stripping things bare changes the way we see 

them:  'Instead of analysing something within the extent of the knowledge you 

already have, in archaeological terms you have to approach architecture that is - 

for the moment - outside your knowledge’ ...  ‘Look at a window and forget that 

it's a window.  So what is that strange hole in the wall really?’  Objects have to be 

seen directly, in other words we have to be free from cultural and individual 

connotations, and from the interpretation models that surround them.  ‘Because an 

 
32 Interview with Bjørnar Olsen (University of Tromsø) Douglass W. BAILEY Studii de Preistorie 7, 
2010 . 
33 Þóra Pétursdóttir, “Things out-of-hand - The aesthetics of abandonment”, 337. 
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object is an object.  Nothing more and nothing less ... there is nothing to 

surmount, or transcend, or overcome, just a simple transposition.’  34 

 

According to Kohte, the approach outlined by Suzuki is one where the response to the 

unfamiliar should be on its own terms, rather than attempting to re-define it in terms of 

knowns, to “stop describing it in familiar terms.” 35  Things on the demolition site are 

not longer to be evaluated based on any known mode of interaction with humans, but on 

solely on the basis of how they appear on the demolition site.  To Suzuki, their past 

relation with humans, what they might show about human activities and culture, are not 

of interest.  

 

These approaches to archaeology are a cue to approach the demolition site as a post-

human place, to see what additional information it carries in its  materiality and space 

rather than continuing to assess it purely in relation to habitation and the known.  There 

is habitation related information, but to solely see the demolition site as a peek inside 

the private spaces of a formerly closed off building is to miss aspects that are only 

available as part of the destructive process.  Any sections should not be read solely as 

neat cutaways revealing life as it was lived on the building, but as revelations of its 

materiality, that materiality under stress, as well as providing a glimpse of the whole set 

of the vertical relationships of the building spaces with each other and with the 

supporting services. 

 

Regarding those aspects of the past that do appear and are identifiable in demolition, the 

response of the Pyramiden archaeologists to the ruination there is relevant.  “Ruination 

can thus be seen as a recovery of memory; a slow motion archaeology that exposes the 

formerly hidden and back-boxed.”36  In demolition, this occurs fleetingly.  

 

 
34 Susanne Kohte “Absolute scene,' Tokyo: Ryoji Suzuki” Architecture d'aujourd'hui, 2002 Jan.-Feb., 
n.338, (2002): 90. Included quotes: Ryoji Suzuki,  “Ryoji Suzuki”, interview with Christopher Knabe and 
Joerg Rainer Noenning, in Shaking Foundations, ed Christopher Knabe and Joerg Rainer Noenning 
(Munich, 1999) 153, R, Suzuki in “For a Minor architecture: Ryoji Suzuki and Osamu Ishiyama” J. R,. 
Noenning, Chr Knabe. In Thesis, Weimar, 1998, 9, 177, R. Suzuki, “Principles of Experience in Material 
1998, Architecture and Still Life” conference, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, September 2000. 
35 Christopher Knabe and Joerg Rainer Noennig eds. Shaking the Foundations: Japanese Architects in 
Dialogue. 54 
36 Andreassen, Bjartmann Bjerck and Olsen, Persistent Memories: Pyramiden - a Soviet mining town in 
the High Arctic, 142.   
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8. Conclusion 
 

This chapter began by considering what sort of gaze the architecture of a building 

undergoing demolition might be amenable.  It has proceeded with the expectation, 

based on ruin scholarship and developed in relation to demolition in the course of this 

chapter that there is more to be learned of a building during demolition in addition to 

that which can be gleaned from the newly constructed building.   

 

Demolition marks a change of category of a building, from an object designed to be 

useful to humans, to an object of pure materiality, carrying, as archaeological objects 

do, the physical marks of its material history.  It is moreover a changing materiality.  

The whole building was the result of things in orchestrated relationship.  In demolition, 

this is broken.  There is no longer a relationship, we see the individual objects, not part 

of some large and different created whole.  On this basis, the learning from demolition 

is not limited to its ability to provide a picture of aspects of human habitation revealed 

during the breaking open of a building.  Learning also comes from the new non-human 

world of the building undergoing demolition – its pure materiality in destruction.  

 

The Chapter has been built in part on the studies of Japanese architect Ryoji Suzuki, 

who Krstic had characterised as an architect who sought to discover “latent, 

architectural configurations invisibly inscribed within the body of a building.  In doing 

so he eventually hopes to uncover the elemental condition of architecture that resides in 

the spirit of its own materiality.”37  Suzuki saw the demolition site as a site of 

investigation of architecture because of the transformation of building from surface to 

the materiality.  This is a materiality present in the layers and structure of the building, 

in the thickness of its elements and in the gaps and hollows surrounding and sometimes 

including the occupied spaces.   

 

In the examples considered in this Chapter, demolition is seen as a deeply contingent 

process.  The original design, selection of materials and structural strategy are seen in 

the progression of demolition as formative drivers of the manner in which the remains 

progressively disappear, as either a series of sections, a general breaking down or as a 

layered dismantling.  These modalities each reveal aspects of the building particularly 
 

37 Vladimir Krstic  "Excavated Margins: Notes on the Pondering of Matter in the Works of Ryoji Suzuki." 
Oz: Vol. 21. https://doi.org/10.4148/2378-5853.1333, 14. 
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related to that modality:  the relationship of spaces in the building, the materiality or the 

elements of construction respectively. 

 

Louis Kahn wrote of the nature of a building post occupation: “But when the building is 

a ruin and freed of servitude, the spirit emerges, telling the marvel that a building was 

made”38.  This is what we see in demolition. 

 

 

 
 

 
38 Louis I. Kahn and Alessandra Latour Louis I. Kahn : writings, lectures, interviews (New York : Rizzoli 
International Publications, 1991) 268. 
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Part II 
 
Part 1 has been concerned with the process of buildings undergoing demolition:  the 

presence in the streetscape, the nature of its disruptive presence in the city and its 

relation to architecture.  Chapter 3 considered the presence and operation of wide scale 

demolition at streetscape scale.  The ephemeral nature of demolition and the changes 

that occur in demolition were considered in Chapter 4.  In Chapter 6, demolition has 

been considered as enabling a particular way of viewing the relationship between 

architecture and the material aspects of construction to understand something more 

about architecture than can be gleaned form the intact building.   

 

Part II is concerned with the absence, why and this absence is desirable, and forms of 

persistence of the demolished building or area.  Chapter 7 considers demolition as a 

case of the broader category of oblivion and how consigning to a building to oblivion is 

based on the particular position adopted toward the relation of the present to the past 

and the future.  This forms the basis for a critique of the use of demolition in 

development strategies.  Chapter 8 considers post-demolition persistence and how 

subsequent architectural design is affected by, and responds to, the fact of the 

demolition.   
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1. Introduction 
 

In seeking to understand demolition, the removal of a building is approached here as a 

case of the broader existential category of oblivion, where demolition can be described 

as a consigning to oblivion of the building.  The aim of this Chapter is to understand 

how the city is formed by demolition, undertaken by approaching it through an 

understanding of oblivion more generally.  French anthropologist Marc Augé’s work on 

another form of oblivion, forgetting, considers the relationship between the oblivion of 

forgetting and the formation of memory.1  Augé’s understanding of the way memories 

are formed is examined as a way to understand this other great instance of oblivion — 

how cities are remade — and is used as a framework to approach demolition as a form 

of oblivion.2  Augé’s approach considers different forms of forgetting, characterised by 

the way they each embody a particular relationship of the past and future with the 

present. The configuration of this relationship has a direct applicability to the thesis and 

following analysis.  

 

Augé theorises that consigning some experiences to oblivion is crucial to the formation 

of memories and describes forgetting in relation to memory formation as a form of 

pruning.   

 

Remembering or forgetting is doing gardener's work, selecting, pruning.  

Memories are like plants: there are those that need to be quickly eliminated in 

order to help the others burgeon, transform, flower.3  

 

There is an implied responsibility here.  The pruning metaphor carries with it a sense of 

husbandry and judicious decision-making.  As with forgetting, demolition is not just a 

removal and disappearance.  Moreover it is a formative act, where demolition is 

implicated in the construction of its opposite, the creation of the new urban fabric.  

Here, just as forgetting is implicated in the formation of memory; demolition is 

implicated in the formation of the city.  Demolition is not simply a discarding, but a 

considered, formative mechanism.  The question is, “How best to prune the city?” 

 
1 Marc Augé , Oblivion, trans. Marjolijin de Jager.  (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004) 
2 The reference to Augé’s study on forgetting and memory is not an indication demolition is a form of 
forgetting, rather that demolition is a form of consigning to oblivion, just as Auge considers forgettting to 
be a form of oblivion.  
3 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 17 
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requiring decisions on when to keep, when to discard, and how best to form and reform.  

This requires judgement and belief appertaining to which categories of things are worth 

keeping and which are not.   

 

Building on Augé’s work, this chapter will develop a line of analysis leading to the 

conclusion that the crucial judgement affecting decisions to demolish is the position 

taken on the relationship of the present with the past and the future.  How the past is 

perceived and how it appears in the present is found to be critical in this understanding.  

Rather than demolition simply being a removal to make room for the newer and 

improved, demolition configures the relationship of the present built city to its past and 

possible future states. 

 

The ruin may be “an engagement with the past”4 to use Caitlin De Silvey’s description, 

but demolitions are also driven by particular views of the past, more like a dis-

engagement.  In understanding the causes of demolition, we are ultimately seeking to 

comprehend how the past is brought into relation with the present.  Qualities such as the 

outmoded, the dilapidated, the irrelevant, the inconvenient, and the unsolvable ascribed 

to buildings facing demolition are markers of a position toward the past as are their 

opposing qualities and terms such as the significant or the untouchable.   

 

 

2. Demolition as Oblivion 
 

- The permanent in the city 
 

Apart from times of large-scale demolition, the built areas of the city are characterised 

by relatively slow changes that don’t cause major disruption or re-arrangement, and the 

city accommodates itself to these with relatively little difficulty.  Whilst not absolutely 

static, these are times in the life of a district that are comparatively settled.  It is the time 

where the design and use are in synchronisation, and are well accommodated to each 

other.  The changes that do occur are incremental and are an adjustment to isolated or 

small changes in use or modes of habitation.  The presence of this type of fabric 

 
4 Caitlin De Silvey “Observed Decay: Telling Stories With Mutable Things”, Journal of Material Culture 
Vol. 11(3): 330[DOI: 10.1177/1359183506068808]  
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provides a sense of stability, a framework.  Hannah Arendt identified the importance of 

this stability, extending in part beyond lifetimes:  

The reality and reliability of the human world rest primarily on the fact that we 

are surrounded by things more permanent than the activity by which they were 

produced, and potentially even more permanent than the lives of their authors.5  

Martin Coward suggests a reason for this stability is due to the meanings that the 

physical building is able to sustain.  “Buildings constitute a physical surface in relation 

to which economies of meaning are formed and sustained.”  Therefore with long-term 

stability and life, over time, “buildings provide a visible indication of the presence of a 

(sic) plural communities within the city.  Buildings are a reminder of other economies 

of meaning, other ways of life, other histories in the city.”  The corollary is that “the 

destruction of buildings is an assault on memory and history by those who would 

exclude other meanings and ways of life from the built environment.”6  Consequently, 

the absence of a mass of stable fabric in large areas of the city, as in the case of 

contemporary Shanghai, is a marker of an exceptional situation. 

- Post demolition emptiness

The initial result of the consigning to oblivion that comes with demolition is the cleared 

site.  These sites are a significant presence in Shanghai, both in area and duration of 

existence.  Apart from the rare retained isolated building, these are tabula rasa sites; 

cleared and levelled.  All traces of the internal laneways and building footprints are 

gone.  Where the new construction is planned to cover more than one street block, the 

intervening roadways are gone.  

These cleared spaces invite new interpretations, meanings and uses, both temporary and 

permanent.  It is for a short time a space not defined by what income is earned from 

rent.  In Shanghai, these fully cleared sites are co-opted for temporary uses, most often 

for parking, but also for mobile vendors, or simply as thoroughfares.   

5 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press; 1958), 96. 
6 Martin Coward “’Urbicide’ Reconsidered” Theory and Event, Volume 10, Number 2, 2007, accessed 31 
March 2015, http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/theory_and_event/v010/10.2coward.html,  
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Laurent Olivier, writing on the relation of the present and the past, notes: 

 

 History in progress is invisible to us.  As historical phenomenon, and also as 

knowledge of the past, history takes shape in the joining of, in the bringing into 

relation of events that are fundamentally discontinuous […] Absence and oblivion 

create the hiatus that is necessary for them to be joined, the blank space that gives 

meaning 7 

 

These empty sites emphasise the break in continuity between the old and the new.  The 

pause that they create not only provides a clear break between the new and the old, 

preserving their individual identities, but as elaborated in a later section of this Chapter, 

they provide an emptiness that is an opportunity to create a new that is free of 

preconceptions of what can be. 

 

- Marc Augé’s concept of oblivion 
 

A key aspect of Augé’s work on oblivion is how the subject’s focus on either the past, 

the present or the future affects the operation and outcome of forgetting differently, 

leading to different forms of oblivion.  Augé identified three "forms” or “figures" of 

oblivion. 8  These figures are developed from an analysis of his anthropological studies 

of rituals and their relation to liminal states and to the formation and discarding of 

memories:  “the memory of the past, the expectation of the future and the attention to 

the present ordain most of the great African rites.”9 His categorisations of oblivions are 

“according to whether they set the past, the present or the future as object of priority”10 

respectively.  The three figures are those of return, suspense and re-beginning, 

identifying the memory states created by each.  Firstly, ‘return’ involves forgetting the 

recent past in order to find the more distant past again.  Secondly, ‘suspension’ is 

concerned “to find the present by provisionally cutting it off from the past and the 

 
7 Laurent Olivier, The Dark Abyss of Time, (Plymouth UK: Altamira Press, 2011), 174. 
8 In this thesis I will use the term ‘figure’ when considering the divisions into past, present or future 
focussed oblivions distinguished by Augé.  In his book, Augé chiefly uses the term ‘figure’ to refer to 
these divisions individually, but at times also uses ‘form’, ‘pattern’ and ‘modality’.  They could also be 
thought of as  ‘configurations’, carrying the sense of construction around either past, present or future.   
“Configuration also has congruence with the manner in which demolition forms the city, and connects to 
Augé’s pruning metaphor. 
9 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 55 
10 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 55 
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future”11.  Thirdly, what Augé terms ‘re-beginning’ is concerned with creating the 

condition for a new future by clearing away the present.  Demolitions are considered 

here as putting one or other of the forms of oblivion, or some proposed variants, into 

operation in the urban context.  

 

The elements of Augé ’s approach to the subject utilising (i) notions of pruning, erosion 

and sculpting as mechanisms of formation,  (ii) attention to which of past, present and 

future are the priority of the process and (iii) the recognition that the negative 

(forgetting / demolition) is an essential component of formation (of memory / the city), 

are all evident in the operation of demolition as a form of oblivion and how it operates 

as a formative mechanism.  Augé writes elsewhere on the relationship between space, 

time and change: “Space helps us not only represent but also master, order and even 

stop time, or it gives us the feeling of doing so.”12   

 

This Chapter considers the continuing physical city and decisions on what is removed 

from it.  The city is understood as the manifestation of these consignments to oblivion 

and the reasons driving them.  This physical city is also recognised as how the property 

owners and authorities, those with the power to demolish, choose to represent the city 

to others.  Due to the association that memory has with places, these changes to the 

physical city affect the memories of life in that city.   

 

Historian Karl Schlögel has emphasised the importance of experiencing physical places 

— landscapes and cities — rather than relying on textual information in understanding 

the history of the place, “we can form an adequate picture of the world only if we begin 

to think of the long-forgotten nexus of space, time, and action.” 13  He goes on to note 

the importance for history writing whereby “History is not only set in time but also in 

space.”14  Writing on the relationship of history to location rather than narration alone, 

he notes, “Lieux de memoire are not metaphors but real places.”15  What buildings are 

kept affects not just the networks, operation and configuration of the city, but also the 

way in which the inhabitants are connected to its history and the way in which 
 

11 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 56 
12 Marc Augé, Everyone Dies Young: Time Without Age. Translated by Jody Gladding (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2016), 41. 
13 Karl Schlögel, In Space We Read Time, trans. Gerrit Jackson, (New York: Bard Graduate Center, 
2016), 6. 
14 Karl Schlögel, In Space We Read Time, xvii. 
15 Karl Schlögel,  “Places and strata of memory Approaches to eastern Europe”, Eurozine, 19 December 
2008, https://www.eurozine.com/places-and-strata-of-memory/, 9. 
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memories reside in it.  No matter what advantages accrue from the future building or 

neighbourhood, there has been an erasure of the old.  Sze Tsung Leong describes the 

demolition as “the physical destruction of history”.  In the text accompanying his 

photographs of demolition and cleared post-demolition sites in China, he describes the 

post-demolition “resulting emptiness” where “the components of China’s new cities are 

built out of nothing.”16 

 

In analysing the city as Augé addresses the formation of memory by oblivion, the 

changing configuration of the city becomes understood as embodying a particular 

presence of the past and expectation of the future.  The embodied qualities changes 

over time, much as memory does.  The pruning metaphor is highly suitable, perhaps 

even more applicable to buildings rather than memory.  The approach recognises that 

the extant building can never be the past, but an emergence of the past in the present.  

The approach accommodates the ruinous, accommodates re-remembering and 

addresses not only the current form of the city (Augé ’s attention to the present) but 

also any attempts to freeze or ossify it.  This approach to oblivion enables demolition to 

be analysed as part of architecture and the formation of the urban streetscape, rather 

than a simple clearing away of buildings in isolation.  Just as with memory, demolition 

is “part and parcel of the phenomenon it seemingly negates.”17   

 

As with Augé’s work on memory, there are a number of configurations (or “figures” to 

use Augé’s term) of demolition that describe the varieties of relationships between the 

aims of each demolition and the way city’s past, present or future is viewed, with aims 

and results that are configuration specific.  Augé’s figures highlight the types of 

relationship we can expect from these oblivions. 

 

While Augé’s analysis of oblivion provides a framework to look more closely at 

demolition, he leaves us with an incomplete and at times contradictory picture of what 

he conceives oblivion to be and why items, in his case, memories, might be consigned 

to it.  His statements on what comprises an attention to the present are many and 

contradictory.  In section 4, I deal with these in turn to see what each of the statements 

offer in terms of understanding oblivion generally and demolition of buildings in 

particular.  Despite the apparently contradictory aspects, each provides a way to 
 

16 Sze Tsung Leong  “History Images” 19 
17 James E. Young “Introduction” in Marc Augé , Oblivion, viii.   
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approach different instances of demolition.  Augé’s insistence that the relation of 

forgetting to the future is based on creating space for an as yet unimagined future to 

come, leaves uncertainty around the significance of the case of forgetting to allow for 

an already imagined future to come.  I consider the possibility that forgetting for an 

envisaged future is a pathological form that does not constructively contribute to the 

formation of productive relationships between past, present and future.  In the case of 

memory formation, this forgetting for an already envisaged future means a forgetting 

that does not result in Auge’s terms, in the retrieval of other memories, nor freeing 

oneself from malignant influence of the past nor clear the way for new ways of 

thinking.  In the case of the formation of the city, these pathological modes do not 

contribute to either the retrieval of lost aspects, or creating space for new fabric that is 

not beholden to the old and without repetition.  Augé’s work on memory assists in 

identifying what these pathological modes might look like.  Their impact on city 

formation is considered in detail in the section on the third figure.   

 

3. The First Figure, “Return” 
 

Augé’s first figure is that of return, where there is a return to the ancient past by 

forgetting the present and recent past.  As Augé explains, the “first ambition is to find a 

lost past again by forgetting the present — as well as the immediate past with which it 

tends to be confused — in order to re-establish a continuity with the older past, to 

eliminate the ‘compound’ past to the advantage of a ‘simple’ past."18 

 

There are demolitions that are deliberately conducted to allow the return of a built form 

from the more distant past.  This takes the form of a return to building typologies or 

styles of an earlier era that has associations with some preferred style or past culture, 

but on occasion is also due to the deliberate erasure of an aspect of the past that is 

deemed detrimental to the city.  There is a dual disenchantment with the present and 

desire to reclaim an earlier time.  These demolitions are a very literal implementation of 

Augé’s figure and a precise demonstration of the position he holds that oblivion is 

necessary for remembrance - the physical site occupied by the unwanted present 

building needs to be cleared to allow the earlier building to take its place.  These are 

attempts to bring a selected part of the past into some form of relationship with the 

 
18 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 56 
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ongoing present.  This replacement comes replete with the usual issues regarding the 

impossibility of reclaiming the past as it was, remembrance being the presence of the 

past in the present rather than the past per se and authenticity of fabric.  Whatever 

question marks hang over this practice and its possibility of success, it nonetheless is 

attempted.  It is exhibited for example in the return of past housing forms:  

reconstruction of Old Streets in most Chinese cities, the faux Federation House in 

Australia and revivalist styles more generally.  They are all returns to a past that never 

really was.    

 

In this mode, we also see instances of demolition acting as erasure, where there is not 

only a distant past to be reclaimed, but also a present or recent past to be deliberately 

erased.  The demolition of the East German Parliament building, the Palast der Republic 

in Berlin in 2006 and re-creation of the Stadtschloss is such an instance and a complex 

one.  The ruins of the Stadtschloss due to World War 2 bombing were themselves 

demolished to make way for the building of the Palast, which opened in 1976.  

The former Stadtschloss building was an imperial palace, so the re-creation is one of 

form only.  The recreated building is freed by the break to take on new meanings and be 

appreciated for its architecture, rather than operating as a seat of imperial government 

and power.  It will be home to the Humboldt Forum museum and research complex.  

 

The major lobby group for the reinstatement of the Stadtschloss, Association Berliner 

Schlosses e.V., promoted it as a restoration of the city centre:  

 

The palace will restore the familiar picture of Berlin, complete its historic centre 

and heal the previously wounded cityscape.  Its reconstruction is making Berlin 

once more the much-loved ‘Athens on the Spree’.  In this way a counterpoint is 

being created to the mass-produced modern areas of the city’s centre.19  

 

The argument for this return included the inability of the Palast to formally terminate 

Unter den Linden, the boulevard connecting the area to the Brandenburg Gate, while 

emphasising that the presence of asbestos in the Palast made it impossible to retain in 

any case.  The government agreed to the removal on both technical and aesthetic 

grounds.  Christos Varvantakis reports Manfred Stolpe, the Federal Minister for 

 
19 Association Berliner Scholsses E.V. accessed 18 June 2018, https://berliner-schloss.de/en/  
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Transport, Housing and Construction writing regarding the removal:  “‘Whoever asks 

for it [the moratorium of Palast removal], wants a standstill.  Therefore, this is the 

wrong way [...] At some point the Palast must be demolished, because it is not possible 

to keep it permanently – technically and aesthetically’ “20 The decision drew protests.  

Andreas Huyssen wrote;  “This was not just tinkering with the communist city-text.  It 

was a strategy of power and humiliation, a final burst of cold war ideology, pursued via 

a politics of signs, much of it wholly unnecessary."21  Svetlana Boym reports Daniel 

Libeskind’s response to the rebuilding of the Stadtschloss: “Libeskind insists that ‘the 

identity of Berlin cannot be reformed in the ruins of history or in the illusory 

reconstruction of an arbitrary selected past.’  ”22  Boym goes on to quote Susan Buck-

Morss’ view of the solution as “a brilliant example of postmodern principles: what 

couldn’t be resolved politically was resolved aesthetically: a pseudo-Schloß to provide a 

pseudo-nation with a pseudo-past.  It reduces national identity to a tourist attraction and 

stages German nation (sic) as a theme park."23   

The Palastbündnis group lobbied for the retention and restoration of the Palast der 

Republik without success.  Renowned architects including Renzo Piano supported the 

cause, saying “It is a tragedy that the Palast will be demolished.  How can people be so 

stupid”24, but in the end the demolition of the Palast and reconstruction of the Schloss 

prevailed. 

This figure of return is itself a challenge to the narrative of continual progress and the 

recognition of a previous misstep.  Deliberate erasure excluded, the focus is on the state 

being returned to rather than what is being demolished.  Here, there is an attempt to 

rewind history.  This mode creates a new rupture, this time with the recent past, in an 

attempt to bridge the rupture to the older past by re-creation.   

20 Christos Varvantakis “A monument to dismantlement”, Memory Studies Vol 2(1): 34 [DOI: 
10.1177/1750698008097393] Stolpe quote from; Stolpe, Manfred (2005) ‘Ganz Deutschland muss stolz 
sein’ (The whole of Germany should be proud), Der Tagesspiegel, November 
[http://www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/;art270,2041649].  
21 Andreas Huyssen “The Voids of Berlin” Critical Inquiry 24 (Autumn 1997): 60. 
22 Svetlana Boym, The Future of, Nostalgia (New York:  Basic Books, 2001), 191. 
23 Svetlana Boym, The Future of, Nostalgia, 192 quoting Susan Buck-Morss “Fashion in Ruins”: History 
After the Cold War”, Radical Philosophy, 68 (Autumn 1994):10-17 
24 Bundnis fur den Palast, accessed 18 June 2018, http://www.palastbuendnis.de/  "Es ist eine Tragödie, 
dass der Palast abgerissen wird. Wie kann man nur so dumm sein?"  
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The sense of return also operates in restorations, where the accretions are removed from 

a building to return it to some original or authentic state.  This is driven by a search for 

the authentic in the building, rather than its re-creation for purely nostalgic reasons.  It is 

pursued as an antidote to the perceived inauthenticity of both the changes to the 

building through its life and to the present generally.  They do however beg the 

question, what is more authentic - the building as initially built, or its transformation 

over time with significant additions?  This impacts on conservation and restoration 

more generally.  The opposing positions are encapsulated in the views of Viollet-le-Duc 

and John Ruskin in the formation of conservation approaches in the 19th Century.  In his 

proposal for works to Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, Viollet-le-Duc wrote,   “To 

restore a building is not to preserve it, to repair, or rebuild it; it is to reinstate it in a 

condition of completeness that could never have existed at any given time”25 Ruskin 

conversely, opposed non-original improvements and intervention beyond reasonable 

maintenance. 

 

Archaeological investigations attempting to bring aspects of the past to light, if not 

return to them, have their own destructive aspects.  At very least the medium burying 

them is removed, and upper layers and their contents destroyed or removed in the 

process of the archaeological investigation.  This is a destruction of a hidden past in the 

hope of making a small part known.  There is destructiveness too in exercises to restore 

or preserve other nation’s pasts by dismantling and relocating them.  The Ishtar Gate 

and Pergamon altar, for example, were dismantled and their original locations altered in 

the process of relocating their remains to foreign museums. 

 

4. The Second Figure, “Suspense” 
 

“One must know how to forget to taste the full flavor of the present”26 

 

Augé ’s second figure, “suspense”, concerns the disconnection of the present from the 

past and the future.  It carries a sense of living in an eternal or an instantaneous 

present.  The "suspense” designated by the figure’s title concerns the suspension of 

time.  The second figure is variously described by Augé as “the attention given to the 

 
25 Viollet-le-Duc, “On Restoration” [from Dictionnaire raisonne, vol 8] in The Architectural theory of 
Viollet-le-Duc, ed M. F, Hearn , Millard Fillmore, (Cambridge Massachusetts, MIT Press, 1990), 269.  
26 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 3. 
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present”, or “finding the present by provisionally cutting it off from the past and the 

future”, or as “suspended time”, or the “interval between a past and a future both kept at 

a distance,” (after all, this is a “small treatise on the use of time”27) and “a halting of 

time’s destructive action.”28  Augé has left this immersion in the present as a form of 

oblivion as susceptible to several potential and quite different interpretations, though 

each are instructive in considering the role of demolition in the city.  This suspension of 

time is described as exhibiting aspects of an immersion in the present moment, keeping 

the past and future at bay, at times associated with exceptional situations, and transitions 

or liminal states.  “We must forget in order to remain present, [...] forget in order to 

remain faithful"29 Augé writes.  In answer to the question of “faithful to what”?  Young 

adds “Faithful to life in its present quotidian moment.”30  In the second figure, it is old 

ways of thinking and acting which prevent a present-centred life, or stages of 

development that have naturally run their course, that are the targets of oblivion.   

 

Augé ’s examples centre on grabbing some moments of respite from the troubles and 

uncertainties of the past and the future.  It carries a dual sense of (i) not being bound by 

the practices, customs and traditions of the past, or their repetition in the future, and (ii) 

an immersion in the moment, sense of enjoying the present without this being coloured 

by dwelling on the past or planning or fearing the future.  Augé illustrates these with 

reference to descriptions in literature of lovers immersed in the moment, where time 

stands still.  More generally, he applies to it situations that could subsequently have the 

response: “At least I will have lived that.”31 This figure is an oblivion of time as much 

as memory.  This figure then is concerned with oblivion that deliberately attempts to 

negate the effects of time, either by arresting change or by not being beholden to times 

past or future.  In his review of “Oblivion”, Jeffrey Stepnisky characterises this figure as 

"The weight of the past and the future are forgotten in order that one can live in a 

disconnected and inconsequential present”32    

 

The idea of the “contemporary” meaning “of the present day” will be used to 

distinguish between past and present in interpreting Augé ’s figures.  Although the 
 

27 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 3 
28 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 55, 56, 77, 78, 79 
29 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 89 
30 James E. Young “Introduction” in Marc Augé , Oblivion, xii. 
31 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 57 
32 Jeffrey Stepnisky, Book review of “Oblivion”, Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology, 2005, 
366, accessed 16 Sept 2016, https://www.csa-
scs.ca/files/www/crs/documents/reviews/archives/pdf/200509AUGÉ .pdf,  
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interpretation of “contemporary” is itself not fixed and in cases contested, it provides a 

means of judging what is considered more of the past than the present, rather than 

adopting some arbitrary age. 33  Pre-contemporary then has aspects of old, from an 

earlier time or era, associated with other ways of living, other traditions, other 

technologies.  This facilitates thinking aligned with Augé’s “past kept at a distance”, 

“being cut off from the past” and “weight of the past” aspects of this figure.   

  

- The emergence of the past in the present 
 

Some preliminary comments on how the continuation of buildings created in the past 

can relate to the present, beneficial and harmful aspects of this relationship, and the 

impact that the perception of this relationship has on decisions to demolish are in order, 

to establish just what the present is, and what is being got rid of.  Many have identified 

difficulties in knowing the past: in history generally, in physical remains and in 

architecture.   

 

Walter Benjamin considers the impossibility of seeing the past from the position of the 

present.  He begins by quoting Edmond Jaloux: 

 

To read into the future is difficult, but to see purely into the past is more difficult 

still.  I say purely, that is, without involving in this retrospective glance anything 

that has taken place in the meantime.  The “purity” of the gaze is not just difficult 

but impossible to attain.34   

 

Benjamin identifies the implications for the historian 

 

It is important for the materialist historian, in the most rigorous way possible, to 

differentiate the construction of a historical state of affairs from what one 

 
33 Bjørnar Olsen identifies the difficulty in setting a number of years to define contemporary.  He 
conceives of the present as the “made up of an accumulation of all the previous states whose successions 
have built this present” and use of ‘contemporary” denies this accumulation. Bjørnar Olsen, In Defense of 
Things: The Archaeology and Ontology of Objects, (Lanham, California: Alta Mira Press, 2019), 115.  I 
develop this aspect of the past in the present later in the section.  Whilst adopting Olsen’s position, I will 
however use “contemporary” as defined in the body of the thesis here when considering what it might 
mean “to keep the past at a distance”.  
34 Walter Benjamin The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland, Trevor McLaughlin (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Belknap, 1999),  [N7,5], 470  quoting Edmond Jaloux, “Journaux intimes, Le Temps, May 
23, 1937) 
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customarily calls its "reconstruction.”  The "reconstruction" in empathy is one-

dimensional.  "Construction" presupposes "destruction.” 35  

 

Writing on the difficulties of the past being able to bear meaning for the present, Susan 

Buck-Morss’ analysis of Walter Benjamin considers the material remains of the past as 

a shell, due to the emptying out of its original content and its irrelevance to the present:   

 

But in the image of the fossil, Benjamin captures as well the process of natural 

decay that marks the survival of past history within the present, expressing with 

palpable clarity what the discarded fetish becomes, so hollowed out of life that 

only the material shell remains.36  

 

Alois Riegl identified the influence of the prevailing aesthetic values and attitudes of the 

present on how the past appears to us in the present and that this valuation will continue 

to change in subsequent presents.  He identifies age value, historical value, 

commemorative value, use value and art value as aspects all playing a role in the way 

items from the past are assessed.  He coined the term “Kunstwollen” to describe “the 

thrust of interests and attitudes in a particular phase of artistic development”37 of an 

epoch.  In applying this to monuments he notes, “every monument possesses art-value 

only insofar as it responds to the modern Kunstwollen.”38  Forster identifies the 

implications for the way the past is able to be viewed, "the Kunstwollen of our epoch 

profoundly determines our perceptions of the past:  there is no objective past, constant 

over time, but only a continual refraction of the absent in the memory of the present.”39  

 

Archaeologist Laurent Olivier links the idea of “the past of material memory” with his 

reading of the view of history presented in Benjamin’s “The Arcades Project” that “the 

past receives its identity in the present”40 to form a concept of archaeology that 

underpinned his work.  Olivier states:  “By ‘the past’, one also has to understand the 

present, since the past is the very matter of the present, its thread and its substance.” 41  

 
35 Walter Benjamin The Arcades Project, [N7,6], 470. 
36 Susan Buck-Morss, The dialectics of seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project, (Cambridge, 
Mass.; London: MIT Press, 1989), 160. 
37 Kurt W Forster, “Monument / Memory and the Mortality of Architecture” Oppositions 25, 1982: 6. 
38 Alois Riegl “The Modern Cult of Monuments:  Its Character and Its Origin” trans. by Kurt W. Forster 
and Diane Ghirardo Oppositions 25, 1982: 42,  
39 Kurt W Forster, “Monument / Memory and the Mortality of Architecture”, 15. 
40 Olivier Dark Abyss, 34. 
41 Olivier Dark Abyss, 35. 
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The identity of a site in the present then “is perpetuated as it has been “translated” in the 

present, as it has had to adapt continuously to new demands.”42 This accumulation of 

changed creates a complex present.  “The current state of the present  […] basically 

consists of a palimpsest of all durations of the past that have been recorded in 

matter.”43   

 

The present in the city contains this accumulation of pasts viewed using the lens of the 

present, which can be thought of as a surface of appearance, rather than an 

archaeological excavation.  Rodney Harrison describes this in opposition to the concept 

of the past as formed by a set of increasingly distant layers - "I suggest that we think 

about the present as a surface – a physical stratum that contains not only the present, but 

all its physical and imagined pasts combined."44  That emergence is part of the totality 

of the present, where a largely unknowable past is naturalised, accommodated and 

absorbed into the present.   

 

The present — the standpoint from which we view the past — is full of non-

contemporary things, including buildings.  The pasts that are being viewed were 

likewise full of aged things that were even then non-contemporary.  Olsen recounts how 

Olivier “for a long time imagined that Iron Age people lived in some kind of Iron Age 

environment, in Iron Age buildings, working with Iron Age tools, and burying their 

dead according to Iron Age funeral practices.  All that seems obvious, all of that seems 

natural: all archaeological chronologies, all architectural reconstructions of the past, are 

based on that basic assumption, according to which any age of the past bears its own 

temporal specificity”.  But, as he adds, “things do not work like that.” 45 

 

The archaeological problem of incomplete information and uncertain location in the 

sequence of time is complicated by the reading in from the time of the present, where 

there is a contamination by our location in the present of any attempt  interpretation or 

construction of history from items from the past.  The emergence of incomplete 
 

42 Olivier Dark Abyss, 65 
43 Bjørnar Olsen In Defense of Things: Archaeology and the Ontology of Objects, (Lanham, California: 
AltaMira Press, 2010), 99, quoting Laurent Olivier. Duration, memory and the nature of the 
archaeological record. In H. Karlsson (ed.), It’s about time: The concept of time in archaeology. 
Gothenburg: Bricoleur Press, 66. 
44 Rodney Harrison “Surface assemblages. Towards an archaeology in and of the present.” 
Archaeological Dialogues, 18, 2011: 154.  doi:10.1017/S1380203811000195 154 
45 Bjørnar Olsen In Defense of Things: Archaeology and the Ontology of Objects, (Lanham, California: 
AltaMira Press, 2010), 99. 
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evidence, memory and physical remains are further overlaid with aspirations for identity 

– “the ecological, social and cultural features of the specific site and region”46 in the 

present and future.  

 

When Augé writes of a past that may be consigned to oblivion, that past is therefore one 

that (i) is already altered from its original state by changes that have occurred to it 

during its own existence (ii) is changed by the way things are seen and understood in 

the present, (due to the unknowability of the past because the viewpoint is in a present 

so fundamentally different that a complete appreciation is not possible) and (iii) is not a 

pure past, as it the past itself contained its own non-contemporary elements.  In the city 

therefore, the older buildings cannot be considered to be the past.  They are an 

emergence and a projection forward into the contemporary world of something created 

in the past and with an existence that has been modified over time.  This figure is 

concerned in part with how this emergence is understood, managed and in some cases, 

removed altogether.   

 

Equating the existence of the presence of the old with the presence of the distant past, or 

even more, equating this with some form of heritage value, has the potential to 

misdirect the pruning action of this form of oblivion.  This potentially clouds decisions 

to demolish or keep, where a decision not to demolish can be based on unclear ideas on 

how the past exists in the city and what it is that we might want to keep at bay or carry 

forward.  The example of Cedric Price’s campaign to have his own Interaction Centre 

demolished due to lack of contemporary relevance, in opposition to British Heritage’s 

preservation listing, is considered in more detail later in this section.  The Xintiandi 

development and changing attitudes toward Shanghai’s laneway housing, where the 

same physical buildings have been regarded differently at different points in time over 

the last thirty years, are considered in section 7 of this chapter.  In instances of its re-

emergence, the housing is heavily tailored to present day considerations.  

 

- The advantages of forgetting the past 
 

Karl Schlögel’s work on the damaging effects of an over-emphasis on the past and 

Svetlana Bohm’s on nostalgia are relevant and aligned to the outcomes Augé sees 
 

46 Liane Lefaivre, Alexander Tzonis, Architecture of Regionalism in the Age of Globalization: Peaks and 
Valleys in the Flat World, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2012), viii. 
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emanating from this figure.  Writing on the nature of how European history is viewed 

post 1989, Schlögel describes immersion in the past at the expense of an existence in 

the present. 

 

There is something wrong with a remembrance that is so concerned with the past 

that it forgets the present.  Devotion to the dead that is not borne by respect for the 

living is somehow unconvincing.  In addition to a forgetting of history, a familiar 

topic, there is also its counterpart — an obsession with history, an obsession 

which has the advantage that, temporarily at least, one can avoid the present.  

Sometimes it is easier to exist in the past, which is transparent and self-contained, 

than in the obscure present.  One can hide behind a past that has been overcome 

and evade the infinitely complicated present, temporarily at least.  When memory 

and commemoration become routine it is a sign that something is not right with 

memory.47  

 
Nostalgia, a longing for past times, or more literally, a longing for home, was once 

considered a disease.  Andreas Huyssen links it with place, suggesting that the 

nostalgic’s place of the past is not the same place of the present.  He writes "nostalgia 

counteracts, even undermines linear notions of progress, whether they are framed 

dialectically as philosophy of history or sociologically and economically as 

modernization.  But nostalgic longing for a past is always also a longing for another 

place.”48  Regarding utopian views of the past, Augé elsewhere writes "Traditionalists 

and reactionaries are combatants of the imaginary, utopians devoted to a past as illusory 

as the utopia of progressives,”49 Not all are susceptible to nostalgia.  In considering the 

lack of resistance in some quarters to the widespread demolition of Beijing’s traditional 

housing, Michael Meyer suggested that a possible reason “was simply that Beijing’s 

residents wanted to forget the recent past, instead of remember it.  It is said that the cure 

for nostalgia is to read history.  Living through tumultuous times is another remedy.”50  

 
In considering the relationship of the present to the past, the characteristics Augé 

assigns to this second figure are concerned with being free of obligation to old ways and 

to focus on the now, the past having no hold, with a secondary sense of “Halting time’s 

 
47 Karl Schlögel “Places and strata of memory Approaches to eastern Europe”, 8. 
48 Andreas Huyssen  "Nostalgia for Ruins", 7. 
49 Marc Augé, Everyone Dies Young: Time Without Age, 78. 
50 Michael Meyer “The Last Days of Old Beijing” (New York: Walker Publishing Company, 2008), 272.  
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destructive action”51.  The obligation here is considered as being to tradition and 

customary practices, or to use the phrasing of the ‘four olds’ of the Cultural Revolution:  

thoughts, culture, customs, and habits. 

 

Depending if this figure is viewed primarily as keeping the past at bay to concentrate on 

the developing present, or as a freezing / suspension of the effects of time where change 

is a marker of the passage of time, the role and operation of oblivion is different.  Both 

interpretations are consistent with some of the variety of descriptions Augé uses for this 

figure.   

 

- Forgetting the past.  Cedric Price and the obsolete 
 

A literal implementation of Augé ’s figure of suspension, of acting to forget of the past, 

committing it to oblivion, is to assess buildings and allow them to come and go without 

according any value to their age or associations, but purely according to present day 

functional requirements.  No consideration would be given to any benefits that may 

accrue due to having buildings specifically from the past.  This approach to 

understanding and implementing this figure avoids being beholden to (the ways of) the 

past by consigning it to oblivion, in the case of buildings, by demolition  

 

Cedric Price’s work and his statements regarding the non-preservation of the work 

encapsulate an attitude that; for specific buildings to have the right to continue to exist, 

they must continually have relevance to the present in terms of program, function and 

soundness.  Price famously lobbied English Heritage to allow demolition of his 

InterAction Centre that he regarded as no longer relevant.  It was demolished in 2003.  

From this point of view, buildings belonging to the present can be distinguished from 

those belonging to the past on the basis of a continuing relevance and usefulness to the 

present, regardless of age, not as carriers of an inheritance or a past that must be 

preserved in built form.  In this approach, the eternal present is disconnected from the 

past by demolition of the no longer functional past, regarding the functional past as 

simply part of the functioning present.  Cedric Price wrote in favour of demolition of 

buildings that no longer served a useful function, including his own designs, noting, 

 
51 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 78. 
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“freezing history weakens the memory of its very occurrence.” 52  Price described 

protests against the demolition as “elitist delight in the archaic"53 In this view, there is 

no “age value” associated with buildings.  It sees the city as needing to be relevant to 

the current needs of the residents, where the presence of references to the history in 

built form is of limited relevance.  It recognises obsolescence, where the past becomes 

outdated as well as from an earlier time.  It is an oblivion that protects against a 

perpetual living in the past, where the past has no hold on us.  Quoting Christo in 

interview on his short lived wrapping projects, Jennifer Mundy writes;   

‘It is a kind of naiveté and arrogance’, he commented, ‘to think that this thing 

stays forever, for eternity.  All these projects have this strong dimension of 

missing, of self-effacement … they will go away, like our childhood, our life.  

They create a tremendous intensity when they are there for a few days’.54  

In practice, although this operates in many cases of demolition of individual buildings, 

it rarely operates citywide.  The heritage value, economic conditions or lack of 

motivation regards some buildings ensures their survival.  A sense of the sort of place 

formed by this approach is provided by rapidly growing cities without history — those 

cities that have grown rapidly in largely unpopulated areas.  In 1980, Shenzhen was a 

border town of 30,000 people in Guangdong, China.  It was nominated as one of the 

first Special Economic Zones (SEZ) following the opening up of China.  The old town 

was almost entirely demolished and Shenzhen is now a city of over 12 million.  This 

city was constructed within the memory of a generation, and is composed entirely of 

contemporary buildings.  In Shanghai, the then comparatively lightly populated area in 

Pudong, immediately across the river from the concession era Bund, was developed as 

the new financial centre beginning in the 1990s, with virtually no surviving pre 1990 

buildings. 

52 Cedric Price Re:CP, (Basel:  Birkhäuser, 2003), CP.2001 04 
53 Cedric Price Re:CP, CP.2000 06 
54 Jennifer Mundy, “Lost Art: Christo and Jeanne-Claude “ Tate Gallery, 12 November 2012, accessed 
24 Nov 2016  http://www.tate.org.uk/context-comment/articles/gallery-lost-art-christo-jeanne-claude 
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- The present as “new and different”

An alternative and productive approach to understanding this second figure of 

suspension and the cutting off of the present from the past and future comes from 

equating “present” with a continually re-evaluated just new.  Kurt Forster theorized on 

the implications of Riegl’s writing on monuments and the ability of time to age and cast 

objects form the past as out-moded:  

What could be set against this voracious Saturnian time of history in the present?  

Only a work “as different from the existing ones as possible,” in the words of 

Riegl.  A novum, able to resist more forcefully the withering touch of modern 

time which turned everything into history. [...] Either one abandoned oneself to 

the rising sense of death, allowing the fateful course of time to take away, one by 

one, physical integrity, usefulness, and aesthetic appeal, or one proposed with 

every serious piece of work a newness which would outpace as it were, the 

passage of time.55  

Without this newness representing new eras, everything in the world appears old and 

aged.  The antidote is the creation of works embodying newness, not just in their newly 

built appearance, but also in their form and conception.  The Italian Futurists saw a 

world not just radically different from that of the 19th Century, but one that would be 

continually changing.  In the Futurist Manifesto, Antonio Sant’Elia wrote:   

From an architecture conceived in this way no formal or linear habit can grow, 

since the fundamental characteristics of Futurist architecture will be its 

impermanence and transience.  Things will endure less than us.  Every generation 

must build its own city.  This constant renewal of the architectonic environment 

will contribute to the victory of Futurism. 56   

This attempt to keep past-ness at bay is manifest as the pursuit of the forever new, to be 

continually absolutely up to date.  It derives from a sense that things are forever 

changing and the real present can only be experienced by replacing hangovers from the 

55 Kurt W Forster, “Monument / Memory and the Mortality of Architecture”, 8. 
56 Antonio Sant’Elia, “Manifesto of Futurist Architecture,” 1913, reprinted in Apollonio, Umbro, 
Futurist manifestos  trans R. W. Flint, (London : Thames and Hudson, 1973), 172. 
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past with the instantaneous new.  As well as in architecture, this is demonstrated in 

other spheres.  In their 2016 exhibition at the National Gallery of Victoria, fashion 

designers Viktor and Rolf presented the exhibition as “a meditation on the fashion 

industry’s incessant pursuit of the ‘now’ and the ‘new’.”57 They did however situate 

their recent work as a resistance to this pursuit:  “We love fashion but it’s going so 

fast.  We wanted to say ‘No’ this season.”58 The sense of things being “not the newest” 

drives much of the demolition of old and not so old fabric, and reactions against it. 

 

- The present as frozen.   
 

The other aspect of this figure of suspension, the “Halting time’s destructive action” has 

a different set of implications for city formation and implications for how demolition is 

wielded.  While Schlögel, Boym and Price’s areas of concern relate to aspects of this 

figure concerned with the attention to the present, keeping the past at a distance and 

intrusion of the past on the present, the matter of existing in a state of temporary 

suspension, “the flight of time suspended”59 is more complex. 

 

There is a difficulty to be addressed in considering the manner in which this suspension 

/ freezing of time relates to the subject of oblivion in that it is a temporary form of 

oblivion.  It is no longer a matter of dealing with what exists in memory, i.e. a 

consciousness in the present which includes some aspects of the past, but a living in the 

instant, an exclusion of time, a freezing, a temporary clearing away.  In seeking to use 

Augé’s path to consider oblivion generally and in city formation specifically, here there 

is no longer a well-configured correspondence between this aspect of the second figure 

and the momentary configuration of the city.   

 

In his descriptions of this figure, Augé provides indications on the nature of this figure:  

“the flight of time suspended”, “or at the very least of its destructive action”, “the story 

stops”60.  Therefore to understand the operation of a temporary freezing oblivion, I 

propose to recast this provisional cutting off as if it were permanent to understand how 

 
57 Exhibition notes, “Viktor and Rolf” exhibition, National Gallery of Victoria, 21 October 2016 to 26 
February 2017  
https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/ViktorRolf_ArtworkLabels.pdf, 4. 
58 Exhibition notes, “Viktor and Rolf” exhibition, 4. 
59 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 76. 
60 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 76, 78, 79. 
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it might be achieved, and what might be achieved, to consider how this suspension, by 

nature provisional and temporary, could be achieved if it were inscribed on the city.   

 

The exceptional case of the Ise Shrine achieves a form of the eternal present by being 

unchanged and un-aging over centuries through a program of perpetual demolition and 

rebuilding.  This shrine in Japan has been demolished and rebuilt identically every 

twenty years since at least CE 690 on alternating adjoining sites.61 It is perpetually 

there, at most showing twenty years of aging.  The Ise of now is the same as the Ise of 

690 (minor changes aside), but not weathered, aged or altered.  This demolition to build 

identically new, not just the same building but an always newly built same building, a 

reincarnation indistinguishable from the original.  It is only by constant demolition that 

Ise is able to remain forever new.  Bruno Taut compared Ise to aged buildings: 

 

Even if the Parthenon had not been blown to ruins it would today still be only a 

monument of ancient times, as life is missing from it.  How very different are the 

shrines of Ise!  Not only are the religious rites and the everlasting stream of 

worshippers a living presence, the shrines have yet another vital quality, which is 

entirely original in its effect, intention, and perception.  This is the fact that the 

shrines are always new. 62 

 

These outcomes and feasibility of exercises in making the temporary into the permanent 

illustrate that this freezing or interpretation of suspension is not a long-term city 

building strategy.  A static city with never changing fabric, suspended in time and 

immune from its effects, always identical to its past, shows no signs of aging and 

therefore keeps the past and future at bay.  It obliterates the past and future by never 

allowing signs of change and never allowing the new to appear.  The past cannot appear 

as past if yesterday is the same as today, is the same as ten years ago.  But Venice, for 

all its static aspects, ages.  These kinds of preservations and freezings cannot produce a 

state of living in the present or provide a protection against overly living in the past.  

Demolition is a direct challenge to any ambitions to hold the world still.  In the city, 

non-demolition reflects a choice to project the present into the future, rather than freeze 

the present (or save a past).   

 

 
61 Arata Isozaki Japan-ness in Architecture (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The M.I.T Press, 2011), 140. 
62 Bruno Taut, Houses and People of Japan (Tokyo: Sanseido, 1937), 139. 
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Wherever these present centred demolitions operate, the way the emergence of the past 

in the present is regarded affects or even clouds decisions to demolish.  Equating the old 

with the presence of the distant past, or even more, equating this with some form of 

heritage value leads to a misjudgment on the suitability for oblivion.   

 

5. The Third Figure, “Re-Beginning”  
 

Augé’s third figure of oblivion, re-beginning, is associated with creating the condition 

for a new future by clearing away the past.  The focus is on the clearing out rather than 

the vision of a particular future.  It aspires find the future again by forgetting the past, to 

create the conditions for a new birth that opens up into every possible future without 

favouring a single one.63  Crucially, in this figure, the future is undefined.  It is where, 

as Augé writes, “the present is freed from the past without as yet letting anything shine 

through of the future that sets it into motion.”64  The past has to be assigned to oblivion 

before the new future, presumably untainted by the past, can be conceived in the 

emptiness.  It is a future that is not a repetition of the past.  

 

This figure shares with the second figure, the sense of not to be bound by the past, but 

in this case the reason or benefit shifts from fostering the ability to live in the present, to 

the way to make provision for the future.  The second figure is in some ways a step to 

the third.  In the second, discard the malignant effects of the past and centre oneself in 

the present.  In the third, oblivion is a means to open up the way for new things to come.  

They are differentiated by forgetting as “radical inauguration”65 rather than forgetting in 

order to be faithful to the present.  

 

In this figure, the empty moment that forms the break between the past, and a future not 

bound by repetition, is critical.  This is a comparatively rare form of demolition.  It is 

seen in ruin clearing projects in rust belt cities where an empty space with future 

possibilities is seen as preferable to the increasingly dilapidated abandoned houses and 

factories.  Gaston Gordillo, referring to cleared spaces or new buildings over the site of 

earlier destruction, described them as  “the forms that naturalize the present by erasing 

the destruction that created it as well as the constellations of debris that testify to that 

 
63 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 57. 
64 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 81. 
65 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 57. 
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disruption.”66  In Shannon Lee Dawdy’s analysis of the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, 

she writes, “Katrina ruins are considered eyesores, signs of failure or abject neglect [...] 

ruins were demolished relatively quickly, creating rows of vacant lots.”67  Dawdy 

describes effect of this continued presence of the ruins as “reproducing trauma.”68  This 

form of oblivion is seen in the clearing of brownfield sites, sinking of railway lines and 

erasures such as Kowloon’s Walled City, where the apartments were cleared, eventually 

to become a park.  It underlies some classes of speculative fiction regarding the future, 

including William Gibson and J.G. Ballard.  The impact of cheap technology in 

Gibson’s “Neuromancer” and adaptions in Ballard’s post apocalyptic worlds of 

“Vermillion Sands”, “The Crystal World” and “The Drowned World” are imagined 

futures freed from repetition of the past or present.   

 

Aspects of this figure appear in large-scale urban redevelopment projects.  In Shanghai, 

decisions were made in the 1990s regarding redevelopment of the inner ring of 

Shanghai, with only a broad sense of what the new might be, but a clear picture of what 

would go, albeit reviewed and revised as the process has proceeded.  Provision was 

made for some as yet unspecified new future.  As it turned out, the future was not 

entirely new, but conditions for various futures were provided.  This is in accordance 

with the Chinese saying “The old must go so the new can come”, or more succinctly, as 

Mao put it, no construction without destruction. 69 

 

In 1931, Walter Benjamin described the “Destructive Character" in a short article of the 

same name for the Frankfurter Zeitung.70 In considering the nature of oblivion, the 

particular political situation at the time is less important than the modus operandi 

proposed for a clearing out and renewal that was not purely nihilistic.  As Benjamin 

himself explained, “The destructive character knows only one watchword: make room.  

 
66 Gastón R. Gordillo, “Rubble: The Afterlife of Destruction”, (Durham and London:  Duke University 
Press, 2014), 13. 
67 Shannon Lee Dawdy, Patina A Profane Archaeology (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2016), 47. 
68 Shannon Lee Dawdy, Patina A Profane Archaeology , 47. 
69旧的不去, 新的不来 is translated as “The old must go so the new can come”.  不破不立, no 
construction without destruction, is from Mao Ze Dong, “On New Democracy” 《新民主主义论》. 
The original quote refers to new society replacing imperial values, however the meaning was taken up 
more literally as well.)   It is part of a longer sequence describing his vision for the new China, 1940   不
破不立，不塞不流，不止不行, No construction without destruction, no flowing without damming, no 
motion without stopping, as a revolutionary action to replace the old. 
70 Walter Benjamin “The Destructive Character” in Walter Benjamin, Walter Benjamin: Selected 
Writings, Volume 2: Part 2 1931–1934, Edmund F.N. Jephcott (Translator) Cambridge Massachusetts, 
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2005 . 
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And only one activity: clearing away.”71  Benjamin considers a form of destruction that 

has no specific future in mind, yet is not nihilistic.  It is a destruction to make way, clear 

a path.  Benjamin continues, “The destructive character sees no image hovering before 

him.  He has few needs, and the least of them is to know what will replace what has 

been destroyed.  First of all, for a moment at least, empty space – the place where thing 

stood or the victim lived.”72  This is not destruction for its own sake “What exists he 

reduces to rubble – not for the sake of rubble, but for that of the way leading through 

it.”73  Irving Wohlfarth concludes that 

 

“So-called "progress" is, Benjamin argues, predicated on the inert eternity of 

"homogeneous, empty time" [111, 262], the clock-time of Baudelairean spleen, 

which voids its history and effaces its destruction.  Only a contrary evacuation, 

which produces "the instant that hovers in empty space," can arrest its perpetual 

motion.  Making empty space available for the new would thus constitute a mimetic 

redemption, an expropriation, of capitalist activity.74   

 

In Benjamin as well as Augé, there is this insistence on this empty time to interrupt the 

normal progress, which allows oblivion / destruction to function to bring something 

new rather than more of something the same into being. 

 

For Benjamin, ‘destruction’ always meant the destruction of some false or 

deceptive forms of experience as the productive condition of the construction of a 

new relation to the object (Benjamin and Osborne 2000, xi).  And this productive 

approach to destruction meant identifying the petit bourgeois prejudice against 

destruction as a selective and class-based affect that, as Irving Wohlfarth (2000, 

160) noted, considers most forms of destruction “taboo” unless they contribute to 

capitalist accumulation.  Benjamin's “destructive character” is a negation of this 

petit bourgeois common sense; it is an allegory for revolutionary, truly creative 

destruction.75  

 
71 Benjamin “The Destructive Character” 541. 
72 Benjamin “The Destructive Character” 541. 
73 Benjamin “The Destructive Character” 541 . 
74 Irving Wohlfarth “No-Man's-Land: On Walter Benjamin's "Destructive Character"”, 59.  
The [111, 262] citation refers to Walter Benjamin Illuminations, ed. H. Arendt (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, andWorld, 1968), 262 
75 Gastón R. Gordillo, “Rubble: The Afterlife of Destruction”, 83 referencing Andrew Benjamin and 
Peter Osborne “Introduction” Walter Benjamin’s Philosophy: Destruction and Experience, ed. Andrew 
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- Creative destruction as a pathological form

In most cases, demolition with the future in mind does not have the characteristics of 

Augé’s figure in which "the present is freed from the past without as yet letting 

anything shine through of the future that sets it into motion.”76  This oblivion with an 

undefined future is in contrast to demolitions where there is a specific future in mind.  

At large scale, this has often been analysed under the headings of “Creative 

Destruction” and “urbicide”.  

A variety of actors have agency in demolition.  Ownership of the site or building is 

required, but the permission to demolish is set by a regulatory framework addressing 

planning and heritage criteria.  This framework itself is to some extent responsive to 

public opinion and lobbying of interest groups. 

The term “Creative Destruction” is used by Joseph Schumpeter in his study of cycles of 

development in “Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy” (1942).  It is considered in 

relation to demolition and city formation in particular, in Max Page’s “The Creative 

Destruction of Manhattan 1900 – 1940”77.   The term refers to demolitions carried out 

because there is a financial benefit, where the comparative value of a new building 

outweighs the cost of construction, demolition and relocation.  The decision to demolish 

and the scale of demolition are based on purely financial considerations, with a specific 

future for the site in mind.  Page also applies it to demolition for or slum clearance and 

infrastructure building.  The term ‘urbicide’ has also been use in association with these 

demolitions that clear large areas of the city and destroy buildings that were associated 

with particular ways of living in the city.  Martin Coward characterises urbicide as:  

“the destruction of buildings is an assault on memory and history by those who would 

exclude other meanings and ways of life from the built environment.”78  Marshall 

Berman identifies the first use of the term in the description of the 1962-66 demolition 

of the Radio Row area of small electrical and electronics businesses in New York to 

Benjamin and Peter Osborne, (Manchester: Clinamen Press, 2001) and Irving Wohlfarth “No-Man's-Land: 
On Walter Benjamin's "Destructive Character"”, 
76 Marc Augé , Oblivion, 81. 
77 Max Page The Creative Destruction of Manhattan 1900 – 1940, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1999). 
78 Martin Coward “’Urbicide’ Reconsidered” Theory and Event, Volume 10, Number 2, 2007, 
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/theory_and_event/v010/10.2coward.html, accessed 31 March 2015 
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make way for the World Trade Centre in 1966.79  This clearing out removed the cluster 

of small independent shops with individual specialisations that acted as a hub for 

hobbyists and provided a wide range of alternatives for shoppers.  The application of the 

term has been broadened to cover destruction during war, particularly where significant 

buildings have been targeted. 

 

In some cases, this variety of demolition that facilitates a future where the plan for the 

shape of that future is already well defined should not be thought of as a properly 

formed instance of oblivion if the replacement is simply a continuation of the same sort 

of thing.  The risk, and frequent outcome, is that the change is a form of repetition.  It is 

a newly minted continuation of the sort of thing that was there before (or existing 

elsewhere), and on that basis has a limited claim to be a form of oblivion.  It is too 

tainted by ways of thinking and doing from the past, and a break is required.  In this 

form of demolition, focus can be on economic return rather than a better future for the 

city.  This is typically seen in redevelopments specifically created to take full advantage 

of zoning or plot ratio limits, often involving lot amalgamations or subdivisions.  The 

point of forgetting is to break the repetitive pattern and lay the foundation for a new 

future; otherwise the consigning to oblivion is pointless.  The decisions on the future 

can be made on this tabula rasa.  Despite naming the figure as related to the future, its 

focus is on what is to go.  Considerations on what is to come occur later in the space 

created. 

 

Many decisions to demolish and urban planning and architectural design approaches 

result in continuation of the sort of thing that was there before or established elsewhere.  

This runs counter to the figure as proposed by Augé.  Augé leaves us without guidance 

on this.  The aim has been to understand demolition by understanding oblivion, yet 

there is an imperfect match with Augé ’s well-formed oblivions.  The implication is that 

not all demolitions can be considered as well formed.  They do however remain 

demolitions.  Certainly, with Creative Destruction demolitions, something is removed 

and the shape of the city changes.  It is usually associated with some rhetoric of 

improvement, even if the fundamental motivation is economic.  The conflict in these 

cases is in part is due to differing perceptions of value, and how intangible values relate 

to or are translated into economic ones.  They do not achieve the positive results derived 
 

79 Marshall Berman “Falling” in Restless Cities, ed Matthew Beaumont and Gregory Dart (London: 
Verso, 2010), 128. 
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from the application of Augé’s figures, or operate as the productive pruning that 

oblivion is capable of. 

 

 

6. Cultural Constructions of Demolition Related Characteristics 
 

Judgements on the value of the past and the extent to which the present might be 

unreasonably beholden to it are coloured by the cultural constructions placed on 

qualities associated with demolition such as “age”, “wear” and “newness”.  The 

decision to demolish (or not) is associated with constructions that the past is variously 

outmoded, aged, a valuable repository or a legacy to be cherished.  Demolition is 

therefore variously used to erase, return or to renew.  

 
These judgements vary by individual project and location and at times are deeply rooted 

in broader cultural attitudes.  Demolition will be regarded as desirable or ill-considered 

depending on the importance placed on these characteristics.  Similarly, the demolition 

site will be regarded as an eyesore or significant end to a buildings life.  Just as the ruin 

accumulates contradictory meanings, demolition accumulates its own set.  

Characteristics related to age, signs of age and newness are particularly implicated.  

Patina and wear in a building may be considered as a sign of dilapidation or a rich 

complexity created by use and the passage of time.  The old is regarded as both 

outmoded and a container of valuable history.  The coming of the new is regarded as a 

sign of continual progress or needless destruction.  The city may be viewed as a site of 

cycles of destruction and rebuilding new, or an accumulation over centuries of the 

history of habitation.  Authentic fabric may be prized, or a new copy considered of 

equal or higher value.  Jing’an temple, originally built in timber, was rebuilt in concrete, 

including the use of concrete for timber details.  Specific sites may have specific 

associations that are themselves subject to varying interpretations.  Some of these as 

they relate to the Shanghai site are considered in the next section. 
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Jing’an Temple rebuilt in 
concrete, showing reinforcement 
starter bars for subsequent 
extension. 

 
Figure 7-1.  Jing’an Temple, Shanghai, 2006 
 
Demolition sites have attracted the attention of artists whose related artworks often 

serve to challenge the constructions placed on demolition or aspects of the decision to 

demolish.  Rachael Whiteread’s now demolished “House” (1993), a site specific 

concrete casting of the interior of a terrace house, concerned the post-demolition 

absence of this form of house from the area.  It created such furore that it was 

demolished by the council eleven weeks after completion.  Cyprian Gaillard’s work, 

discussed in Chapter 1, questioned the lack of value placed on Brutalist architecture.  

There is an aestheticisation in in many of the photographic works taking demolition as 

their subject80, in contrast to the abjection perceived by others. 

 

Gordon Matta-Clark’s work involved partial demolition itself, as a response to 

demolitions, a meditation on loss of function and as an investigation on the nature of 

architecture.  His work on the cut was analysed in detail in Chapter 6.  Maroš Krivý 

writes:  “On one side, Matta-Clark’s work focuses on the building that lost the function 

it had performed within the urban context.  This building now simply waits to be 

demolished. On the other side, Conical Intersect can be also read as a comment on 

the meaning of ’function’ in architecture.”81  Matta Clark wrote regarding the critical 

aspects of his own work 

 

 
80 Although not as large a field as ruin related photography, there is still a body of work related to 
demolition. The work of Greg Girard and Cyprian Gaillard are considered in this thesis.  Others include 
Edward Burtynsky, Nadav Kander (Chongqing) and Roman Bönsch (Vienna South Station). 
81 Maroš Krivý “Industrial architecture and negativity: the aesthetics of architecture in the works of 
Gordon Matta-Clark, Robert Smithson and Bernd and Hilla Becher”, The Journal of Architecture, 2010, 
15:6, 837, DOI: 10.1080/13602365.2011.533549  
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More than a call for preservation, this work reacts against a hygienic obsession in 

the name of redevelopment which sweeps away what little there is of an American 

past, to be cleansed by pavement and parking.  What might have been a richly 

layered underground is being excavated for deeper, new building foundations.  

Only our garbage heaps are soared as they fill up with history.82  

 

7. Drivers of Demolition in Shanghai 
 

The complex history of the study area in Shanghai calls multiple aspects of the figures 

into operation.  The demolition in Shanghai exhibits aspects of all three of these figures, 

where differing interpretations of the past have had to be resolved to ascertain the role 

of the past in the construction of a new future.  This section examines the factors 

leading to the large-scale demolition of parts of Shanghai as the preferred means of 

urban regeneration.  Shanghai is focussed on recreating itself as a modern global city, 

but the place of history in this new city is contested and subject to interpretation and 

perception.  Statements from successive mayors regarding the development trajectory 

and urban renewal practices of the past 20 years demonstrate the alignment of 

demolition and development decisions in pursuit of status as a global city with an 

exceptional history and culture.  Mayor Huang Ju said in 1993 that “the Shanghai of the 

future must be a metropolis equal to New York or London ... an oriental Manhattan” 

with the aim to “revive the past glories of Shanghai and make the city an international 

metropolis of the 21st century” 83 To do this, Shanghai authorities have demolished 

widely to build new in a form recognised globally as modern, even futuristic while 

selectively retaining those buildings that supported the claim of a cosmopolitan and 

internationally influential past, particularly from the most cosmopolitan era of the past 

— the 1930s.  As Sze Tsung Leong notes, "how a city emerges from the sudden 

interruption of the accumulative writing of its history, and how it replaces what has 

been lost, reveals a society's attitude to the past and its aspirations for the future."84 

 

Augé’s second figure is widely implemented, in the sense that Shanghai is not beholden 

to its past, though it does call on its past selectively to support cosmopolitan and global 

 
82 Gordon Matta-Clark Gordon Matta-Clark: works and collected writings ed. Gloria Moure (Barcelona: 
Polþigrafa; New York: D.A.P./Distributed Art Pub, 2007), 252. 
83 ‘City of Future’, Shanghai Star (July 2, 1993), p.1 quoted in Bracken, G 2014, 'The Shanghai Alleyway 
House: A Threatened Typology', Footprint, vol. 7, no. 1, p. 45. 
84 Sze Tsung Leong, "History Images” (Göttingen: Steidl, 2006), 141. 
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claims.  There has been the wide scale demolition of buildings from pre-contemporary 

times, identified in Chapter 3.  A variety of aspects distinguish this past from the 

present, demonstrating just what it is that Shanghai is not beholden to.  These aspects 

include the extent to which pre 1949 buildings are (i) an outdated, archaic form, 

irrelevant to modern needs.  (ii) an element of the past better removed, with unwanted 

associations with foreign concession times, and (iii) in a poor condition that is not 

economical to repair, or just old.  The ensuing decisions on just which aspects of the 

built fabric of the past continue to be part of future Shanghai are also considered in this 

section.   

Some isolated areas of late era laneway housing have been refurbished.  Where early era 

Shikumen style laneway housing has been rebuilt (Jianye Li being an example), the 

outward appearance has been copied, but the buildings have been rebuilt with basement 

parking and amalgamation of smaller dwellings to form larger ones.  The laneways, 

originally crucial to the formation of laneway society, are no longer the main means of 

circulation.  Entry is via the basement parking with direct access form the parking to the 

dwelling.  One way to forget the past is to turn a Jianye Li into Jianye Li reconstructed.  

The treatment of instances of this housing that maintain some sense of the old outward 

appearance but completely rework the social contact it facilitated, is a measure of the 

extent that they are considered to be of the past.  In Tiantong Lu, the residences at 847, 

at one stage considered for preservation, were demolished in 2015.  There have been 

plans to rebuild some copies, “better than the original”, in more or less the same 

location in a park setting, as an exhibit of the laneway style housing.85  It is not certain 

that this will proceed.  The 1930s buildings lining the Bund stand in contrast to the 

housing.  Their role as banks, hotels and offices in the International Concession has 

been parlayed into evidence of a claim to longstanding cosmopolitanism and financial 

power.  They demonstrate an attention to and valuing of buildings from the past. 

The first figure, of return, is implemented in a limited extent, but the examples are 

significant.  There are the limited rebuildings of housing at Jianye Li and Tiantong Lu 

(proposed) considered earlier.  Although limited, these are examples from pre-World 

War 2 times.  In comparison, there is no rebuilding of subsequent Danwei buildings.  

Examples of re-use also fall into this category.  The former Chamber of Commerce 

85 Yang Jian, “Plan for shikumen housing creates stir”, Shanghai Daily, September 11, 2012 
http://en.people.cn/90882/7944277.html 
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building (constructed in 1917) in the former International Concession was used for 

banquets and social events.  It was converted into an electronics research facility post 

war.  It has now been refurbished as the Bulgari Hotel ballroom, returning to its 

previous role. 

 

The third figure, that of re-beginning, appears in part.  There is wide scale making room 

for a new future, however this is often a future bounded by existing conceptions 

regarding urban form and architecture.  There is use of novel aspects in the forms of 

new architecture, but these are expressed predominantly within existing typologies.  The 

sometimes-extended periods between demolition and new building are not strictly the 

pause in the figure of re-beginning, as it is not a pause that enables truly new visions of 

the city to emerge.  

 

- Outdated forms 
 

Given the stated aim for the development of Shanghai, the status and survival of 

buildings regarded as archaic or non-functional is not guaranteed.  The ubiquity and 

primacy of the laneway housing form from the 1860s to the 1940s indicates a form of 

success of this typology over an extended period of time but the development of 

Shanghai from the 1990s on has seen this progressive, ongoing demolition of the form.  

 
The perception of the relation of the buildings to history is critical in decision-making to 

preserve or demolish a given type or area of building.  Whilst grander commercial and 

civic buildings from the 1930s fit easily into the cosmopolitan-yet-Chinese image, 

everyday housing and its association with concession times is less easily aligned with 

the vision of contemporary Shanghai.  If viewed as poor quality speculative housing 

produced by English landlords, with English design features incongruent with the 

Chinese lifestyle, they are less likely to survive.  If viewed as plain but well-constructed 

housing, characteristic of Shanghai, with essentially Chinese features, albeit in an 

abbreviated or abstract form, which met an urgent need for housing in a growing city 

full of refugees, there is the potential of some form of presence in Shanghai’s future.  

 
The attitude toward these buildings has altered since the early 2000s, in part due to their 

incorporation into the Xintiandi project.  This 2-block project was part of a 23-block 

redevelopment on the site of laneway housing in the former French Concession.  It is a 

mixture of refurbished and rebuilt shikumen housing and new construction that opened 
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in 2002.86  Whilst the street life of the area is not preserved, the complex has presented 

the housing in a rehabilitated form and generated popular interest in it.  Since the 

success of Xintiandi, subsequent batches of the “Lists of Outstanding Historical 

Architecture” have included increasing entries of the form.  Restored buildings are used 

in promotional tourist material.  A small laneway complex, Jing’an Villas in Nanjing Xi 

Lu, was subsequently restored.  The ground floor shops that appeared after the 

restoration in ground floor villas were closed down in 2013, preserving its character to 

the extent possible in contemporary Shanghai. 

“Lists of Outstanding Historical Architecture” provide an indication of the sort of 

buildings and the aspects of the past with which they are most strongly associated the 

image of the global Shanghai and have a continuing role as the city develops.  These 

lists have been published progressively from 1993 with the batch 5 being issued in 

March 2015.  Additionally, lists of preservation areas date back to 1993 and continue to 

be referenced in the 2040 plan and a streetscape (as opposed to building) preservation 

list was issued in 2015.  The preservation lists (issued in batches) were issued according 

to the following timetable:  

batch 1 – 1993/07 (61 buildings)87 

batch 2 – 1994/02 (175) 

batch 3 – 1999/09 (162) 

batch 4 – 2005/10 (282) 

batch 5 – 2015/03 (405) 

86 Xintiandi is discussed in detail in Ren Xuefei, “Forward to the past: Historical preservation in 
globalizing Shanghai”.  University of California International and Area Studies, 04-14-2006 available 
from http://escholarship.org/uc/item/84z0j8tv 
87  Office of Shanghai Chronicles “List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 1” 上海市第一批优
秀历史建筑名单, accessed on 22 Nov 2015, 
http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/bxzc/zsc/lsfm/lsjz/200905/t20090521_301678.htm 
List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 2” 上海市第二批优秀历史建筑名单, accessed on 22 
Nov 2015, http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/bxzc/zsc/lsfm/lsjz/200905/t20090521_301677.htm 
List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 3” 上海市第三批优秀历史建筑名单, accessed on 22 
Nov 2015, http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/bxzc/zsc/lsfm/lsjz/200905/t20090521_301676.htm  
List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 4” 上海市第四批优秀历史建筑名单, accessed on 22 
Nov 2015, http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/bxzc/zsc/lsfm/lsjz/200905/t20090521_301675.htm 
List of Outstanding Historical Architecture Batch 5” 上海市第五批优秀历史建筑名单, accessed on 22 
Nov 2015, http://www.shgtj.gov.cn/gsgg/qtgg/201509/t20150922_666291.html 
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A detailed examination of the buildings in each batch show a developing pattern of 

both overall building type and specific residence types considered worth of inclusion in 

the lists from year to year.  The later batches show an increasing proportion of entries 

for housing (encompassing the types described in detail in Chapter 2, plus apartment 

and higher rise types) however the proportion and quantity of the most characteristic old 

and new style shikumen are low.  The implication is twofold: 1.  Few of the older style 

will remain at all, and to the extent they do remain, they will remain in isolated groups 

among tower blocks in garden settings.  Even if the form remains, the laneway context 

continuity will be lost.  2. As the inner concession areas were predominately old style 

whereas the outer areas e.g. the western part of the French Concession were 

predominantly garden style, the skewing toward the later styles, by implication means 

a more comprehensive demolition in the inner areas.  Around 10% by area of the 

housing has been listed, although some of this has been demolished.  The proportion of 

each housing type listed is heavily skewed toward the later new (garden) and villa style 

housing.  The figure for shikumen housing is below 3%, equivalent to 260,000 m2 (floor 

area).  It is effectively less as this includes rebuilt and repurposed areas such as Jianye 

Li and listed areas that have been demolished.  The figures for new and garden / villa 

styles are 21% and 34% respectively. 

 

 
 
Figure 7-2: Shanghai Listed Buildings by Category 
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 Figure 7-3: Shanghai Listed Area by Housing Type 1843-1942 

Ren Xuefei identifies a changing rhetoric surrounding the place of pre 1949 buildings: 

Like the 365 Plan in the 1990s, Shanghai city government has started a new 

campaign of rehabilitating old buildings.  Old buildings and historical sites in 

Shanghai, once regarded as worthless in the frenzied development boom in the 

1990s, have been rediscovered for their economic value.  In the process, only 

those buildings and sites with a link to the city’s colonial past are selected for 

preservation.  Han Zheng, the mayor of Shanghai, delivered a new slogan in a 

speech in Aug 2004—“building new is development, preserving old is also 

development”. 88 

This has not guaranteed the retention of the listed buildings, but does signal the 

evolving evaluation of these buildings and ways the past is perceived in contemporary 

Shanghai.   

- Condition of the housing stock

88 Ren Xuefei, "Forward to the past:  Historical preservation in globalizing Shanghai”  in Breslauer 
Graduate Student Symposium, - The Right to the City and the Politics of Space, (International and Area 
Studies, University of California, Berkeley, 2006), accessed 17 Nov 2015, 
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/84z0j8tv  
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The living conditions, particularly in the earlier forms of shikumen housing are not well 

aligned with this development direction.  The earlier types were in the main built 

without sanitary services, while population increase and demand for housing had led to 

cramped living conditions.  Houses were modified to accommodate multiple families.  

Subletting became common.  By 1937, 86% of houses recorded multiple families living 

in the one house89.  Zhao Chunlan records and documents the existence of standard 

internal modifications to accommodate multiple families.90  Living space per person in 

1985 remained at 5.2m2, rising to 8.8m2 by 199791.  The condition of the housing stock 

has suffered due to its potential as a development site.  Paul French uses the term 

“cultivating slums” to describe the cessation of upkeep of  

“perfectly refurbishable buildings in Shanghai in order to eventually bulldoze 

them and clear the land for property developers.  Here’s an example of a structure, 

a residential dwelling, that until a couple of years ago was perfectly habitable and 

eminently refurbishable but has been neglected, chai-ed for a long time to 

discourage anyone for paying for its upkeep and maintenance, picked away at to 

allow in weather and rain and is now condemned.”92 

- Erasure of a unwanted aspects of a concession era past

The association of laneway housing with the concession era presence of the English, 

America and French raises the need to consider if some demolitions are the result of 

action to remove an aspect of the past better forgotten. Whilst there are Asian instances 

of demolition specifically aimed at erasing the memory or works of a colonising or 

invading power (for example, Jung Joon Lee cites the Seoul National Museum built in 

1926 during the Japanese occupation which was demolished in 1995 93), this is not the 

driving force operative in the decisions on areas to demolish in Shanghai.  In any case, 

89 Chunlan Zhao, “From shikumen to new-style”, The Journal of Architecture, Vol 9, Issue 1, 2004 
quoting ‘Report of the Housing Committee, 1936–1937’.  Municipal Gazette of The Council for the 
Foreign Settlement of Shanghai, Vol. 30, No. 1653. p. 98.  
90 Chunlan Zhao, “From shikumen to new-style” 87. 
91 Neeraj Bhatia, “The Rise of the Private: Shanghai’s Transforming Housing Typologies” Footprint 
Spring 2008. 72. 
92 Paul French, “Coming Down Alert – Tanggu Road’s ‘Japanese Colony’ Last Survivors” accessed 21 
September 2018 http://www.chinarhyming.com/2011/01/26/slum-by-intent-tanggu-roads-japanese-
colony-last-survivors/.  chai-ed refers to the painting of the character chai on a building to indicate that a 
decision has been taken to demolish it. 
93 Jung Joon Lee “The national museum as palimpsest: Postcolonial politics and the National Museum of 
Korea” in National Museums: New Studies from Around the World ed. Simon Knell, Peter Aronsson, 
Arne Bugge Amundsen (Oxford, Routledge, 2011), 377. 
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the “Lists of Outstanding Historical Architecture” contain many examples of buildings 

designed by foreign architects and constructed during the Concession eras, even if those 

lists have few instances of the earlier forms of shikumen housing.  Despite foreign links, 

those listed buildings are have now been primarily associated with the thriving 

Shanghai of the early1930s and are therefore strongly aligned with the stated 

development trajectory.  The Concession era links have been no barrier to their 

preservation. 

 
There are however varied perceptions regarding the level of involvement of Western 

architects and the extent of Western models in the development type.  Ben Wood was 

the architect of Xintiandi, the highly successful open-air high-end retail and 

entertainment complex incorporating public space, built on the site of two blocks of 

laneway housing referred to earlier.  In interview Wood talked about the attitude toward 

laneway housing in the early 2000s: "When I first came to China, I wasn’t even allowed 

to mention the fact that these buildings were designed by foreign architects.” 94  The 

attitude has changed since the early 2000s but the perception remains.  In the “Shanghai 

2035” plan, shikumen are still referred to as a hybrid form: “Shanghai’s characteristic 

morphology of shikumen lilong, a fruitful match of the Chinese and Western”95 

 
The layout in rows has invited comparison with Western terrace housing and the use of 

Western decoration, particularly on the gateways indicates some form of connection 

with the west.  The similarity is superficial.  The rows in the Shanghai lanes ware single 

loaded, rather than the double loaded terrace house arrangement used in England.  This 

permitted house orientations, entry locations and courtyard positions in keeping with the 

Chinese tradition.  The earliest examples were made up of groups of a few contiguous 

houses, a practice common in the Jiangnan and nearby Anhui areas, rather than 

extended terraces.  The longer rows, also single loaded, and eventually laneway 

networks came with the assignment of larger parcels of land to would be landlords.  It 

was an arrangement that maximized returns to the landlords, with a row of simultaneous 

construction to suit the width of the land allocation being an efficient practice.  A range 

of factors suggest that the form is essentially Chinese, reworked to suit the leasing 

system in the Concession areas and to respond to the earning potential from pressure on 
 

94 Bert de Muynck “Ben Wood: Xin Tian Di [2006]“, movingcities.org November 11, 2006, 
movingcities.org/interviews/benjamin-wood_cre/ .  Interview with Benjamin Wood. 
95 Shanghai Chengshi Zongti Guihua (2015 – 2035 Nian) [Shanghai City Planning], (Shanghai: 
Shanghaishi Renmin Zhengfu, 2018), 140.  accessed 17 January 2018, 
https://www.supdri.com/2035/public/ebook06/   
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housing due to the influx of residents seeking the safety of Shanghai.  The form 

maintained a fundamental connection with the key characteristics of traditional 

Jiangnan housing form in spite of the suggestiveness of the combination of extended 

row layout and involvement of English landlords.  The zero setback street walls on the 

entry (south) side, orientation, courtyards, relation of interior to exterior were all 

features present in local traditional sanheyuan housing and absent in English terrace 

housing.  The structural system used the traditional Chinese timber frame (later 

concrete) with infill walls, rather than load bearing walls and were built using 

traditional construction methods.  In early Concession times of examples of the form 

appeared in the Chinese city (Nanshi)96 independent of any western involvement and 

there was continuing adoption of the form in the Chinese city as it spread beyond the 

original walled city.   

The construction of early examples was managed and in some cases rebuilt by 

compradors, Chinese agents for the Western landlords, using local builders and 

construction methods.  Later large-scale developments did however had the 

involvement of Western architects, for example, the architect designed Siwen Li, 1916, 

and the later Bugao Li (also known as Cite Bourgogne), built in 1930 in the French 

concession comprised 81 residences, with a total floor area of 10,004 m2.  By then, the 

typology was well established and the architectural drawings did not diverge from 

type.97 

- Shanghai summary

The extent that this demolition has been driven by perceptions of Shanghai’s laneway 

housing as past, i.e. outdated, dilapidated, and with unwanted associations, situates it as 

a past that Shanghai no longer wants to be beholden to except for limited cases where it 

can be presented as the return of a cosmopolitan and global past. 

Within the overall development imperative of Shanghai, the decisions on just which 

buildings from the last 150 years will remain has depended on how the relation of those 

96 “Shanghai zhuzhai jianshi zhi”上海住宅建设志 [Record of Shanghai Housing Construction],  Office of 
Shanghai Chronicles, accessed 28 February 2016, 
http://www.shtong.gov.cn/node2/node2245/node75091/node75094/index.html. This lists shikumen 
construction in the Chinese city dated 1876. 
97 Zhu Xiao Ming and Zhu Dong Hai, Bogendi (Cite Bourgogne) (Beijing, Zhongguo Jianzhu Gong Ye 
Chubanshe, 2012), 24,30 
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buildings to history is perceived and valued.  For the majority of residential buildings, 

the economics favour the construction of high-rise residential over refurbishment, 

though there is a small but significant market for refurbished boutique residential or 

conversions to commercial where there is a perception that these belong to a part of 

Shanghai’s past that should be carried into it future, and are valued accordingly.  Their 

existence, even at this small scale, is the result of a negotiation of the sometimes-

conflicting claims of development, attitudes toward the Concession era involvement of 

western countries and economics of small-scale buildings in contemporary Shanghai.  

There may be more refurbishment and reconstruction if economic factors allowed. 

 

8. The Shanghai Situation and the Perth Situation 
 

Chapter 5 highlighted the difference between the demolition of neighbourhoods in 

Shanghai and the demolition of individual buildings in stable fabric, with reference to 

cases in Perth.  In Shanghai, demolition is occurring in the context of a reinvention of 

an area and a rhetoric of nation building, whereas in Perth the changes are associated 

with generalised notions of economic prosperity and business as usual, while still 

having the characteristics or one or the other of Auge’s figures (or pathological 

variants).   

 

Sites in both cities demonstrate the collection of transitions that progressively remove 

the specificity and character of buildings or neighbourhoods undergoing demolition 

prior to the eventual disappearance.  While the architecture and recycling strategies for 

example differ between the cities, their effect on the progress and qualities of 

demolition is recognisable in both cases.  Due to the scale and ubiquity of demolition in 

Shanghai, and the proximity of everyday life to demolition activities there, the exposure 

of the Shanghai population to demolition activities is far greater than in Perth and 

consequently so is Shanghai people’s familiarity with the partial and ephemeral 

qualities of the demolition site.  

 

Aside from the issue of the extent of demolition, some of the cultural constructions 

considered in the earlier section of this chapter play out differently in the development 

environment of Shanghai compared to Perth.   

 
Denison and Ren identify historical attitudes in China toward design, innovation, 
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permanence and authentic fabric.  "the mark of great architecture was not to innovate, 

but to match the distinction of the past.”98  Continuity through time was achieved by 

continuing to construct new buildings in accordance with the past patterns, not by 

keeping any individual building.  This perspective also affected the weight given to 

authentic or original fabric.   A new building within the parameters of the standard 

design was authentic.  The timber that it was composed of was irrelevant.  Continuity 

achieved by new construction to the old pattern dominated innovation.  

 

Denison and Ren describe the development of Chinese modernism in the first half of the 

20th Century, noting that it created a break with tradition that continued post 1949.99  

Despite the response in China to overseas modernism and introduction of new tools and 

technologies, architecture still shows the influence of some of the traditional values.  

Examples in this thesis of the Jing’an temple rebuilding, Jianye Li, Xintiandi and 

Tiantong Lu all still prioritise rebuilding to traditional models over authentic fabric.   

 
Chinese architects and scholars speak of attitudes toward buildings that impact not just 

on architecture but on demolition.   Chinese architect Ma Qingyun presents a Chinese 

view of architecture as essentially ephemeral. 

 

we do not have a sense of permanence in the constructed world. Everything is in 

permanent transformation, everything is flexible and in liquid form.  In the past, 

when a new emperor took power to found a new dynasty, he would burn all the 

palaces of his predecessor.  Buildings are not to last, but are representational of a 

given power, and are not expected to outlast it. […] in China, architecture is not a 

permanent phenomenon. But in China, we all know that any new building is not 

long for this world, and so must fulfil an instantaneous role, and resolve an 

immediate problem.100  

 

In this environment, extensive demolition is not the exception, but expected.  

Development of the cities has proceeded largely in accordance with this view.  Li 

Xiangning suggests the general approach has encompassed “Five Points for New 

Chinese Architecture”, being “Novelty, Monumentality, Bigness, Swiftness and 

 
98 Edward Denison and Guang Yu Ren "Modernism in China”, (Chichester: John Wiley, 2008), 20 
99 Denison and Ren "Modernism in China”, 309 
100 Stephen Wright, " "A City without Leftovers": A Conversation with Ma Qingyun," Parachute: 
Contemporary Art Magazine, no. 114 (2004): 74. 
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Cheapness”.101 This pursuit, particularly of novelty, demonstrates an implementation of 

the second of Augé’s figures. 

 

Adherence to the Five Points for New Chinese Architecture” is not universal, and there 

is not a single Shanghai or Perth perspective..  There are also voices which express 

dismay over the loss of history, tradition and quality architecture.  Writing on the loss of 

traditional village architecture in the Fuyang area, Wang Shu observes, “The 

architectural wisdom accumulated in the history of 1,000 years is disappearing 

rapidly.”102  

 

In Shanghai, the concerns centre on a generalised sense of loss of historical fabric rather 

than concerns over the loss of particular buildings.  In Perth, single building demolitions 

(or preservations) can be notorious, with strongly held opposing views.  

 

 

9. Non-Demolition, Heritage and the Ordinary Building 
 

Even with the problem of unknowability, much of the past is valued as past and not sent 

to oblivion, because it is seen as somehow authentic and crucial to identity formation.  

The past is often associated with the construction of identity, as with the Stadtschloss 

earlier in this Chapter.  This identity also underlies the Critical Regionalism approach to 

architecture.103  Forster’s warning regarding the alignments with the Kunstwollen is apt.  

It is not just the perceptions of the past that are determined in the present, it is that those 

aspects of the past that align with the identity a city wants for itself in the present that 

are selected from the pasts and are carried forward into the future for identity formation.  

Decisions to consign to oblivion by demolition are governed in part by the role different 

aspects of the past are seen to be able to play in the construction of a favoured identity.  

The rehabilitation or reconstruction of sites of historical events is part of this identity 

construction.  That Shanghai’s Sihang Warehouse, the site of intense fighting in the 
 

101 Li Xiangning, "'Make-the-Most-of-It' Architecture," City 12, no. 2 (2008):232 
102 Lu Wenyu, Wang Shu, "Rengeneration of Wencun Village , Fuyang, China," Domus 1009 (2017): 54 
103 Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre Times of Creative Destruction: shaping buildings and cities in 
the late C20th.  (New York: Routledge, 2018), 123. 
The concept of Critical Regionalism as developed by Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre is “an 
approach to culture and planning in general, and to architecture in particular, that gives equal weight, if 
not preference, to the promotion and protection of ecological, social and intellectual singularity and 
diversity of regions” as a means or identity formation and resistance to globalizing effects of modernism 
and postmodernism.   
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Sino-Japanese war in 1937, and Nanjing’s Comfort Women House, have recently been 

restored, not demolished, when all around them is, indicate a position taken regarding 

the past and identity.   

 

Re-use is a common heritage strategy to retain older fabric, but this contains its own 

form of destruction.  Katya Knyazeva recounts a discussion regarding re-use of the 

empty but not demolished Siwen Li 

 

Here is a little Q&A I did for a graduate student of interior design working on the 

adaptation and reuse of a recently vacated shikumen neighborhood. [...] 

 

Which kind of new functions do you image for this particular neighbourhood now 

that is abandoned? 

 

This hardly matters. It is a tragedy to see a large residential community destroyed, 

and I do not wish to dance on its grave.104 

 

The compromised ability to grasp a ‘real’ past in itself is not a reason to demolish (or 

keep), but requires a recognition that decisions to keep or demolish pre-contemporary 

parts of the city can’t be justified on the basis of some false sense of authenticity or 

return.  Justifications for decisions are constructed from qualities of the past that are 

acceptable in the present.  What does exist though is a building of some age with some 

sort of present day use – sometimes actively used and valued, sometimes appearing 

irrelevant to present day concerns.  It carries some sense of its past; the older the object, 

the more that this sense is a construction of the present.  It is naturalised into the 

present.  It is to this object to which decisions to demolish are applied.  In some cases, 

rather than demolition, the consideration of this object leads to an interest in some form 

of restoration, re-use and continuation.  Ruins then are past objects where this 

naturalisation has failed but no replacement has been commissioned.   

 

The vast majority of buildings not demolished in any given decade do not have any 

form of heritage protection.  They are the mass of typical building stock, unremarkable, 

though not without merit.  Apart from exceptional cases, such as Shanghai over the last 

 
104 Katya Knyazeva, “Q&A on the reuse of lane neighborhoods”, Shanghai history and architecture, 
April 2 2019, https://avezink.livejournal.com/138657.html. 
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two decades, lack of heritage listing does not bring a certainty of demolition.  Buildings 

happily exist until they encounter or fall into the category of one of these figures of 

demolition.  The figures themselves do not directly address heritage value.  The 

rebuilding of the older past in Augé’s first figure is far from the accepted heritage 

practices in the West, particularly the treatment of conservation and authentic fabric as 

outlined in the Venice Charter.105  The figures are concerned with reasons for going, not 

with reasons for staying – among them heritage value.  They do suggest that an honest 

clarity is required in considering the ability and desirability of preservation to protect 

the past and what it is of the past that is actually protected and perpetuated.  The 

narratives of identity surrounding both demolition and preservation can be both 

contentious and changeable. 

 

10. Conclusion 
 

The figures of oblivion, considered collectively, point to a complex relationship of the 

past and present.  There is no sense of a continuous thread of progress here.  Older 

buildings are demolished, not always to be replaced by something bigger and better.  

Some demolitions allow a re-emergence of an earlier past.  Ruins, particularly recent 

industrial ruins and associated housing, are demolished to remove reminders that 

previous ideas of progress have proven to be empty promises.  

 

For changes to the already build parts of the city, urban design is not simply a matter of 

making space, but requires an attention to the specificity of what is to be demolished 

and why.  Demolition has a constitutive role in forming the physical city and needs to 

proceed as a considered pruning, guided by an understanding of how the past will (or 

won’t) relate to the changing city.  The city is shaped as much by the choices made on 

what to take away as decisions on what is built, shaped by the decisions on what we no 

longer want to be there.   

 

To return to the question posed at the start of this chapter regarding how to bring the 

past into relation with the present, it is then by judicious decisions on what to keep and 

 
105 2nd International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic Monuments, Venice, 1964 Piero 
Gazzola et al. International Charter For The Conservation And Restoration Of Monuments And Sites  
(The Venice Charter 1964), (1964), https://www.icomos.org/charters/venice_e.pdf 
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what not to keep:  It will be a mediated past.  It must not overwhelm the present, not be 

viewed as pre- or an earlier or even completed stage, and it must not act to constrain the 

vision of the future, rather foster imagination and creativity in forming the future. 

 

To conclude, the two queries “What should we protect?” and “What do we demolish” 

becomes a question regarding the qualities of the building and its associations in 

relation to some set criteria in the first case.  Moreover they direct us to the deeper 

question of the complex relation of the present with the past and future in the second 

case. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The understanding of the qualities, and effects of demolition is able to inform decisions 

to retain or demolish, refining the use of demolition as a tool in the reinvention of cities 

and provide an understanding of post-demolition effects on the city and its inhabitants.  

The body of this chapter will address a specific aspect of this reinvention; architectural 

responses to demolition, specifically, how the sensibility of the demolition site 

resurfaces in the rebuilt areas.   

 

2. Re-appearance of the Demolition Site in New Construction in China  
 

Chapter 3 questioned whether aspects of the urban fabric might persist or leave some 

form of trace after large-scale demolition and the ‘tabula rasa’ that appears to follow.  In 

the study area in Shanghai, this kind of demolition was found to destroy the built 

repositories of the past that incorporated history into urban morphology.  After this 

demolition, the city is no longer the archive it once was.  This Chapter considers how 

subsequent architectural design is affected by, and responds to, the fact of the 

demolition.  Here, the focus moves from persistence of typo-morphological aspects of 

the urban fabric, to aspects of persistence of the demolition itself and how it acts as a 

record both of the previous buildings and of the demolition.  The Chapter will largely 

draw on instances in the Shanghai area.  Three contextual aspects are particularly 

important for understanding the nature of this architecture, namely:  the prominence of 

demolition over the last twenty years, the search for a Chinese architecture in a 

modernising environment, and precedents for representing loss, absence and 

ruination.  The chapter considers these in detail as contextual elements and influences 

on architectural expression. 

 

The very ubiquity and characteristics of the large-scale demolition invites a response.  

Responses to disrupted, unstable and disorderly urban conditions are not without 

precedent.  In the late 1980s, Liane Lefaivre identified a trend in Western architecture 

she called “Dirty Realism”.  This movement was itself a reprise to the contextualism of 

the 1960s where  

 

 first, they used the language of architecture to challenge the stylistic and social 

bulldozing carried out by the dominant architectural trend of the time, postwar 
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modernism; second, they challenged the values embodied in urban renewal 

schemes that rendered a few people richer but left the cities environmentally 

impoverished.1.   

 

The response of “Dirty Realism” however was to the wasteland rather than the failure of 

modernism.  Liane Lefaivre writes how “these architects of the late 1980s appeared to 

be “learning" from the frayed, abandoned, once-thriving industrial edges of cities and 

their ransacked centres."2 Mateo attempts to define the characteristics of production 

under the heading of Dirty Realism, concluding:  “The will to retrieve from amongst the 

vulgarity, day-to-dayness, and dirt produced by contemporary civilisation the conditions 

for a new project in opposition to the post-modern rhetoric that made nostalgia the place 

in which to seek refuge from contemporary desolation.“3  This was both an 

acknowledgement of desolation and determination to face it.  The architecture 

represented the contemporary condition that surrounded the inhabitants, creating a sense 

that it was the familiar being dealt with.  The architecture also attempted to retrieve 

something from it.  Currently in China there is some “learning” from the urban 

situation.  This is expressed in materials, methods and aesthetics.   

 

It is not solely the scale and content of the demolition as a significant proportion of the 

lived urban experience that invites a response.  The nature of the demolition event has 

an exceptional presence that differs from that of stable ‘whole’ fabric.  Writing on the 

appearance of firewalls, exposed by wartime destruction of housing, Wim Wenders 

notes  

 

the 'broken' buries itself deeper into memory than the 'whole'.  The 'broken' has a 

kind of brittle surface which one's memory can grab hold of.  On the clean surface 

of the 'whole', memory slips away.  Somehow a city is defined by its latent impact 

on one's memory, and there are places where you are given nothing to remember. 

4  
 

 
1 Liane Lefaivre, "Dirty Realism in European Architecture Today：Making the Stone Stony" Design 
Book Review 1989, no. 17 (Winter) (1989): 17. 
2 Lefaivre, "Dirty Realism in European Architecture Today： Making the Stone Stony", 18. 
3 Josep Lluis Mateo, “Realidad y proyecto = Reality and project”, Quaderns d'aquitectura i urbanisme, 
177, 1988: 16. 
4 Wim Wenders and Hans Kollhof, “La Ciuta. Conversa entre Wim Wenders i Hans Kollhof - The City a 
Conversation between Wim Wenders and Hans Kollhoff “, Quaderns d'aquitectura i urbanisme, 177: 74. 
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In contemporary urban development replacing existing fabric, this invitation to respond 

to the demolition and loss of accumulated history, and retrieve something from it, is 

often not pursued.  The focus is on advancing the presence of the new global 

city.  There are however the instances of responses from artists, and to a lesser extent, 

from architects. 

 

The architectural responses vary; from nostalgic reconstructions and adoptions of the 

aesthetics of the demolition site as a styling, to deeper responses that attempt to retrieve 

from the debris of demolition, the conditions for a new project that Mateo describes.  

This retrieval attempt is understood, not as the adoption and outcome of a postmodern 

or deconstructivist position regarding design, but as a response arising from the scale 

and ubiquity of a particular landscape and aesthetic of demolition in the streets of 

modern China.   

 

 
 

Figure 8-1:  Ningbo Museum from the south-east, 2016 

 

The use of spolia from demolition is well established, particularly in the work of Wang 

Shu.  His 2008 Ningbo Museum is widely regarded an outstanding piece of architecture 

that utilises local spolia and traditional construction methods to produce a building that 

is also completely a work of modern China.  Describing its appearance from a distance, 

Wang Shu talks of a disordered pile of bricks in an empty space5.  It is apt that he uses 

the imagery associated with the demolition site in his description — the area was 

previously occupied by villages on the outskirts on Ningbo that were demolished as the 
 

5 Wang Shu, Zao Fangzi  [Building a House], 1 ed. (Changsha: Hunan Meishu Chubanshe, 2016), 45. 
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city expanded.  The bricks and tiles from these demolished villages form a large part of 

the external walls of the museum.   

 
Use of spolia is the clearest and most immediately obvious reference to demolished 

buildings in new architecture, but there are a wide range of responses beyond reuse of 

materials.  The examples considered in the following sections exhibit responses to the 

characteristics of the demolition itself.  Some address the fragmentary, remnant and 

partial aspects of demolition.  This is conveyed formally and in the aesthetic qualities of 

buildings, drawing on the fragmentation and aesthetics of the demolition site.  It is 

expressed by elements as fragments removed from their context, broken edges, the 

appearance of buildings in section, and in selection and patterning of spolia that are 

used in construction.  Parallels exist between the siting and appearance of buildings and 

the characteristics of the demolition site in the cities and villages of China and siting in 

what can be read as fields of rubble.  Others responses again are literal reconstructions 

of demolitions, often as a style rather than as an attempt to reclaim something from the 

loss of the building.   

 

The best of responses exhibit the ability to provide a form of persistence, not of the 

previous architecture, but of the removal itself.  In doing so, they perpetuate the urban 

imaginary of Chinese cities which for two decades has included the demolition site.  

They re-establish a relation with the past, including the ordinary past, while avoiding 

nostalgic recreations and form a genuine contribution to contemporary Chinese 

architecture 

 

3. Context 
 

Prior to undertaking a detailed examination of architecture that recognises or 

acknowledges the changing urban context, and incorporates recent events, the context 

itself needs to be considered in some detail.  The discourse on the contemporary 

Chinese city has centred on the contents of the new city and the nature of what has been 

lost.  The actual process of removal and transition however has a claim to a place in the 

understanding of the situation of the city on the basis of its scale, characteristics, and its 

ubiquity.  Equally, there has been much theorising of just how the past city may persist 

in the new, however the incorporation of the event of the demolition is less well 

understood. 
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Three contextual aspects are considered in this section: (i) the landscape of demolition, 

prominent over the last twenty years, (ii) the search for a Chinese architecture in a 

modernising environment and (iii) precedents for representing loss, absence and 

ruination.  The prominence of demolition provides a pervasive urban context, history 

and aesthetics.  The modernising environment provides an architectural and economic 

framework.  The precedents for representing loss, absence and ruination provide 

recognised representational architectural precedents and an interpretive framework. 

- A landscape of demolition 

Over the last twenty years, the Shanghai streetscape has been dominated by new 

construction, demolition and the intervening tabula rasa described in earlier chapters.  

The pattern of demolition identified in the Suzhou Creek north study area, where 150 

metre by 150 metre blocks were cleared as a single large-scale demolition, at times 

creating streetscapes formed of demolition sites several hundred metres long, is not 

unique to that area.  It is repeated with some variations in Shanghai in the former 

International Concession area, the former French Concession area (particularly the 

eastern part) and increasingly in the Old City (Nanshi) and areas adjoining areas of the 

old Chinese city.  It is repeated in other Chinese cities.   

 

 
 

Figure 8-2:  Demolition Suzhou Creek north, Shanghai 2014 
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Figure 8-3:  Demolition site, Changping Lu, Shanghai 2016 

 

The demolition site introduces a fragmentary aesthetic into the streetscape at large and 

small scales.  At large scale the wholeness of the buildings is successively broken down 

while the broken parts of the whole accumulate on the ground.  There is a sense of 

incompleteness as buildings appear in section.  Complete rows of buildings become 

interrupted, with the cut plane visible.  At the small scale, the progressive uncovering 

that takes place during the demolition process exposes building elements that were 

hidden from view and were not designed to be exposed to the public gaze.  Party walls 

that were roughly constructed, often incorporating unmatched bricks with patterning 

governed by whatever bricks were most readily available as the wall construction 

progressed are exposed to view.  This landscape introduced to the consciousness of the 

inhabitants of the city an aesthetic of the fragmentary and the disordered and 

importantly, associated it with the demolition process. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 4, there is a point at which the demolition becomes generic and 

loses its relationship to the specifics of the pre demolition state.  This loss of identity 

that occurs deep into the demolition process can be viewed as a key point at which the 

physical presence of a specific building is effectively gone from the streetscape.  It does 

however open up the possibility that a subsequent generic reference can be interpreted 

as referring to any number of specific now-demolished buildings.  Andreas Schönle 

describes the operation of ruins which have decayed to their generic state and identifies 

the impact on the viewer:  "Ruins are remarkable precisely because they evoke layers of 

the past without ever pretending to represent any of them with any degree of 
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verisimilitude.” 6 The viewer can then complete the picture.  “By relying on a gazing 

subject, they demand the work of the imagination."7 

- Modernising China 

Architecture in China takes place in an environment where China is rapidly 

modernising and establishing globally significant cities.  The buildings are designed 

with a consciousness that the technology and design values of the architecture are 

judged against international norms and criteria.  The quest to also create Chinese 

architecture that somehow references some traditional cultural and historical aspects, or 

even to determine what it might be is far from concluded. The sort of architecture that 

should form a modern Chinese city with a global presence remains an open question.  

 

The descriptions of development environment in the previous chapter included Ma 

Qingyun’s depiction of architecture as impermanent, and Li Xiangning’s identification 

of approaches encompassing include novelty and bigness among other characteristics.  

They also included efforts to resist the loss of history and tradition in architecture.  

Amid this, there is a growing list of examples of architecture that represent strongly 

local aspects, though without specifically referencing demolition - Neri and Hu's 

shikumen conversion in Shanghai, Li Xiaodong's Liyuan Library at Jiaojiehe, Wang 

Shu and Li Wenyu's works generally among others.  These illustrate the possibility of 

recognising specific past events in new buildings with contemporary programs without 

being imitative.   

- Precedents for representing loss, absence and destruction 

Preceding and concurrent with the demolitions although not directly connected, are 

architectures of loss and absence, often associated with the construction of memorials 

and museums associated with instances of war, disasters and destruction.  Three 

examples are considered here.  The Memorial Hall of the Victims in Nanjing Massacre, 

designed by Qi Kang was originally constructed in 1985 and extended in 1995 and 

2014.  In 2006, the remains of a Song Dynasty storehouse adjacent to the Drum Tower 

in Ningbo were interpreted.   More recently, the Sihang warehouse in Shanghai on the 

northern bank of Suzhou Creek just outside the International Concession area, which 
 

6 Andreas Schönle, "Ruins and History: Observations on Russian Approaches to Destruction and Decay," 
Slavic Review 65, no. 4 (2006): 649. 
7 Schönle, "Ruins and History: Observations on Russian Approaches to Destruction and Decay: 649. 
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was the site in 1937 of one of the fiercest battles against the Japanese occupation of 

Shanghai, has been restored and from 2015 has operated as a museum commemorating 

the battle.8  The three incorporate elements of symbolism associated with loss, absence 

and destruction and establish precedents for their representation in architecture.   

 

 
 

Figure 8-4:  The Memorial Hall of the Victims in Nanjing Massacre 2017 

 

A prominent aspect is the use of a field of pebbles or cobblestones, often  luanshi - 

literally egg shaped or eluanshi, goose egg shaped stones to represent loss, absence or 

devastation.  The use of this architectural language in memorial sites creates the 

precedent for representing these meanings.  These stones are a feature at the Nanjing 

Memorial Hall and the later Ningbo Song Dynasty storehouse interpretation.  Architect 

Qi Kang described the Nanjing Memorial Hall design  “In designing the Memorial full 

of monumental meaning, the architect intended to emphasise the atmosphere of the 

tragedy. [...] with a sharp contrast between the grey cobble paved ground and the green 

lawn which means life vs death, peace vs war." 9  On the re-opening in 2014 after 

extensions, the People’s Daily reported “As far as the eye can see there are stones, a few 

withered trees, low dead grass, filled with a sort of bleak feeling devoid of life 

symbolising death”10 Lai Delin describes the solitary and parched qualities as being  

 
8 There is no suggestion that the events of 1937 should be compared to any demolitions.  The reference is 
to architectural strategies associated with representing destruction and remembrance. 
9 Qi Kang, Jinian de Ningsi  [Condensation in Memorial Thought], 1 ed. (Zhongguo jianzhu gongye 
chubanshe, 1996), 36. 
10 Shen Lin, "Wei heping, zhengyi er ji” 为和平正义而祭 [for Peace, Justice and Sacrifice], Renmin 
Ribao, 2014 nian12 yue 13 ri. 
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“classical representation of a ruined scene “11 

 

 
 

Figure 8-5:  Remains of Song Dynasty Storehouse, Ningbo 2017 

 

The use of this architectural language in memorial sites forms a precedent and 

establishes its meaning for its use.  This occurs in a different manner in the preserved / 

recreated architecture of destruction at the Sihang warehouse.  The warehouse, badly 

damaged in the Sino-Japanese War in 1937, has been restored, including the re-creation 

of artillery damage to the west wall, characterised by irregular openings indicating the 

damage from the shelling.  The irregular openings not only attempt to reproduce the 

damage of armed conflict but they also bring that imagery of ruination into the modern 

city, in a manner that will have a permanence that will outlast the demolition of the 

surrounding Concession Era houses.  This is not only a temporal extension of the 

aesthetic of the demolition but a link to the ruin and the picturesque.  The whole western 

wall presents an aesthetic of the broken and the fragments with broken render and 

random patches of damage.  In contrast, the main street front to the south has been fully 

restored to present the prosperous bank warehouse facade from the pre-1937 period.  

This is a recent restoration and recognition of the role in the events of 1937 after having 

undergone various alterations and serving as a stationery warehouse for many years.12  

 
 

11 Lai Delin , "Cong xiandai jianzhu ”huayi” huayu de fazhan kan Wang Shu jianzhu ［The Architecture 

of Wang Shu in the Discourse of the Picturesque］ Jianzhu Xuebao [Architectural Journal] 2013, no. 04 
(2013): 089. 
12 Lü Pan, "The Invisible Turn to the Future: Commemorative Culture in Contemporary Shanghai," 
Culture Unbound 4, no. Theme 1 (2012):133-136.  This was written prior to the creation of the museum. 
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Figure 8-6:  Sihang Warehouse Museum, Shanghai 2016 

 

Whilst China does not have the same history of appreciating ruins as the west, there are 

notable preserved examples, typically with particular historical connotations, such as 

the New Summer Palace in Beijing.  There is a connection between nature and the 

picturesque, but also between the ruin, irregularity and the picturesque.  Lü Pan 

identifies that the “reversibility between human design and natural formation is a tell-

tale sign of the picturesque, an aesthetic paradigm that celebrates roughness, 

irregularity, and variety."13  When appearing in stylised form in architecture, the natural 

as picturesque may also be read as the ruinous, and vice versa.  This sense of the ruin, 

when the ostensibly natural forms part of architecture in an urban setting, is apparent in 

some of the examples considered later in this chapter. 

 

The overall context for contemporary architecture in China is therefore is one where 

there has been the omnipresence of the demolition site, a series of precedents for 

representing absence and destruction in memorial architecture and a development 

environment where the old is considered disposable, but no one clear approach to 

having some form of persistence or continuation.  This influences of these contexts on 

architectural responses is multiple and to some extent synergistic.  It is within this 

context some of the recent architecture will now be considered in more detail. 

 

 
13 Andreas Schönle, Architecture of Oblivion: Ruins and Historical Consciousness in Modern Russia  
(DeKalb, Ill. : Northern Illinois University Press, 2011), 75. 
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4. Reappearances of Destruction 
 

This section analyses responses to the scope and subject of the demolition, and the 

extent the response are able to can retrieve something from it that could for the basis of 

the new project referred to by Lefaivre and Mateo.  Some consideration should first be 

given as to why it is necessary to retrieve rather than preserve or rebuild the 

irretrievably dilapidated.  The issues faced in preserving pre-1949 architecture in China, 

or how that architecture might persist, are multiple.  Many of the buildings, particularly 

the mass of housing, suffer from the practical issues of design life of the original 

construction, level of maintenance and degree of dilapidation.  More significantly, there 

are the issues of irrelevance to modern programs and lifestyles, feasibility of reuse and 

changes in technology, transport and communication that mean that the original lifestyle 

suited to the traditional architecture no longer exists.  Any preservation of physical 

fabric is just that — the lived characteristics are no longer there.  The Ise solution is not 

applicable here.  Ben Wood, architect of the Xintiandi project in Shanghai describes the 

situation as:" Had I been a preservationist this project would have turned into a 

museum. So whenever I thought something should be new, I tore down some buildings 

to make room, and put a lot of windows in where there weren’t any." 14  

 

Simply building nostalgic reconstructions is not able to capture the past.  The intention 

to rebuild 847 Tiantong Lu “better than before” (Chapter 7) is a less successful retrieval 

of the past then the strategy applied to the new Ningbo Museum that will be considered 

in this section.  Persistence of the past is not Old Streets and other nostalgia driven 

projects, nor in creative hubs and galleries in former factories and warehouses.  There is 

however the possibility it could be captured for the contemporary city by some sort of 

retrieval.   

 

There have been many responses to the scope and subject of the demolition in the arts.  

Works of painting, sculpture, film and photography all have responded to this 

environment of demolition.  These works have often contested the process or offered a 

critique.  Architects have likewise responded.  There are responses that are related to the 

"landscape" of demolition that has dominated the cities of China for the last twenty 

years that exhibit aspects of the aesthetics of the demolition site:  brokenness, fragments 
 

14 Bert de Muynck “Ben Wood: Xin Tian Di [2006]“, movingcities.org November 11, 2006, 
movingcities.org/interviews/benjamin-wood_cre/ .  Interview with Benjamin Wood. 
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and arrested states of demolition.  There have also been instances of reappearance and 

preservation of traces of traditional forms, materials, and methods.  Instances discussed 

here are generally from the Shanghai area, extending to Ningbo and Nanjing.  Examples 

from other areas where the past demolition is recognised in new construction are also 

considered where they provide additional illumination. 

- Spolia and associated construction methods 

Use of spolia is the clearest and most immediately obvious reference to demolished 

buildings in new architecture.  In the long Western history of use of spolia, there have 

been a variety of motivating factors.  They have been used as trophies, to demonstrate 

victory over an enemy where stones from despoiled buildings are used by the victors.  

In other cases, they are used to claim a connection to antiquity, continuation and 

connection to a previous building on the site, or mere expedience.  More recently, they 

signal attention to sustainability and recycling.  Rebuilding after the 1968 earthquake in 

Sicily that destroyed Gibellina utilised spolia in the rebuilding of the city to provide 

some continuation of the destroyed city.  Chinese examples are more limited, in part 

due to the prevalence of timber construction.  Cases of spolia being used for expediency 

were demonstrated in the wapan construction method once prevalent in the Jiangnan 

area, the coastal area south of the Yangtze River, but still with some extant examples, 

where bricks and tiles from walls destroyed by typhoons are piled up in a random 

pattern, dependent on availability, to construct new walls.  In China, some 

contemporary examples that follow deliberately acknowledge and make a feature of the 

provenance of the spolia.  Other examples acknowledge it in passing.  These maintain 

the character as recycled material, at times combining the old material with references 

to traditional forms.  Yet others use spolia for reasons of cost and sustainability without 

any particular reference to their provenance.  Here, the connection to the fact that they 

were once part of a previous building that is no longer extant is not strongly 

communicated.   

 

It is in the Ningbo Museum that the most clearly expressed use of local material from 

the demolition site reappears in the finished building.  The materials are used in a way 

that emphasises its properties as demolition spolia, where they are incorporated using an 

adapted implementation of the local traditional wapan construction method, 

characterised by the use of whatever mixture of materials were at hand. On occasion in 

wapan construction, there is evidence of an attempt to select matching materials so that 
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the walls could be built with formal patterning, otherwise there is a variegated mixture 

of component pieces without a regular pattern of shape or colour.  On occasion the 

completed wall was rendered so that the fragmentary disordered nature was no longer 

evident.  Its adoption as the basis of a construction method on the Ningbo Museum and 

other projects in the Jiangnan area has dual aspects of reviving a traditional construction 

method that is also a method able to utilise the materials created by the demolition of 

the villages.  It is also a method born in destruction. 

 

The use of wapan construction at the scale of the museum required modifications to the 

method to enable it to be used at the scale of a 24m high museum building rather than at 

domestic scale.  The height limit of traditionally constructed walls is around 3m.  To 

attain the greater height the wapan wall is supported by a series of concealed in-situ 

concrete beams, the wall itself acting as a rainscreen with a concrete wall as internal 

skin, thus the Museum wall has aspects of the appearance of the traditional wall, but not 

its construction method in its entirety, or its scale. 15 The wall appears in the museum 

project as an oversized example of the traditional small-scale wall.  This presented a 

significant challenge to the architect and represents a high level of commitment to use 

of the traditional method.  David Fleming assesses the effect of the approach taken at 

the Ningbo Museum as:  

 

the symbolic signs and stone enunciations necessarily gather new meanings once 

they become arranged within Wang’s waping (sic) ‘eye of chai’ assemblage, 

which forces thought to encounter the virtual presence of the now absent buildings 

and neighbourhoods of which they were all once a key part. [...] The sense of the 

building extending into time is further invoked by the artistic enfolding or in-

folding of other temporal durations and indices of time.16  

 

 Fleming identifies here the effect of the multiple references to past materials, methods 

and appearance in this building. 

While the Ningbo Museum and Wang Shu's Zhejiang University Xiangshan Arts 

 
15 Wang Shu , "Ziran xingtai de xushushi yu jihe” [the Narration and Geometry of Natural Appearance]," 
Shidai Jianzhu Time + Architecture 2009, no. 3 (2009). 
16 David H. Fleming, "The Architectural Cinematicity of Wang Shu and the Architectonic Cinema of Jia 
Zhangke: Diagrammatically Decomposing the ‘Main Melody’ in Monu-Mental Assemblage Art," Journal 
of Urban Cultural Studies 3, no. 1 (2016).: 45. For “waping” (sic) read “wapan”. “Chai” 拆 here 
translates as demolition.  The character is commonly seen painted on buildings scheduled for demolition. 
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Campus in Hangzhou match the spolia with traditional construction techniques, other 

examples of reuse utilise modern or characterless methods of construction.  

Archi-Union Architects 2016 Chi She gallery in Shanghai's West Bund district features 

recycled bricks laid by robot in the new main entrance wall, perforated and deformed 

from the vertical and planar.  The architect’s aim has been to preserve aspects of 

dilapidation and culture in the robotically constructed wall.  The Architects write: "The 

dilapidation of these old bricks, coordinated with the stretched display of the curving 

walls, are narrating a connection between people and bricks, machines and construction, 

design and culture,"17 The refurbished industrial building is topped by a tiled roof 

configured to recall, in a distorted manner, the material and dormer roof form of the 

concession era laneway housing.  Tonjiang Primary School in Jiangxi province, by 

Architects Joshua Bolchover - John Lin, also uses recycled bricks but in this case, the 

bricks represent an inexpensive building material for a sustainably designed building 

rather than presenting as a demolished material.  

Figure 8-7:  Chi She Gallery, Shanghai 2017 

It is however not simply the use of spolia alone that is the key determinant of the nature 

of the new buildings that utilise the recycled materials in its construction.  The 

connection of wapan walls of the Ningbo Museum to the demolished villages extends 

beyond material and method.  The patterning of the bricks and tiles in the wall does not 

follow any form of regular bond or arrangements of colours, rather brick and tile types 

17 "Chi She / Archi-Union Architects," Archdaily, last modified 17 October 2016, 
http://www.archdaily.com/797505/chi-she-archi-union-architects. 
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are grouped to form patches of colours with irregular edges, as if batches of similar 

bricks were placed in a area at one time, changing to another type as the first ran out.  

The wall has been built with patterning to a general overall design by Wang Shu, 

however the constraints of the construction process mean that the actual placement of 

bricks was done at close quarters by the workers generally following the pattern but not 

a detailed brick by brick placement.  It is the fragmentary and irregular aspect 

characteristic of the demolition site that is of interest here as the Museum walls 

understandably exhibit the patterning exhibited by some of the traditional wapan walls 

but also echo the aesthetic and wall patterning of the demolition site.  In contrast to the 

pattern contingent on the stones for rebuilding a wapan wall, it also exhibits the 

qualities revealed temporarily during the demolition process.  The patterning of a 

mixture of a range of types of bricks and tiles takes on the appearance of the party walls 

exposed temporarily during the demolition process - roughly constructed, often 

incorporating unmatched bricks with patterning governed by whatever bricks were most 

readily available as the wall construction progressed.  These therefore operate as 

fragments, a separated out part only of a “broken” whole and forming the new 

whole.  As the former they are part of the previous buildings, yet because of their 

fragmentary and reorganised nature, the whole of these previous buildings cannot be 

read or reclaimed from the fragment.  While their provenance is broadly known, they 

are nonetheless pieces only. 

 
 

Figure 8-8:  Demolition Suzhou Creek north, Shanghai 2016 
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Figure 8-9:  Ningbo Museum 2016 

 

Wang Shu recounts discussions with former villagers who visited the museum multiple 

times to see the walls and responded positively to the memory triggered by the physical 

artefacts.  Liverani identifies this “reassuring evocation of the past”18 as one of the 

bases for the uses of spolia.  He goes on to consider the viewer more remote in time 

(perhaps also applicable to the viewer unfamiliar with the earlier status of the site) 

whose perspective on the spolia is "not of a sweet return to the past, but of a bitter, 

definitive separation from it.  They attest to a double wound, a gash for which the new 

growth is unable to compensate.”19  This aspect of the use in Ningbo remains to be 

tested by time. 

 

The walls and the building are understood as susceptible to multiple readings.  In his 

writing on the museum, Wang Shu has written most extensively on the museum form as 

representing both natural forms - mountains, caves and valleys, and a village form, the 

top floor having the scale of a village, “an impression of a mountain and a village 

combined.” 20 In the 2011 Kenzo Tange lecture at Harvard, Wang speaks about his 

work always having multiple aspects.  "this is a principle, forever not just have a single 

 
18 Paolo Liverani. “Reading Spolia in Late Antiquity and Contemporary Perception.” In Reuse Value: 
Spolia and Appropriation in Art and Architecture from Constantine to Sherrie Levine, ed. Richard 
Brilliant, and Dale Kinney (Surrey; Burlington: Ashgate, 2011), 39.  
19 Liverani, “Reading Spolia in Late Antiquity and Contemporary Perception.”, 40 
20 Wang Shu 王澍 and Lu Wenyu , "Xunhuan jianzao de shiyi”, [Poetics of Construction with Recycled 
Materials]," Shidai Jianzhu Time + Architecture 2012, no. 2 (2012): 69 
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logic, at least two different logics [… ] this is my vision about this world" 21  This sense 

of the ruin, when the ostensibly natural forms part of architecture in a urban setting is 

evident here.  In his discussion of the building as a mountain, Wang Shu describes it as: 

 

This architecture is in this way formed by an artificial square boundary, 

encompassing the sense of a cut and of traces, there are leftovers and forgetting 

here, but perhaps from these fragments are the beginning of imagining the 

continuing reconstruction of the city.22  

 

Some of the external in-situ concrete walls on the top floor cuts of the Museum and the 

internal exposed concrete walls are patterned by bamboo splits being placed in the 

forms so that the concrete surface is shaped by the bamboo.  Considered a reference by 

the modern material of concrete to the natural and traditional bamboo material, the 

walls indicate absence as much as re-occurrence.  The moulding process is such that it 

is empty space that has the shape of bamboo.  The wall is now solid concrete, marked 

by absence. 

 

 
 

Figure 8-10:  Ningbo Museum 2016 

 

- Alignment with precedents of loss, absence and destruction 

 
21 Wang Shu "Kenzo Tange Lecture: Wang Shu, 'Geometry and Narrative of Natural Form’ “, Filmed 4 
Nov 2011 Harvard GSR Cambridge MA. YouTube video,1:46:02. Posted 7 Nov 2011.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qq8sD7aGH2M&feature=youtu.be  1:24:47   
22 Wang Shu, Zao Fangzi, 44 
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The Museum architecture includes elements used in memorial architecture to represent 

loss, absence and destruction.  The Museum walls may display the aesthetic of the 

demolition site, or at least refer back to the post devastation rebuilding of wapan walls, 

but it is the surrounding field of stones that draws on the symbolism of absence and 

desolation of the field of stones seen in the Nanjing Memorial Hall and Song 

Storehouse and the actuality of the demolition site with its isolated buildings in a field 

of rubble.  The Ningbo Museum is an isolated building located in a broad open space.  

This is reminiscent of the single preserved building remaining on a demolition site, 

surrounded by a shallow field of small rubble that remains after the larger pieces and 

recyclable material has been taken away.  Approaching from the north and south are 

different experience.  While in both cases the building exhibits the character of the 

isolated building, from the north the foreground setting is a vegetation-fringed lake 

extending to the walls of the building itself.  The approach from the south has no lake, 

rather a field of stones extending some 25 metres from the building.  The bricks and 

tiles forming the walls of the building appear to stand in a field of rubble, recalling the 

demolition site.  It also draws on the representation of absence and destruction used at 

the earlier Nanjing Museum and contemporaneous Ningbo Song storehouse 

interpretation.  Here it is the symbolism established in these projects (among others) 

rather than simply any use of actual spolia in them, that establishes the connection with 

the loss of the demolished houses.  

 

 
 

Figure 8-11:  Ningbo Museum from the south west 2016 

- Literal References 
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In Changping Lu in the Jing‘an district of Shanghai, there is a more literal form of 

response.  On the edge of a demolished site, there is a marker to the laneway housing 

that occupied the site until 2013.  It takes the form of the gateway to one of the 

Shikumen laneway houses with remnants of the adjacent brick wall attached.  The edge 

of the wall is broken rather than cut, following the familiar pattern of the walls of the 

demolition site being broken away from the more substantial gateways.   

 

 
 

Figure 8-12:  Changping Lu, Shanghai 2016 

 

 
 

Figure 8-13:  off  Madang Lu, Shanghai, during demolition, 2006 

 

Isolated gateways (without the brickwork) as fragments line a section of Haining Rd 

where houses were demolished in the widening of the road.  They also appear in the 
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Xintiandi development. 

 

The Changping Lu marker is recognisable by Shanghai people as a being a part 

demolished state rather than a ruin.  The laneway housing, while dilapidated prior to the 

demolition, was not allowed to fall into this sort of ruin while occupied.  In contrast, the 

preserved gateways in Haining Lu, Xintiandi are rescued elements (standing for the 

complete building), rather than persistence of demolition itself.  

- Exposed interiors 

The Tengtou Pavilion, at the 2010 Shanghai Expo (demolished in 2016) was also 

designed by Ningbo Museum architect Wang Shu.  It is named for a village near 

Ningbo that has been rebuilt over the last 30 years.  The pavilion takes the form of a box 

shape divided across by a series of walls with large irregular holes, which allow 

glimpses through to progressively deeper parts of the pavilion.  This building also uses 

the wapan wall construction method.  Futagawa describes the result:  “the broken tiles 

and bricks are re-evaluated and regain dignity.”23  Wang Shu explains the rationale of 

the openings in the parallel walls of the pavilion:  “The stacked irregular holes derive 

from openings through forest clearings.”24 The building is designed to address the lack 

of a sense of the interior in modern architecture that the architect perceives.25 In their 

abstracted form, to the urban dweller the holes are also akin to looking through the 

openings in partly demolished housing that has been present in the Shanghai streetscape 

for an extended period of time and is highly characteristic.   

- Adoption of Demolition Aesthetics 

Some high-end stores in Shanghai have adopted the appearance of a building 

undergoing demolition as a fashionable style, at least for the short term.  “Gentle 

Monster”, an optical shop in upscale Huaihai Lu has its glasses frames displayed among 

carefully placed rubble and debris.  This utilises an aesthetic of fragments, dislocation 

and heterogeneity.  It claims the aesthetic capital of otherness and variation in contrast 

to its more conservative competitors.  The real thing is visible just down the road. There 

 
23 Yukio Futagawa, "Wang Shu & Lu Wenyu Expo 2010 Shanghai China - Ningbo Tengtou Pavillion," 
GA Document 112 (2010): 134 
24 Wang Shu, " Poumian de shiye”  [the Field of Vision on Section]," Shidai jianzhu  Time + Architecture 
2012, no. 2 (2012):83 
25 Wang Shu, Poumian de shiye, 81 
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is no sense of critique here.  The shop relies on the inhabitants of the new apartments 

that replaced the laneway housing for its income.   

 

 
Figure 8-14:  Gentle Monster, Huaihai Lu, 2017 

 

In Datian Lu, close to Yongping Li, walls around new developments on the site of 

demolished laneway housing have been constructed with the appearance of broken, 

irregular vee shaped face brick sections with plain rendered infill, recalling the response 

of brick walls of the housing to demolition. 

 

 
Figure 8-15:  Datian Lu 2017 

- Installations 

Cyprian Gaillard’s artworks centreing on this relationship often incorporate 

juxtapositions of demolition and intact fabric.  Gaillard’s photographic, video and 
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installation works have focussed on themes of ruination and demolition.  “For Gaillard, 

the relationship of the present to the past is one of constant transition and merging 

manifestations.”26  In the permanent installation “La grande allée du Château de Oiron”, 

2008, Gaillard provides the broken past in physical form.  The walkway to the Chateau 

is formed by a bed of broken rubble from the demolition of high-rise housing in Paris. 

 The use of local spolia and traditional construction methods described in this section 

provides a tangible link to traditional buildings and the fact of their demolition.  Other 

aspects appearing in the construction of new buildings express the fragmentation and 

aesthetics of the demolition site.  Other aspects again draw on the precedents in the 

architecture of absence and associate that language with absent buildings.  They are the 

recognition of and effect of the large-scale demolition that has been occurring. 

5. Conclusion

Attempts to retrieve something from destroyed buildings are at odds with perceptions of 

the demolition being something that is done to outmoded and unwanted buildings.  

They indicate an opposing position on the value of the demolished building, and 

question the demolition.  It is the sheer scale and impact of the demolition that has 

extended the invitation to attempt some form of retrieval. 

As the number of older constructions diminishes, these new buildings come to provide a 

continuing connection to the old and to their demolition.   Some built responses are 

limited to nostalgic reconstructions or aesthetic styling, but capable of indicating regret, 

a contrary position, or a desire to have some form of physical preservation.  The best re-

establish a relation with the past while avoiding nostalgic recreations.  The architecture 

considered in this chapter stands as part of a growing list of examples of architecture 

that are concerned with local conditions and identity, including the cited works of Neri 

and Hu, Li Xiaodong, Wang Shu and Li Wenyu among others.  This local architecture 

illustrates the possibility of recognising specific past events in new buildings with 

contemporary programs, without being imitative.  The architecture of demolition does 

26 Max Weintraub, “Cyprien Gaillard: Video in an Age of Doubt”, art21, Spring 2018, 
http://magazine.art21.org/2013/02/07/on-view-now-cyprien-gaillard-video-in-an-age-of-
doubt/#.WMHrKxA7qzg , created Feb 7, 2013 
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however remain a distinct category within this strongly local architecture.  It is a 

response to a contemporary situation, certainly, involving the loss of tradition(-al 

housing) and characteristic of modern China.   Rather than simply being part of broader 

attempts to establish the sort of architectures best suit the current Chinese context, it is a 

response to the landscape of the change itself, that attempts to establish a connection to 

the passing of the past rather than to the specifics of the past.   

 

New architecture achieves this through multiple strategies all grounded in an awareness 

of the characteristics of architecture as revealed in the demolition site, coupled with a 

desire to acknowledge the characteristics of a site through history.  It requires on the 

part of the architect a sensitivity to materiality, construction and ways in which the part 

can stand for the whole.  It crucially requires how the population generally has 

experienced the pre-demolition building and experienced the time of demolition itself. 
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The aim of this research has been to develop a theory of demolition articulating the 

nature and impact of demolition on the inhabitants' experience and memory of the city, 

and on architecture and the urban fabric.  To achieve this, the thesis has analysed two 

separate but related aspects of demolition:  the presence of the demolition in 

progress, and the subsequent absence and replacement following demolition.  The first 

has an ephemeral although lingering effect for the duration of the demolition, the latter 

configures the city that continues into the future.  

 

Demolition is not simply a “there / not there” building removal occurring as part of a 

strategy of city formation.  The "not there" state is the outcome of a process that over 

time strips back and converts an intact building and operating part of the city into 

absence of both.  Demolition in progress is an undoing rather than simply 

disappearance.     It involves the progressive removal not just of the building, but the 

life surrounding it, the networks it is part of and the specific character, which 

progressively less identifiable through the process.    Demolition in progress is 

accompanied by a full consciousness of the certainty of immanent oblivion.  This 

carries with it senses of temporarality, last chance to see, loss, dispersion, 

irreversibility.   As Marc Augé demonstrates, oblivion is not pure nothingness, it 

involves crossing through a liminal period from one state to another.    Looking at the 

process of dissolution is critical for understanding the nature of the oblivion that 

demolition brings and how vanishing is more than simply not being there.  In this way, 

demolition as oblivion is understood as the sum of the undoing that occurs during 

demolition and passage through a liminal phase to construct a new relationship of the 

present, past and future. 

 

The enquiry into the nature and impact of demolition has followed the line of enquiry 

laid down in the research question:  What are the aesthetic, architectural, perceptual and 

mnemonic qualities of the period of demolition and the impact of the removal of / 

absence of the demolished building or neighbourhood?  How do these complex 

characteristics operate together to provide an understanding of the effect of demolition 

on the fabric of the city, the architecture of vanishing buildings and on the drivers of 

demolition? 
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Chapters 4, 5 and 6 consider the aesthetic qualities of the demolition site at 

neighbourhood and building scale.  Based on observation and documentation of sites in 

Shanghai and Australia, demolition is found to introduce the aesthetic categories of the 

fragmented, broken, layered and cut into the streetscape.  The specific categories are 

found to be contingent on the original architectural design, structural strategy, recycling 

and disposal strategy, demolition method adopted and (in the case of Shanghai at least) 

the order that residents accept relocation offers.  Demolition marks the divide between a 

building being something useful to humans and an object without functional or design 

direction.  The aesthetics of the demolition site also align to this new state where 

usefulness to humans is irrelevant.  Post human, there is no concern to maintain the 

three of the Vitruvian characteristics - firmness, commodity and delight - and the 

demolition site reflects this. 

 

Chapter 5 and 6 consider the relation of demolition to architecture.  The architecture of 

demolition is the response of the designed object to the forces of demolition that have 

no concern with the former reasons for design or existence of the architecture.  Previous 

meanings of interior, exterior, shelter and protection are no longer relevant.  Demolition 

variously cuts, breaks or dismantles and as subtractive architectural operations, these 

result in sections, fragments or layers.  Through these actions, the building may be seen 

for the first time in section through its full height.  Inhabited spaces are seen in relation 

to structure and services.  This laying bare of a fundamental condition of architecture, a 

contingent byproduct of the demolition process, provides views of a building never 

available during its inhabited life, and often not even during construction.  In 

dismantling, tectonics are similarly made clear, unobscured by non-loadbearing 

elements.  This laying bare is a side effect, as there is no intention.  Writing on material 

things no longer domesticated for human use, Petursdottir notes  "And this is what 

simultaneously makes them terrifying and renders them matters of vital concern: that 

they do not represent anything coherent or expectedly humanly rewarding (past, society, 

culture, and so on) – but are above all presence.”1  In a building undergoing demolition, 

material is no longer required to perform any functional role for inhabitants, so any 

revelations are weak in nature.  They incomplete pictures of architecture and history, 

and the viewer cannot direct what will be seen, merely observe and document. 

 

 
1 Þóra Pétursdóttir, “Climate change. Archaeology and Anthropocene.” Archaeological Dialogues 24 (2) 
175–205 C Cambridge University Press 2017 doi:10.1017/S1380203817000216, 199. 
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There is no one unified view or perception of demolition.  The old is variously regarded 

as both outmoded and a container of valuable history.  The imminent coming of the new 

is regarded as both a sign of continual progress and timely removal of the outmoded, 

and of needless destruction.  Authentic fabric showing the signs of use, wear and the 

marks of history may be prized, or newness considered of equal or higher value. The 

city may be viewed as a site of cycles of destruction and rebuilding new, or an 

accumulation over centuries of a valuable history of habitation.  Those viewing, 

working on or, in the case of large-scale demolition such as that in Shanghai, living 

among demolition, perceive a series of micro transitions as the buildings, character and 

networks are taken apart.  Those who are confronted head on by these transitions of the 

demolition site live in a world of  interwoven present and multiple pasts coming and 

going, of struggles against the progressive loss of  meaning and coming to terms with 

the loss of sites of spatial practices.  There is the heightened attention that comes from 

the knowledge that this is the last chance to see.   

 

Chapter 4 considered the way the undoing due to demolition, in the shadow of certain 

total removal, can serve to fix the building in memory.  There are also more tangible 

forms of mnemonics.  Chapter 8 considered forms of persistence that refer not just to 

demolished buildings, but to the time and qualities of demolition, recalling not just the 

building but its passing.  In recalling this state, they act as a form of Dirty Realism, 

reproducing the familiar even if it is not beautiful. 

 

As developed from Augé’s work, oblivion is not an emptiness, it is a formative process, 

a selection of what continues and what ceases.  The consideration of the qualities of 

demolition is part of understanding not just the effects during and after, but to illuminate 

decisions to demolish. Demolition not a trivial activity in terms of effort involved, 

decision making prior, and the disruption it causes.  This is a particularly relevant in the 

rapidly changing context of contemporary cities as buildings become rapidly outdated 

due to environmental, technological, and demographic changes. The disappearance of 

old uses and rise of new requirements increasingly challenges the relevance and use of 

existing building stock.  An attention to issues considered in this thesis, such as the way 

the past appears in the present, the connection of identity with built fabric and 

constructions placed on, for example, oldness and newness has the potential to refine 

the way demolition is used on the mass of fabric.  There is therefore a need to 

understand these impacts and ensure that the demolition is aligned with the desired 
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outcome of demolition.  In considering and planning changes to the city, weight must be 

given to what would be demolished as much as what will be built new.  These 

considerations are not necessarily congruent with heritage assessments. 

If demolition is, as Kostof describes “a statement of purpose, made by a society to itself 

and to those who will view it in the future”2,  there needs to be a clarity of purpose 

when using demolition.  An attention to demolition is an acknowledgement that what is 

removed from the city is, by its absence, equally as formative of the city as what takes 

its place.  In the case of demolition, it is not only formative in the material sense but in 

the reconfiguration of memory and of the form in which the past emerges in the 

present.  

Demolition has been employed variously as a tool for urban renewal, erasure of 

unwanted pasts, ruin clearing, and to permit the return of older pasts.  In addressing the 

question “what buildings or parts of the city do we demolish”, the analysis leads to the 

deeper question of the complex relation of the present with the past and future, rather 

than solely being a judgement of architectural value, assessment of associations, or 

historical value.  Urban design is not simply a matter of making space but requires an 

attention to the specificity of what is to be demolished and why. Demolition as a 

constitutive role in forming the physical city ideally proceeds as a considered pruning, 

guided by an understanding of how the past will (or won’t) relate to the changing 

city.  The city is shaped as much by the choices made on what to take away as decisions 

on what is built, shaped by the decisions on what we no longer want to be there.  In 

determining how to bring the past into relation with the present, it is then by judicious 

decisions on what to keep and what not to keep:  It must not overwhelm the present, not 

be viewed as pre- or an earlier or even completed stage, and it must not act to constrain 

the vision of the future, rather foster imagination and creativity in forming the 

future.  The two queries “What should we protect?” and “What do we demolish” 

becomes a question regarding the qualities of the building and its associations in 

relation to some set criteria in the first case.  Moreover they direct us to the deeper 

question of the complex relation of the present with the past and future in the second 

case.   

2 Spiro Kostof, "His Majesty the Pick:  The Aesthetics of Demolition," Design Quarterly, No. 118/119, 
Meanings of Modernism: Form, Function and Metaphor (1982), 37. 
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[map], (Shanghai : Shanghai shang wu yin shu guan, Minguo 2 [1913] ) 
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g7824s.ct003616/ 
Credit: Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. 

Figure 2-13 Map of  Suzhou North Cadastral Boundaries 1932,  
Underlay based on Cheng Zai, Wu Jian Xi eds,   Lao Shanghai Bai Ye Zhinan .   
Cadastral boundaries identified from Hu bei dixing zongtu 滬北地形總圖 Alternative original title    
Article III Annexe II of agreement of May 5, 1932 Area No. 4 (Chapei), 1932 Map D.  National Archives 
(United Kingdom) FO 925/25318 (FO925-25318 (8) and (9)). 
http://virtualshanghai.net/Map_List.php?Table=Map&ID=774  
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Figure 2-14 Map of  Suzhou North Cadastral Boundaries (Detail) 1932,  
Underlay based on Cheng Zai, Wu Jian Xi eds,  Lao Shanghai Bai Ye Zhinan .  Cadastral boundaries 
identified from Hu bei dixing zongtu 滬北地形總圖 Article III Annexe II of agreement of May 5, 1932 
Area No. 4 (Chapei) Map D National Archives (United Kingdom)  FO925-25318 (9)  
http://virtualshanghai.net/Map_List.php?Table=Map&ID=774  

Figure 2-15: Map of  Factory, Commercial and Workshop Distribution 1947, Suzhou Creek North Area 
Underlay based on Cheng Zai, Wu Jian Xi eds,  Lao Shanghai Bai Ye Zhinan

Figure 2-16: Shop House Ground Floor Layout Alterations 
Based on Renee Y Chow, Changing Chinese Cities The Potentials of Field Urbanism, (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai’i Press, 2015), 60  

Figure 2-17: Map of  Suzhou North Study Area – Composition 2000 
Underlay only Cheng Zai, Wu Jian Xi eds,  Lao Shanghai Bai Ye Zhinan 

Map Fig 3-2: Street alignments are from OpenStreetMap® open data, licensed under the Open Data 
Commons Open Database License (ODbL) by the OpenStreetMap Foundation (OSMF). As CC BY-SA, 
© OpenStreetMap contributors.  

Maps Fig 3-2 to 3-4, 3-6 to 3-11 have all been constructed by the author from the author’s own 
photographs and notes, and reference to Google Earth, Baidu online satellite photographs and street 
views, https://map.baidu.com/, qq online satellite photographs and street views https://map.qq.com and 
Tian online satellite photographs https://www.shanghai-map.net/shtdt/multi-images/index.html.  Maps 
created using QGIS Geographic Information System Open Source Geospatial Foundation Project 
software. Underlay only Cheng Zai, Wu Jian Xi eds,  Lao Shanghai Bai Ye Zhinan  

Figure 3-5 Shanghai, edushi view of Suzhou Creek North.  Edushi, http://sh.edushi.com/, accessed 23 
June 2017 

Figure 6-8  Vladimir Krstic,  "Excavated Margins: Notes on the Pondering of Matter in the Works of 
Ryoji Suzuki," Oz: Vol. 21:14 https://doi.org/10.4148/2378-5853.1333. This work is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 4.0 License. 
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